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Abstract Text: Zeolites are microporous solids of great importance in catalysis. Due to the extended microporous 
channel and/or cage systems in zeolites very long diffusion path lengths arise that lead to low efficiency factors. In order 
to increase zeolite efficiency the shortening of the diffusion path length through the development of secondary, larger 
porosity within the zeolite crystals has been put forward as sound solution. Indeed, a great variety of synthetic and post-
synthetic strategies have been developed to reach this goal.[1] 
With the aim to rationalize catalytic behaviors of hierarchical zeolites, their catalytic activity, selectivity and stability are 
compared to those of pristine zeolites. The often times improved catalytic properties of hierarchical zeolites are related 
to their superior textural properties. Yet, the determination of the microporous volume, the BET surface area and the 
amount of occulted mesopores in hierarchical zeolites is far from being evident through standard gas physisorption 
techniques (N2, Ar). Indeed, the strong sorbent-surface interactions do not allow to distinguish the micropore filling 
from the formation of monolayers, which is at the origin of the mesopore filling. As underlined by several authors, the 
usually employed t-plot procedure is not suitable to determine accurately the micropore volume since its value varies 
significantly with the pressure range arbitrarily chosen to set the linear regressions.[2-3] All these issues lead to strong 
misinterpretations of the real microporous volume. Similarly, it is difficult to determine the exact BET surface area from 
nitrogen (or argon) adsorption in hierarchical zeolites, as the adsorption on the microporous surface does not lead to 
multilayer formation.[4] 
In this contribution we present a strategy based on the comparison of the nitrogen physisorption isotherms at 77 K of 
hierarchical zeolite samples with those of their n-nonane retaining counterparts. The strategy allowed for ZSM-5 the 
determination of the exact microporous volume by simply comparing the nitrogen adsorption and desorption isotherms 
at 77 K before and after the n-nonane preadsorption (Figure 1a).[5] This strategy further permitted for calculating the 
exact monolayer capacity (and hence the exact BET surface area) and to quantify the amount of occulted mesopores (i.e. 
mesopores only accessible via the micropores). 
This approach was further applied for determining the textural properties of hierarchical zeolites of the MCM-22 
family.[6] Through characterizing hierarchical MCM-22 based materials and comparing their properties with those of the 
n-nonane retaining counterparts important evidence on the impact of the hierarchization treatment on the accessible 
micropore volume was evidenced (Figure 1b). The latter is related to the amount of hemicages on the crystal surface 
and allows hence to deduce the impact of hierarchization on the different pore systems. 
As such, it was proved that though substantial growth of BET surface area and interlayer-mesopore volume in MCM-36 
the accessible micropore volume fraction hardly increases compared to calcined MCM-22. This indicates that the 
pillaring only marginally allows to increase accessibility to hemicages. As far as desilication treatments are concerned, 
most lead to a reduced accessible micropore volume fraction, indicating that desilication preferentially destroys 
hemicages on the crystal surface. For the swollen MCM-22(P) precursor desilication yet allows for a substantial increase 
in the  accessible micropore volume fraction, which is probably related to the presence of the cationic surfactant in the 
interlayer volume that hence allows to induce surfactant-templating from the inside of the crystal.  
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Abstract Text: Zeolites are crystalline aluminosilicates that are used for a broad range of industrial applications such as 
gas separation and capture and as highly efficient catalysts. Their structure consists of tetrahedrally coordinated SiO4 
units connected in a network of pores and channels. Catalytic activity results from substitution of silicon for aluminum 
which requires the presence of countercharges that act as active centers. The local environment of the aluminum sites 
can strongly influence the catalytic activity of the acid sites [1]. Therefore, to be able to tune the framework for specific 
applications, it is crucial to characterize the aluminum distribution in the material, which requires techniques sensitive 
on short ranges. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy has already been used to characterize the aluminum 
distribution in ZSM-5 [2]. However, zeolites typically operate under hydrous conditions, which can affect the local 
geometry of the material and therefore the NMR properties. Especially in the case of protic zeolites, water molecules 
can strongly change the nature of the acid sites through the solvation of protons [3, 4]. In supporting the interpretation 
of experimental data, it is crucial for computational techniques to explicitly take into account the presence of water. 
Furthermore, dynamic effects such as the rapid reorientation of the chemical shielding tensor due to molecular motion 
[5] cannot always be accounted for by solely using a static approach. Therefore we are interested in operando modeling 
techniques, as to mimic the real world operating conditions of the zeolite as closely as possible, by including both 
hydration and dynamics. The validity of the methodology is verified through comparison to experimental NMR results on 
a JBW zeolite. 
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Abstract Text: Zeolites modified with the transition metals (TM) are promising materials for one-step low-temperature 
methane oxidation to methanol.  Such catalysts often combine the benefits of being stable and recyclable and having 
well-defined geometry.1 Their unique reactivity stems from the presence of extraframework TM cationic complexes 
electrostatically stabilized in the micropores by a negatively charged zeolitic framework. Earlier studies pointed to the 
high mobility of such cationic species allowing for the dynamic diffusion and change of nuclearity under the reaction 
conditions.2 Nevertheless, the structural proposals for the active sites are still dominated either by the single-populated 
configurations determined within the 0K/UHV (ultra-high vacuum) approximation of the first-principles calculations or 
by the structural interpretations of the ensemble-average signals from the spectroscopic characterization studies. In this 
work, we demonstrate that such approximations do fail to adequately represent the configurational space of the active 
site populated under the actual catalytic conditions. We introduce a practical computational method to efficiently scan 
the different intrazeolite active site configurations to identify the reactive ensembles responsible for the catalytic 
properties of the zeolite materials. 
Ab initio molecular dynamic (aiMD) simulations were carried out to sample the neighbouring regions of the potential 
energy surface around the [Cu3O3]2+ site in MOR zeolite earlier proposed as the active site for methane oxidation based 
on the detailed EXAFS analysis.3 To enable the exhaustive configurational search, we made use of the initial velocity 
filtration to drag the system along the low modes in aiMD simulations. A novel clustering algorithm was introduced to 
identify the structurally distinct clusters in the trajectories, which were found to be more stable than the alternative 
[Cu3O3]2+ configurations considered in previous experimental and theoretical studies. Among the low-lying 
configurations are the diverse peroxo- and oxo-clusters. Many of these highly diverse configurations show comparable 
thermodynamic stabilities and their interconversion proceeds with relatively low barriers. Our results point to the 
simultaneous presence and rapid interconversion of such clusters in the zeolite pores under the reactive conditions 
giving rise to highly dynamic and diverse reactive ensembles defining the catalytic properties and behaviour of the 
cation-exchanged zeolites.   
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Abstract Text: Since the first observation in 2005 by Schoonheydt’s group1, Cu-exchanged zeolites have been extensively 
studied for the direct conversion of methane-to-methanol. Along the years, many different topologies, Al and Cu 
contents and preparation methods have been explored with the aim to improve substantially the activity and preserving 
the selectivity of these materials. Several techniques, both experimental and theoretical, have been applied2 hoping to 
find direct correlations between the structural properties and the catalytic performances of the materials under study. 
Nonetheless, the exact nature of the active species is far from well understood and a plethora of different mechanisms 
and candidates have emerged in the years. Notwithstanding the significant variability arising from different structure 
and composition of these materials, as well as the possibility of different reaction conditions, two key features lie at the 
core of this process: the Cu(I)/Cu(II) redox cycle and the local coordination environment of the Cu sites. Apart from 
leading the mechanisms underlying this reaction, redox and coordination properties of these Cu sites influence the 
average Cu-Cu distance, and thus the ability of the metal to form complexes and multimeric cores inside the zeolite 
framework3. Furthermore, it has been shown that certain gas-phase reactants that are used to reduce and coordinate 
the Cu possess the ability to mobilize the metal atoms inside the structure of the zeolite to some extent: it is the case of 
NH3, which is able to form stable complexes with the Cu atoms, that are mobile enough to move to different positions 
depending on the properties of the host material4. 
In this study, we treated a Cu mordenite sample (Si/Al=8.22, Cu/Al=0.27) with a series of reducing agents in order to 
assess their different effect with respect to the Cu species, both in term of reducibility and final location. In addition, two 
samples were treated in O2 at different temperatures to have a reference for the oxidized states. All the samples were 
studied by Cu K-edge X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) at the Elettra Synchrotron facility (Trieste). Both X-ray 
Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES) and Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) spectra were analysed, 
providing important, element-selective information on the redox behaviour and on the local coordination environment 
of the Cu sites. Furthermore, to obtain specific information on the possible multimeric Cu sites and distinguish their 
signal contribution from the lighter framework elements, we employed Wavelet Transform Analysis (WTA) on the 
collected EXAFS data. This novel approach allows to obtain a 2D representation of the EXAFS signal in k and R space 
simultaneously, making it possible to single out the contributions arising from scattering atoms with different atomic 
number, which are of ambiguous identification using the classic Fourier Transform analysis. 
The WTA reported in Image 1 show how a “lobe” forms at high k and R values for some selected samples. This 2D 
contribution is mainly due to Cu-Cu neighbouring interactions and demonstrates how it is possible to prove the 
existence of multimeric Cu sites in a selective manner5. 
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Abstract Text: LTA zeolite has three types of protons O1H, O2H and O3H (structural effect).But, is the acidity of each of 
these sites (OxH, x=1-3) the same regardless the Al-distribution of the zeolite?. As the Si/Al ratio decreases, the number 
of Brønsted site neighbours of an acid site increases, and this will also affect the acidity (chemical effect). Both factors 
(structural and chemical) need to be analyzed to assess and understand acidity. This can be done using models and 
appropiate techniques from a computational chemistry viewpoint, but, how can these models be compared to 
experiments if the real Al-distribution is unknown?. In the present work we propose a model to find Al-distributions in 
LTA zeolite by using Inelastic Neutron Scattering, 29Si NMR spectra and periodic DFT calculations. It is yet to be seen 
whether this approach can be successfully used with more complex zeolites. 
We study two LTA samples with Si/Al ratios of 40 and 5, whose corresponding models are Si47AlO96H and Si40Al8O96H8 
unit cells (2×1×1 from the smallest cell). The structure of LTA zeolite contains micropores consisting of large (α) and 
small (sodalite) cavities, in which O1H and O3H point to a 8-ring at the intersection between two α-cages, while O2H 
points to a 6-ring at the intersection between α-cage and sodalite. 
The first sample (LTA-40) [1] contains, arguably, isolated Brønsted sites, and only three different sites (O1H, O2H, O3H) 
with no 'chemical effect' meaning only one Al-distribution consisting on 47 Si(0Al) and 1 Si(1Al). Either O1H, O2H, or O3H 
(or a mixture of them), all isolated sites, must be present. With exhaustive testing, O2H was found to give the best 
agreement with the experimental INS data (Figure 1, top). 
The second sample (LTA-5) [2] is much more complex since the three structurally different sites (O1H, O2H, O3H) can be 
affected differently depending on the Al-distribution (chemical effect). By generating 100 randomly different Al-
distributions, their calculated 29Si NMR spectra was compared to the experimental and 9 of them were selected as 
similar to the NMR data. One of them, more in agreement with the experimental INS spectrum, was selected as the 
most probable Al distribution for LTA-5 (Figure 1, bottom). 
 Inelastic neutron scattering (INS) has been used to study the acid sites of the LTA zeolite with different Si/Al ratios. It is 
not possible to measure bending modes of the acid sites with IR spectroscopy since these bands overlap with the strong 
bands from the zeolite framework. The combination of an extremely high quality of the samples and the sensitivity of 
the instrument allows to detect with high precision the acid sites of both high-silica and low-silica zeolites and obtain 
information about their position. 
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Abstract Text: In supercapacitors, the rate of charging depends on how quickly ions can reach and accommodate the 
surface of electrodes. The latter are often made of pelletized porous carbons being electrically conductive and offering 
high tunability of porosity for efficient ion accommodation. The diffusion of ions inside pores of carbon, a parameter 
reflecting the speed of their migration within individual carbon particles, is believed to be crucial in designing 
supercapacitor electrodes [1]. Herein, we discuss this belief by bridging the microscopic picture of diffusion seen by 
NMR with the macroscopic charging behavior of supercapacitors investigated by impedance spectroscopy. 
Quantification of the average residence time of ions within carbon particles showcases that the nanopore environment 
may not be the rate-limiting factor for the overall ion mobility and thus the performance of a supercapacitor cell – as 
commonly expected [2]. Combining direct diffusion studies performed with neat and solvated ionic liquids and those on 
organic electrolytes, we developed the so far lacking criteria for the rational selection of electrolyte-carbon systems and 
give recommendations for the preparation of transport-optimized materials for supercapacitors to minimize ionic 
diffusion limitations. 
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Abstract Text: The highly reactive α-O site in zeolites, capable of the low temperature activation of nitrous oxide, 
methane and benzene was recently defined as a high spin (S=2) square pyramidal Fe(IV)=O species. The α-O site can be 
formed by oxygen atom abstraction from N2O by the α-Fe(II) precursor, which can be hosted in extra-framework cation 
exchange sites of 6MR containing zeolites such as MFI, *BEA, FER and CHA with specific positioning of aluminum-
substituted T-atoms. 
With the active site’s geometry and electronic structure, as well as spectroscopic handles of active site through reaction 
cycles identified, detailed mechanistic studies can now be carried out. Key reaction intermediates have been 
spectroscopically identified for the oxygen atom abstraction from N2O, the hydroxylation of benzene, and the 
hydroxylation of methane. Mechanistic insight reveals rate limiting steps and causes of reduced selectivity and catalyst 
turnover. The reaction profiles can be modified through active site manipulation, as demonstrated by a comparison 
between Fe-*BEA and Fe-CHA. Three key catalyst characteristics are discussed: confinement, ligand field strength and 
geometry, and molecular sieving. All computational data are supported by experimental characterization and kinetic 
studies. 
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Abstract Text:   
  
The Assembly-Disassembly-Organisation-Reassembly (ADOR) process is a method of producing new zeolite frameworks, 
which may have been unfeasible from traditional hydrothermal methods, through the disassembly of an initial parent 
structure (Image 1).1 An in-depth understanding of the mechanism behind the breakdown of the parent zeolite is useful 
to understand the control over the formation of the final products. The work presented here focusses on the 
disassembly stage of the process, attempting to understand the sequence of bond breakage and layer organisation prior 
to the formation of the final product. 
  
The disassembly of the parent zeolite results in a large degree of disorder within the framework. The consideration of 
both Bragg and diffuse scattering, known as total scattering, from pair distribution function (PDF) makes it an extremely 
useful tool for probing the local changes within the structure as the disassembly and organisation proceeds. The 
hydrolysis of UTL by 6 M acid was monitored by in-situ PDF measurements at the Advanced Photon Source (APS). The 
resulting data has provided interesting insights in to the mechanism of the ADOR process (Image 2). 
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Abstract Text: Clinoptilolite samples were characterized by several quantitative and qualitative analytical methods [1]. 
The zeolites were first assessed by Infrared (IR) Spectroscopy to gather preliminary structural knowledge and to confirm 
their high clinoptilolite content. Their thermal stability (dehydration) was evaluated by combining Differential Scanning 
Calorimetry (DSC) and Thermogravimetry Analysis (TGA) (Simultaneous Thermal Analysis; STA). After these preliminary 
experiments, precise determination of elementary compositions of the zeolite samples was done by Neutron Activation 
Analysis (NAA) and Total Internal Reflection X-Ray Fluorescence (TXRF). Powder X-Ray Diffraction (PXRD) was used to 
investigate crystalline phase compositions. Furthermore, all the data collected were analysed together to clarify the 
zeolite type and elemental composition. The results were compared to elemental composition of clinoptilolites in the 
literature. 
The company LITHOS Industrial Minerals GmbH provided the following information about the zeolite samples. Sample A 
and D have a grain size of 0-125μm, sample B of 0-100μm and sample C of 0.5-2mm. Sample C was milled for the 
analysis IR, STA, NAA, TXRF and PXRD. Sample A, B and C should contain 90% of clinoptilolite and sample D only less than 
60%. 
Analysis 
The analysis of NAA and TXRF was done by comparison to NIST standard Coal Fly Ash (CFA). The Si content of the 
samples cannot be determined directly by combined NAA and γ-spectroscopy, because silicon does not have an easily 
detectable γ-peak. By detecting the γ-peak of 29Al [2] the silicon content of the sample can be calculated the same way 
as the other element amounts were determined. For the TXRF analysis, the thin film approximation was used. The 
element silicon was set to the internal standard, which means the proportional constant of silicon was set to 1000. The 
software of the used instrument Atomika 8030C calculates the other element specific concentration proportional 
constants, which are used for the determination. 
Results 
The IR spectra of the samples confirmed that all four samples contain mostly clinoptilolite. However, the exact content 
cannot be determined by IR spectroscopy. It is clear from the STA data that the water content of the sample materials 
does not change drastically over the temperature range studied, and no further consideration is necessary for the 
following NAA and TXRF experiments. 
The Si/Al ratio for samples A and B lies between 4.0 and 5.5 as is characteristic for clinoptilolite. For sample C the ratio is 
also in this range, if calculated from the NAA data. It can be concluded that sample A, B and C are mainly clinoptilolite. 
Sample D has a higher value for the Si/Al ratio, which indicates the presence of some additional non-clinoptilolite 
material. While NAA has been previously applied to the analysis of zeolitic materials, it has also been demonstrated that 
TXRF analyses of finely powdered zeolites are also possible using a very simple sampling method (Tab. 1). Nonetheless, 
TXRF seems to systematically underestimate the quantitative element content of the zeolites. This can be explained by 
absorption effects and the inadequacy of the thin film approximation to the sampling method applied. 
PXRD verified that samples A, B and C have clinoptilolite-Na as the major phase and sample D contains an additional 
non-clinoptilolite phase. 
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Abstract Text:   
Introduction 
Oxyfuncionalization of hydrocarbons is highly required transformation in industrial chemistry. Recently, it was shown, 
that two Fe(II) ions of binuclear Fe(II) species stabilized in ferrierite (FER) can cooperate in facilitation of N2O 
decomposition and formation of active oxygen (called a-oxygen) used subsequently for methane to methanol oxidation 
[1,2]. Application of such a route with more atom-efficient O2 would be very interesting in selective oxidation of 
hydrocarbons. In this work the reactivity of a-oxygen stabilized by binuclear Fe(II) species in FER for selective oxidation 
of CH4 at ambient temperature to valuable oxygen containing products is studied by spectroscopic means. 
Materials & Methods 
Commercially available FER Si/Al 8.6 was exchanged with NH4NO3 to NH4-form of FER. The Fe(II)-FER catalyst with Fe/Al 
0.04, was prepared by impregnation with FeCl3 dissolved in acetylacetone. For Mössbauer spectroscopy measurements 
sample was prepared by the same procedure using isotopically enriched 57FeCl3. FTIR, Mössbauer and UV-Vis 
spectroscopy were used for determination of the redox properties of Fe species in FER. Recorded spectra were collected 
after evacuation (at 450 °C, 3h) and after following treatments: i) 30 min interaction with O2 at RT (pO2= 1 atm.), ii) O2 
desorption at RT/200°C, iii) interaction with CH4 at RT/200°C  (pCH4 = 1 atm.), iv) evacuation of CH4 at RT/200°C. 
Results & Discussion 
Mössbauer spectroscopy revealed that evacuated Fe-FER contained exclusively atomically dispersed Fe(II) located in 
cationic sites (α and β [2] IS > 0.9 and, QS 0.48-2.20 mm/s). The interaction of Fe-FER with O2 at RT (followed by an 
evacuation) results in its oxidation and formation of the new doublet with the hyperfine parameters (IS = 0.38 and 
QS=0.78 mm/s) similar to previously established parameters of a-oxygen [Fe(IV)O]2+ (equivalent to [Fe(III)O-●]2+) formed 
after interaction of Fe-zeolite with N2O. The interaction of the oxidized Fe-FER with CH4 followed by an evacuation 
results in the presence of Fe(II), exclusively. FTIR spectrum of the dehydrated Fe-FER confirms the presence of the band 
at 938 and 918 cm-1 assigned to bare Fe(II) (α and β cationic sites, respectively). The interaction with O2 at RT results in 
(i) disappearing the bands attributed to the bare Fe(II) cations and (ii) the formation of a new band at around 880 cm-1. 
This band stable at RT and 200°C is assigned to the α-oxygen and reflects stronger perturbation of the T-O-T vibrations 
by the ligation of [Fe(IV)O]2+ to the zeolite ring [2]. FTIR spectrum recorded after the subsequent interaction of the 
oxidized Fe-ferrierite with CH4 at RT followed by an evacuation at 200°C exhibited the bands at 938 and 918 cm-1, which 
are assigned to Fe(II). Also UV-Vis-NIR spectroscopy evidence the oxidation of Fe(II) ions. A new band, identical as 
observed for Fe-beta [1] zeolite after oxidation by N2O, attributable to the formation of Fe(IV)=O at 30 000 cm-1 was 
formed. Results from all used spectroscopies, confirm the interaction between CH4 and a-oxygen originating from O2 
dissociation. Moreover, the presence of Fe(II) after CH4 treatment of oxidized Fe-FER suggested that the products of CH4 
oxidation are easily released. 
References:  
[1] Solomon, E. I. et al., Nature, 536 (2016) 317-321 
[2] Tabor, E. et al., Commun. Chem., 2 (2019) 
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Abstract Text: The catalytic potential of zeolites is determined by their crystalline structure. The pore structure given by 
the zeolite framework defines the well-known concept of shape-selective catalysis. This is due to a strong stabilization of 
the transition states by the van der Waals interactions with the zeolite framework (confinement effect) as well by 
channels topology and size of the internal voids. In this work studies of ethanol transformation over 10-ring zeolites 
exhibiting similar acidic property were carried out to evidence the role of the size of internal cavities on the associative 
and dissociative pathways for ethanol dehydration. The difference of the internal void formed at the intersection of 10-
ring (ZSM-5 and TNU-9) and 10- and 8-ring channels (TNU-10) determines the type of the chemisorbed adducts (blue 
spectrum in Fig. 1), their successive transformations and finally decides on the type of the product formed. For zeolites 
offering spacious internal cavities formed by 10-ring channels intersected (ZSM-5 and TNU-9) ethanol molecules are 
hydrogen-bonded to the Si(OH)Al groups. The intensities of the C component of ABC structure (1800-1500 cm-1) clearly 

indicate the significant difference in the cavity volume (500, vs. 1410 �3 for ZSM-5 and TNU-9, resp.) [1] being easily 
accessible to ethanol molecules. In TNU-10 the rapid transformation of ethanol molecules into intermediate species 
does not provide the interference of the spectra by the Fermi resonance is observed. This suggests that the reduced void 
volume (8- and 10-ring channels intersected) favors the immediate transformation of the chemisorbed ethanol to 
ethoxy intermediate species with the elimination of water molecule. Both hydrogen-bonded ethanol molecules and 
ethoxy species are consumed on time, nearly fully consumed within 5 min. at 220 oC (red spectrum in Fig. 1) providing 
ethene as the main product. Nevertheless, the more confined environment in TNU-10 ensures the rapid transformation 
of the ethoxy species directly to butenes (1630 cm-1) while the intermediate species detected in ZSM-5 and TNU-9 serve 
as the substrates in forming oligomeric species (a broad band at 1620 cm-1). Our preliminary results on the ethanol 
transformation over 10-ring zeolites evidence a highly selective production of ethylene in TNU-10; the structures with 
the larger cavities in the intersection of the 10-MR channels architecture (ZSM-5, TNU-9) yield in smaller ethylene 
selectivity. Such differentiated adsorption feature strongly supports the confinement effect. This can be tuned by the 
size of the internal cavities while the concentration and strength of the acid sites can be considered of a secondary 
importance. K.G.M. acknowledgements the financial support from the National Science Centre, Poland (Grant No. 
2015/18/E/ST4/00191 and No. 2017/27/B/ST5/00191). 
References: 1. http://www.iza-structure.org/databases. 
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Abstract Text: One of the most promising field in heterogeneous catalysis, increasingly oriented to realize materials with 
even higher selectivity and efficacy, is represented by the production of hierarchical zeolites, able to overcome the 
major drawbacks related to the dimensions of the zeolitic micropores by reducing the steric limitations and the rate of 
intracrystalline diffusion for reactants and products. Numerous different strategies for the synthesis of such materials 
have been studied. Among all, the approach developed by Ryoo and coworkers appears revolutionary.1 It applies some 
bifunctional surfactants (poly-quaternary ammonium salts, presenting long alkylic chains) as templating agents, which 
should be able to drive the formation of a very thin layer of aluminum silicate over the surface of the micelle in aqueous 
media: the hydrophobic long tails would produce the mesopores, while the external ammonic heads lead to the 
formation of the microporous framework. Applying the synthetic route developed by Na et al.2 the possibility of 
obtaining a hierarchical ZSM-5 through this soft templating approach is critically evaluated in the present work. We 
performed a series of tailored experiments with the aim to achieve a deep knowledge of the structural arrangement and 
how an effective zeolitic MFI lattice is disposed in the multi-level porous system. The latter in fact, is a nebulous topic in 
many cases of production of hierarchical zeolites, mainly because of the difficulties in synthetizing long range ordered 
materials, which hampers the structural determination by X-Ray diffraction. For this reason, a strategy based on the 
combination of surface physico-chemical analysis, vibrational and MAS-NMR spectroscopy and a targeted catalytic test 
has been applied, comparing the results with a classical microporous ZSM-5 and with a mesoporous MCM-41. First, 77K 
N2 adsorption revealed the presence of two families of pores: the smaller one has the diameter of the typical MFI 
micropores, the second one, definable as mesoporous, is compatible with the hexagonally shaped cavities visible in the 
TEM micrographs (See Image 1). The in situ IR spectroscopy, in the presence of adsorbed probe molecules with proper 
proton affinity and steric hindrance, has been employed for describing the complex acidic population. The existence of 
both Brønsted and Lewis acidic sites is attested; they are mainly located at the pore mouths as probed by the adsorption 
of sterically hindered molecules3 (See Image 2). The acidic form of the sample (as bifunctional catalyst in presence of 
platinum) has been also tested in the reaction of n-decane hydrocracking, analyzing the products of isomerization and 
cracking by gas chromatography.4 The prevalence of terminal methyl isomers indicates the shape selectivity typical for 
ZSM-5, whereas the suppression of secondary cracking demonstrates the great increase of diffusion rate generated by 
the mesoporous framework. All the results converge in describing a mesoporous structure consisting of a thin layer of 
ZSM-5 zeolite capable of acting as a catalyst through the action of its acidic sites exposed at the surface of the channels. 
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Abstract Text: NMR spectroscopy of adsorbed organophosphorus probe molecules is a promising method for studying 
the acid properties of zeolite catalysts. According to the literature data, a number of such molecules has already been 
tested: trimethylphosphine (TMP), oxides of trimethylphosphine (TMPO) and its homologues such as tri-n-butyl- (TBPO) 
and tri-n-octyl- (TOPO) phosphine [1]. However, most of the proposed techniques allow only a qualitative 
characterization of acidity in zeolites, as it is not possible to introduce a given number of probe molecules into the 
sample. Therefore, this study was aimed at developing an approach for the quantitative determination of acid sites in 
zeolites based on 31P MAS NMR spectroscopy. 
For this study we used commercially available BEA zeolites CP814Q and CP811C (Zeolyst) with Si/Al ratio 25 and 150, 
which are further named AlBEA-25 and AlBEA-150, respectively. Also we used SiBEA and dealuminated DeAl-BEA 
zeolites, which were synthesized by ourselves. NMR experiments were executed using AVANCE-II 400WB Bruker NMR 
spectrometer with 4 mm double-channel MAS probe. For quantitative measurements 90-degree pulse (2.0 μs) with 
high-power 1H decoupling and preliminary 31P saturation was used. TMPO, TBPO and TOPO were used as probe 
molecules. For the correct quantitative assessment of acid sites, it was necessary to optimize the conditions of spectra 
acquisition, as 31P nuclei, depending on their location, can have different, e.g. too long, relaxation times. Application of a 
standard was necessary for quantitative correlation of the integrated intensity of various signals in the NMR spectra. 
Crystalline aluminum phosphate with the structure of tridymite (AlPO4-tridymite) as the internal standard and gallium 
phosphide (GaP) as the external standard were chosen owing to their exact chemical composition and stability. Chemical 
shift in 31P NMR spectrum for AlPO4-tridymite is observed at -30 ppm, and for GaP it is at -145 ppm. 
The Image 1 shows the 31P NMR spectra of TBPO supported on BEA zeolites with AlPO4-tridymite as an internal standard. 
The grey rectangles mark the regions corresponding to the following sites: “B + L” – the region with overlapping 
Brønsted and Lewis sites, “SiOH” – the region with signal attributed to TBPO on different silanol groups, “Phys. Ads.” – 
physically adsorbed TBPO. The signals recorded on the samples studied are partly consistent with those presented in 
literature regions characteristic for zeolites of various structure [2], however further clarification in the attribution of 
signals to the sites different in nature, localization and strength is needed. The correlation of signal intensities 
corresponding to different sites with an internal or external standard signal along with the mass and amount of 
substances in the sample for NMR measurements makes it possible to quantify the content of various types of zeolite 
acid sites. 
Comparison of the data obtained during the adsorption of probe molecules resulted in estimation of both the total 
acidity (when using TMPO or TBPO) and the number of external acid sites (when using TOPO) of BEA zeolites. It can be 
clearly seen from the Table that the amount of Brønsted and Lewis sites from the NMR spectra of adsorbed TBPO 
coincide with the amount of aluminum atoms much better than the data from IR spectroscopy of adsorbed pyridine 
(FTIR Py). Acid sites in AlBEA-25 seem to be rather close to each other, so that probe molecules (both Py and TBPO) 
cannot cover all the sites. 
Thus, as a result of our work, we proposed a technique for the quantitative determination of acid sites in zeolites 
according to 31P NMR spectroscopy of adsorbed alkyl-substituted phosphine oxides. It allows one to estimate the 
amount of Brønsted and Lewis sites of different strength, as well as to determine their accessibility for probe molecules 
of different size. 
The authors gratefully acknowledge Russian Science Foundation (project № 19-73-10160) for the financial support. 
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Abstract Text: Zeolites are widely used as catalysts in a variety of reactions including the selective catalytic reduction of 
nitrous oxides which are a major component of diesel vehicle emissions. A number of studies recently have reported the 
high activity, stability and selectivity of Cu-SSZ-13 [1-4] which has the CHA framework topology. However, the nature of 
the active site and its location within the framework is subject to much debate in the literature. In addition, diffusion is a 
key step in the catalytic cycle within zeolites, as reactants must diffuse to the active site and the products formed diffuse 
out. An understanding of the nature and location of the active site within the framework, along with its accessibility will 
help guide the design of future catalysts with improved performance and efficiency. 
  
In this presentation an overview of a combined theoretical and experimental approach to determine the ion location 
and accessibility of adsorbates such as NH3 to the active site, will be presented.  QM/MM calculations are used to assess 
the stability of the ion at different sites within the framework. The interaction of NO with the ion at each site is also 
modelled using the QM/MM approach to study how NO interacts with the ion and changes in ion geometry as a result. 
Vibrational frequencies are computed and compare well to values measured by DRIFTS. 
  
Following on from this the accessibility of the active site is assessed using the diffusion of NH3 in the CHA framework and 
LEV frameworks.  Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations have been widely used to study the diffusion of molecules 
within zeolites. There are a number of complimentary experimental techniques, such as Pulse Field Gradient (PFG)-NMR 
and Quasi Elastic Neutron Scattering (QENS) that can probe the same length and time-scales as MD simulations and 
therefore provide a direct comparison.  Using both QENS and MD simulations, we investigate the effect of the Cu2+ 
counter-ion on the diffusion of NH3 by comparing to the brønsted acid form of the zeolite. We also investigate the effect 
of zeolite topology and dimensionality on diffusion properties by comparing diffusion of NH3 in CHA(3D) and LEV(2D). 
  
  
  
References: [1] Bull, I.; Xue, W. M.; Burk, P.; Boorse, R. S.; Jaglowski, W. M.; Kroemer, G. S.; Moini, A.; Patchett, J. A.; 
Dettling, J. C.; Caudle, M. T. Copper CHA Zeolite Catalysts. U.S. Patent 7 601 662 B2, 2009 to BASF. 
[2]  Kwak, J. H.; Varga, T.; Peden, H. F; Gao, F; Hanson , J.C; Szanyi, J.,  J. Catal. 2014, 314, 83−93. 
[3]. Fickel, D.W.; Lobo, R.F;  J Phys Chem C, 2010, 114, 1633 – 1640 
[4] Beale A.M , Gao F, Lezcano-Gonzalez I, Peden C.H, Szanyi J, Chem Soc Rev, 2015, 44, 7371-7405 
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Abstract Text: Solid state NMR (ssNMR) is an important technique to the structural characterization of catalytic material 
zeolite with aluminum substitution.[1, 2] Together with computational modeling of NMR spectra it provides many 
details about the catalytic sites. [3, 4] Due to the cost of DFT ssNMR simulations, typically the interpretation of data 
relies only on the comparison with simple static models. Unfortunately, this approach neglects the material dynamic and 
overlooks some important aspects that can significantly affect the structure, such as the role of water, Si/Al ratio, 
temperature. 
In this work we present a synergic method that includes ab-initio molecular dynamics(AIMD), DFT ssNMR simulations 
and machine learning analysis. In this way we aim to improve the interpretation of NMR spectra taking in account 
realistic conditions and to connect 27Al isotropic chemical shifts with geometrical descriptors. 
Here we focused on how hydration, and the thermodynamic states affected the structure and NMR signals based on 
models of chabazite zeolite with counterions, H+ and Na+. For each model, we generated a dataset of structures from 
thermodynamic ensembles obtained from AIMD trajectories. Consequently, for each structure in the dataset we 
calculated NMR tensors by using the GIPAW method. Once the dataset has been generated, we used machine learning 
to correlate the simulated-NMR response to the structural parameters.  
We found that the 27Al isotropic chemical shifts can be easily described using a linear model that employs few structural 
descriptors of the local environment of Al. In light of this model, the theoretical chemical shift can be calculated 
bypassing the DFT-NMR calculations. Furthermore, the relation is general for all tetrahedrally coordinated Al in zeolites, 
which allows to scale up the size of system of interest if AIMD simulations are replaced with reliable classical 
simulations.  
Image 1:  
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Abstract Text:   
We present an overview of methods for detecting acid sites in zeolites and AlPO-based frameworks by means of solid 
state NMR, and demonstrate them on a selected range of model systems: zeolite beta, mordenite, metal-doped AlPO-5, 
AlPO-34 and AlPO-37, with single metal substitution, including Mg, Sn, Si, Co, and Ni. Acid strength and nature (Brønsted 
and Lewis sites) in AlPOs can be tuned by careful choice metal substitution.  
Moreover the choice of framework allows us to tune cavity size and accessibility, through the pore aperture and 
tortuosity offered by frameworks (see Figure 1). 
NMR experiments will involve a comparison of a range of probes, including 15N-pyridine, 15N-acetonitrile, and 15N-
ammonia, trimethylphosphine and trimethylphosphine oxide. Isotopic enriched probe molecules will be used as 
appropriate to allow for effective signal detection without overloading the samples, as for the case of nitrogen-based 
probe molecule.  
  
As an example, a selection of data obtained with two different probes is shown in Fig. 2. The possibility to study the acid 
catalyst-probe molecule interaction using the more abundant nitrogen isotope, nitrogen-14, will also be considered. 
One-dimensional and two-dimensional NMR methods will be used as appropriate, in order to provide a clearer 
understanding of the acid sites where a superior resolution is required. 
NMR data will be complemented by independent measurements performed with complementary techniques to fully 
characterise the materials, including XRD, BET and DRIFTS measurements. 
The project leading to these findings was funded by TOTAL. 
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Abstract Text: Introduction 
Raman Spectroscopy can be highly valuable to study catalytic mechanisms by revealing molecular vibrations that can 
identify important intermediate species. However, in many cases catalyst defects or emissive hydrocarbon species 
present cause intense fluorescence which saturates the detector, preventing collection of Raman signals (see Fig. 1). To 
avoid this, UV or near-IR probe wavelengths may help, though often at a compromise to sample damage or low 
scattering intensity, respectively [1]. This work uses a novel technique, employing a visible wavelength source (400 nm) 
with a Kerr-gated spectrometer that separates Raman signal from fluorescence due to their different lifetimes [2].  
Using this unique technique, we have identified intermediate species in the reaction of furan and other oxygenated 
hydrocarbons over zeolite catalysts – as a model for the Catalytic Fast Pyrolysis reaction (CFP). Biomass transformation 
becomes increasingly important for the production of high value hydrocarbons from renewable resources, but the high 
oxygen content of raw bio-oils causes problems due to their acidity, instability and low heating values when compared 
with their crude oil counterparts [3]. In CFP, volatile vapours of biomass pyrolysis pass over the catalyst where they 
undergo decarbonylation, decarboxylation and dehydration processes, rejecting oxygenates and improving aromatic and 
olefinic yields. The current downfall of this reaction is the rapid catalyst deactivation caused by carbon laydown or 
“coke” making regeneration necessary [3]. Through studying the mechanism, we aim to understand the chemistry such 
that it can be manipulated to improve lifetime and therefore, process efficiency.  
Results and Discussion 
Fig. 2 illustrates some spectral changes throughout the experiment of H-ZSM-5 (Si/Al = 40). At low temperatures, furan 
oligomers form through reaction at zeolite acid sites. By increasing the temperature to 200 °C, oxygenates are detected 
by MS, whilst a growing band at 1542 cm-1 indicates the evolution of a benzofuran intermediate [4] postulated to arise 
from the Diels-Alder coupling of two furan molecules [3]. With further increase in temperature this band grows and by 
400 °C is consumed. At high temperature, growth at 1380 cm-1 indicates that polyaromatic species formed [5]. Studies 
using alternative feeds such as acetic acid, acetaldehyde and dihydrofuran reveal dynamic chemistry.  
The zeolite topologies studied (MFI, FER, FAU and BEA) impose spatial restrictions on the intermediates able to form 
which we have identified. Importantly at the end of each reaction - while faujasite, ferrierite and beta show D & G bands 
typical of coke, ZSM-5 exhibits distinct bands comparable to spectra obtained during reaction of ZSM-5 in the Methanol-
to-Hydrocarbons reaction - supporting the idea that CFP proceeds via an analogous hydrocarbon pool mechanism [6]. 
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Abstract Text: Gamma-alumina (γ-Al2O3) is considered to be the most important transition alumina, due to its frequent 
use in the petroleum and automotive industries as a catalyst or catalyst support. Previous studies have revealed the high 
complexity of γ-alumina’s spatial organization, which includes several aggregation levels of elementary boehmite 
nanoparticles, with a hierarchical pore network organization that ranges from the nanometer to the millimeter scale 
[1,2]. Furthermore, each organization level could be spatially heterogeneous and anisotropic [3]. All these pore network 
properties could have a profound impact on the kinetics of mass transfer in the catalyst. Therefore, their 
characterization is of great importance, and represents an opportunity to guide new catalyst designs and optimize 
catalytic processes. This work presents a multi-technique strategy to characterize γ-alumina, comprising of techniques 
that probe the geometry of the pore network (N2 adsorption and mercury porosimetry) and the effective diffusivity of 
confined molecules at multiple scales by PFG (Pulsed-Field Gradient) NMR. 
Two mesoporous γ-aluminas were synthesized, so as to produce a similar BET surface area, pore volume and pore size 
distribution (PSD), as determined by the NLDFT model applied to the N2 isotherm adsorption branch, but different 
N2 desorption isotherms, i.e. different pore blocking effects (Table 1 and Fig.1). 
 By comparing the results obtained from N2 adsorption, Hg porosimetry and NMR cryoporometry with water, the 
effective PSD of each sample is evaluated and the percolation effects are highlighted. MEB pictures show that the 
samples are heterogeneous, i.e. contain grains of different density than that of the matrix. Diffusion in both aluminas 
was characterized by PFG-NMR experiments for a range of organic liquids (namely acetonitrile, n-heptane, and toluene, 
see Table 2) and tortuosity, τ, was calculated from the ratio of the measured molecular diffusivity in the bulk and 
effective diffusivity in alumina, at a temperature of 32°C. As shown in Fig. 2, the same tortuosity values are obtained for 
molecules of different size and polarity, showing that liquid-surface interactions do not influence diffusion. Hence, the 
notably different τ values obtained for the two supports (τ = 2.8 vs. τ = 2.0, a 40% difference) are directly related to the 
distinct multi-level organization of their pore networks, as suggested by the difference in apparent PSD, obtained from 
the N2 isotherm desorption branch. 
 The impact of the pore network organization on tortuosity will be discussed in detail and a global characterization 
strategy, applicable to any mesoporous solid, will be proposed. 
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Abstract Text: The methanol-to-olefin (MTO) process over acidic zeolites has attracted a lot of interest the last decades, 
both from academia and industry, as it forms a sustainable alternative to crude oil for the generation of hydrocarbons 
required for polymer production [1]. To date, there is consensus about the necessity of hydrocarbon pool species to act 
as co-catalysts for the conversion [1,2]. Nevertheless, the uncertainty on the actual catalytic cycles leading to olefin 
production remains. Insight in the evolution of hydrocarbon species during the MTO conversion is vital to be able to 
optimize the reaction process. This optimization is necessary, not only to tune the conditions towards desired products 
[2,3], but also to reduce the deactivation of the catalyst [4]. The build-up of spacious hydrocarbons during the 
conversion of methanol decreases the efficiency as they block the zeolite pores. Therefore, fully understanding the 
deactivation mechanism enables the development of performant MTO catalysts. To characterize the MTO process 
during operating conditions, multiple spectroscopic techniques have been developed. An attractive method to track the 
evolution of hydrocarbon species is Raman spectroscopy, as the resulting vibrational fingerprints are unique for each 
structure [5]. An important consideration in Raman measurements is the wavelength of the excitation source, which 
may result in a too weak signal (infrared) or a degraded sample (ultraviolet). Ideally, a visible excitation source can be 
applied, but this may result in fluorescence of the sample. However, to get rid of the fluorescence background a Kerr-
gate spectrometer can be used [6]. The use of operando Kerr-gated Raman spectroscopy has now lead to the generation 
of high-quality spectra during the MTO process [7]. Although detailed experimental Raman spectra could be measured 
under operating conditions, the interpretation of the different fingerprints remains cumbersome due to the complexity 
of the reactions. In that regard, theoretical simulations are indispensable as they can make a distinction between the 
vibrational fingerprints of different hydrocarbons. The advance in computer power and methodological developments 
[8] have enabled the calculation of Raman spectra of complex nanoporous systems at experimental conditions [9]. We 
have developed a general theoretical procedure, based on ab initio molecular dynamics calculations, that allowed to 
identify the reaction intermediates present at all stages of the MTO process in SSZ-13 zeolite [7]. Our results pointed out 
that methanol conversion dropped once linear polyenes entered the scene, because their limited mobility inside the 
chabazite cages blocked the pores and deactivated the catalyst. Branched polyenes have not been observed as we found 
them to undergo immediate cyclization, which eventually led to polyaromatic species. This refutes earlier assumptions 
that deactivation was initiated by the latter.  
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Abstract Text: Two-dimensional (2D) zeolitic materials have the advantage of an enhanced access to catalytically active 
sites and shortened diffusion length in comparison with three-dimensional (3D) framework structures. The two 
dimensionality of the layered materials however imposes difficulties for the purposes of structure determination. Over 
the last decade methods for three-dimensional electron diffraction (3D ED) have open up a more straightforward route 
for structure determination from sub-micrometer sized crystals.1. Using the 3D ED methods the small crystals can now 
be considered to be single-crystals. Layered materials however still remain a challenge. Since they lack periodicity in one 
dimension, no periodic 3D reciprocal lattice is available. For these materials imaging methods are of utmost importance 
in order to retrieve structural information. 
Recent developments of modern electron microscopes are now enabling several opportunities for real-space 
examination of porous solids. The aberration-correction makes it possible to obtain scanning transmission electron 
microscopy (STEM) images with sub atomic resolution. The recently developed integrated differential phase contrast 
(iDPC) technique opens up for imaging with electron beam doses an order of magnitude lower than before. 
One example of an intrinsically layered material was found as an intermediate in the synthesis of EU-12.2. The phase 
was first identified from powder X-ray diffraction and denoted as PST-9. Evaluation of the morphology TEM imaging 
revealed a layered morphology of PST-9, which later transformed to a 3D crystal of EU-12. 3D ED methods showed that 
the material indeed lacked a structural integrity in one dimension. Interestingly the curly PST-9 sheets showed to flatten 
out prior to the transformation to EU-12, which seems to occur in a folding manner. The structure of PST-9 however 
remained elusive. Using aberration-corrected STEM imaging images of single sheets, with a thickness of <2 nm, could be 
observed with atomic resolution. Based on the STEM images and the periodicities revealed by the 3D ED data it was 
possible to build a model for the structure of the layered PST-9. PST-9 is one example of a material where STEM imaging 
is a crucial technique for characterization of porous materials, providing information from the meso-scale all the way to 
the atomic level. 
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Abstract Text: Capability of Flow MAS NMR for In Situ and In Operando Detection of Carbon Dioxide Capture- and 
Hydrogenation Processes by Nanoporous Solids 

 M. Wenzel1, J. Matysik1, R. Gläser2, M. Dvoyashkin2 
1Institute of Analytical Chemistry, Universität Leipzig, 04103 Leipzig, Germany 
2Institute of Chemical Technology, Universität Leipzig, 04103 Leipzig, Germany 

  
The depletion of fossil fuels and implications of a climate change resulting from their consumption stimulates society to 
implement sustainable solutions for the energy conversion, storage, and its efficient utilization. In this context, it is 
expected that renewable energies in combination with chemical energy conversion will play a crucial role in future 
energy scenarios. 
One of the promising possibilities for conversion of the electrical energy into valuable chemicals is the heterogeneously-
catalyzed CO2-hydrogenation reaction. It may result in production of chemicals, such as methanol or formic acid, 
depending on the type of catalyst used and reaction conditions. At that, one of reaction components that being 
consumed is CO2 – a potent greenhouse gas contributing to the climate change.   
In the present contribution, we report a successful application of continuous-flow magic angle spinning NMR for in situ 
and in operando observation of CO2 -capture and -conversion by and over the nanoporous solids [1]. As case studies, we 
focused on the processes of CO2-sorption into the amine-functionalized silicas and its conversion over the Pt-containing 
titanosilicate catalyst Pt/ETS-10 [2]. The obtained results show that the CO2 is stored on the surface of silica in the form 
of carbamate. In case of Pt-/ETS-10 catalyst, the CO2 converts to formates as the product in the hydrogenation reaction 
with H2. In addition, it was possible to quantify the amount of product formed under the steady state conditions and 
calculate the turnover frequency (see figure) following the calibration procedure according to the quantitative NMR 
approach.  
Image 1:  
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Abstract Text:   
Zeolties are a classification of microporous material known for their applications under conditions of high temperatures 
and low water-vapour. There has however been increasing incentive to understand the application of zeolites at milder, 
aqueous conditions, such as biomass conversion and low temperature catalysis.[1] Recent investigations into how 
zeolites behaved under such conditions using NMR spectroscopy found that the frameworks of a number of zeolites 
were dynamic and labile.[2] Investigations into the effect of aqueous conditions on the frameworks and establishing the 
mechanism(s) of bond breakage and reformation will help drive forward establishing new and exciting applications for 
zeolites. 
The primary method of investigation has utilised adding 17OH2(l) to the zeolite in question to generate a slurry, allowing 
us to follow isotopic exchange into the zeolite framework and to use 17O NMR spectroscopy to investigate the dynamic 
nature of bonds. 27Al and 29Si NMR spectroscopy has also been utilised to attempt to fully understand the frameworks 
both before, during and after enrichment. The topologies that have been focused on are the Chabazite (CHA) and 
Mordenite (MOR) with varying distributions of Al, while different forms of the zeolites (e.g., H-, Na-) have also been 
considered.[1][2] 
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Abstract Text:   
Introduction 
Extending the knowledge about the nature of active sites is of key importance for understanding, predicting and even 
designing properties of catalytic materials in order to maximize their potential performance. Recently it was shown that 
binuclear transition metal ion (Fe, Co, Mn, Ni) species stabilized in the ferrierite (FER) matrix exhibit unique properties. 
They are able to facilitate N2O decomposition and, moreover, they can cooperate in decomposition of molecular oxygen 
and subsequent formation of highly active oxygen, used subsequently for methane oxidation [1,2]. However, although 
the unique activity of such binuclear sites was well documented, they were up to now evidenced only indirectly due to 
the long distance of the M(II) ions in these sites which is ca. 7 Å. Nevertheless, as shown for Cu-containing zeolites [4,5], 
emission spectroscopy of the luminescent transition metal ions introduced into the cationic sites in zeolites stands for an 
excellent tool to gather information on the vicinity of transition metal ions. In this work, quenching of the luminescent 
Zn2+ cations was employed to monitor their proximity with Co2+ cations. 
Materials & Methods 
A series of Zn and Zn/Co-containing samples was prepared from FER Si/Al 8.5 by ionic exchange and by impregnation 
method using aqueous solutions of zinc and cobalt nitrates and/or acetate. XRF, UV-Vis, FTIR and Zn(II) emission 
spectroscopies were used for characterization of the samples. Recorded spectra were collected after evacuation at 450 
°C for 3h. Zn(II) time resolved luminescence spectra were measured using excitation by excimer laser (wavelength 308 
nm, pulse width 28 ns, pulse energy ~ 100 mJ). A long pass filter (> 330 nm) was situated between cell and the 
monochromator. 
Results & Discussion 
Emission spectra of Zn and Zn/Co-containing zeolites revealed that the presence of divalent cobalt ions in the 
extraframework cationic sites result in enhanced quenching of the intrinsic Zn2+ cations photoluminescence. The 
strongest interaction was observed for the sample in which the ratio between Zn/Co was closest to 1. The effect clearly 
evidences the proximity of the introduced transition metal ions, and represents the first direct experimental evidence of 
the formation of binuclear transition metal ion active site in silicon rich zeolites. 
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Abstract Text: The development of efficient zeolite catalysts requires thorough investigation of their acid properties. 
Infrared spectroscopy of adsorbed probe molecules is one of most utilized methods for studying acid sites of solid 
catalysts. Amidst convenient probe molecules pyridine is the most used one, however bulky pyridines are more 
compatible for characterization of acid sites on the outer surface. In this work, we consider the selection of a probe 
molecule for studying catalytically active sites of zeolites with MWW structure in the alkylation of benzene with 
propylene. Zeolite agglomerates are spherical beads formed by layered flat zeolite crystals, which consist of primary 
nanoplates of MWW structure having two independent pore systems. The first system passes in the plane of the plate 
and is limited to 10-membered rings (checkered area on the picture), the second has the form of an hourglass, which are 
perpendicular to the plane of the crystal, and has access to the surface of the crystal through 12-membered rings (grey 
area). According to published data [1], benzene alkylation with propylene proceeds at the Brønsted acid centers located 
in “cups” with 12-membered rings (striped area). 
Recrystallization of MWW zeolite was carried out in a solution of alkali and CTAB, followed by pH adjustment with 
hydrochloric acid [2]. As a result of recrystallization, a partial destruction of the crystals occurred, followed by the 
formation of the mesoporous material MCM-41 on the surface of the modified zeolite. Infrared spectra were recorded 
on a Nicolet Protégé 460 FTIR spectrometer equipped with vacuum line applicable for heating the samples and 
adsorption of probe molecules. Pyridine, 2,6-ditertbutylpyridine, 2,3,6-trimethylpyridine, 2,6-dipropylpyridine, 2,4,6-
trimethylpyridine were used as probe molecules. Porous characteristics of MWW zeolites were studied by low-
temperature nitrogen adsorption. Alkylation of benzene with propylene was carried out in an automated catalytic unit 
with a flow-type reactor made of stainless steel. Analysis of the reaction products was carried out by gas 
chromatography. 
Post-processing in an alkaline medium leads to the destruction of the spherical agglomerates, which should cause an 
increase in surface area. Nevertheless, according to low-temperature nitrogen adsorption data, recrystallization does 
not affect the specific surface area (calculated from BET), since mesopores are formed due to partial destruction of 
micropores. At the same time, the availability of acid sites for bulky probe molecules did not change, as evidenced by 
the preservation of the peak area of the vibrations of the Al-O(H)-Si group after the adsorption of 2,4,6-
trimethylpyridine. Post-synthetic modification led to an increase in the catalytic activity of MWW in the reaction of 
benzene alkylation with propylene. This effect can be caused by an increase in the diffusion rate in crystalline zeolite 
agglomerates. The results show, the accessibility of acid sites on the outer surface changes depending on the size of 
substituted pyridines, which indicates that the most voluminous pyridine homologues do not fit in the “cups” of MWW 
zeolite. An important part of the work was the selection of a probe molecule for which acid sites in the "cups" are 
accessible, but acid sites that are not active in the alkylation of benzene with propylene are inaccessible. Based on the 
data obtained, a technique for determining the concentration of catalytically active sites in the alkylation of benzene 
with propylene by infrared spectroscopy of adsorbed probe molecules has been developed. 
The authors greatfully acknowledge Russian Science Foundation (project № 19-73-10160) for the financial support. 
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Abstract Text: The number of annually diagnosed skin cancers is growing year after year, including both malignant 
melanoma (MM) and non-melanoma skin cancer (NMSC). Unprotected solar, and hence UV, exposure is the main 
recognized cause of skin carcinogenesis, and the general UV irradiance rise leads to growing health concerns. 
Sunscreen products, and organic and inorganic UV filters (UVf), have become ubiquitous in personal-care products, 
packaging, plastics, dyes, and many other sectors. Unfortunately, organic UVfs have some stability and efficacy issues 
under UV exposure, whatever they are combined or not with inorganic UVfs. Concerning cosmetics, different UVfs and 
co-formulants are often combined to enhance the stability and efficacy of sunscreens, but photochemically incompatible 
ingredients must be avoided. Thus, it is important to find stable, safe, and broad-spectrum UV absorbers, that must be 
safe for human health. 
In this work, we realized hybrid UV filters by the encapsulation of organic filters into zeolites, up to now marginally 
investigated by previous studies [1-3]. UV filters octinoxate (OMC) and avobenzone (AVO) were separately encapsulated 
into zeolites with different chemistry and framework type LTL, MOR, FAU, and MFI. The hybrids UV filters (hereafter 
ZEOfilters) are expected to overcome traditional UV filters issues thanks to their improved stability. 
We carried out the optimization of the loading procedure for UV filters encapsulation and a deep ZEOfilters 
characterization, including UV filtering properties. Finally, as a proof of concept, ZEOfilters were formulated into a 
simple cosmetic formulation. 
All loadings were performed with exceeding UV filter, and different washing techniques were tested to optimize the 
filter removal from ZEOfilters grain surface. TGA measurements were performed on pristine zeolites, pure UV filters, and 
ZEOfilters. The results on the hybrids indicate the incorporation of the filters in zeolite porosities and the observed 
losses are in good agreement with elemental analysis results. 
To assess the UV absorption properties, UV–Vis spectra were collected on pristine zeolites, bare UVfs, and ZEOfilters. As 
demonstrated in Images 1-2, some ZEOfilters exhibit an enhanced UV absorbance also compared to pristine UV filters. 
Some of the realized ZEOfilters display a decrease of visible light transmittance, probably due to zeolite particle 
scattering, indicating that the zeolite particle size must be optimized. Overall, the encapsulation of UV filters resulted in 
an enhanced UV filtering capacity for cationic ZEOfilters, whereas, high silica ZEOfilters seem less effective but still able 
to absorb UV radiation. 
The observed enhancement of UV filtering power is of paramount importance for the future development and 
exploitation of ZEOfilters. Indeed, a more effective UV filtering can be the key to reduce the amount of UVfs, stabilizers, 
and co-formulants employed in cosmetic formulations. 
  
Image 1-2. UV-Vis spectra of ZEOfilters in vaseline: LTL, FAU-13X, High Silica-FAU, High Silica-MOR with OMC (1) and LTL, 
FAU-13X, High Silica-MOR with AVO (2). Spectra of free UV filters in vaseline are also shown. 
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Abstract Text:   
Nanozeolites offer tunable priorities including crystal size and morphology, large external surface area, fast diffusion and 
high thermal stability, which open the possibility of using them in advanced applications (1,2). In the present work, we 
report on the preparation of customized nanozeolites for delivering oxygen and carbon dioxide under hypoxia 
conditions to improve the effectiveness of the conventional treatment of glioblastoma. The sorption properties of 
nanosized zeolite with faujasite type structure throughout an ionic exchange of sodium (Na+) by various cations (Ce3+, 
Gd3+ and Fe3+) for O2 and CO2 have been investigated experimentally and by Density Functional Theory (DFT) 
calculations. 
Indeed, it has been proven that adsorption enthalpies of various molecules within zeolites can now be accurately 
predicted by DFT (3-5). For example, DFT computations of the adsorption enthalpies of alkanes in different zeolite 
structures (FAU, ZSM-5, BEA, MOR, CHA) are in a good agreement with calorimetric experiments with an average error 
below 5 kJ/mol (4,5). Then DFT periodic approaches have been employed to perform cationic screening for selective 
capture of CO2 (6) or iodine species from nuclear streams (7-9). In all the aforementioned studies, the effect of the 
cations has been highlighted. In this presentation, we will report on the influence of the monovalent cations (Cu+, Ag+, 
Na+…), divalent (Fe2+, Mn2+, Pd2+, Pt2+…) as well as trivalent cations (Ce3+, Gd3+…) on the adsorption properties of CO2 and 
O2 in the faujasite zeolite framework using dispersion‐corrected density functional theory with periodic boundary 
conditions. The low‐symmetry triclinic FAU unit cell was used as a model containing around 144 atoms (7). Isolated 
cations have been first considered, and the most promising cations have been then embedded in a more realistic zeolite 
with FAU structure (zeolite X, Si/Al ratio of 1.4). 
DFT isolated cationic screening of a primitive cell of FAU type zeolite revealed that the Cu+ alongside with Pt2+ and Pd2+ 

have the strongest affinity for O2 compared to CO2. O2 is more favorably absorbed than CO2 by 85 kJ/mol over the Pt2+ 
isolated cations, followed by Cu2+ and Pd2+  with a difference adsorption energy of 40 kJ/mol. More realistic FAU zeolite 
structure was use for further characterizations; the most promising cations were Gd3+ and Ce3+. Pure Gd-X zeolite is 
expected to adsorb O2 more strongly than CO2 by 40 kJ/mol, while the pure Ce-X zeolite is expected to adsorb O2 more 
strongly than CO2 by 50 kJ/mol. 
The O2 and CO2 sorption properties of the faujasite nanocrystals were studied experimentally by FTIR. The experimental 
and theoretical results show that samples bearing trivalent cations have stronger affinity towards O2 in presence of CO2, 
which would be important in promoting the O2 delivery through the blood stream where CO2 is generally present. The 
nanozeolites are non-toxic on cells as demonstrated by cyctotoxicity tests performed at various concentrations. 
  

Figure: DFT computed adsorption modes of CO2 in (a) Ce-X, (b) Gd-X, and O2 in (c) Ce-X, (d) Gd-X zeolites 
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Abstract Text: Introduction 
A combination of experiment and theory has been used to investigate the controlled release of atenolol from FAU and 
BEA structures with different Si/Al ratios. The drug atenolol is a beta-blocker, widely used in the treatment of angina and 
hypertension. It is also used to prevent heart attacks. Being able to carefully control the release of the drug would 
improve its bioavailability as well as reducing both dosing frequency and unwanted side-effects. Another interesting 
feature of the atenolol molecule is its distinct hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions which make it difficult to predict the 
effect that adjustments made to the Si/Al ratio of the host will have on the release rate of the drug. 
Experimental 
Experimental drug release rates from loaded zeolite samples of FAU and BEA with different Si/Al ratios were measured 
using USP/Ph.Eur paddle dissolution apparatus. All release studies were carried out under sink conditions in triplicate. 
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed using the program Materials Studio. Simulations were carried out 
at 310 K with a time-step of 1 x 10-5 s and total simulation time of 20 ns. 
Results and Discussion 
The observed release rates for atenolol from two different FAU samples are shown in Figure 1. While both samples 
demonstrate prolonged release, the release from the H-FAU (SiO2/Al2O3 = 80:1) sample is considerably extended 
compared with the H-FAU (SiO2/Al2O3 = 5.1:1) sample. This is a particularly interesting observation because the H-FAU 
(SiO2/Al2O3 = 80:1) sample has a decreased number of Brønsted acid sites (associated with a higher Si/Al ratio) and 
therefore less opportunity for H-bonding between the sorbate and zeolite; something which might be expected to lead 
to greater mobility and hence faster release of the atenolol. Moreover, the release from FAU (SiO2/Al2O3=80:1) is quite 
remarkable considering the simplicity of the drug delivery system, with linear (R2=0.9959) release for 24 hours and 
prolonged release continuing for over 72 hours. It may therefore be possible to formulate a dosage form for routes 
other than oral delivery, such as transdermal delivery via a patch that lasts for 72 hours. 
The MD simulations yield complementary information about the motion of the atenolol molecule within the host 
structure. In FAU, the molecules move around within a sodalite cage until they adopt an orientation that will allow them 
to pass to an adjacent cage. In contrast, molecules in BEA move from adjacent intersections via a distinct hopping 
mechanism (Figure 2). 
Conclusions 
The results of the dissolution tests demonstrate the potential of FAU to produce prolonged release drug delivery 
systems, notably using samples with a high Si/Al ratio. Interaction of the drug with Brønsted acid sites is not the 
dominant interaction in terms of prolonging release rate in this system. Distinct diffusion mechanisms are identified in 
BEA and FAU. 
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Abstract Text: Parkinson is one of the most common neurodegenerative diseases (PD) among elderly people [1]. It is a 
progressive disorder that is characterized for the impairment of the motor and nonmotor functions of the human body. 
The treatment of the disease is generally performed with the precursor L-Dopa, which is transported to the brain and 
converted then to dopamine in the neurons. Nowadays, the administration of L-Dopa is intermittent with the 
consequent fluctuation of the drug concentration in the body. Therefore, it is highly desirable to develop drug delivery 
systems (DDS) of L-Dopa to obtain a more sustained and controlled release of this drug. In this context, mesoporous 
silica nanoparticles (MSNs) have emerged as very promising cargos for the delivery of several drugs due to their high 
surface area, large pore volumes and good bioavailability. Based on our previous studies, we envisioned the synthesis of 
L-Dopa derivatives that could act as director-structure-directing agents (DSDAs) in the synthesis of MSNs [2]. The 
present work describes the synthesis of hollow-shell mesoporous silica nanoparticles (HMSNs) using L-Dopa derivatives 

as templates for the micellar system that also provides an inherent therapeutic role against Parkinson�s disease. The 
variation of the synthetic conditions of the HMSNs has allowed the tailoring of the morphological and textural 

properties, especially the size, from diameters of 1.5 �m to 100 nm. Finally, the controlled released of L-Dopa in these 
materials has been tested in two different physiological fluids at different pH (acidic and neutral). Under gastric 
conditions at pH 1.2, the HMSNs with L-Dopa barely showed any release, which would avoid the unwanted release of 
the drug in the stomach. On the other hand, L-Dopa was released in a sustained and control manner for intestinal 

conditions at pH 7.4, making these nanomaterials suitable as oral delivery systems of L-Dopa against Parkinson�s 
disease.  
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Abstract Text: The development and selection of materials for drug delivery systems (DDS) is an important area of 
research for the pharmaceutical sector. An ideal DDS would improve drug bioavailability and help to prevent its 
premature degradation whilst potentiating the effect of the drug. Zeolites are favourable for this use as they are 
crystalline and have tuneable porous channels of molecular dimensions suitable for the accommodation of different 
drug molecules. This study aims to determine the effect of material characteristics, such as pore size and topology, 
composition (Si/Al ratio), presence of difference extra-framework cations or any defects, on drug release from zeolites. 
Such insight would allow for the design and optimisation of affordable and precisely controlled release dosage forms of 
drugs, e.g. anticancer drugs. 
The anticancer drug 5-Fluorouracil (5-FU) - which is conventionally given intravenously and topically - has low oral 
bioavailability, numerous unpleasant side effects and a short biological half-life requiring multiple doses daily. 5-FU has 
been selected as a model drug for application in zeolite drug release in this study. The above issues make this drug an 
excellent target for sustained release formulations. 
5-FU will be encapsulated into the zeolite host. The drug, zeolite host and the DDS (drug encapsulated within the zeolite 
host) will all be characterised using Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR), X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), 
Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA), Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) to 
determine whether the drug and/or zeolite host is damaged or dramatically altered in the encapsulation procedure. 
Additionally, characterisation of the DDS using quasielastic neutron scattering (QENS) experiments will be carried out to 
investigate the mobility of 5-FU in the zeolite host as well as INS vibrational spectroscopy which will probe the 
interactions of 5-FU with the zeolite host. Classical molecular dynamics simulations will be run alongside the laboratory 
experiments with the aim of complementing the results found experimentally. Good agreement has been reported in 
other studies between simulations and observed release profiles of 5-FU from faujasite. 1 
The poster will present quasielastic neutron scattering results, carried out at the ISIS Neutron and Muon Source, 
alongside complementary classical molecular dynamics simulation data probing the diffusion rates and mechanisms 
through the zeolite host. 
Image shows 5-Fluorouracil molecule confined within the supercage of a fully siliceous Faujasite zeolite. 
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Abstract Text: Hollow-shell mesostructured silica nanoparticles (HMSNs) are structures with internal hollows or voids 
surrounded by mesoporous shells of different dimensions allowing an easy diffusion of guest molecules, which make 
them potential and promising pharmaceutical carriers [1][2]. Their specific structure provides nanoparticles with low 
density and high surface/volume ratio, which optimizes load and diffusion of bioactive compounds over conventional 
methods. In this kind of nanoparticles, the election of the surfactant is critical. Recently, it has been reported the 
concept of drug-structure- directing agents, based on the use of N-acyl amino acid-based anionic surfactans [3] . It is 
necessary to design and optimize the nanocarrier parameters so as to overcome the different biological barriers. In this 
work, it is presented the impact of changing physicochemical properties of HMSNs (by tuning the synthesis conditions) 
on their interactions with human colon healthy and cancer cells at the level of cellular uptake and viability. The synthesis 
of these HMSNs also combined the use of an anionic DSDA, the N-decanoyl-L-tryptophan (NLDT), which is used as both a 
surfactant template for mesopores and an oil phase for hollow or voids formation to produce the final materials. 
Additionally, 3-(aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane (APS) is used as co- surfactant and TEOS as silica source. We have 
identified how several changes in the synthesis conditions control can regulate the size, morphology, surface charge and 
density or degree of compaction of HMSNs and modify their capacity to induce cellular uptake and citotoxicity in cancer 
cells. This strategy may open new avenues to design HMSNs nanoarchitectures for biomedical applications, without the 
incorporation of external active pharmaceutical ingredient, but themselves acting as therapeutic agents.  
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Abstract Text: Ethanol is a potentially promising platform molecule to produce various high value-added chemicals such 
as light olefins and aromatics. Among them, ethylene is one of the most interesting compounds, which can be widely 
used in the production of polyethylene, ethylene oxide, ethylene dichloride, and so on.1 The conventional ethylene 
production can be observed via steam cracking, which indeed often suffers from high energy consumption and an 
intensive CO2 emission. Over the past decades, the catalytic ethanol dehydration to ethylene has been considered as an 
environmentally friendly pathway that could be achieved at a significantly lower reaction temperature.2 
In the presence study, the incorporation of cerium oxide (CeO2) with hierarchical zeolites for ethanol dehydration was 
systematically investigated. The synthesis of CeO2 modified catalysts can be categorized into two main processes to 
determine the effect of support materials and loading methods on the catalytic performance. Various types of zeolites, 
which are hierarchical silicalite-1, hierarchical ZSM-5, and conventional ZSM-5, were employed as support materials by 
using impregnation, and ion-exchange methods for the addition of CeO2 nanoparticles. Interestingly, CeO2 is well 
dispersed on hierarchical zeolites, especially on hierarchical ZSM-5 prepared by the ion-exchange method. Furthermore, 
aluminum sites in the zeolite framework can enhance the catalytic performance in both ethanol conversion and 
ethylene selectivity. Moreover, CeO2 loading by the ion-exchange method can further improve the catalytic 
performance, eventually providing a high yield of ethylene almost 100%, which is much higher than that of using an 
impregnation method. Additionally, the acid distribution of these catalysts can be considered as a great influence on the 
catalytic performance for ethanol dehydration due to an improvement of the moderate acid strength from CeO2 
insertion. Besides, a low ethanol conversion over the CeO2 modified conventional zeolite can again confirm the 
beneficial effect of hierarchical zeolites possessed the outstanding external surface area.3 Therefore, the chemical state, 
metal-support interaction, and acidity of catalysts can be fine-tuned by using the hierarchical zeolite and using an ion-
exchange method, eventually facilitating ethanol dehydration to ethylene.4 
References: 1. J. Ouyang, F. Kong, G. Su, Y. Hu and Q. Song, Catalysis Letters, 2009, 132, 64-74. 
2. S. Shetsiri, A. Thivasasith, K. Saenluang, W. Wannapakdee, S. Salakhum, P. Wetchasat, S. Nokbin, J. Limtrakul and C. 
Wattanakit, Sustainable Energy & Fuels, 2019, 3, 115-126. 
3. P. Iadrat, N. Horii, T. Atithep and C. Wattanakit, ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces, 2021, 13, 8294-8305. 
4. M. Ketkaew, S. Klinyod, K. Saenluang, C. Rodaum, A. Thivasasith, P. Kidkhunthod and C. Wattanakit, Chemical 
Communications, 2020, 56, 11394-11397. 
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Abstract Text: Recently, ethyl trans-α-cyanocinnamate has been used as a raw material in many petrochemical 
industries, such as plastics, cosmetics, and pharmaceuticals. Typically, it can be produced from the one-pot 
deacetalization-Knoevenagel cascade reaction by using a multifunctional acid-base catalyst. However, the development 
of a bifunctional catalyst with tunable acid-base properties for this reaction is still a challenging task. In terms of acid 
part, one of the most promising catalysts is an acidic faujasite (FAU) zeolite containing a high acid density, which has 
been used as an acid catalyst in various potential applications, such as bio-oil catalytic upgrading, and acid-base 
reactions.[1] Apart from this perspective, the interesting material for basic sites is aqueous miscible organic-layered 
double hydroxides (AMO-LDHs), well-known as solid-base catalysts with unique versatile properties including high 
specific surface area, and ability of tunable basicity.[2] Therefore, the combination of the benefits between zeolites and 
AMO-LDHs, such as adjustable acid-base properties, high surface area, and dispersion of active sites would enhance the 
catalytic performance for one-pot deacetalization-Knoevenagel cascade reaction. 
Herein, we report the fabrication of the acid-base bifunctional catalyst prepared by the growth of layered double 
hydroxides (LDH) precursors on Faujasite zeolite surfaces (FAU) called core-shell FAU@AMO-LDHs composites. This 
composite contains faujasite zeolite (FAU) as a core and LDH as a shell for acid and base parts, respectively. Moreover, it 
can be adjustable acid-base sites by controlling the amount of LDH in order to achieve the high yield of ethyl trans-α-
cyanocinnamate. Interestingly, the core-shell FAU@AMO-LDHs catalyst can achieve up to 90% yield of ethyl trans-α-
cyanocinnamate  obtained via a one-pot deacetalization-Knoevenagel cascade reaction. To investigate the synergistic 
effect between acid and base functions, the physical mixing between FAU and LDHs catalysts was applied to test and 
compare the catalytic performance under the same reaction condition. Compared to the composite one (90 % yield of 
ethyl trans-α-cyanocinnamate), it was found that the physical mixture as a catalyst showed a considerably lower yield of 
designed product (62.3%). This is attributed to the synergistic effects between acid and base functions in which basic 
sites are close to Brønsted acid sites in the composite catalyst, which can promote the transfer of benzaldehyde 
intermediate to basic sites for the production of the final product. This opens up a new perspective of the development 
of a tunable acid-base composite catalyst in an acid-base cascade reaction (deacetalization-Knoevenagel reaction).[3] 
References: [1] D. Suttipat, T. Yutthalekha, W. Wannapakdee, P. Dugkhuntod, P. Wetchasat, P. Kidkhunthod, C. 
Wattanakit, ChemPlusChem 2019, 84, 1503-1507. 
[2] C. Rodaum, A. Thivasasith, D. Suttipat, T. Witoon, S. Pengpanich, C. Wattanakit, ChemCatChem 2020, 12, 4288-4296. 
[3] C. Rodaum, D. Suttipat, J. Morey, T. Atithep, T. Witoon, C. Wattanakit, Adv. Mater. Interfaces, 2021, doi: 
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Abstract Text:   
Introduction 
Methanol transformations to other chemicals via oxidation or oxidative dehydrogenation have been the subjects of 
intense research and interest [1]. Oxidation of methanol is a process needed  for production of important target 
products like formaldehyde (FA), methyl formate (MF) or dimethoxy methane (DMM). The product distribution depends 
on the redox and/or acid-base centres on the catalyst surface. 
The aim of this study was to prepare redox (gold) - basic (calcium species) SBA-15 catalysts with different compositions 
and to estimate the role of calcium species and composition of the support in the mechanism of methanol oxidation. 
  
Experimental 
SBA-15, NbSBA-15 and Nb2O5/SBA-15 supports were modified with calcium (7 wt.%) and gold (2 wt.%). All catalysts were 
calcined at 973 K. The materials prepared were characterized by XRD, TEM, UV-Vis, FT-IR, XP spectroscopy and the test 
reaction of 2-propanol decomposition. The catalytic MeOH oxidation was performed in gas phase (Ar/O2/CH3OH = 
88/8/4 mol %) at 373-573 K. 
  
Results and discussion   
Three different supports were applied for gold and/or calcium loading, namely mesoporous silica SBA-15, niobiosilicate 
(NbSBA-15) and Nb2O5/SBA-15 (i.e. SBA-15 impregnated with niobium precursor transformed to niobium(V) oxide). 
Negatively charged metallic gold species were found on all samples and their presence was confirmed by XPS studies. 
The crystal phases on the surface of the supports were identified by XRD analysis. The formation of the CaCO3 phase in 
all calcium containing samples was verified. The lack of reflections characteristic of CaO in the XRD patterns suggests 
very high dispersion of CaO species on silica surface. The presence of Nb2O5 crystallites was observed only for Au-
CaNbOx/SBA-15. The composition of the support had an impact on the material basicity, estimated by 2-propanol 
decomposition reaction. It is clear that introduction of calcium decreased the acidic properties of Au-SBA-15, Au/NbSBA-
15 and Au/Nb2O5/SBA-15 catalysts (decrease in the activity) and generated basicity (increase in the selectivity to 
acetone). 
  
The results of methanol oxidation indicated that the activity of gold catalysts doped with calcium considerably increased 
in comparison with that of the catalyst without calcium. Gold-calcium catalysts were active in MeOH oxidation even at a 
low temperature of 423 K, at which the following order of activity was observed: Au/Ca/NbSBA-15 (4 % MeOH 
conversion) < Au/Ca/SBA-15 (13 % MeOH conversion) < Au/CaNbOx/SBA-15 (25 % MeOH conversion). The latter catalyst 
is especially attractive because of 93 % selectivity to MF, which allows us to propose this catalyst for low temperature 
MF production. On the other hand, Au/Ca/SBA-15 is promising for neutralization of methanol wastes, as at 523 K in its 
presence 100 % yield of CO2 was observed (total oxidation of MeOH). 
It was concluded [2] that the composition of the support for gold determines the methanol oxidation pathways. In the 
presence of Au/SBA-15, silanol groups from the support, combined with negatively charged gold NPs, took part in the 
dissociative chemisorption of methanol towards methoxy species chemisorbed on gold NPs. It was followed by oxidative 
dehydrogenation towards formate species. The latter were strongly bound to the catalyst surface and therefore, 
partially inhibited the following reaction steps. For Au/Ca/SBA-15, Au/Ca/NbSBA-15 and Au/CaNbOx/SBA-15 it was 
evidenced that synergistic interaction between gold and calcium species was responsible for weak chemisorption of 
methoxy and formate species and in this way accelerated the interaction between them leading to MF product. On the 



 
 
 

 
 
 

other hand, the  methanol total oxidation to CO2 was enhanced as a result of dissociative adsorption of molecular 
oxygen on Ca species followed by spillover of atomic oxygen to Au NPs. 
  
Acknowledgement: We are grateful to the National Science Centre in Poland (Project no. 2018/29/B/ST5/00137) for 
financial support. 
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Abstract Text:   
Growing depletion of fossil fuel resources and the increasing awareness of climate change have driven recent research 
activities towards more environment-friendly areas [1]. One of the examples of such an approach is the use of biomass 
as a renewable feedstock for the production of fuels and chemicals. Among the vast array of products of biomass 
conversion, sugars draw the particular attention of scientists. The most abundant one – glucose – can be transformed 
into a wide range of valuable chemicals. Oxidation of glucose leads towards the formation of sugar acids (e.g. gluconic 
and glucuronic acids) that are applied in the food, cosmetics, and pharmaceutical industries [2]. 
  
Hitherto, it has been documented [1,2] that heterogeneous gold catalysts are attractive materials dedicated to base-free 
catalytic oxidation of glucose. This approach overcomes some disadvantages of conventionally employed methods such 
as biochemical oxidation processes or catalytic oxidation in basic media (e.g. problems with the separation of final 
product from post-reaction mixture). The main goal of this study was the preparation of a series of new Beta zeolite-
based gold bifunctional catalysts (providing redox and acidic sites) using four different synthesis procedures, i.e. ion-
exchange (IE), impregnation (IM), deposition-reduction (DR), grafting with organosilane ((3-
aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane, APTMS; AP) and the evaluation of their activity and selectivity in the base-free glucose 
oxidation. 
  
The prepared catalysts were characterized with the use of different complementary techniques such as XRD, N2 
adsorption-desorption, UV-Vis, TEM, FTIR, ICP-OES in order to examine the composition, structure/texture, and gold 
phase properties. Pyridine adsorption combined with FTIR was conducted for acidity measurements. The catalytic 
activity of selected catalysts was investigated in aerobic oxidation of glucose without any pH adjustment. 
  
The results obtained in this study have shown that the efficiency of gold introduction, the size of supported gold 
nanoparticles as well as acidic properties of zeolite support were strongly affected by the catalysts synthesis procedure. 
The smallest and uniformly dispersed gold particles were obtained when following the procedure of grafting with 
APTMS for Au deposition (AP) (gold particle size estimated from XRD ca. 8 nm). In contrast , the largest ones were 
present in the sample obtained by IM method (ca. 88 nm). It has been estimated that Au particles sizes for materials 
prepared via DR and IE methods were ca. 52 and 32 nm, respectively. 
  
The results of aerobic glucose oxidation (reaction conditions: 20 mL of 0.2 M glucose solution, glucose/Au (molar ratio) = 
1970/1; mixing: 600 rpm, T = 383 K, pO2: 0.5 MPa, time: 2 h) have shown that the most active catalyst was the material 
with the finest Au particles – Au-HBeta(AP). The degree of glucose conversion in the presence of the catalysts studied 
decreased in the sequence AP > IE > DR > IM, i.e. with the increasing Au particle sizes. Such an observation is indeed in 
line with foregoing literature data [3,4]. Moreover, the selectivity, in general, was consistent for all the examined 
materials and the main product was gluconic acid. However, it has been documented that the highest TOF number 
(expressing the activity of a single gold atom on the surface of Au particle) was reached, surprisingly, for the material 
obtained via the IE method (Au particle size ~32 nm). This phenomenon will be discussed. As concerns the stability of 
the catalysts, the most stable was Au-HBeta(AP) whilst the drop in catalytic activity in subsequent cycles (possibly 
related to the leaching of the active phase) was observed for Au-HBeta(DR) and Au-Beta(IE) samples. 
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Abstract Text: Nowadays, the catalytic transformation of renewable raw materials into high-value molecules represents 
one of the most attractive and challenging topics in heterogeneous catalysis. Among others these include mono- or 
dicarboxylic acids. In this context, glucose can be oxidized to succinic acid (SA) which is largely used as an important 
monomer for the production of bio-plastics [1]. Then, hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF) can be transformed into 2,5-
furandicarboxylic acid  (FDCA) that is utilized as a substitute of terephthalic acid for the production of polyesters [2]. The 
noble metal catalysts generally show high catalytic performances towards these products but due to their high prices 
hamper a large-scale production [3,4]. 
To overcome these drawbacks we focused our efforts to design an innovative cheap alternative to the noble metals-
based catalysts. Here, we report the synthesis of two types of catalysts, namely Nb@(0.05 moles%)- and MOx(M = Mn, 
Co and Fe)@Nb@(0.05 moles%)@zeolite (ZSM25, Y5, Y30, Beta12, and Beta18, where the number denote the Si/Al 
ratio) materials. The catalysts were exhaustively characterized using XRD, TG-DTA, XPS, SS-NMR, CO2/NH3-TPD and IR 
spectroscopy. 
Indeed, catalytic experiments with Nb@zeolite catalysts showed a better efficiency for the selective oxidation (in 
aqueous medium and air) of glucose (instead of HMF) to SA. This behavior has been directly correlated to the base/acid 
site ratio in the investigated samples (Figure 1). In contrast, MOx@Nb@@zeolite provided high-efficiency towards the 
FDCA production by the HMF oxidation in organic medium and organic peroxides as source of oxygen. Besides the 
catalytic efficiency the new proposed free of noble metal catalysts showed a very good recyclability. 
Image 1:  
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Abstract Text:  The most effective and preferred method for producing epoxides from an environmental and 
technological point of view is the oxidation of alkenes with hydrogen peroxide over TS-1 [1-4]. Among the studies, there 
are practically no systematic kinetic studies aimed at a detailed study of the mechanism [3-6]. The kinetics of allyl 
chloride epoxidation with hydrogen peroxide was studied in the presence of a titanium-containing TS-1 zeolite catalyst. 
The aim of this study was to try to obtain information about the mechanism of participation of an alkene in the process 
of its epoxidation by considering a fairly wide set of hypothetical mechanisms and identifying them based on the results 
of a targeted kinetic experiment [7]. 
The results of the kinetic study allow us to conclude: a necessary condition for an adequate description of the kinetic 
dependences of the epoxidation process is to take into account the inhibition of the process rate by the product 
(epichlorohydrin). It is established that both the Eli-Ridyl-type mechanism (Image 1) and the Langmuir-Hinshelwood-type 
mechanism (Image 2) with the activation of allyl chloride and hydrogen peroxide in various catalytic centers allow us to 
describe the kinetic regularities within the experimental error. Further research is needed to distinguish further. 
Image 1:  
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Abstract Text:   
γ-valerolactone (GVL) is considered as a platform chemical and can be found in a plethora of industrial applications [1]. 
The synthesis of GVL, particularly, from biomass-derived levulinic acid (LA) has been the focus of many studies [2]. The 
conversion of LA to GVL requires both the acid and redox functionalities of the catalysts. Zeolite ZSM-5 functionalized 
with Ni is therefore a potential catalyst. Understanding the relations between the properties and catalytic activity of the 
bifunctional Ni/ZSM-5 catalyst can enable tailoring of products selectivity and thus obtain the desired products while 
maintaining high productivity. Moreover, ZSM-5 zeolites are also known for the high (hydro)thermal stability, which is 
beneficial for continuous heterogeneously-catalyzed processes in vapor phase. Therefore, in this study, a series of ZSM-5 
zeolites with different nSi/nAl ratios, denoted as ZSM-5-x (x = nSi/nAl = 13, 21 and 28) were synthesized using a template-
free hydrothermal method published in our previous work [3]. Obtained zeolites were impregnated with Ni (Ni content 
of 5 wt.%) denoted as Ni/ZSM-5-x. To unveil the correlations of the properties and activity, the bifunctional Ni/ZSM-5 
catalysts were characterized and tested in the vapor-phase hydrogenation of LA in a packed-bed reactor. 
All catalysts exhibit MFI framework structure according to XRD results and comparable specific surface area (400 m2 g-1) 
determined by N2 sorption. The preliminary catalytic results of the hydrogenation of LA with iso-propanol (T = 250 °C, 
cLA = 1 wt.%, QLA = 0.03 g min-1 and QH2= 30 ml min-1) show good agreement with available literature. The conversion of 
LA into GVL underwent via angelica lactone (AL) formation as suggested by the detection of AL in all catalytic 
experiments, i.e., YAL = 1 – 7%. Based on the components of reaction mixtures, a reaction pathway is proposed and 
displayed in Fig. 1. 
With increasing nSi/nAl, LA conversion slightly increased from 54% to 78%. The selectivity of products, i.e., GVL and PL, is 
considerably affected. GVL yield increased from 1% through 42% and further to 61%. This is accompanied with a gradual 
decrease in PL yield, i.e., from 47% to 21% and to 13%, respectively, indicating the highest hydrogenation activity for the 
Ni/ZSM-5-28 catalyst. This is further confirmed by the detection of PA (YPA = 1%), a hydrogenated product of GVL. 
Considering the analogous Ni content and textural properties, the higher activity observed for Ni/ZSM-5-28 might be 
associated to the high nSi/nAl ratio. Thus, Ni/ZSM-5-750, i.e., Ni supported on a commercial Si-rich ZSM-5 zeolite with 
nSi/nAl = 750, was further investigated under identical conditions. A higher PA yield, i.e., YPA = 13%, was recorded. Hence, 
it is concluded that the catalytic activity of Ni/ZSM-5 catalysts is proportional to nSi/nAl ratio in the hydrogenation of LA 
under investigated conditions. Further investigation focusing on both acid and redox properties of the catalysts will be 
conducted to disclose its relations with the catalytic activity in the vapor-phase hydrogenation of LA. 
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Abstract Text: Glycerol is the main side-product obtained in the synthesis of biodiesel. Increasing production of biodiesel 
and thus increasing availability of glycerol have stimulated the search for ways of its use for the synthesis of other 
valuable products. One of the possible catalytic routes for glycerol transformation is its dehydration to acrolein1 and 
oxidehydration to acrylic acid2. Glycerol dehydration is a typical acid-catalysed reaction. Brønsted acid sites (BAS) take 
part in glycerol dehydration to acrolein, whereas Lewis acid sites (LAS) favour the formation of hydroxyacetone. It is 
worth noting that effectiveness of glycerol dehydration depends not only on the presence of acid sites, but also on the 
textural properties of the catalyst. Different solid acid catalysts have been investigated up to now in the dehydration of 
glycerol to acrolein. Among them are zeolites, metal oxides and heteropolyacids2. One of the most significant reasons 
for catalysts deactivation in glycerol dehydration is formation of coke deposit by strong BAS. Thus, new synthesis routes 
for catalysts preparation or different reaction conditions have been proposed to overcome this problem. 
 The goal of this work was the application of mesoporous SBA-15 silica as a support for niobium species and to get a 
deeper insight into the character of active centres formed by applying of different methods for niobiosilicas synthesis. 
The niobiosilicas were synthesized by two strategies: i) SBA-15 modification with ammonium niobate(V) oxalate by 
impregnation method or ii) SBA-15 mixing with amorphous Nb2O5. The niobiosilicas surface was also modified by 
silylation strategy (with using 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APTMS) as a silylating agent) towards minimization of 
carbon deposits. The research hypothesis was that both, the use of the support with large mesopores and large surface 
area together with silylation of niobium containing SBA-15, lead to a decrease in coke formation and enhance the 
acrolein selectivity. 
The results obtained showed that the acid-base properties of the synthesized niobiosilicas depend on the metal location 
in the SBA-15 support. The catalysts containing only Nb2O5 on the surface showed the presence of only weak BAS and 
LAS centres. Stronger BAS and LAS were observed in the samples in which niobium species were located not only in 
extra lattice positions but also in silica framework. The niobium species in the framework position played a crucial role 
as active centres in glycerol dehydration to acrolein. However, too high concentration of such niobium species reduces 
the acrolein yield. Thus, the optimum choice was  a low concentration of BAS with high strength together with the 
possible proximity of LAS and BAS on the surface of niobiosilicas, which were responsible for the highest activity and 
selectivity to acrolein. Silylation of niobium containing SBA-15, in which niobium was located in the silica framework, 
resulted in catalysts showing some decrease in glycerol conversion. However, a significant increase in acrolein selectivity 
was observed which was accompanied by considerable decrease in coke deposition. Thus, anti-coke behaviour of 
silylated niobiosilicas in glycerol dehydration was postulated. 
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Abstract Text:  
In recent years, the pyrolysis of lignocellulosics materials and the upgrading of the resulting bio-oils to bio-fuels and/or 
bio-chemicals have emerged as frontier research domains1. In particular, the catalytic ketonization of carboxylic acids is 
now widely recognized as a promising strategy to remove acidity from bio-oils and increase calorific power by reducing 
oxygen content and creating new C-C bonds at the same time2. 
In this context, propionic acid (PA) ketonization has been extensively investigated over metal oxides3; however, to the 
best of our knowledge, the activity of metal phosphates is unknown for this reaction. In this work, the continuous-flow 
ketonization of PA to yield 3-pentanone (3-Pa) was investigated in the gas-phase over metal phosphates of Al, Zr and La. 
These materials were synthesized by means of precipitation using aqueous NH3 as the base and their physico-chemical 
properties and morphology were thoroughly characterized by means of X-ray diffraction on powder, X-ray fluorescence, 
N2 porosimetry with the BET method and temperature programmed desorption of CO2 and NH3. The corresponding 
metal oxides (Al2O3, ZrO2, La2O3) have been synthesized adapting the precipitation techniques used to prepare the 
phosphates and tested for comparison. The obtained metal phosphates were amorphous while metal oxides were 
poorly crystalline. 
It is generally accepted that ketonization proceeds faster over catalysts possessing a strong amphoteric character: this 
behaviour is confirmed by the higher activity of metal oxides in respect to the respective phosphates (which completely 
lacks any basicity) and by the activity order ZrO2 > La2O3 > Al2O3 (Image 1a). However, despite their lack of basicity metal 
phosphates were nonetheless able to catalyse to a certain extent PA ketonization and their activity increased with their 
acidity  (i.e., Al/P/O > Zr/P/O > La/P/O) (Image 1b). Interestingly, Al/P/O was slightly more active than the respective 
oxide. 
Starting from these results, a hydrothermal synthetic technique involving urea decomposition as in situ source of NH3 
was developed and optimized allowing to obtain a ZrO2 catalyst with enhanced physico-chemical properties such as 
much higher specific surface area and stronger Lewis surface acid/base pairs (as demonstrated by N2 porosimetry and 
NH3 and CO2 TPD characterizations). 
The catalytic activity of this material was then investigated in reaction conditions similar to those used industrially for 
the synthesis of 3-Pa (e.g. high reactant concentration, conversion and selectivity as high as possible to avoid recycle). 
Results obtained as a function of time on stream by feeding 20 mol % PA diluted in N2 at T = 400 °C obtaining a stable 
100 % PA conversion and 98 % 3-Pa yield during the first 10 hours of reaction. PA conversion slowly decreased down to 
80 % during the following 10 hours of reaction suggesting the occurrence of a deactivation phenomenon, but a very high 
3-Pa selectivity (98 %) was maintained. Finally, regeneration at 450 °C for 3 hours with 20 mL/min of air allowed to 
recover most of the catalytic activity and selectivity. 
The obtained 3-Pa productivity of 7.5 h-1 (calculated as the mL of 3-Pa produced in 1 hour divided by the mL of catalyst 
used) is higher than most of those reported for the same reaction in the academic and patent literature3-7 (Image 2). 
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Abstract Text: The depletion of fossil fuels and the need to find eco-friendly alternative resources has pushed the 
academic and industrial research to find renewable and more sustainable alternatives for every-day use goods like 
plastics. A well-known example is given by lactic acid (LA) and its esters (e.g. methyl lactate, ML) which represent 
promising bio-building blocks: they derive from renewable biomass like sugarcane and corn, and are used for the 
production of polylactic acid (PLA) which is a biodegradable thermoplastic polyester. With an industrial production of 
206 Ktons [1] per year, PLA finds a wide range of applications ranging from plastic bottles, textiles and food packages. The 
production of ML from glucose had already shown great efficiency when using a Sn-beta zeolite (Sn-BEA) as catalyst due 
to the synergistic effect of Lewis acid sites and crystalline structure [2]. However, the microcrystalline structure present in 
the zeolite can lead to some limitations (i.e. diffusional) when dealing with bulky substrates, limiting the range of choice 
among substrates. Therefore, we decided to investigate different synthetic routes for the controlled formation of 
mesopores in two zeolites frameworks (FAU and BEA) and test their activity and selectivity towards bulky molecules, 
which are easily found in unprocessed biomass substrates. 
After proper characterization, these new catalysts (Sn-BEAmeso and Sn-USYmeso) were tested not only with glucose, but 
with inulin and sucrose, which are oligomers of fructose and glucose, respectively. This permits a direct comparison 
between the well-known microporous system and the new mesoporous ones. 1H-13C HSQC allowed the distinction of the 
different sugars and methyl glycosides. Quantification of products was performed relative to internal quantification 
standards using 13C NMR.   
The contemporary presence of micro and meso pores inside the zeolite allowed the full substrate conversion with 
unaffected yield into ML (YML=20% after 2 hours), confirming the selectivity of these newly synthesized materials toward 
the target product in standard reactions conditions (Microwave reaction, substrate 3 wt%, 5 mL MeOH, catalyst 1 wt%, 
80 µL DMSO as internal standard, 160 ºC, 2-4 hours). A determinant step for the ML production is the formation of 
methyl fructosides, which are intermediates formed from fructose in the early stage of the reaction. Therefore, we 
performed short time reaction (5-15 minutes), to evaluate their formation rates. Comparing with the microporous 
systems, improvement towards methyl fructosides yields were reached for both mesoporous catalysts, increasing from 
4% to 8,5% in case of Sn-BEAmeso and from 3% to 6% for Sn-USYmeso. The same trend of improvement was maintained for 
longer reaction time (4 hours), leading to an increase in methyl fructosides yields of 10% compared to the results 
obtained with microporous systems. A higher amount of ML was a direct consequence of higher and faster formation of 
the intermediates. This was explained by the presence of mesopores that avoid diffusional limitations, speeding up the 
reaction rate and the substrate solvolysis [3]

. The obtained results evidenced the key role of the internal pore distribution 
of the catalyst for the occurrence of the target reaction and the importance of shape selectivity towards reagents. 
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Abstract Text: Metal nanoparticles, such as silver, gold, and cupper are efficient materials for harvesting solar energy for 
chemical processes due to surface plasmon resonance (SPR). Because silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs) exhibit the highest 
SPR efficiency among the plasmonic metals, they have been intensively studied for surface enhanced Raman scattering, 
bioanalysis, and catalysis. However, the catalytic activity observed on Ag NPs by SPR is still low. For enhancement of the 
catalytic activity, combination of Ag NPs with a functional material as a support is an attractive approach. As the support 
of the composite catalyst, porous silica can be a promising candidate due to its unique structure, tunability, interesting 
properties, and versatile application. Macroporous structure, which is composed of hierarchically ordered macropores, 
exhibits light scattering properties. Mesoporous silica exhibits efficient molecules diffusion and high surface area, which 
are fascinating as a desirable support material for catalysts. Combining both features, macromesoporous silica 
composed of hierarchically ordered macropores and mesopores in the silica wall is expected to be an attractive support. 
Mesoporous frameworks allow to increase its surface area and enhance the efficiency of mass transfer in neighboring 
macropores, and macropores are expected to allow efficient scattering of incident light. 
In this study, the effect of porous structure of silica supports to plasmonic Ag catalyst was investigated. 
Macromesoporous silica (MMS), which is composed of hierarchically ordered macropores and mesopores with the short 
channels, hierarchically ordered macroporous silica (Macro), mesoporous silica (Meso), and bulk silica without porous 
structure (SiO2) were synthesized by a previously reported template method [1]. Ag NPs were deposited on these 
prepared silica supports by a microwave assisted alcohol reduction method [2]. The characteristics of four types of the 
prepared silica supports before and after Ag NPs deposition were investigated by SEM, TEM, XRD, N2 
adsorption/desorption measurement, and UV-vis spectroscopy. TEM observation revealed that Ag NPs were highly 
dispersed within macropores of MMS and Macro, whereas Ag NPs were deposited on the surface of Meso and SiO2. The 
catalytic activity was tested for 4-nitrophenol (4-NP) reduction in the presence of sodium borohydride as a reducing 
agent under the dark condition and visible light irradiation (λ > 420 nm). Ag/MMS showed the highest catalytic activity 
under dark due to efficient mass transfer (Figure 1). Furthermore, Ag/MMS exhibited the highest activity enhancement 
by SPR under visible light irradiation. 
Image 1:  
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Abstract Text: The presence of organic structure directing agents (templates) in the synthesis of zeolites allows the 
synthesis to be directed, in many cases, towards structures in which there is a large stabilisation between the template 
and the zeolite micropore due to dispersion interactions.1-2 
  
Although other factors are also important (temperature, pH, Si/Al ratio, etc), systems with strong zeolite-template 
interactions are good candidates for an application of new computational algorithms, for instance those based in 
molecular topology (MT), that can be used in combination with large databases of organic molecules. Computational 
design of new templates allows the synthesis of existing and new zeolites to be expanded and refined. 
  
Three zeolites with similar 3-D large pore system, BEA, BEC and ISV were selected with the aim of finding new templates 
for their selective synthesis. Using a training set of active and inactive templates (obtained from literature) for the 
synthesis of target zeolites it was possible to select chemical descriptors related to activity, meaning a good candidate 
template. With a discriminant function defined upon MT, the screening through a database of organic molecules led to a 
small subset (preselection) of candidate templates for the synthesis of BEA, BEC and ISV. As far as we know, this is the 
first time that topological/topochemical descriptors, which do not consider 3-D information of the molecules, have been 
used to predict the activity of zeolite structure directing agents (SDA).3 
  
Following the prediction of SDAs using MT, an automated approach of sequential template filling of micropores based 
on a combination of Monte Carlo and lattice energy minimization was applied for all the candidate templates in the 
three zeolites. Two results can be obtained from this: an evaluation of the quality of the molecular topology Quantitative 
structure-activity relationship (QSAR) models leading to the preselection of templates, and, a final selection of candidate 
templates for the selective synthesis of BEA, BEC and ISV. Regarding the latter, a good template will be that which 
maximizes the zeolite-template dispersion interactions with one, and only one, of the three zeolites. The presented 
methodology can be used to find alternative (maybe cheaper or perhaps more selective) templates than those already 
known.3 
  
An example of one of the SDAs identified as selective for the synthesis of BEC zeolite (SDA20) is presented in figure 1. An 
optimazed location of SDA20 in BEC zeolite (4 molecules per unit cell) can be seen in figure 2. 
Figure 1. Chemical representation of SDA20 (selective SDA for the synthesis of BEC zeolite). 
  
Figure 2. Optimized location of SDA20 in BEC zeolite with a loading of 4 molecules per unit cell. BEC micropore system is 
shadowed and partially transparent. 
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Regeneration as an Alternative Approach to Discover Mechanistic Insights in the Methanol-to-Olefins Process Studied 
with Operando Spectroscopy 
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1Inorganic Chemistry and Catalysis, Utrecht University, Utrecht, Netherlands 
 
Abstract Text: In methanol-to-olefins (MTO) process, methanol is converted to the more valuable molecules ethylene 
and propylene, which can serve as feedstocks for plastics. This process is of great commercial interest as the used 
methanol can be obtained from conventional as well as more renewable sources such as natural gas, biomass, carbon 
containing waste and CO2.[1][2] A key step in this MTO process is the formation of a so-called hydrocarbon pool, in 
which hydrocarbons act as active intermediates as well as deactivating compounds. The nature of the hydrocarbon pool 
is different for different zeolite catalysts and strongly influence the product distribution. With operando spectroscopy, 
the formation of the aromatic intermediate products and the deactivating coke molecules can be followed (operando 
UV-vis spectroscopy) and structural changes (operando X-ray diffraction) due to the reaction or the formation of coke 
can be analyzed with time-on-stream and linked to the actual reaction intermediates. [3][4] It was found that our 
operando UV-vis experiments do not only provide information on the active MTO process phase, but also on the 
regeneration process. Polyaromatic molecules are removed first, leaving the active aromatic intermediate molecules 
inside the cages of the SSZ-13 structure (Figure 1). The deactivating compounds could thereby selectively be removed 
from the catalyst. In this way we were able to establish an alternative approach to study the MTO mechanism, in which 
the zeolite was partially regenerated and analyzed with different (operando and in-situ) experiments. The lifetime of the 
partially regenerated samples was decreased compared to the fresh sample, but the optimum in selectivity to ethylene 
is reached much earlier. The lifetime and the ethylene selectivity are linear related to the carbon content and the lattice 
expansion, which proved that the coke is formed within the zeolite cages causing lattice expansion and that the ethylene 
selectivity in related to the abundancy of carbon molecules. By correlating all the (operando) catalytic performance data 
and (spent) catalyst characterization, evidence for transition state selectivity and the appearance of two parallel reaction 
mechanisms (dual cycle mechanism) in the chabazite structure were found. 
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FORMATION OF HIERARCHICAL SAPO-5 & SAPO-34 MATERIALS VIA POST-SYNTHETIC ALKALI TREATMENT AND THEIR 
ENHANCED CATALYTIC PERFORMANCE IN TRANSESTERIFICATION OF TRIACETIN  
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1Chemistry, IITRAM, Ahmedabad, India 
 
Abstract Text: Formation of hierarchical SAPO-5 & SAPO-34 materials via post-synthetic alkali treatment and their 
enhanced catalytic performance in transesterification of triacetin 
  
Divya Jadav1, Mahuya Bandyopadhyay1* 
  
1Institute of Infrastructure Technology Research and Management, Near Khokhara circle, Maninagar east, Ahmedabad, 
Gujarat 380026, India 
E-mail: divya.jadav.17pc@iitram.ac.in, mahuyabandyopadhyay@iitram.ac.in 
  
SAPO-5 and SAPO-34 materials were treated via post-synthetic alkali treatment which leads to the formation of 
mesoporosity. Hierarchical SAPO-5 and SAPO-34 materials found to be promising catalysts with their enhanced catalytic 
application in transesterification of triacetin reaction. 
  
SAPO-5 and SAPO-34 materials were synthesized according to literature procedure [1].  Synthesized materials were 
modified via post-synthetic alkali treatment using mixture of NaOH and TPAOH solution. Alkali treatment leads to the 
formation of mesoporosity by desilication in the microporous framework. Generation of mesoporosity was identified 
through powder XRD, SEM, N2 adsorption/desorption isotherm and ICP-OES analyses. Low angle XRD patterns in the 
range of 1.5° to 10° 2θ shows mesoporous peaks for alkali treated materials. Pore diameter and pore volume increases 
after alkali treatment again indicating the formation of mesopore to the microporous materials. Moreover, from ICP-OES 
analysis the decrease in Si wt% after alkali treatment confirms that desilication occurs to generate the mesoporosity, 
which in good agreement with literature report [2]. Prepared Hierarchical SAPO-5 and SAPO-34 materials were tested in 
transesterification of triacetin reaction. After thorough optimization, 90% triacetin conversion was achieved using alkali 
treated SAPO-5 material and 68% conversion was achieved using alkali treated SAPO-34 material. Alkali treated SAPO-5 
catalyst was recyclable up to 4th cycle. 
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Encapsulation of Ni nanoparticles in Silicalite-1 for high activity and thermal stability for dry reforming of methane 
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Abstract Text: Dry reforming of methane (DRM; CH4 +CO2 → 2CO + 2H2) is one of the most promising reactions for 
conversion of CO2 to chemical feedstock. It has been reported that novel metals, Pt, Rh, and Pd, and base metals like Ni 
exhibit high activity for DRM [1]. Though Ni catalyst is desired for an industrial application, it is necessary to suppress 
coke formation during DRM and improve thermal stability because DRM requires high reaction temperature operation 
due to the highly endothermic reaction. Thus, the encapsulation structure of Ni nanoparticles in zeolite particles can be 
effective in high activity and thermal stability of Ni catalyst in DRM. We have succeeded in the preparation of Pt 
nanoparticles encapsulated in Silicalite-1 zeolite (Pt@Silicalite-1) by combining the methods for Pt nanoparticles 
encapsulated in amorphous silica (Pt@SiO2) in water-in-oil microemulsion solution and that for nanocrystalline zeolite in 
water-in-oil microemulsion solution [2]. In this study, Ni@Silicalite-1 was synthesized as a similar manner to 
Pt@Silcalite-1 synthesis and the activity and thermal stability of Ni@Silicalite-1 was investigated by DRM at 850 °C. 
For Ni@Silicalite-1 synthesis, Ni nanoparticles encapsulated in amorphous silica (Ni@SiO2) were prepared in the 
microemulsion solution and were added into an aqueous solution mixture containing tetraethyl orthosilicate as 
additional Si source and tetraethylammonium hydroxide as an organic structure-directing agent. Then, the solution was 
transferred into a Teflon-sealed autoclave. The hydrothermal synthesis was carried out for 3 days at 100 °C. The 
obtained sample was washed with isopropanol, dried overnight at 110 °C in an oven, and calcined at 550 °C for 12 h. For 
comparison, an incipient wetness impregnation was applied to prepare Ni loaded Silicalite-1 catalyst (Ni/Silicalite-1). 
Nitrogen adsorption isotherm, XRD, TEM and H2 temperature-programmed reduction (H2-TPR) were used for the 
characterization of the prepared catalysts. The DRM reaction was performed by using a fixed bed reactor. The reaction 
gas composition was CH4:CO2:Ar:He = 2:2:4:1 and GHSV was varied from 108,000 to 1,080,000 mL-STP/(g-cat·h). The 
product gas was analyzed by an on-line gas chromatograph. 
N2 adsorption isotherm and the XRD pattern indicated the formation of MFI type zeolite for both catalysts. As shown in 
Figure 1, TEM image of the as-prepared Ni@Silicalite-1 showed a needle-shaped material of Ni and 2–6 nm of Ni 
nanoparticles were observed inside the zeolite particles after the reduction at 850 °C. This result suggests that Ni 
phyllosilicate, a sheet silicate material consisting of NiO and SiO2 [3], was formed during hydrothermal synthesis. To 
elucidate the formation of Ni phyllosilicate during the synthesis of Ni@Silicalite-1, H2-TPR was conducted. The reduction 
peak of Ni species in Ni@Silicalite-1 was observed above 700 °C, which was consistent with the reduction temperature of 
Ni phyllosilicate in literature [3]. On the other hand, around 30 nm of Ni nanoparticles were observed by TEM after 
reduction of Ni/Silicalite-1 at 850 °C and the reduction peak of Ni species in Ni/Silicalite-1 was observed around 500 °C. 
Therefore, we concluded that Ni@Silicalite-1, which encapsulates Ni nanoparticles inside the zeolite, was successfully 
prepared by using Ni@SiO2 due to the formation of Ni phyllosilicate inside zeolite. 
Finally, the DRM of the prepared catalysts was tested at 850 °C to check their activity and thermal stability. The initial 
conversions of CH4 and CO2 of Ni@Silicalite-1 were higher than those of Ni/Silicalite-1 at all GHSVs tested as shown in 
Figure 2, which was attributed to Ni particle sizes. After the DRM, the Ni particle size of Ni@Silicalite-1 was maintained 
at 2–6 nm. In conclusion, the encapsulation structure of Ni nanoparticles inside zeolite particles successfully enhanced 
the activity and thermal stability because Ni nanoparticles were physically immobilized inside the zeolite. 
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Abstract Text:   
Introduction 
1,3-butadiene (BD) is an important intermediate used for synthetic rubber, elastomers and polymeric resins 
manufacture [1]. BD is mainly obtained as a by-product of steam cracking of naphtha and gas oil for ethylene 
production. However, in recent years this way of production of ethylene has been partly replace by lighter raw materials 
coming from shale gas and consequently the butadiene from non-renewable resources has decreased. Therefore, it is 
highly desirable to find an alternative route starting from renewable feedstock. Between the alternative routes 
proposed, the dehydration of 1,3 butanediol (1,3BDOL) using acid catalysts is becoming attractive for bio-BD production 
with high yields [2]. However, the main drawback is the formation of carbonaceous deposits that deactivate the 
catalysts. Therefore, the objective of this work was to study the coke formed during the 1,3-BDOL dehydration and how 
this affect the catalytic performance. 
  
Experimental 
The catalysts used in this work were zeolite HZSM5, SiO2/Al2O3, Al2O3 and HPA (Tungstophosphoric acid)/SiO2.   The gas 
phase 1,3-BDOL dehydration was carried out in a fixed bed reactor at 523 K and 101.3 kPa. The effluent gases from the 
reactor were analyzed using an Agilent 6850 chromatograph. The coke retained on the outer surface of the spent 
catalysts was extracted with CH2Cl2 and the soluble coke was analyzed by MALDI-TOF MS. The fresh, spent and washed 
catalysts were characterized by N2 physisorption, and FTIR of pyridine. The amount of coke (%C) was determined by 
TGA-DTA. Also the spent catalyst was dissolved in HF solution and the residue was extracted by CH2Cl2. Insoluble coke 
was recovered and weighted. The soluble coke fraction was analyzed by GC-MS. 
  
Results 
Table 1 compares the catalytic results obtained at the same conversion (Xt=0=60%) and shows the  deactivation as 
variation in conversion between t=0 and t=3h (ΔΧ/Χ°). Al2O3, which has only Lewis acid sites, showed a well 
differentiated behavior. It practically did not form BD but the main products formed were propene (P), formaldehyde 
(F), 2,4-methyl 1,3-dioxane (MD) and others (products from condensation and dehydrogenation). On the rest of the 
catalysts the main reaction path was dehydration with formation of unsaturated alcohol (3B1OL) and BD with a 
selectivity (SBD) between 41% (HZSM5) and 60% (on HPA/SiO2). 
Fig. 1 a) and b) depict the characterization of fresh, spent and washed catalysts. The decrease in SBET after coke 
deposition (%C of spent catalysts ranged 9-14%) was close to 50% on all the catalyst except HZSM5 which showed a 
dramatic loss of surface area exposed, and therefore of catalytic sites, probably by blocking its microporous structure. 
The results of FTIR using pyridine reveal a decrease of the acid sites concentration after 3 h of reaction, being 
particularly significant on HZSM5. Although the extraction with CH2Cl2 was more effective on Al2O3 (% of coke 
solubilized), the recovery of the acid sites was almost complete on SiO2/Al2O3 (FTIR results).  The extraction process 
produced leaching of part of HPA and as a consequence a decrease in the number of acid sites. The analysis by Malditof 
MS of the extracted coke (Fig. 1 c) shows significant differences in the nature of carbonaceous compounds. The deposits 
extracted from HPA and HZSM5 were similar and clearly heavier than formed on SiO2/Al2O3. Moreover, the coke on 
SiO2Al2O3 is less toxic causing less deactivation. 
In addition, after dissolution with HF, it was observed that all the catalysts had only soluble coke, except for HPA which 
presented 7% insoluble coke. Unlike the case of mesoporous materials, the GC-MS spectra showed the presence of 
aromatic compounds on the zeolite due to a shape selectivity mechanism of coke formation. 



 
 
 

 
 
 

  
Conclusion 
The coke formed during BD production was fully characterized using different techniques revealing that its nature is 
strongly influenced by the structure and acidity of the catalysts. 
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Abstract Text: Epoxides are key reactive intermediates used in chemical industry. Their production by organic synthesis 
requires using either chlorine and a strong base or oxidation with organic peroxides or peracids. These processes raise 
safety, environmental and economic issues (e.g., stoichiometric amounts of by-products must be recycled or disposed 
of). Titanosilicates activate hydrogen peroxide for the epoxidation of C=C double bonds. In this direct epoxidation, the 
only side product is water; however, to perform the reaction, particularly using a larger substrate, many catalyst 
variables, such as hydrophilicity, active site local environment, and accessibility, must be tuned. Accordingly, we report 
here investigation of such variables in titanosilicate catalysed epoxidation of terpenes, terpenoids and cyclic olefins with 
hydrogen peroxide as oxidant.  
We followed the structure-activity relationship between the catalyst and the reaction in epoxidation of linalool, 
citronellol, citral, humulene, cyclodecene and cyclododecene using a set of titanosilicate catalysts with different 
morphology and textural properties: conventional titanium silicalite 1 (TS-1) zeolite, mesoporous TS-1, layered TS-1, 
pillared TS-1, and nanosponge TS-1, all having the MFI zeolite crystalline structure. The mentioned catalysts differ mostly 
in the morphology (conventional vs. layered) and external surface area and pore volume. In addition, mesoporous TS-1, 
layered TS-1, and pillared TS-1 were prepared with Ti introduced in both hydrothermal synthesis as well as post-
synthesis. The reactions were performed in acetonitrile, methanol and 2-propanol as solvents at 60°C with 0.5 molar 
equivalent of hydrogen peroxide in respect to number of C=C double bonds. 
All substrates are sterically demanding, albeit particularly citronellol, linalool and citral are somewhat flexible. 
Conversions were found independent on Ti content (Si/Ti molar ratio was in range 30 – 100 for all the catalysts) but they 
were proportional to external surface area and mesopore volume. The more open was the structure, the higher was the 
conversion. Way of titanium incorporation (direct hydrothermal synthesis vs. post-synthesis incorporation), linked to the 
character of the active sites, influenced selectivity of linalool and citronellol epoxidation when acetonitrile was used as 
solvent (e.g. linalool epoxidation: linalool oxide furanoid selectivity in range 0-25% conversion was 35% over 
hydrothermally synthesized Ti catalysts vs. 26% silica-titania pillared TS-1 (containing both directly introduced and post-
synthesis introduced titanium) vs. 21% Ti impregnated nanosponge TS-1 catalyst. When methanol is used as solvent, the 
difference vanished and particularly citronellol epoxide is very prone to ring opening reaction with the solvent. 
Cyclodecene and cyclododecene are not well soluble in acetonitrile or methanol and thus 2-propanol was used as 
solvent. Conversion of these bulky substrates is defined by active site accessibility and the epoxides are stable under the 
reaction conditions. Thus selectivity above 90% was achieved at 10% conversion using all the layered TS-1, pillared TS-1 
and nanosponge TS-1. On the other hand, expectably, conventional TS-1 and mesoporous TS-1 were almost inactive in 
this reaction due to diffusion restrictions. 
In conclusion, all the studied epoxidation reactions were diffusion-driven. Way of Ti incorporation appears to have a 
slight influence on selectivity of terpenoids epoxidation under particular conditions but it is linked to the solvent effect. 
In contrast, no such influence was observed for epoxidation of large cyclic olefins. 
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Abstract Text: Light olefins (ethylene, propylene) have been produced by conventional thermal cracking which is energy 
intensive (endothermic, 800-900 oC) and relatively high in by-product formation [1]. Recently, as an alternative, two new 
fluidized-bed processes were suggested by KBR and DICP to produce propylene-rich light olefins: one is the catalytic 
naphtha cracking process (K-COTTM) and the other is the methanol to propylene process (DMTPTM). 
As shown in Table 1, naphtha-to-olefin (NTO) and methanol-to-olefin (MTO) reactions have the opposite characteristics 
in heat of reaction: 890 kcal/kg-ethylene of heat energy is required for NTO (endothermic) while 199 kcal/kg-ethylene of 
heat energy is generated during reaction (exothermic). If these two reactions are carried out together, it is possible to 
produce the light olefins in heat neutral condition [2]. However, due to the differences of reaction temperature and 
reaction mechanism, the catalyst should be designed carefully for the selective production of light olefins. 
To carry out the NTO and MTO reactions simultaneously, relatively high reaction temperature is required. However, if 
the catalyst is not prepared properly, a lot of low-valued by-product such as CO and CH4 are produced. According to our 
recent study, the controlling of physical and chemical properties of catalyst is quite important to hybridize the NTO and 
MTO reactions successfully: the control of pore size and acidity of zeolite catalyst is quite critical to suppress these by-
product formation during the reaction. 
The formation of by-products is mainly induced in the MTO reaction: the thermally unstable dimethyl ether (DME) is 
formed very rapidly from MeOH by dehydration and the formed DME is transformed into CO and CH4 through auto-
thermal decomposition if it is not managed well by the catalyst. To prevent this auto-thermal decomposition of DME in 
the external site of zeolite and to induce only MTO reaction, it is necessary to control external acid site and pore size 
distribution of zeolites. If the acidity and porosity of zeolite are controlled well, the level of by-product formation could 
be reduced to less than 5.0 wt% even in the hybridized NTO and MTO reaction. 
For commercial application, the catalyst should be prepared in micro-spherical form having the size of 100 micron. 
When preparing the micro-spherical catalyst, the control of the porosity is also important. If mass transfer limit exists in 
the catalyst, it is difficult to expect high light olefin yield due to secondary reaction such as an olefin interconversion, 
oligomerization, cyclization and hydrogen transfer. To minimize mass transfer limit, it is necessary to prepare the 
catalyst with a hierarchical pore structure. To make a catalyst with the inter-connected micro-, meso- and macro-
porosity, it is efficient to introduce different size of porgens to the catalyst. 
Not only the hierarchical pore structure of catalyst but also the inter-connectivity of pores is important. To measure the 
inter-connectivity of pores, dynamic adsorption experiments were carried out by the Intelligent Gravimetric Analyser 
(IGA) and Accelerated Surface Area and Porosimetry System (ASAP). It provides the efficient tools to correlate cracking 
selectivity and inter-connectivity of catalyst pore. The porosity and inter-connectivity controlled catalyst revealed 15 
wt% increase in light olefin yield than that of K-COTTM. 
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Abstract Text: We have mined a specific zeolite which shows unique catalytic properties for selective catalytic reduction 
(SCR) of nitric oxide (NO) by use of ammonia (NH3) as the reducing agent [1]. The All-Japan project has been conducted 
via a collaborative study with all Japanese automobile companies under a support of consortium named AICE, where the 
companies get together to build up specific clean diesel technologies for low CO2 emission. Among tested, some zeolite 
candidates were designated to study for a further step toward social implementation. Zeolite AFX having the same 
topology of SSZ-16, is one of the zeolites. This zeolite can be synthesized by using 1,1’-tetramethylenebis(1-azonia-4-
azabicyclo[2.2.2]octane; Dab-4, resulting in the formation of Al-rich AFX with Si/Al below 5 [2]. As well as such a 
textbook method to be crystallized, Kubota and his coworkers have found originally that N,N,N’,N’-
tetraethylbicyclo[2.2.2]oct-7-ene-2,3:5,6-dipyrrolidinium ion, called TEBOP here, could have a function to crystallize the 
same analog with a bit high silica with Si/Al=6~9 having a smaller particle size [3]. The latter properties would be 
expected for utilization of it as the zeolitic support to load a divalent Cu ionic species showing high activity for NH3-SCR. 
Here we would perform to prepare an AFX-based SCR catalyst and compare its catalytic performance with the analogous 
SSZ-16 synthesized with Dab-4 as well as a worldwidely-used zeolite SSZ-13 having CHA structure. 
The synthesis of AFX type zeolite was carried out according to the literature [3]. Characterization of the product with Cu 
ion exchange was conducted by XRD, ICP, NMR, TG-DTA, N2 adsorption, and UV-VIS. Catalytic performance was 
evaluated by a flow-type reactor having the test gas composed of 300 ppmNO-300 ppmNH3-2%O2-5%H2O that was flown 
to 30mg Cu-containing zeolites, and the resultant gas mixture was introduced to gas analyzers which could detect the 
concentrations of NO/NO2, NH3, and N2O. Those tested zeolites were also treated under hydrothermal conditions using 
O2/H2O at most 800℃, then the physicochemical stability was investigated. 
Figure 1 shows the typical catalytic NO conversions on fresh and aged AFX. Even at 800℃ pretreatment under 
hydrothermal conditions, high conversion and a wide temperature window for NO removal were attained. Compared 
with conventional SSZ-13, AFX possessed a large amount of Al in the framework, which means a higher capacity for Cu 
ionic species active for SCR. More Cu ionic species could be maintained on AFX, nevertheless extra-framework Cu oxide 
species might exist to catalyze NH3 oxidation with oxygen coexisted in the reactant stream. On SSZ-13, the selectivity of 
NH3 for SCR was worse, and thus the activity window became narrower in particular at high temperatures, while AFX 
demonstrated a wide active window for SCR. 



 
 
 

 
 
 

It is quite interesting to note that SSZ-16 synthesized with Dab-4 demonstrated the comparable NO abatement activity 
in its fresh form, but much less activity was confirmed on the aged sample. Silicon-29 MASNMR suggests that Al 
distribution in their frameworks seems quite different between AFX by TEBOP and SSZ-16 by Dab-4, which might 
contributes a better performance on the aged media even it has still a quantity of Al in the framework. This feature 
derives from the rigidity and accommodation of one TEBOP molecule that fits well in one aft cage of AFX structure. 
Moreover, the distance of negatively-charged N atoms in the identical molecule of TEBOP brings forth the highly 
distributed location of Al in the framework as well as highly dispersed Cu ionic species. 
As a conclusion, we could find a unique property of AFX which derives from the nature of OSDA used for the synthesis, 
leading to fine control of Al distribution and thus hydrothermal stability. 
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Abstract Text: In this work, an MWW-type zeolite with pillars containing silicon and niobium oxide was synthesized to 
obtain a hierarchical zeolite. The obtained materials were characterized by: Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD); Nitrogen 
adsorption isotherms at -196 °C; Inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES); Field-emission 
scanning electron microscopy (FESEM); Transmission electron microscopy (TEM);  Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) 
spectrometry with adsorption-desorption of pyridine; Diffuse reflectance UV-Vis (DR UV-Vis) spectroscopy; X-ray 
Absorption Spectroscopy experiments were carried out at Nb K-edge (18986 eV) at the 20 BM beamline of Argonne 
National Laboratory and EXAFS. The effect of niobium insertion in the pillaring process was determined by combining a 
controllable acidity and accessibility in the final material. All pillared materials had niobium occupying framework 
positions in pillars and extra-framework positions. The pillared material, Pil-Nb-4.5 with 4.5 wt% niobium, did not 
compromise the mesoporosity formed by pillaring, while the increase of niobium in the structure gradually decreased 
the mesoporosity and ordering of lamellar stacking. The morphology of the pillared zeolites and the niobium content 
were found to directly affect the catalytic activity. Specifically, we report on the activity of the MWW-type zeolites with 
niobium catalyzing the gas-phase oxidation of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), which is an important reaction for 
environmental remediation. All produced MWW-type zeolites with niobium were catalytically active, even at low 
temperatures and low niobium loading, and provided excellent conversion efficiencies. 
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Abstract Text: 1. Outline: 
Since 1986, the Catalysis Commission of the International Zeolite Association has worked on standardization of catalytic 
model reactions based on reference samples of zeolite1,2. We here report on standardization of cracking of heptane and 
cumene studied since 2018. In addition, we will extend this study to establish a reference zeolite system for wide 
distribution of samples and collection of various data. This plan will be discussed. 
2. Properties of IRZ-MFI001 and IRZ-FAU001: 
As the first part of this project, two samples from Tosoh Corp., IRZ-MFI001 (H-MFI) and IRZ-FAU001 (H-FAU) with Si/Al 
molar ratios 12 and 15, respectively, have been distributed to the members. Some physicochemical properties and 
catalytic results have been collected (Table 1). The reported results are reasonably consistent. TEM and SEM indicate 
aggregated small crystals for both samples. The particle size is up to ca. 2 μm. N2 and Ar adsorption at 77 and 87 K, 
respectively, show the presence of ink-bottle type mesopores in addition to the micropores.  The external surface areas 
of MFI and FAU are estimated to be high, 98 and 192 m2 g-1, respectively, from the N2 adsorption. Laser diffraction / 
scattering in water reveals micrometric dimension of the particles (still more aggregates). IR of evacuated zeolites shows 
high density of SiOH. All these results show that the two samples are formed from aggregates of small crystallites, and 
the external surface area is FAU > MFI. 27Al NMR (Figure 1) and other physicochemical properties tell us that both 
samples, even MFI, had extra-framework Al. The number of Brønsted acid sites is 0.8 times [Al], indicating that most of 
Al is in the framework of the MFI; in FAU, the number of Brønsted acid sites is 0.3 times [Al]. The estimated ammonia 
desorption enthalpy from Brønsted acid site (an index of Brønsted acid strength) is MFI > FAU, and the activities for 
cracking of linear alkanes and cumene are also MFI > FAU. In contrast, the activities for dealkylation of di- and tri-
isopropylbenzenes are FAU > MFI, reflecting the external surface area. 
3. The next step: 
Although not enough experimental results have been collected for standardization of the methods, we found that the 
collected experimental data were reasonably consistent. Based on these results, the Commission proposes an extended 
project. In addition to the already distributed samples, we have obtained more samples, 50 kg of each, in Japan, and are 
sending them to distribution bases in Belgium, Czech Republic, France, Germany, Spain, South Africa, and the United 
Kingdom. These samples will be distributed to scientists in those countries through face-to-face communications. In 
principle, the use of the reference zeolites is not limited to specific applications, and application to new subjects is 
encouraged. Direct reporting of the experimental results is not compulsory, but reporting the bibliographic information 
after publication of a paper involving the results on reference zeolite is. 
The present samples, IRZ-MFI001 and IRZ-FAU001, are typical commercial zeolites, and therefore they have distorted 
structures. In order to clarify the influence of the distorted structure, we have obtained two new samples, NH4-MFI with 
Si/Al 11.6 and H-MFI with Si/Al 50 from Tosoh and Mizusawa Chemical Industry, respectively. These samples have been 
distributed to a few countries already. 
This plan is based on the experiences of the reference catalyst system in Japan. The Catalysis Society of Japan has a 
database in which one can search the papers showing the results of XRD, ICP, XRF, XPS, XAFS, NMR, etc., including 
catalytic reactions, on the reference samples3). Similar database on the international reference zeolite will be collected 
on a web site. 



 
 
 

 
 
 

We call on scientists in academic and industrial community of zeolite research to participate this project by being the 
distributer for your country, using the reference samples, and supplying unique zeolite samples. 
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Abstract Text:   
Zeolites are crystallized microporous aluminosilicates composed by three-dimensional arrangement of SiO4 and AlO4 
tetrahedral.Adding Ge to the synthesis medium of these zeolites is a strategy for accessing new structures, sometimes 
with extra-large pores.From a structural point of view, this have a strong interest in catalysis.However, a major 
remaining challenge is the possibility of substituting Ge with Al to generate structures with compensation cations 
necessary for the reactivity of the zeolites.Also, microporous silicogermanates are often unstable in aqueous condition 
after calcination, which limits their application.To stabilize these silicogermanates, two experimental post treatment 
approaches are described in the literature.The first approach allowed the maintain of the initial structure of the parent 
zeolite through the direct substitution of Ge for another structural element such as Al (e.g. ITQ-17 zeolite)[1] while the 
second led to the creation of new stable structures. For example, the IM-12 is a zeolite (UTL structural type)[2] having 
pore openings with 12 and 14 tetrahedral atoms.To date, this zeolite could not be synthesized without Ge.Its post 
treatments led to the formation of zeolites with new structures and smaller pores[3;4]or to the partial maintain of the UTL 
structure with an important loss of microporous volume[5].The aim of this work, is to stabilize the UTL structure and to 
maintain its high microporous volume responsible of attractive applications. 
To reach this goal we developed a new post treatment unit using silicon tetrachloride.This treatment allowed the 
stabilization of the zeolite by the substitution of Ge for Si.This substitution was verified by XRF that indicated an increase 
of the Si/Ge molar ratio from 4.9 to 9.7.While the XRD proved the maintaining of the initial UTL structure even after 
water washing, figure 1.The N2 physisorption indicated that the initial microporous volume was slightly affected (0.21 to 
0.19 mL/g). 
The obtained stable IM-12 was then functionalized by post-incorporation of Al through a series of polyaluminum 
chloride hydroxide treatments and HCl washing.The XRD and the N2 physisorption confirmed the conservation, after the 
treatments, of the UTL type structure (figure 1) and of the microporous volume (0.184 mL/g).The Si/Ge molar ratio 
increased to 105. In addition, the pyridine adsorption and FTIR spectroscopy reflected that the obtained zeolite had 
small amounts of acid sites:34 μmol/g of Bronsted acidity and 75 μmol/g of Lewis acidity.This low acidity was confirmed 
by the 27Al MAS NMR quantification indicating a Si/Al (intraframework) ratio of 99. Furthermore, the 27Al MAS NMR 
spectra in figure 2 shows a chemical shift around 6ppm that is characteristic of hexacoordinated Al in zeolites and a 
second dominant peak around 55 ppm.The latter is identified as tetracoordinated Al in zeolites.  
To evaluate the activity of this material in bifunctional catalysis, it was then impregnated with an aqueous Pt(NH4)3Cl2 
solution to reach a loading of 0.3 wt.% Pt.The resulting bifunctional Pt/IM-12 catalyst was tested for the 
hydroisomerization of decane in a continuous-flow fixed bed reactor.The reaction products were analyzed using a 
GC.The results show that this catalyst of low acidity presents an outstanding activity.With a Si/Al (intraframework) ratio 
of 100 the isomers yield is around 40% while a nanosheet MFI with a Si/Al ratio of 50 has the similar isomerization 
yield[6] and an USY with a Si/Al ratio of 5.8 has an isomerization yield of 70%[7]. 
Ongoing studies aim to identify the environment of Si, Ge and Al of the different materials using 1H; 27Al; 29Si MAS NMR 
and 2D 1H DQ-SQ MAS NMR combined with Ab initio NMR and IR simulations.This identification will help us 
understanding the activity of this catalyst, and identify the location of the acid sites.The results reflect a positive step 
toward silicogermanates stabilization which can lead to industrial valorization.  
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Abstract Text: Methylenedianiline (MDA) is one of the most important intermediates for the production of 
polyurethanes. MDA is industrially synthesised using aniline and formaldehyde, and the process is homogeneously 
catalysed by hydrochloric acid. The product mixture then requires a large amount of sodium hydroxide for acid 
neutralisation and further treatment to remove the unreacted aniline before waste discharge. The product mixture 
contains isomers (2,2’-MDA, 2,4’-MDA, and 4,4’-MDA) and oligomers of MDA (3 or more anilines bridged by methylene 
groups). The isomer and oligomer distribution can be adjusted by changing the aniline:formaldehyde molar ratio, acid 
content, water content, reaction temperature and time. Selectivity towards the 4,4’-MDA is expressed in the isomer 
ratio, defined as 4,4’-MDA/(2,2’-MDA+2,4’-MDA).1 
In light of the large amount of waste generated in the homogeneous process and the risk of corrosion associated with 
using hydrochloric acid as the catalyst, numerous solid acid catalysts have been tested as potential substitutes 
throughout the years. The heterogeneous process is split into two steps: the first step involves a neutral condensation of 
aniline and formaldehyde followed by phase separation to isolate the organic phase. In the second step, the neutral 
condensate in the organic layer is consumed in an acid-catalysed rearrangement to form MDA via aminobenzylaniline 
(ABA) intermediates (Image 1). 
In this work, a porous Lewis acidic catalyst was used in the second step of MDA synthesis to reach high conversions and 
selectivity towards the 4,4’-isomer; side products, namely N-methyl, N-formyl, and quinazoline MDA derivatives were 
only formed in very small quantities. Compared with ITQ-18, a delaminated zeolite which was already more active due 
to improved accessibility to the acid sites,2 our catalyst achieved the same MDA yield with a higher selectivity towards 
the 4,4’-isomer using less catalyst. The catalyst herein also retained more of its activity than the high-performing zeolite 
Y (Image 2).3 
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Abstract Text: Bifunctional metal-acid catalysts are crucial in current industrial processes for upgrading of hydrocarbon 
feedstocks towards transportation fuels and chemicals, whereas they also find use to enable routes for the production 
of renewable synthetic fuels. It is generally accepted that for optimal catalytic performance of these catalysts, a close 
intimacy between the metal sites and acid sites is desired.[1] However, recent studies report detrimental effects on 
selectivity when Pt nanoparticles are located inside zeolite micropores, in closest proximity with zeolite acid sites. 
Bifunctional catalysts with the metal function located outside the zeolite, at nanoscale distance from the zeolite acid 
sites, displayed a higher selectivity towards isomers and less secondary cracking.[2,3] Here, we performed a systematic 
study on impact of the location of Pt nanoparticles by using zeolite based catalysts with medium to large micropores: 
ZSM-5, zeolite Beta and zeolite Y. The location of Pt nanoparticles in zeolite/γ-Al2O3 composite supports was controlled 
by using different Pt precursors: a cationic Pt(NH3)4

2+ (aq) complex that exchanged with protons from the zeolite, or an 
anionic PtCl62- (aq) complex that adsorbed on positively charged γ-Al2O3 in acidic conditions (pH ~ 3). Results of n-C7 
hydroisomerisation tests show a slight increase in catalytic activity for catalyst with the Pt nanoparticles located on the 
γ-Al2O3 binder for all catalysts. For ZSM-5 based catalysts, selectivity towards monobranched products was identical for 
both catalysts, whereas no dibranched isomers were observed (Figure 1). The slow micropore diffusion of the branched 
heptane isomers within ZSM-5, results in an isomer product distribution dictated by shape selectivity and is not affected 
by the location of Pt nanoparticles.[4] For large pore zeolites (zeolite Beta, zeolite Y) locating Pt nanoparticles on the 
γ-Al2O3 binder had a beneficial effect on isomer selectivity, especially towards desired dibranched C7 isomers (Figure 1). 
The higher isomer selectivity for the large pore zeolites is tentatively attributed to the shorter diffusion pathway of 
olefinic intermediates through zeolite micropores, which is slower than their paraffinic counterparts due to adsorption 
on Brønsted acid sites. In order to provide more insight on the influence of the location of Pt nanoparticles on kinetic 
parameters, a kinetic study was performed on Pt/γ-Al2O3/zeolite Y catalysts over a broad range of reaction conditions 
and using several n-hydrocarbons, to obtain the apparent activation energies, and reactant reaction orders. The results 
thereof will be presented in the full paper. 
Figure 1: The isomer selectivity plot shows the ratio of dibranched to cracked products as a function of conversion, with 
green symbols for catalyst with Pt nanoparticles located inside the zeolite and red symbols for catalysts with Pt 
nanoparticles located on the γ-Al2O3 binder.  n-C7 hydroisomerisation experiments were conducted at: H2/n-C7 of 10 
mol/mol; WHSV of n-C7~ 2 h-1 and 10 bar of total pressure. 
Image 1:  
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Abstract Text: 1 Introduction 
The properties of Brønsted acid sites (BAS) are the crucial factors for the application performance of Y zeolites. For 
decades, significant attentions have been paid to understand the impact of framework and extra-framework species on 
the properties of Brønsted acid sites. 
The internal relation between the extra-framework aluminum (EFAl) species and the Brønsted acid sites (BAS) has 
always been a topic of concern, which has been widely studied both experimentally and theoretically [1,2]. From these 
reports, two models could be summarized as follows, (a) the presence of adjacent EFAl increase the acid strength of the 
BAS by polarization, and (b) the existence of EFAl species enhance the stabilization of the reactant molecules or the 
intermediate states in the zeolite lattice via dispersive interactions. By doing so, a positive effect could be drawn that the 
presence of the EFAl is associated with the rate enhancement in cracking of the BAS, but the specific role of what the 
EFAl played may not be confirmed. 
The present contribution provides an additional explanation for the controversy of the various assignments of the 
specific role of EFAl. The impact of the adjacent and non-adjacent extra-framework aluminum species on acidity and 
adsorption properties of the BAS in zeolites has been explored using ammonia, pyridine and thiophene with different 
sizes and polarity as the model probe and HY as model zeolite by a periodic DFT study. 
2 Materials and Methods 
The primitive cell for FAU torpology is a rhombohedral cell with the lattice parameters of a=b=c=17.2Å and α=β=γ=60.0°, 
which contains complete a super cage and a sodalite cage with 48T atoms. The framework Si/Al ratio and the location of 
the hydrogen proton of BAS are chosen the same with the literature [3]. The EFAl-containing Y models used in this work 
were all established from the rhombohedral cell of Y zeolite mentioned above. The EFAl species, located in the SII site of 
faujasite, were chosen to simulate HY zeolites with typical EFAl species, which are shown in Image 1. Two kind of Al 
distribution contained both the isolated Al centers and the Al-O-(Si-O)2-Al sequences in the six-membered rings (SII 
sites) connecting the super cage and sodalite cage. 
All calculations are performed using DMol3 and CASTEP software package, contained in the Materials Studio of Accelrys, 
based on DFT. The exchange-correlation energy is calculated within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) using 
the form of the functional proposed by the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE). 
3 Results and Discussion 
The findings in this work are significant for the selection of the reasonable probe molecules to characterize the 
synergistic effect of the EFAl to the BAS, as well as for the development of the excellent adsorbents and catalysts in 
aspects of adsorption and reaction performances (Image 2). 
4 Conclusions 
A series of model probes with different sizes and polarity, such as ammonia, pyridine and thiophene, have been used to 
insight into the influence mechanisms of EFAl species on the properties of Brønsted acid sites in HY zeolites by periodic 
DFT calculation. EFAl species enhance the intrinsic strength of BAS in HY zeolites similar to the generally accepted 
results. However, the presence of EFAl species induce significant deviation of correlation between the adsorption 
energies of the probe molecules and the changes in intrinsic acidity characterized by DPE. These results demonstrate 
that EFAl species exert the additional forces (dispersion forces) on the probe molecules adsorbed on the BAS. In this 
work, a principal finding is using weaker polarity and right fit size molecule (that of thiophene in this work) as a probe 
can reveal the synergistic mechanisms between the EFAL species and the BAS. 
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Abstract Text: Introduction 
Selective oxidation of methane to methanol represents highly required transformation for both academic research and 
industry. Recently, it was shown that transition metal ions (Me=Fe, Ni, Co or Mn) embedded in ferrierite (FER) structure 
effectively stabilized active oxygen (α-oxygen) originating from N2O and used it to oxidize methane to methanol at 
ambient temperature.1 This exceptional behaviour was explained by the presence of binuclear cationic Me sites in FER 
collaborating in N2O decomposition and stabilization of α-oxygen on cation [Me(IV)O]2+.2 DFT calculation results indicate 
that binuclear Ni-, Co-, or Mn-species in FER can cooperate in molecular oxygen dissociation resulting in α-oxygen 
formation. This work is targeted on preparation of binuclear Ni-, Co-, and Mn-species in FER and analysis of their redox 
properties in selective oxidation of methane by molecular oxygen at room temperature (RT) using in-situ FTIR 
spectroscopy and mass spectrometry (MS).  
Experimental part 
Commercial FER Si/Al 8.6 was ion exchanged to the NH4 form and further transferred to maximum loaded Mn and Co 
forms by ion exchange and to Ni form by impregnation procedure. 2,3 The presence of divalent cations (Ni, Co, and Mn) in 
cationic position of FER was confirmed by FTIR spectroscopy. In-situ FTIR spectra of Me-FER were collected at RT after 
evacuation (3h at 450 °C) and after following treatments performed at RT: i) 1h interaction with O2 (1 atm.), ii) 1h 
interaction with O2 (1 atm.) and 5 min O2 desorption, iii) 1h interaction with O2 (1 atm.) followed by 5 min O2 desorption 
and 1h interaction with CH4 (1 atm.). Mass spectrometry was used to characterize the products of methane oxidation. 
The sample placed in the quartz reactor was activated in Ar flow (20 mL/min) for 3 h at 450 °C. Subsequently, the sample 
was treated in a flow of O2 (40 mL/min) at RT for 1 h followed by a purging with Ar (20 mL/min) for 5 minutes. Finally, 
the oxidized sample was left to interact with CH4 (30 mL/min) at RT. 
Results and discussion 
FTIR spectra of all prepared Me-FER exhibited the intense bands around 918 and 940 cm-1 indicating presence of bare 
Me(II), which are responsible for formation of binuclear Me(II) species.2,3 The interaction of Me-FER with molecular 
oxygen at RT results in disappearing bands attributed to Me(II) and the formation of a new band at around 880 cm-1, 
assigned to the α-oxygen stabilized on cation [Me(IV)O]2+. The introduction of CH4 to Me-FER containing α-oxygen 
caused a shift of the band from 880 cm-1 to 918 cm-1. This result clearly confirms the complete reduction of the 
[Me(IV)O]2+ species by CH4 to Me(II). Moreover, in the FTIR spectra after CH4 treatment new bands at 2920 and 2832 cm-

1 describing methoxy species and at 2979 and 1371cm-1 characteristic for methanol vibrations were detected. Titration 
of α-oxygen by methane was monitored by mass spectrometry. The signals typical for methanol (m/z = 31), CO2 (m/z = 
44) and other (i.e., HCHO, HCOOH, or CH3OCH3) possible oxidation products m/z = 29 were detected. The quantitative 
analysis was based on the signal m/z = 31, exclusively representing methanol. MS results confirmed the RT methane 
oxidation by molecular oxygen, the protonation of methoxy groups and the release of oxidation products over all 
studied Me-FER. 
Conclusions 
FTIR and MS studies confirmed that binuclear transition metal (Ni, Co, and Mn) species in FER can split molecular oxygen 

at RT. For the first time, we showed that the α-oxygen stabilized on metal cations (Ni, Co, or Mn) easily oxidizes methane 
to methanol at RT. The yield of methanol formation depend on the transition metal ion embedded to FER structure. 
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Abstract Text: The synthesis of propylene via the cracking of raffinate butenes represents an attractive alternative to the 
conventional steam cracking of naphtha or fluid catalytic cracking. Among the on-purpose technologies, the upgrading 
of low value butenes fractions is gaining interest since it reduces process energy consumption while increasing 
propylene make1. ZSM-5 based catalyst with high Si/Al ratios (>150) and large crystal size (>10 µm), have been 
demonstrated as the most adequate in terms of propylene selectivity and catalyst lifetime for the butenes cracking 
reaction2-3. Although the low amount of acidic sites leads to low efficiency, a larger active site density increases the 
number of undesired consecutive reactions along the long diffusional paths and, consequently, aromatics formation and 
fast deactivation4. In recent years, there has been an increased effort in synthesizing zeolites with reduced acidity, by 
either lowering the amount of Brønsted acid sites, attenuating the acid strength via post-synthetic treatments, or by 
incorporating heteroatoms within the zeolite lattice5. Reducing the size of the zeolite crystal was shown to be beneficial 
for catalyst stability and proven to reduce deactivation6. However, the influence of morphology has scarcely been 
studied7. To derive the underlying structure-property relationships, a systematic study of the influence of crystal size, 
morphology and Si/Al ratio of high silica-ZSM-5 on the butenes cracking reaction is much desired. 
In this work, we study the effect of crystal size, morphology and Si/Al ratio of differently synthesized ZSM-5 catalysts on 
the performance of butenes cracking. By synthesizing two sets of samples, under fluoride-free media, it has been 
possible to unravel independently the effect of the catalyst properties. The first type is composed of ZSM-5 zeolites with 
crystal sizes ranging from 20-35 to 1 µm and coffin or square morphology, but similar Si/Al ratio. In the second, the Si/Al 
ratio has been varied from 150 up to 600, for samples with comparable square shaped crystallites of 1 µm in size. All 
catalysts have been tested for cracking of 1-butene in a fixed-bed reactor at 550 ºC and at atmospheric pressure. 
The catalytic results demonstrate, primarily, that superior-performing large crystal ZSM-5 catalysts can be prepared 
under fluoride-free synthesis conditions. These would there resolve the issues associated with catalyst scale-up faced by 
typical F based catalyst. This catalyst, with coffin-like morphology, outperforms the initially more active reference ZSM-5 
prepared under fluoride medium when comparing propylene yield at longer TOS, while minimizing the production of 
aromatics. Secondly, the results suggest that the guidelines for designing highly productive, propylene selective and 
stable ZSM-5 based catalyst for butenes cracking should be directed to reduce the crystal size to ca. 1 µm while keeping 
the aspect ratio of the crystallite close to 1 and Si/Al around 300. The Si/Al ratio of ca. 300 leads to adequate cracking 
activity, which gets penalized at lower Al contents, and avoids the production of undesired aromatics, which is favoured 
at lower Si/Al ratios. A larger crystallite size or reduced aspect ratio of the zeolite crystal results in faster deactivation 
and yields more by-products such as isoamylenes, or aromatics, as compared to smaller sized catalysts. Moreover, the 
optimal 1 µm sized catalyst with an intermediate amount of Al (Si/Al = 300) is more selective to ethylene as compared to 
other catalysts evaluated in the study. 
A preliminary mechanistic study also revealed that paraffin formation via hydride transfer, which is generally associated 
with aromatization and coke formation, did not penalize the propylene selectivity for our optimal catalysts. This suggests 
that paraffins are preferentially involved in the formation of intermediate carbenium ions, which most likely follow the 
oligomerization-cracking route to produce propylene. 
References: 1. Corma, A.; Corresa, E.; Mathieu, Y.; Sauvanaud, L.; Al-Bogami, S.; Al-Ghrami, M. S.; Bourane, A., Crude oil 
to chemicals: light olefins from crude oil. Catal. Sci. Technol. 2017, 7 (1), 12-46. 
2. Al-Khattaf, S. S.; Palani, A.; Aitani, A. M., Catalytic hydrocracking of light olefins. US0217855A1 (2017). 
3. Johnson, D. L.; Nariman, K. E.; Ware, R. A., Catalytic production of light olefins rich in propylene. US6222087B1 (2001). 
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Abstract Text: Introduction 
Catalysts having basic properties are of great importance for the production of biofuels, e.g. in the transesterification 
process of vegetable oils with methanol or ethanol. Although homogeneous catalysts such as sodium or potassium 
hydroxides are conventionally applied, the heterogenization of this process is desirable. In the liquid phase processes, 
the key factor is enabling the diffusion of substrates and products to/from the active centers. This can be realized by the 
application of catalysts having large and regular in size pores or cavities. Moreover, doping alkaline active phase with 
transition metals can boost basicity. Therefore, in this study, we applied siliceous calcium-modified MCF solid doped 
with niobium and cerium species in order to obtain effective basic catalysts. 
Experimental 
MCF materials were prepared using the procedure described in [1]. Niobium and cerium species were incorporated by 
one-pot wetness impregnation using niobium(V) ethoxide and cerium(III) nitrate, respectively. In the second step, 
calcium species were included by impregnation with an aqueous solution of calcium acetate monohydrate and calcined 
at 973 K for 5h. Materials obtained were characterized using: X-ray diffraction (XRD), N2 adsorption/desorption, 
temperature programmed desorption of CO2 (TPD-CO2), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and UV-vis 
spectroscopy. Cyclization and dehydration of 2,5-hexanedione as a test reaction was examined at 623 K. The activity of 
catalysts was evaluated in the liquid phase transesterification of ethyl butyrate with methanol at 333 K. 
Results and discussion   
Three catalysts impregnated with 20 wt % of calcium and various wt % content of niobium and cerium (Ce/Nb = 1:1, 1:3, 
3:1) were prepared. N2 adsorption measurements confirmed the successful synthesis of MCF samples. Although the 
calcium loading was high the final materials remained mesoporous structure showing relatively large surface area in the 
range between 230-260 m2g-1. The crystal phases on the surface of the support were identified by XRD analysis. It was 
found that not only calcium oxide species were generated after calcination process. Calcium carbonates were also 
indentified in XRD patterns. Basing on XPS and UV-vis data cerium evolved in the form of cerium oxide whereas niobium 
was incorporated into the MCF structure. Both, the number and a kind of surface species formed after impregnation and 
followed by calcination had an impact on material basicity estimated by TPD-CO2 and the test reaction, i.e. 2,5-
hexanedione cyclization and dehydration. The catalysts were applied in the model transesterification process, i.e. 
reaction of ethyl butyrate with methanol. XPS analysis showed that the catalytic activity was influenced by the ratio of 
Ce3+/Ce4+ species in cerium oxide which varied depending on Ce/Nb ratio. Non-equivalent weight loading of niobium and 
cerium favoured evolution of Ce4+ whose higher content enhanced the activity of calcium containing MCF samples. 
Impact of the above-mentioned parameters on catalytic performance will be presented and discussed in details. 
Acknowledgements: We are grateful to the National Science Center in Poland (Project no. 2018/29/B/ST5/00137), the 
National Centre for Research and Development in Poland and European Union (Project no POWR.03.03.00-00-1026/16) 
for financial support. 
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Abstract Text: High availability of methane in natural gas resources has driven the scientific interest towards converting 
methane to methanol via direct selective oxidation. However, it is very challenging to achieve a selective transformation 
to methanol at significant conversions. Prior studies have shown that Cu-zeolites are able to selectively convert methane 
into methanol at moderate temperatures [1]. Cu-exchanged on 8-MR frameworks are the materials showing the highest 
methanol yields [2], allegedly because of preferential formation of active Cu-oxo nanoclusters in 8-MR pores [2,3]. Here 
we study the impact of zeolite pore size and interconnectivity in the formation of Cu-oxo active species, by comparing a 
well-defined Cu-MOR reference material with activity of Cu ions exchanged in other selected zeolite frameworks. 
Cu-zeolites were prepared following the method optimized for CuMOR [2, 4]. Catalytic tests are performed in three 
steps: thermal activation, reaction with CH4 at 200 °C, and H2O steam treatment at 135 °C to strip the products from the 
zeolite. Characterization of the materials was performed by XAS, NMR, IR- and UV-VIS spectroscopies.   
For this study, FER and MEL zeolites were selected, because their frameworks are built up with 8 and 10 membered-
rings, similar to those known to host active Cu species for methane oxidation to methanol [1, 2]. The preparation 
protocol was adjusted for each zeolite system to avoid the presence of precipitated Cu oxide particles, following our 
previously published approach [2, 4]. 
Activity tests in methane oxidation showed a linear increase of activity with Cu loading, indicating the controlled 
speciation of Cu into formation of Cu-oxo active sites. Figure 1 shows the strong influence of framework in the Cu 
speciation in ion exchanged zeolites, and in particular in the formation of active Cu-oxo clusters. Cu-exchanged MEL 
achieves remarkably high Cu efficiency (defined as mol CH4 activated per mol Cu), close to the benchmark values of well-
defined CuMOR materials. Cu-FER shows an offset of activity indicating that the preferred Cu exchange positions at low 
loadings are inactive. The linear increase of activity for middle range a high Cu loading FER samples, however, points to 
the formation of Cu-oxo trimeric clusters similar to those spectroscopically identified on CuMOR [2]. This is further 
supported by the spectroscopic characterization of these CuMEL and CuFER materials, showing common features that 
are regarded as fingerprint of the active Cu-oxo clusters in CuMOR. 
Results obtained here show that, by tuning the preparation protocol, other zeolite frameworks can selectively stabilize 
active Cu-oxo ions for the selective oxidation of methane to methanol. The interplay of synthesis and activation 
parameters with the thermodynamically preferred exchange positions of Cu, affected by local environment and zeolite 
properties, determines Cu ion speciation in zeolites. The understanding of these processes is key to develop rationally 
designed materials with homogeneous Cu speciation and high concentration of active sites. 
Image 1:  
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Abstract Text: The so-called mechanochemical method for the synthesis of zeolites reduces the generation of liquid 
residues and gaseous pollutants as compared to the conventional solvothermal method. Different types of zeolites have 
been synthesized at the laboratory scale with this method using mostly pestle and mortar. However, such an approach 
hinders both the systematic comprehension of the effects of the input variables of the milling process and its further 
scale-up towards the synthesis of the zeolites and their catalytic application. This work investigates the influence of key 
factors involved in the ball milling stage of the mechanochemical route for the synthesis of MFI done with the assistance 
of a commercial MFI seed and in the absence of solvents over the most salient physicochemical properties of this type of 
materials. The catalytic behavior of the thus produced materials during the alkylation of phenol with tert-butyl alcohol 
was also studied. The synthesis of the materials was planned and executed following a full 24 factorial experiment whose 
input variables were the Na2O/SiO2 and H2O/SiO2 molar ratios and the milling time and speed. The effects of both main 
and interaction factors over the recovery percentage, production cost, morphology, surface area and porosity, 
crystallinity, acidity of the protonated MFI, and catalytic behavior of the latter on the alkylation of phenol with tert-butyl 
alcohol were established within the explored sampling space. Results showed that the Na2O/SiO2 molar ratio plays a key 
role for the mechanochemical synthesis of MFI. Namely, this input variable may make the synthesis either viable or 
unviable economically due to its strong influence over the recovery percentage. This variable may also direct the 
synthesis to the preferential production of MOR instead of MFI. On the other hand, it was found that the milling time 
and speed and their interactions markedly impact the textural properties of MFI. Furthermore, the triple interaction 
between the input variables affected the concentration of Lewis acid sites of the produced materials. These effects were 
rationalized by considering that: (i) sodium can act as a structure directing agent during the mechanochemical synthesis 
of MFI and also can promote the incorporation of aluminum to its structure. Indeed, all the synthesized zeolites had a 
higher aluminum concentration as compared to the MFI seed. (ii) The milling time and speed are non-linearly correlated 
to the milling energy required for forming the aluminosilicate precursor that crystallizes during the hydrothermal stage 
of the process. Overall, all the zeolites synthesized by the mechanochemical route were less crystalline than both the 
MFI used as seed and an MFI synthesized by sol-gel. This was associated to the formation of amorphous agglomerates 
around the zeolitic crystals. It was established that these agglomerates contributed to the formation of a certain fraction 
of mesopores and to the Lewis acidity of the zeolites. Finally, the catalytic behavior of the mechanochemical MFI zeolites 
in the studied reaction was found to be linearly and positively correlated with both the concentration of BrØnsted sites 
and with the density of acid sites. The catalytic tendencies were consistent with the proposal of a stepwise Langmuir-
Hinshelwood mechanism for the alkylation of phenol with tert-butyl alcohol. 
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ZSM-5 catalysts  
T. Omojola 1 2 3,*, A. van Veen 3 
1Inorganic Chemistry, Fritz Haber Institute of the Max Planck Society, Berlin, Germany, 2Department of Chemical 
Engineering, University of Bath, Bath, 3School of Engineering, University of Warwick, Coventry, United Kingdom 
 
Abstract Text: Understanding the formation of the first C-C bond from methanol has been a fundamental challenge in 
catalysis since 1977. More than 20 mechanisms have been proposed. None has quantitatively considered the 
elementary steps leading from oxygenates to primary olefins. Temporal analysis of products (TAP) experimentation and 
neutron scattering techniques decouple for the first time, diffusion, adsorption, surface reaction and desorption of 
species involved in the formation of the first C-C bond from methanol. An integrated approach is compared to a 
reductionist approach with microkinetic models applied to temperature programmed desorption (TPD), temperature 
programmed surface reaction (TPSR), quasi-elastic neutron scattering (QENS) and step response studies. Site-specific 
scaling relations are unravelled, which allow computational catalyst screening. 
10 mg of ZSM-5 catalysts of varying composition (Si/Al=25, 36 and 135) formed a 2 mm shallow catalyst layer in a 25 mm 
packed bed employed in TPD, TPSR, step response in a TAP reactor. Additional studies were conducted to probe the 
mobility of methanol and DME using the QENS technique. 5 vol% methanol or DME (balance argon) was fed over the 
ZSM-5 catalysts at a heating rate of 5, 15 and 30 K/min. Microkinetic models accounting for dispersion, convection, 
adsorption, desorption, and surface reactions were solved in MATLAB.   
Six ensembles of sites are obtained from the TPSR profiles of methanol and dimethyl ether over the ZSM-5 catalysts of 
varying compositions. Three ensembles are spectator sites solely involved in adsorption and desorption.1 In accordance 
with archived literature,2 site ensembles are assigned to different local environments in the ZSM-5 catalysts, and species 
thereon occupy a minority (< 1%) of them.3 Following recent spectroscopic evidence and density functional theory 
calculations,4 the methoxy methyl mechanism was further investigated. Activation energies of desorption of DME were 
observed to scale linearly with the barriers of the formation of key intermediates such as methoxy methyl cation and 
methyl propenyl ether. The scaling relation suggests a similarity in the transition state during DME desorption and that 
during the formation of the quoted key intermediates. It is speculated that the adsorption of DME involves an 
interaction of an H atom with the concerned sorption site. It was further observed that sites active between 450 – 600 K 
have the highest density of rate sensitive steps. Consequently, we observe that the activation energies of DME 
desorption can serve as a descriptor for tuning catalyst activity during MTO catalysis.5 For the first time, we provide site-
specific information for tuning activity over ZSM-5 catalysts. 
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FEZA21-PO-102 
THERMAL DECHLORINATION AND CATALYTIC PYROLYSIS OF WEEE PLASTIC OVER NANOCRYSTALLINE MFI-ZEOLITES: 
THE EFFECT OF PRETREATMENT ON PRODUCTS DISTRIBUTION AND PROPERTIES 
A. Marino 1,*, A. Aloise 1, J. Fermoso 2, P. Pizarro 2 3, D. Cozza 1, M. Migliori 1, G. Giordano 1, D. Serrano 2 
1University of Calabria, Rende (Cs), Italy, 2Imdea Energy Institute, 3ESCET, Universidad Rey Juan Carlos, Mostoles 
(Madrid), Spain 
 
Abstract Text: Halogens represent the main bottleneck for plastic residues conversion into valuable liquids via catalytic 
pyrolysis, as corrosive and toxic hydro-halogens acids and organohalides can form, contaminating the products and 
deactivating the catalyst. A thermal pretreatment can be a suitable option to reduce the chlorine content from waste 
plastic, resulting in a proper feedstock before the thermo-catalytic conversion[1]. 
Pyrolysis products distribution and properties can be tailored by using zeolites as catalysts to upgrade the vapors formed 
in the primary thermal pyrolysis of plastic. Likewise, through the optimization of the operating conditions, it is possible 
to direct the production towards oils rich in aromatics which, once properly extracted, can be suitable as fuels or 
chemicals[2-4]. 
In this work, the effect of (i) thermal de-chlorination pretreatment and (ii) zeolite catalyzed upgrading are discussed in 
terms of products distribution from catalytic pyrolysis of plastics of real Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment 
(WEEE, supplied by R.ED.EL. Srl). For this purpose, commercial nanocrystalline H-ZSM-5 (Si/Al = 42) was used as catalyst 
to pyrolyze the waste plastic, under different conditions (temperature, catalyst/feedstock ratio, de-halogenation step). 
De-chlorination pretreatment consisted in heating the feedstock (grinded to a particle size of c.a. 1 mm) at 350°C for 30 
min, under N2 flow. Reactions were carried out at atmospheric pressure, in a downdraft fixed-bed stainless steel reactor, 
with the pyrolysis and catalytic zones independently heated. Both the feedstock and reaction products were 
characterized by different analytical techniques (GC, GC-MS, TGA, IC). 
The physicochemical characterization of the raw material revealed a polymer mixture containing 5.1 %wt of PVC, with 
HDPE and LDPE as major components, and contaminated by inorganics, such as calcite and metals. The pretreatment of 
the feedstock at 350°C allowed the amount of chlorine to be sharply reduced (61%), whilst just 3.2 wt% of organics was 
lost. 
Compared to thermal pyrolysis, the products distribution changed considerably when the pyrolysis vapors were 
contacted with nanocrystalline H-ZSM-5 zeolite. When the raw plastic was employed at thermal/catalytic temperatures 
of 600°C and 450°C, respectively, the increase in the catalyst/feedstock ratio provided progressively lower oil yields 
(Table 1), favoring the formation of gaseous products from cracking reactions. 
Figure 1 reports the effect of de-chlorination pretreatment on the products distribution of the oil fraction obtained from 
catalytic pyrolysis in presence of H-ZSM-5. Even with a similar overall mass balance, the analysis of pyrolysis oil revealed 
significant amounts of monocyclic aromatics (i.e. xylene and toluene), denoting that ZSM-5 promotes the 
oligomerization/cyclization/aromatization pathway. However, an increase in olefins and naphthenes content was found 
pyrolyzing the pretreated feedstock, evidencing a change on the reaction mechanism. On the other hand, as a result of 
de-chlorination pretreatment, a 65% reduction of the coke deposited over the zeolite was observed, together with a 
significant reduction (down to 95.5%) of chlorine content in pyrolysis oil. 
The catalytic cracking of real plastic wastes is considerably improved using MFI-type zeolites as catalyst, due to their 
acidic and surface properties. The dechlorination pretreatment allows the chlorine content in the pyrolysis oil to be 
drastically reduced, without significant losses of organics. Moreover, a rearrangement in polymers chain is assumed to 
take place during the pretreatment, leading to a significant change in both oil composition and coke deposition. In 
summary, the results attained evidence the high potential of coupling the thermal pretreatment with the thermo-
catalytic valorization over MFI-zeolites of PVC-containing waste plastics to produce oils with low-chlorine content and 
high-added value as fuels or chemicals. 
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On the importance of molecular shape selectivity in catalytic fast pyrolysis on microporous and hierarchical Zeolites 
N. Pichot 1,*, L. Pinard 1, A. Dufour 2, A. Astafan 1, F. Richard 3, J. Liangyuan 2 
1E3, IC2MP, Poitiers, 2LRGP, CNRS, Nancy, 3E4, IC2MP, Poitiers, France 
 
Abstract Text: Petrochemical products are an integral part of numerous industries and our daily lives, with plastics, 
packaging, clothing, digital devices, medical equipment, tires, etc. They provide substantial benefits to society, including 
a growing number of applications, in various cutting edge, clean technologies, which are critical to the sustainable 
energy system currently in development around the globe. These products are set to account for a third of the oil 
demand growth by 2030, and nearly half by 2050. On the other hand, oil demand for transportation fuels should 
decrease, owing to the generalization of public transport, alternative fuels, electrification, better fuel economy, etc. 
Hence, a shift in the oil, gas and petrochemical industries’ landscape can be seen, going towards the development of 
high-value chemicals, such as BTX aromatics. 
A majority of these BTX are currently produced from catalytic reforming and FCC units in refineries. These will eventually 
need to be replaced by more durable alternatives. One such option is the catalytic fast pyrolysis (CFP) of biomass. This 
process is interesting for its production of mostly green aromatics and olefins, copying the fluid catalytic cracking of 
crude oil. Pyrolysis is conducted under an N2 atmosphere, and the gaseous emissions (oxygenated molecules derived 
from cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin) are upgraded on a dual fluidized bed of zeolite catalyst. They come into contact 
with the zeolite’s acid sites, and form the aforementioned products (BTX, Olefins), along with some others, such as CO, 
CO2 and coke. Despite growing interest for the process, CFP is still in relative infancy, when compared to some other 
processes, like gasification and combustion. While some processes are close to commercialisation (Anellotech/Axens, 
BioBTX …), they require the development of more stable and BTX-selective catalysts. 
One of the main issues with the current catalysts is their deactivation, owed to the formation of coke in their structure. 
In order to improve the selectivity and stability, understanding the effect of zeolite pore structure on the mechanism of 
coke deposition, and how these coke deposits poison the active sites (Brønsted acid sites). 
A systemic comparison of various commercial (C), synthesized (S) and hierarchised (H) zeolites is provided: 
-          Mordenite (MOR), with a degree of hierarchisation ranging from 1.6 (C) to 4 (HA), Brønsted acidity ([PyH+], 
representing a concentration of Brønsted acid sites) ranging from 220 (HB) to 552 (C) µmol/g, and a mesoporous volume 
ranging from 0.11 (C) to 0.36 (HA) cm³/g. 
-          Beta (*BEA), with a degree of hierarchisation ranging from 1.1 (S) to 4 (C), Brønsted acidity ranging from 334 (HA) 
to 523 (S) µmol/g, and a mesoporous volume ranging from 0.02 (S) to 0.75 (C) cm³/g. 
-          ZSM-5 (MFI) with a degree of hierarchisation ranging from 1.4(C) to 3.5(HA), Brønsted acidity ranging from 231(HA) 
to 304(C) µmol/g, and a mesoporous volume ranging from 0.07 (C) to 0.38 (HA) cm³/g. 
 
 (Characterisations given for fresh catalysts) 
  
 
(Image 1)MFI appears to provide a better yield in monoaromatics HC (the target products), while producing a lesser 
amount of coke than MOR and *BEA. An increase in DH produces largely better results with MFI than *BEA and MOR. 
Finally, MFI, as it is or with hierarchisation, seems to be less susceptible to acid site deactivation from coke deposition. 
(Image 2)A decrease in coke formation can be observed following the hierarchisation of MFI zeolite, while MOR and 
*BEA’s coke formations were inversely affected; while on first sight, stronger acidity seems to lead to higher coke 
contents for all zeolites, it appears that, through hierarchisation, it allows for less coke formation for MFI, while keeping 
with the supposed trend for *BEA and MOR. 
While MFI is the best so far, improvements need to be made to meet industry requirements and make it a viable option 
for HC production in the future. 
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Highly efficient titanosilicate catalyst Ti-MCM-68 for the oxidation of phenol with hydrogen peroxide 
S. Inagaki*, S. Odagawa 1, R. Ishizuka 1, Y. Kubota 1 
1Division of Materials Science and Chemical Engineering, YOKOHAMA National University, Yokohama, Japan 
 
Abstract Text:   It is well documented that titanosilicates, which contain isolated tetrahedral Ti species in the zeolite 
framework, are highly efficient catalysts for the selective oxidation of a wide range of organic substrates using hydrogen 
peroxide (H2O2) as an oxidant [1, 2]. [Ti]-MCM-68 (MSE topology) has been developed as phenol oxidation catalyst 
showing high activity and selectivity toward para-isomer, hydroquinone [3, 4]. In this work, [Ti]-MCM-68 catalyst was 
prepared by a mild liquid-phase treatment starting from [Al]-MCM-68 for the first time. The key preparation procedures 
to excellent catalytic activity and high para-selectivity were the use of aqueous solutions of the Ti source and calcination 
at 650°C prior to catalytic use [5]. 
 The hydrothermal synthesis of [Al]-MCM-68 was performed with the aid of N,N,N',N'-tetraethyl-bicyclo[2.2.2]oct-7-ene-
2,3:5,6-dipyrrolidinium diiodide, TEBOP2+(I-)2 as a structure-directing agent. [Ti]-MCM-68 catalyst was obtained by the 
post-synthetic modification of framework Al of [Al]-MCM-68 into Ti via the acid treatment (dealumination) and the 
following mild liquid-phase treatment using titanium chloride hydrolysate. The Ti-modified sample, [Ti]-MCM-
68_Ti4+/H2O, was further calcined at 650ºC for 4 h to give [Ti]-MCM-68_Ti4+/H2O_cal. 
 In UV-vis spectra, the as-prepared sample gave a clear peak at 210 nm, which corresponds to a 4-coordinated Ti species 
at closed sites, Ti(OSi)4, and a shoulder at 250 nm due to 4-coordinated Ti species at open sites, (OH)Ti(OSi)3 [6], both of 
which are inside the framework. This reveals the successful incorporation of tetrahedral Ti into the silicate framework of 
dealuminated MCM-68 during the suitable treatment at room temperature. After thermal treatment at 650ºC, the UV-
vis peak at 210 nm increased slightly, while the UV-vis band at 250 nm remained almost unchanged, which indicates that 
the dehydration condensation of 4-coordinated Ti with an open site into one of the closed sites with an adjacent silanol 
proceeded at temperatures as high as 650ºC. 
 Table 1 lists the results of phenol oxidation with H2O2 over Ti-modified MCM-68 catalysts prepared in this work. [Ti]-
MCM-68_Ti4+/H2O (Table 1, run 1) exhibited a meaningful product yield (11.4%) with subtle para-selectivity (61.2%). This 
behaviour strongly supports the spectroscopic results suggesting the incorporation of 4-coordinated Ti species into the 
MSE framework with such a mild treatment. The reaction over [Ti]-MCM-68_Ti4+/H2O_cal obtained after thermal 
treatment (Table 1, run 2) gave significantly enhanced total yield (88.9%), turnover number (TON = 832) and para-
selectivity (76.3%); the catalytic performance became much higher than that of a conventional [Ti]-MCM-68 prepared 
via gas-phase TiCl4 treatment (Table 1, run 3). Such a thermal treatment played some role to increase the hydrophobicity 
of the titanosilicate catalyst, as proven by the H2O adsorption isotherm obtained at 25ºC [5]. 
The effect of the alcoholic cosolvent was also examined. In the current catalytic system, ethanol (EtOH) was 
the most suitable cosolvent, which remarkably enhanced paraselectivity up to 94% [5]. The role of EtOH could be 
narrowing the space inside pores and deactivating the external active sites via hydrogen bonding between alcoholic OH 
and surface silanol groups [4, 5]. 
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FEZA21-PO-105 
Impact of proximity between Brønsted and metal sites on hydrogenation over bifunctional catalysts.Significant or 
Negligible? 
 
N. Batalha 1, L. Pinard 1,* 
1Institut de Chimie des Milieux et Matériaux de Poitiers (IC2MP), University of Poitiers, Poitiers, France 
 
Abstract Text: Among the multiple alternatives for safe hydrogen transportation, Liquid Organic Hydrogen Carriers 
(LOHC) are promising technology compatible with the current infrastructure1. Hydrogen transportation via LOHC relies 
on the hydrogenation of aromatic hydrocarbons at the hydrogen production site, followed by their dehydrogenation at 
the destination point1.  
The hydrogenation of aromatic compounds is promoted by supported metal catalysts, whose performance can be 
altered significantly by the nature of the support. Zeolites containing Brønsted sites, in specific, were demonstrated to 
enhance the activity of metal catalysts for the hydrogenation of aromatic hydrocarbons2. The positive effect of acid and 
metal sites proximity is essential for bifunctional reactions. However, hydrogenation does not follow a bifunctional 
mechanism, which makes the observed phenomenon more intriguing. Therefore, unraveling the mechanism behind the 
observed synergy can be the key to developing hydrogenation catalysts based on bifunctional catalysts. 
The hydrogenation of pyridine molecules (Figure 1), at 220°C, on adsorbed on platinum promoted acid *BEA zeolite 
(PtHBEA) and γ-Al2O3 (PtAl2O3) at different proximity levels (Figure 1) to single out the mechanism behind the observed 
synergy. The hydrogenation reaction was followed by infrared spectroscopy as a function of hydrogen pressure, i.e., 0 < 
P(H2) < 150 mbar, permitting to evaluate pyridine transformation on Brønsted (PyH+) and Lewis sites (PyL) 
independently.  
On Pt/Al2O3, piperidine formation was residual (Figure 2), even after the complete disappearance of the pyridine 
characteristic bands, indicating that pyridine desorption was the primary phenomenon. However, the addition of a small 
amount *BEA into Pt/Al2O3 (Figure 2 - PtA+HBEA (75-25)) significantly boosted piperidine formation. The increment of 
*BEA in the mixture enabled higher amounts of piperidine to be formed, even if higher P(H2) was necessary  (Figure 1 – 
PtA+HBEA (25-75). Finally, of PtHBEA, piperidine formation was more intense and occurred at lower P(H2), clearly 
indicating Brønsted sites facilitate hydrogenation and the pyridinium ion (PyH+) is a reaction intermediate. Pure *BEA 
could not promote pyridine hydrogenation, consequently suggesting PyH+

 can only be hydrogenated when in the vicinity 
of platinum sites. 
The requirement for proximity between PyH+ and platinum sites, linked to the active sites' static nature, indicates the 
hydrogenation occurs via hydrogenating species, often referred to as hydrogen spillover (HSP), which diffuse from the 
platinum sites to PyH+. The impact of hydrogen pressure in the formation of piperidine highlights this diffusion 
phenomenon since more P(H2) is required for complete hydrogenation to occur, i.e., attain plateau, when the PyH+ and 
platinum are separated: PtHBEA > PtA+HBEA(75-25) >> PtA+HBEA (25-75). Additionally, no piperidine formation was 
observed when two non-touching wafers of PtAl2O3 and HBEA were analyzed simultaneously (PtAl2O3|HBEA), suggesting 
hydrogenation to occur through surface diffusion. 
Despite the long controversy around the existence of HSP on non-reducible supports, this has been demonstrated 
possible over short distances3, which would explain the synergy between Brønsted and platinum in hydrogenation to be 
affected by the distance between the site. Independently of the nature of HSP, the impact of the results show without a 
doubt that proximity between Brønsted and metal sites is significant for the hydrogenation over bifunctional catalysts. 
Only when these two active sites were close, significant conversion of pyridine into piperidine was observed. Hence, 
when Brønsted and platinum sites are close, the hydrogenation of pyridine occurred via a bifunctional mechanism with 
the PyH+ working as a reaction intermediate.   
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On the true nature of deactivation mode in methane dehydroaromatization reaction 
A. Beuque*, L. Pinard 1, A. Sachse 1, J.-F. Paul 2, E. Berrier 2, H. Hu 2 
1IC2MP, Poitiers, 2UCCS, Lille, France 
 
Abstract Text: Methane dehydroaromatization (MDA: 6 CH4 ⇋ C6H6 + 9 H2) under non oxidative condition has received 
great interests over the past three decades. This direct route allows to decarbonize methane into benzene while 
simultaneously producing sustainable hydrogen, which offers great potential as future energy resource. MDA yet faces 
two major hurdles: (i) low activity, as the one-pass conversion into benzene is thermodynamically limited (12% at 700 
°C) and (ii) rapid catalyst deactivation, as coke formation catalysed by Brønsted sites is kinetically favoured. [1] 
Numerous methods have been developed in the quest to mitigate the deactivation based on new chemical engineering 
processes (dihydrogen permeable membrane [2], O2 pulses, …), catalyst preparation strategies (hierarchical zeolites [3]: 
dealumination, desilycation, templating approaches, etc…), and optimization of the operating conditions (co-reactants : 
CO, CO2, H2,…, precarburization nature: CH4, H2, butane,…). However, low catalytic stability still remains a major issue and 
is considered the major challenge to make the process viable.  
  
In this communication, we firstly present a kinetic study of the reaction focussing on the typical deactivation period 
observed during the MDA reaction. From this two different phenomena could be established: (i) poisoning of 
molybdenum active sites by aromatics and (ii) the acting of hydrogen as scavenger, however H2 excess would shift the 
reaction towards the reaction of methane. 
 
Contact time was subsequently adjusted and MDA reaction was carried out at 700 °C with a reference catalyst 
constituted of 3wt% Mo on a commercial ZSM-5 zeolite (CBV 5020: Si/Al=25). Reaction products were analysed by gas 
chromatography. After 10 hours of reaction, the spent catalyst was recovered and characterized by thermogravimetric 
analysis. Surprisingly, rather unexpected results were obtained. Indeed, the carbon amount deposited on the recovered 
catalyst was higher at low contact time. Monitoring CO2 intensity signals with the help of mass spectra allowed us to 
determine two different cokes:  
- “soft” coke corresponding to the peak with lower oxidation temperature  
- “hard” coke referring to higher oxidation temperature  
It appeared that the “soft” coke develops independently of the contact time while the “hard” is inversely related to it 
(Figure. 1). 
This observations arouse our curiosity on the real nature of deactivation in the MDA process. Further advanced 
characterizations and products distribution analysis revealed active sites inhibition by aromatics, which is attenuated in 
presence of hydrogen.    
 
To support our assumption theoretical modelling was performed. Adsorption energy of benzene and naphthalene on 
molybdenum carbide was calculated and higher adsorption energy was revealed for aromatics with increasing number 
of cycles. . In the presence of hydrogen the adsorption energy is two times weaker demonstrating the scavenger effect 
of hydrogen (Figure2).  
  
In conclusion, we elucidated molybdenum active sites poisoning, which allows to reason why the classical strategies 
based on improving diffusion properties of ZSM-5 do not yield improved catalyst stability. Indeed, improving 
deactivation issues in MDA process should rather be focused on active site processing.   
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Aromatization of dilute ethylene on HZSM-5 and on Zn/HZSM-5 catalysts: oligomerization-cracking pool vs 
metallacyclic mechanism 
A. Bonnin 1, D. Uzio, V. Coupard 2, Y. Pouilloux 1, L. Pinard* 
1IC2MP, CNRS, University of Poitiers, Poitiers, 2IfPen, Solaize, France 
 
Abstract Text: Zn-loaded H-ZSM-5 is a promising catalyst for the aromatization of ethylene due to the specific 
dehydrogenation/hydrogenation performances of the metal cation [1] and the high selectivity towards aromatics related 
to the size and shape of the zeolite micropores. Zn cation species are involved in the dehydrogenation step but mainly 
catalyze the recombination-desorption of H atoms into H2, which is considered to be the rate limiting step in alkane 
aromatization. The mechanism here is bifunctional because the Brønsted acid sites allows the di/trimerization of the 
olefins, which are then cyclized. This bifunctional mechanism of olefins to aromatics is commonly accepted by the 
scientific community.  However, Lobo et al suggested that Zn in the form of Lewis acid sites can lead to the oligomerizion 
of ethylene. [2] Hence, the possibility that oligomerization of olefins may occur on Zn cation species raises the question 
of the bifunctional mechanism of ethylene aromatization on Zn/ZSM-5 zeolite. 
 The goal of this study is to identify the mechanisms and the active sites of the ethylene aromatization over H-ZSM-5 and 
Zn/H- ZSM-5 catalysts. 
  
Catalysts with a Zn/H+ molar ratio ranging from 0 (H-ZSM5) to 1.8 (Zn/H-ZSM5), were prepared by wet impregnation 
from three commercial zeolites with Si/Al ratio of 15, 40 and 75. The texture, acidity and reactivity of the bifunctional 
catalysts were characterized by: N2, IR followed by adsorption of pyridine and NH3-TPD, and tested at 500 °C with low 
partial pressure of ethylene (PC2H4= 0.005 MPa) and a high GHSV (ca 13300 h-1). 
 The intrinsic activity of protonic acid sites in ethylene transformation depends on their density or rather on the 
concentration of next nearest neighbours pairs of Al atoms. The isolated Al atoms can be considered almost inactive in 
the dimerisation of ethylene. Butenes are rapidly converted on Brønsted acid pairs sites, resulting in a well-balanced 
oligomerization-cracking pool. Aromatics are obtained through a hydrogen transfer with olefins, or by dehydrogenation 
of cycloalkanes made possible by the EFAL species. (Figure 1) 

  
A small amount of Zn Lewis acid sites is sufficient to completely alter the kinetic and selectivity. 
The deposition of Zn was achieved by wet impregnation of the nitrate precursor. The thermal decomposition of the 
ZnOH+ cation by calcination is a function of the fraction of Al atoms in the nearest neighbours. Three main species of Zn 
could be identified: i) oxo-binuclear Zn2+ cations (O--Zn2+-O-Zn2+-O-), ii) mononuclear Zn2+ cations (O--Zn2+-O- and iii) 
ZnO particles located on the external surface. These species were quantified from the residual Brønsted acid sites 
probed by pyridine. A correlation has been established: one neutralized protonic site generates one Zn Lewis acid sites 
which coordinates two pyridine molecules. The ethylene conversion is proportional to the concentration of oxo-
binuclear Zn cations and mononuclear Zn cations only correlate with hydrogenation and hydrogenolysis of olefins, while 
bulk ZnO is inactive. 
  
The particular selectivity with the formation of styrene, ethylbenzene and toluene and benzene with a molar ratio of 1, 
indicates that the transformation of ethylene takes place by a new mechanism. The dimerization occurs via a 
metallacyclic [3] (Figure 2) by the formation of cyclobutyl-zinc intermediate and the growth of the carbon chain occurs, 
through the opening of cyclo-organozinc species. The desorbed products are olefins which cyclize easily into naphthenes 
on Brønsted acid sites. But this dual sites can also absorb hydrogen, leading to hydrogenolysis and mainly hydrogenation 
reactions. Therefore, the management of hydrogen production appears to be a crucial issue for the development of the 
process of the aromatization of dilute ethylene using Zn/H-ZSM-5 catalysts. 
The presence of zinc change completely changes the mechanism of the ZSM-5 catalyst. Ethylene aromatization involves 
cyclo-butyl-zinc species 
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Abstract Text: Alkylation of phenol with methanol using β-zeolite, H-β-zeolite, MCM-22 and H-MCM-22 was studied on a 
fixed bed reactor. The obtained products were anisole, 2,4-xylenol, o-cresol, p-cresol and 4-methyl anisole. Effect of 
various parameters such as mole ratio of reactants (phenol: methanol), temperature and weight hourly space velocity 
(WHSV) were studied to achieve highest phenol conversion and selectivity of the desired products. Phenol conversion 
decreased with increase of temperature over all the catalysts due to blocking of active sites by coke deposition. 
Selectivity to anisole decreased with increase of temperature due to its conversion to p-cresol and then to 2,4-xylenol. In 
addition, selectivity to anisole increases with increase of phenol to methanol feed ratio. Selectivity of 2,4-xylenol 
increases with increase in temperature which showed high activation energy required for the formation of 2,4-xylenol. 
The time on stream study showed preferential blocking of strong acid sites by coke deposition which reduces the 
formation of p-cresol and 2, 4-xylenol but weak acid sites dependent anisole formation increases. All the catalysts were 
analysed by different characterisation technique such as XRD, SEM-EDX, N2 adsorption-desorption isotherm analysis and 
surface area. 
 Keywords: Zeolites, Alkylation, Phenol, Fixed bed reactor. 
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Abstract Text: The methanol to hydrocarbons (MTH) reaction is a pathway for converting methanol or dimethyl ether 
(DME) into fuels and chemicals. The reaction is catalyzed by a variety of acidic zeolites. With the large-pore zeolite H-
[Al]Beta, the products are predominantly isobutane and triptane. The alkanes are formed via hydrogen transfer 
reactions of the isostructural olefins formed through successive methylation of small olefins in the olefin cycle of the 
MTH reaction. The hydride donors (other olefins) undergo further reactions to give aromatic products such as n-
methylbenzenes; these side products are not valuable as a fuel and lead to catalyst deactivation. Zeolite catalysts 
containing framework iron reduce the rate of hydrogen transfer reactions due to their weaker Brønsted acid strength. At 
the same time, the methylation rates on Fe-zeolites are reduced thus, reaction temperature must be higher to get 
similar rates leading to rapid deactivation, for example at 400 °C and similar conditions the conversion for H-[Fe]ZSM-5 
was 60% less than the for H-[Al]ZSM-5 (1). Alternatively, olefins can be added to the reactor feed to increase reaction 
rates at lower temperatures. This talk will describe research on understanding the kinetics and selectivity effects of 
olefin additives on Fe-zeolites. Over H-[Fe]Beta adding Isobutene at a DME:Isobutene ratio of 15:1 at 300 °C doubles the 
DME consumption rate while shifting the carbon selectivity towards C5, C6, and C7 olefins. These trends continue as the 
Isobutene loading is decreased; however, further addition of isobutene leads to reductions in DME consumption rates. 
When a medium pore zeolite H-[Fe]ZSM-5 is used, the DME consumption rate increases, and the selectivity to smaller 
olefin cracking products and C8 increases. Co-feeding isobutene overcomes low catalytic rates by increasing the DME 
consumption rate at lower reaction temperatures. The methylation of other molecules including C5-C8 olefins and cyclic 
alkenes over Fe-zeolites is also reported. 
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Abstract Text: Keywords: Cu-CHA; low-temperature NH3-SCR; auto-reduction; enhanced NO removal efficiency  
Small-pore Cu-chabazite (Cu-CHA) zeolites are the state-of-the-art catalysts for ammonia-assisted selective catalytic 
reduction (NH3-SCR) of automotive NOx emissions, owing to their excellent activity and hydrothermal stability.[1] 
However, the insufficient performance of Cu-CHA below 200 °C severely limits their practical applications.[2] Here, we 
demonstrated that Cu auto-reduction by non-oxidative thermal activation could enhance the low-temperature 
performance of Cu-CHA in NH3-SCR tests, in the presence or absence of water vapor. In situ impedance spectroscopy (IS) 
and in situ diffuse reflectance IR Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS) were combined to unravel the related 
promotion mechanisms. It was found that non-oxidative thermal activation led to an increased Cu mobility by 
weakening the Cu tethering to CHA framework. In situ DRIFTS evidenced that auto-reduction favored the activation of 
NO molecules to form highly reactive NO+ species that are stabilized by the auto-reduced Cu sites. These mechanistic 
findings shed new light on tuning the condition-dependent speciation of Cu sites in small-pore zeolites to promote NH3-
SCR catalysis and, more generally, selective redox catalysis for environmental and energy applications. 
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Abstract Text: With the aim to reduce greenhouse emissions, the recent perspectives of research are now focused not 
only on the development and optimization of technologies for carbon dioxide sequestration (CCS), but mainly on the 
conception and demonstration of new strategies for carbon dioxide utilisation (CCU) for the production of bulk 
chemicals or fuels [1]. In this context, particular attention has been paid on the direct catalytic hydrogenation of CO2 into 
dimethyl ether (DME), an environmentally friendly fuel compatible with use in conventional diesel engines [2-3]. 
From a catalytic point of view, the direct DME synthesis is boosting an intense research effort in the development and 
application of novel multi-functional hybrid systems, wherein a mix of different active sites are in close interaction 
among them to facilitate the rate of mass transfer of a reaction intermediate towards the final product. 
In this work, monolithic catalysts prepared by 3D printing are proposed as novel systems characterized by controllable 
and precise architectures that are unable to be made through conventional processes [1,4]. In particular, a series of 
CuZnZr-zeolite hybrid monoliths was prepared by a highly adaptable in-house 3D printing system that allows uniform 
and sufficient distribution of the active catalytic material [5,6]. This involves the direct (co)extrusion of a catalyst-
containing paste and a co-catalyst through a syringe mounted on a x,y,z stage. Fine tuning of the preparation conditions 
also includes the selection of printing variables such as the nozzle opening (fibre thickness), the type of nozzle (fibre 
shape), the inter-fibre distance (pore size) and the stacking of the layers (architecture) followed by sintering. 
The 3D printed monoliths were tested in the one-pot CO2-to-DME hydrogenation process (30 bar, 200-260°C), in a 
tubular fixed catalyst bed reactor (i.d., 14 mm; l., 250 mm), with cylinder of various compositions, diameter 9 mm, 
length 50 mm and porosity (voidage) 30%. 
Figure 1 shows how the 3D-printed systems achieve an interesting catalytic performance, in terms of CO2 conversion and 
DME yield, with values at 260 °C comparable to those reached on conventionally prepared systems (22% and 9% 
respectively). 
Evidently, the operative conditions play a fundamental role in shifting the equilibrium towards the formation of 
MeOH/DME at expense of CO, due to a proper extent of metal-oxide interface for CO2 activation induced by the 
preparation procedure, easy accessibility of acidic sites to drive MeOH dehydration and controlled Cu° particle size to 
depress the formation of side products. 
These preliminary findings suggest the effectiveness of 3D-printing in the design of hybrid multi-site systems, owing to 
the capability of a full control of texture, structure, morphology and surface properties of the catalytic system necessary 
for scale-up and possible industrial exploitation. 
  
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under 
grant agreement No. 838061. This document reflects only the authors’ view and the Innovation and Networks Executive 
Agency (INEA) and the European Commission are not responsible for any use that may be made of the information it 
contains. 
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Abstract Text: Fe, Co, Ni modified TiO2 photocatalysts supported on zeolite Y with micro and hierarchical porous 
structure    

G. Petcu1* , E. M. Anghel1, I. Atkinson1, D. C. Culita1, A. Baran1, F. Papa1, 
 J.-L. Blin2 and V. Parvulescu1 
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Introduction 
The activation of the zeolite framework by immobilization of heteroatoms (Ti and other transition metals) is a method  
used to obtain active photocatalysts [1]. Zeolite Y has been frequently used as  support for dispersion of various metal 
oxides species in order to obtain highly photocatalytic active materials [2]. The supported TiO2 materials were modified 
with different metals in order to enhance photocatalytic activity, especially under visible light irradiation. The aim of this 
work was to compare the effect of different 3d metallic species as Fe, Co and Ni on photocatalytic activity of Ti 
containing zeolite Y with microporous or hierarchical structure. The effects of support porosity and transition metal on 
TiO2 photocatalytic properties were evaluated. 
Experimental 
Zeolite Y and hierarchical zeolite Y (hY) were obtained by hydrothermal method, as it was reported by our group [3]. The 
supports were impregnated with 5% TiO2, samples named YT5 and hYT5. The materials thus obtained have been further 
modified by impregnation with Fe (1 and 5%), Co or Ni (5%) using aqueous solutions of Fe(NO3)3, Co(NO3)2 or Ni(NO3)2. 
The samples were suggestively named YT5F1, YT5F, YT5C, YT5N, hYT5F1, hYT5F, hYT5C and hYT5N. The catalysts were 
characterized by X-ray diffraction, SEM microscopy, N2 sorption, UV-Vis, XPS, Raman spectroscopy and H2-TPR. 
Photocatalytic activity was evaluated in degradation of amoxicillin (AMX) under UV and visible light. The photocatalytic 
mechanism was investigated using scavengers. Formation of ·OH radical on the samples surface under irradiation was 
investigated by fluorescence technique. 
The aim of this work was to compare the effect of  porous support properties on photocatalytic activity and the 
interraction between supported gold and titanium oxides.  
Results and discussion 
Zeolite Y has a typical octahedral morphology (Fig. 1) with smooth surface, before and after Ti and transition metals 
immobilization. Change of morphology and formation of aggregates was evidenced for hierarchical samples. The wide 
angle X-ray diffraction patterns (Fig. 2) evidenced the preservation of zeolite Y crystallinity after immobilization of Ti and 
Fe, excepting the samples with higher Co and Ni oxide concentrations. In agreement with Raman results, XPS spectra of 
samples YT5F and hYT5F suggest formation of a non-stoichiometric Fe3O4-δ with a mixture of 2+ and 3+ oxidation states.  
For samples with Co and Ni was evidenced the presence of bulk oxides and some metal sites incorporated into the 
zeolite framework. 
Fig. 1 SEM Images of zeolite Y (sample YT) and hierarchical zeolite Y (sample hYT) modified with TiO2 
Fig. 2.  Wide angle XRD patterns of modified zeolite Y and hY 
The support properties and type of secondary immobilized metallic species influenced both the dispersion and metal-
titania interaction, leading to formation of different reactive species responsible for the photocatalytic degradation of 
AMX. By using of scavengers it was showed a variation of the mechanisms for AMX degradation depending on metal 
nature. Thus, for samples with the best result (Ti-Ni modified zeolite Y), the main active species varied as follows: h+>·O2- 
>·OH.    
Conclusions 



 
 
 

 
 
 

New active photocatalysts were obtained by dispersion of TiO2 and different 3d transition metal (Fe, Co, Ni) oxides on 
zeolite Y with microporous or hierarchical structure. The higher efficiency in AMX degradation was obtained under 
visible light for all the samples with hierarchical zeolite. 
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Abstract Text: The main organic components of vegetable biomass are carbohydrates such as, cellulose and 
hemicelluloses which may be hydrolyzed to the most abundant aldo-saccharides. The isomerization of aldoses to 
ketoses is an important transformation in biomass conversion processes, since it may allow the production in higher 
yields of platform and more specific bio-based products.1 
The present work is focused on the heterogeneous catalytic isomerization of the saccharides D-glucose to fructose, D-
xylose to xylulose, and D-cellobiose to cellobiulose, in water, at 100 ºC (Figure 1). The titanosilicate Aveiro-Manchester 
material number 4, AM-4 (Na3(Na,H)Ti2O2[SiO6]2,2H2O) has a unique layered structure and ion exchange ability, allowing 
to tune its properties for different applications.2 Very few catalytic applications were reported to date for the AM-4 
family, and were focused on the hydrothermally as-synthesized material. We set out to modify AM-4 by introducing 
potassium, magnesium and calcium in order to meet superior performances for the base-catalyzed isomerization of the 
aldo-saccharides, using water as solvent, at 100 ºC. Special attention was given to aspects of catalyst stability. All 
materials prepared possessed isomerization activity. Although the as-synthesized AM-4 material was active for D-
glucose isomerization, it was poorly stable.3 The modified versions prepared in this work were more stable catalysts, 
with the magnesium-containing material being the most stable.   

  
Figure 1. Modified AM-4 type catalysts for the aqueous phase isomerization of saccharides.  
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Abstract Text: Lignocellulosic biomass represents a huge source of renewable carbon. Its processing into biofuels and 
chemicals is in the focus of global research. Acidic hydrolysis of its polymeric carbohydrate components, such as 
cellulose and hemicellulose, gives C6 and C5 sugars, respectively. Chemocatalytic transformation of sugars can be 
directed to give levulinic acid (LA) as main product. Large-scale production of LA has already been realized from waste 
cellulosic materials. In consecutive catalytic hydrogenation and dehydration reactions LA can be converted to γ-
valerolactone (GVL). 
Catalytic hydroconversion of LA gives GVL. Efficient production of GVL was demonstrated over both homogeneous and 
heterogeneous noble metal (mainly Ru) and non-noble metal (Cu, Ni) catalysts using either molecular H2 or formic acid 
as hydrogen source. Pd supported on carbon, silica or niobia were also investigated as catalysts. Only few papers have 
been published about utilizing Pd/ZrO2 catalyst in the reaction. In the present work, zirconia-supported palladium 
catalysts were prepared and tested. 
Palladium chloride is a widely used precursor for the preparation of oxide supported Pd catalysts. Thermal 
decomposition of Pd precursor impregnated on the support results in a catalyst that retains chloride ions and thus 
accelerates or suppresses reactions in certain cases. We applied a novel preparation method to avoid the unfavorable 
catalytic activities. Physical mixture of commercial zirconia (MEI Inc.) and PdCl2 was simply immersed and stirred in 
aqueous solution of ammonia. The thus formed Pd-tetraammine complex was reduced with hydrazine, depositing 
metallic Pd nanoparticles on the zirconia surface. By washing out the formed NH4Cl, the catalyst became totally chloride 
free. The catalyst was denoted as Pd/ZrO2(NH4). For comparison a catalyst was prepared by calcining H2PdCl4-
impregnated zirconia (Pd/ZrO2(Cl) catalyst). The catalysts were characterized by chemical and thermogravimetric 
analysis, in-situ and ex-situ XRD, N2 physisorption, FT-IR spectroscopy, TEM, and Raman spectroscopy. Dispersion of 
palladium was determined by the CO-chemisorption method. The Pd content of both catalysts was 5 m/m %. Their XRD 
patterns revealed that zirconia was in monoclinic phase. PdClOX species were identified by Raman spectroscopy in the 
Pd/ZrO2(Cl) catalyst, indicating that that catalyst contains chloride, bound to the zirconia support and/or to the metal. 
No chloride-containing species were detected in Pd/ZrO2(NH4) catalyst. 
The activity, selectivity, and stability of the two catalysts were compared in the gas-phase hydrodeoxygenation of 
levulinic acid at atmospheric pressure in the temperature range of 260-320 °C. A continuous flow-through fixed-bed 
microreactor was used, and molecular hydrogen was applied as reducing agent. GVL was the main LA hydroconversion 
product over both catalysts. Angelica lactones (α-AL, and β-AL) and 2-butanone appeared as side products. Results 
suggested that levulinic acid was first dehydrated to α-AL and then the hydrogenation of its C=C double bond led to GVL. 
A fraction of α-AL intermediate was isomerized to β-AL. Formation of a low amount of 2-butanone indicated that 
decarboxylation of levulinic acid also occurred to a small extent. 
Although the Pd dispersion was higher in Pd/ZrO2(Cl) than in Pd/ZrO2(NH4), the latter catalyst showed better catalytic 
performance in LA hydrodeoxygenation. Higher LA conversion, higher selectivity to GVL, and higher stability were 
achieved over the chloride-free catalyst than over the chloride-containing one. 
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Abstract Text: Methylamines (MAs) synthesis is a technologically important process due to their main uses as 
intermediates in the solvent, pesticide, and water treatment industries [1]. The formation of trimethylamine (TMA, 3.9 × 
5.4 × 6.1 Å) is thermodynamically more favourable than that of monomethylamine (MMA, 3.7 × 3.9 × 4.4 Å) or 
dimethylamine (DMA, 3.9 × 4.7 × 6.0 Å), industrially the most widely used product among the MAs. To enhance the 
selectivities to MMA and DMA, therefore, considerable effort has been devoted to the continuous testing of a number 
of small-pore zeolites with different framework structures and compositions [2]. 
 Very recently, we have been able to synthesize the second generation of the RHO family named PST-29 (framework 
type PWN) using N,N´-dimethyl-1,4-diazabicyclo[2,2,2]octane as an organic structure-directing agent via a multiple 
inorganic cation approach [3]. Unlike its higher generation members of this family of zeolites, in addition, PST-29 when 
synthesized using a seeding technique can be converted into the proton form without severe loss of structural integrity. 
Here we compare the catalytic properties of H-rho and H-PST-29 and their steam-dealuminated analogues for MAs 
synthesis [4]. 
 Figure 1a and 1b show methanol conversion and yields in the sum of MMA plus DMA as a function of time on stream 
(TOS) in MAs synthesis over H-rho, H-PST-29, and their steam analogues. An initial MeOH conversion close to 100% was 
observed for H-rho and H-PST-29. The same result was obtained from their steamed analogues at 600 °C (denoted as H-
rho-600 and H-PST-29-600, respectively) with higher framework Si/Al ratios. Furthermore, H-PST-29 showed a 
comparable yield (81 vs 85%) in MMA plus DMA to that of H-rho, the most widely studied catalyst for this reaction. The 
same trend can be drawn from the catalytic results of their steamed analogues. Figure 1c shows the long-term 
performance of H-rho, H-PST-29, their steamed analogues, and H-mordenite at 400 oC but a higher WHSV (4.3 h-1). 
 Interestingly, steam treatment at 600 oC gave H-rho and H-PST-29 an increase in catalyst lifetime, but which is much 
more apparent in H-PST-29, probably due to a larger decrease in strength of medium and strong acid sites, together with 
the mesopore generation. Another interesting result is that while the MeOH conversion of H-PST-29-600 is almost 
identical to that of H-mordenite, a formerly used commercial catalyst for this reaction, a fairly higher yield in MMA plus 
DMA is always observed for the former zeolite. The amount of organic deposited during MAs synthesis at 400 oC is 
higher in the order H-mordenite ~ H-PST-29-600 < H-PST-29 < H-rho-600 < H-rho. We note that this order is essentially 
opposite to that of yield in two smaller MAs observed after MAs synthesis at 400 oC and 4.3 h-1 WHSV for 50 h on 
stream. Therefore, we believe that the acidic properties of small-pore zeolites, especially the concentration and strength 
of their Brønsted acid sites, appear to be more important in achieving high stability during this reaction than their 8-ring 
dimensions and/or cage structure. 
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Abstract Text: Zeolites may have basicity or acidity, depending on the procedures adopted during their preparation. 
Also, the silanols present in these materials allow exploring the functionalization of zeolites through reactions with 
various functional groups, which may be acidic, basic or multifunctional. 
Anchoring amines to zeolites is a strategy for generating basic sites that can be used for catalysis or adsorption [1]. This 
functionalization occurs through the reaction of orthosilicates that contain the aminosilane group, by condensation with 
the superficial zeolite silanols. During functionalization, the presence of functional groups may clog the pores, 
generating diffusional restrictions that reduce the catalytic activity of these materials. 
This study aimed to evaluate the effect of zeolite A crystallization degree on its ability to be functionalized with 
propylaminesilane groups. Synthesis of zeolite A in sodium form was performed via the hydrothermal method following 
the procedure described in [2], with a Si/ Al molar ratio of the reaction mixture equal to 0.963. The hydrothermal 
treatment of the mixture was performed at 100 ° C at different times (0, 60, 75, 90 and 120 min). Propylaminesilane 
groups were then anchored to the zeolites (250 mg) using aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (2 mL) under reflux of toluene 
(5 mL) for 48h at 80 ° C. The catalysts were named NH-A-x (where x = 0; 60; 75; 90; 120 is the zeolite crystallization 
time). 
The materials were tested as catalysts in the Knoevenagel condensation between ethyl cyanoacetate and benzaldehyde 
in stoichiometric proportions using ethanol as a solvent (85% w/w). The reactions were carried out in a batch reactor 
with a 3 mL reaction mixture volume for 30 min at 40 ᵒC, with an analysis of the reaction mixture by gas 
chromatography. 
It is observed in Figure 1 that the onset of zeolite crystallization is detectable by X-ray diffraction in 75 min of 
hydrothermal treatment, and at 120 min the zeolite of pure LTA structure is obtained. Therefore, one has a completely 
amorphous aluminosilicate in 0 min and a completely crystalline aluminosilicate in 120 min. 
Figure 1. XRD patterns Na-A at different times of crystallization. 
Figure 2. Benzaldehyde conversion using amine-functionalized Na-A at different stages. 
 The catalytic results (Figure 2) show that the least crystallized aluminosilicates are the most active. From the beginning 
of crystallization, the catalytic activity drops considerably, with the activity of the catalyst NH-A-120 only 15% of the 
activity of the completely amorphous one (NH-A-0). These results can be attributed to two effects: (1) in less crystallized 
aluminosilicates, the amount of silanol defects in the solid is higher [3], which leads to a greater possibility of anchoring 
the amines via silane hydrolysis reactions with surface silanols; and (2) the greater activity in less crystallized materials 
may also be a result of greater accessibility to catalytic sites in these solids, as increased crystallization degree decreases 
exposure of catalytic sites [4]. 
These results show that the degree of crystallization of zeolite is an important variable in its catalytic activity when 
applied in reactions involving bulky molecules, such as the Knoevenagel condensation product studied in this work. 
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Abstract Text: Among the various methods of plastic waste recycling, the catalytic conversion realized via syn-gas into 
diesel or by direct catalytic conversion into valuable gas and liquid products (as a precursor to fuels or chemicals) seem 
the most promising method. Low-density polyethylene is of the highest demand polymer thus we focused on its catalytic 
degradation under operando conditions [1,2]. Zeolites are the most known acidic catalysts applied in refinery and 
petrochemistry processes. Their outstanding acidic properties corroborated with the presence of strictly defined internal 
voids are key properties ruling their catalytic behaviour. 
  
The main purpose of this study was to determine the role of the pore size and channels topology on the catalytic 
cracking of LDPE. Both 10-ring (ZSM-5, TNU-9, IM-5) and 12-ring zeolites (Beta, Y, mordenite) were widely characterized 
 (ICP EOS, XRD, TEM, low-temperature nitrogen sorption, IR spectroscopic studies of probes sorption) in order to obtain 
information on their textural, structural and acidity properties. The catalytic activity was evaluated in the cracking of 
LDPE followed by TGA analysis and operando IR studies. Among many interesting correlations derived from the catalytic 
tests, the special attention has been paid on the rate of coke precursors formation. In the 12-ring zeolites (zeolite Y) 
coke species appeared just after the reaction started while the 10-ring structure of ZSM-5 prevented the production of 
these compounds during LDPE cracking. The presence of 12-MR zeolites as the catalysts benefited in the decrease the 50 
% conversion temperature ca. 150 oC in comparison to thermal cracking. For 10-MR zeolites, the observed effect was 
less significant. 
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Abstract Text: Benzaldehyde and benzoic acid are industrially produced chemicals with commercial importance due to 
their broad markets, which still continuously growing up. The most important industrial processes for these compounds 
involve liquid phase air oxidation of toluene. Few studies were reported on the synthesis of benzaldehyde and benzoic 
acid via partial oxidation of benzyl alcohol over heterogenous catalysts based on copper, which is an earth-abundant, 
relatively cheap transition metal capable of conferring versatile catalytic properties to materials for organic reactions 
involving one or two-electron mechanisms. In this work, the copper silicates (Na,K)4Cu2Si12O27(OH)2·x(Na,K)OH·yH2O (1) 
and (Na,K)2CuSi5O12·xH2O (2) were studied as heterogenous catalysts for producing benzaldehyde and benzoic acid via 
mild partial oxidation of benzyl alcohol, with the attention given to the influence of the type of oxidant and solvent on 
the reaction, mechanistic insights and catalyst stability. Both copper catalysts were prepared under hydrothermal 
conditions. They are, for the first time, used for the benzyl alcohol reaction. The materials were characterized by powder 
XRD, scanning electron microscopy, energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry, thermogravimetry, Nitrogen adsorption-
desorption. 
The results indicated that both materials are effective heterogeneous oxidation catalysts for producing benzaldehyde 
and benzoic acid from benzyl alcohol, under mild reaction conditions (approximately atmospheric pressure and 70 oC). 
The reaction of benzyl alcohol using tert-butyl hydroperoxide as oxidant and acetonitrile as solvent, led to 72-83% 
conversion at 24 h, and up to 82% total selectivity to benzaldehyde and benzoic acid. On the other hand, benzoic acid 
was obtainable in 94% yield from benzaldehyde. Both materials acted as heterogeneous catalysts promoting benzyl 
alcohol oxidation via a radical reaction mechanism where copper sites may activate the oxidant molecules. The type of 
oxidant and solvent influenced the catalytic performances. 
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Abstract Text:   
Cyclic esters such as lactones and lactides are key monomers for the synthesis of biodegradable polymers. Poly(lactic 
acid) (PLA) is the most common example, synthesised by ring opening polymerisation of lactide, the cyclic diester of 
lactic acid. PLA production is hampered by the energy intensive, multi-step process for synthesising lactide, as well as 
the resultant polymer’s relatively low glass transition temperature (~55 °C). Heterogeneous zeolite catalysts can 
selectively produce lactide from lactic acid in a single step.

1
 However, the use of zeolites in synthesis of monomers from 

alpha-hydroxy acids with greater functionality than lactic acid, such as 2-hydroxy-but-3-enoic acid, are reported to be 
less selective. 
In this work, the cyclisation of a phenyl-substituted alpha-hydroxy acid, mandelic acid (MA), to its cyclic diester dimer, 
mandelide, has been investigated over a range of commercial Bronsted-acidic zeolites. Poly(mandelic acid), the 
polyester synthesised by ring opening polymerisation of mandelide, has been shown to have higher glass transition 
temperature than PLA, and is proposed as a polyester analogue of poly(styrene).2 
Initial screening of commercial H-zeolites with various Si/Al ratios and framework type showed that H-Beta and H-Y were 
the most active for mandelic acid conversion. However, over H-Beta and H-Y, a significant amount of mandelic acid is 
arylated by the aromatic xylene reaction solvent used. This undesired substitution reaction renders mandelic acid 
unreactive towards cyclisation and significantly reduces selectivity towards mandelide compared with lactic acid to 
lactide over similar catalysts.1  The formation of these byproducts has been further investigated in various solvents, in 
both batch and flow reactions. It has been found that the nature of the solvent can influence the selectivity of reactions 
similar to conventional aromatic substitutions. The substituents on the aromatic ring control the amount of arylation 
product formed and through solvent choice it is possible to increase mandelide yield above that of the initial reaction in 
xylene. 
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Abstract Text: Zeolites are the most efficient light oil cracking catalysts thanks to the presence of strong acid sites within 
their uniform micropore structure that enables shape-selective catalytic transformations. However, the tendency 
toward heavier fossil oils and biomass conversion requires new heterogenous catalysts. More precisely, the pores of 
conventional zeolites are limited to 0.8 nm, which limits their uses to relatively small molcules. Therefore, there is an 
urgent need for extra-large zeolitic catalysts able to convert bulky molecules. In recent years, several zeolitic 
mmmaterials with extra-large pores were obtained, but none of these structures offer an industrial perspective because 
of limited (hydro)thermal stability. 
In order to address this handicap, our team developed an advanced material consists of more open zeolitic structures 
having all their active sites accessible. The material, which is semi-formed zeolite units, denoted as Embryonic Zeolites 
(EZ).1 Their micropores are highly accessible and resistive to high temperatures (up to 700°C) and mechanical (up to 20 
tons) treatments. The EZ exhibits moderate acidity, which is weaker than the conventional zeolites, yet strong enough to 
convert hydrocarbons.2 These features give them superior catalytic performance in the conversion of bulky molecules. In 
order to highlight the performance of these advanced catalysts, we compared their physicochemical properties and their 
catalytic activity with a nano-sheet like (s-ZSM-5) and conventional nano-sized (n-ZSM-5) exhibiting high external surface 
area and short diffusion path. 
The physicochemical characterization of the EZ sample highlights the presence of some structural organization and a 
well-defined pore structure with a pore size below 2.5 nm. The major part of Al is tetrahedrally coordinated and as 
mentioned exhibits zeolite-like acidity. The micropore volume and SBET area of the material are 0.28 cm3.g-1 and 658 m2.g-

1, respectively. On the other site, nanosheet-like (0.14 cm3g-1; 409 m2g-1) and conventional (0.17 cm3g-1; 378 m2g-1) ZSM-5 
present lower micropore volume and specific surface area, but substantially higher acidity. Amongst these parameters, 
access to the active sites seems to be a key factor for processing bulky molecules. The EZ showed much higher catalytic 
performance in the conversion of TiPBz compare to nanosheet-like and nano-sized ZSM-5 (Figure 1). Also, the 
deactivation rate of the embryonic zeolites is much slower with respect to highly crystalline counterparts. These findings 
open the route to the preparation of advanced catalytic materials for bulky molecules conversion. 
Acknowledgments:  
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Figure 1: (A) XRD patterns and (B) 1,3,5-TiPBz conversion (conditions: T reaction=300°C and WHSV= 8h-1) of nano-sized, 
nanosheets like and embryonic ZSM-5. 
Image 2:  
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Abstract Text: Zeolites, which are classified as microporous materials, are crystalline aluminosilicates of alkaline 
elements, rare earth elements or other monovalent or multivalent metals [1]. These materials display a number of 
unique properties, due to which they are applied in catalysis. Despite their numerous advantages, zeolites also display 
diffusion limitations for branched molecules and transport of reagents with size similar to the size of the micropores is 
difficult. This leads to a situation in which only the external part of zeolite grain takes part in catalytic reaction while the 
interior remain catalytically inactive. Therefore, works have begun on the synthesis of zeolites with hierarchical porous 
structure which display secondary porosity i.e. show the presence of at least one additional pore system, mainly in the 
mesopore range (pore size according to IUPAC from 2 to 50 nm). Such solution aims to facilitate access of larger reagent 
molecules to active centers of the material while simultaneously maintaining acidity and crystallinity of zeolites. 
Shortening the length of diffusion path due to the reduction of crystal size (obtaining both nanocrystals and nanolayered 
zeolites) causes increase in catalyst life-span. Introducing additional porosity (meso-, macro-) also shortens the diffusion 
path, thus minimizing the possibility of catalyst deactivation [2]. Hierarchical zeolites have already found application in, 
among other things, catalysis, in such reactions as: alkylation, isomerization, transformation of methanol to 
hydrocarbons (MTH), aromatization, condensation, or catalytic cracking [3]. 
This work focuses on the synthesis and characterization of hierarchical zeolites ZSM-5 and their application in an 
aromatization of propane and n-hexane. 
Recrystallization was realized with zeolite ZSM-5 (Si/Al=20.9) with different NaOH concentration, with different 
surfactant concentration under hydrothermal conditions at 110°C with and without pH change. Gallium and zinc was 
loaded after calcination to prepared zeolites. Prepared samples were characterized by: XRD, adsorption measurement, 
TPD of ammonia, FTIR pyridine adsorption, SEM and catalytic activity was tested by aromatization of propane and n-
hexane at the temperature of 350-500°C. Adsorption of nitrogen confirmed the formation of secondary mesoporous 
structure due to the recrystallization of zeolite. Surface area, mesoporous surface area and total pore volume increased 
with increasing NaOH solution concentration. The St/SBET ratio is linearly dependent on the concentration of NaOH in the 
recrystallization, and the conversion of propane and n-hexane increased with this ratio. The conversion of propane and 
n-hexane increased more than two times over the parent zeolite ZSM-5, after the treatment by recrystallization. The 
propane and n-hexane conversion values were almost unchanged with the reaction time, so the recrystallization also 
affected the coking of the catalyst. 
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Abstract Text: The removal of nitrogen oxides (NOx) from exhaust gases in diesel vehicles is currently achieved through 
the NH3-SCR-NOx reaction, using copper exchanged zeolites with the CHA structure as catalysts.[1,2] The mechanism of 
the NH3-SCR-NOx reaction catalyzed by Cu-CHA materials comprises two half-cycles, oxidation and reduction, according 
to the changes in the oxidation state of Cu. In the reduction half-cycle, NO and NH3 coordinate to Cu2+ cations enabling 
the N−N coupling through the formation of H2NNO or NH4NO2 as reaction intermediates, which subsequently 
decompose into N2 and H2O while Cu2+ is reduced to Cu+. In the oxidation half-cycle, Cu+ is oxidized Cu2+ by adsorption of 
NO2 or by reaction of NO with O2 to form adsorbed nitrites or nitrates.[3-6] All these steps can take place on Cu+ and 
Cu2+ cations directly attached to framework oxygen atoms, as demonstrated both theoretically and experimentally.[6] 
But it has also been proposed that, at low temperature, NH3 molecules can coordinate Cu+ cations and release them 
from their positions to form mobile Cu+(NH3)2 complexes, and that O2 activation occurs on transient dimeric species that 
are formed when one Cu+(NH3)2 monomer diffuses to an adjacent cavity containing another Cu+(NH3)2 monomer, 
facilitating the formation of reactive Cu+(NH3)2-O-O-Cu+(NH3)2 species. [7, 8] However, up to the moment there is no 
direct experimental evidence of this migration of Cu ions from the rings to the cavity. 
In this contribution we combine molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and DFT calculated vibrational frequencies with a 
detailed analysis of the IR spectra of Cu-SAPO-34 in contact with the NH3-SCR-NOx reactants, either separately (NO, O2, 
NH3) and in mixtures (NO+O2, NO+NH3, NO+O2+NH3). Analysis of the IR spectra in the 800 – 1000 cm-1 range shows that 
two NH3 molecules are necessary to mobilize a Cu+ cation, and that this is only experimentally observed when there is an 
excess of NH3 in the reaction media. 
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Abstract Text: Catalytic oxidation is considered an efficient and sustainable technology for the abatement of Cl-VOCs in 
industrial emissions (1). Recently, synthetic calcium aluminates (mayenites) have been studied as catalysts due to their 
low cost and the special properties of their superoxide oxygen anions (2-4). They are able to oxidize hydrocarbons and 
also to be exchanged by other anions as in the case of chlorides. However, their activity is low compared with catalyst 
based on transition metals supported on alumina or zeolites which present higher surface area and therefore higher 
dispersion of the active phase. In this work, we will show that the activity of mayenites for the catalytic oxidation of 
trichloroethylene can be greatly improved by modifying synthesis conditions, addition of polymethylmethacrylate beads 
or doping with transition metal as iron. 
The synthesis of calcium aluminates have been performed by hydrothermal, ceramic and sol-gel methods. 
Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) beads and iron oxide were added to the gel before thermal treatment. 
Trichloroethylene (1700 ppm ) in air was fed through a fixed bed at increasing temperatures for obtaining the light-off 
curves. CO, CO2 and hydrocarbons were analyzed by gas chromathography with TCD/FID detectors. 
The analysis of light-off curves show that the samples synthesized by the hydrothermal method convert TCE at lower 
temperature. It has been attributed to their larger surface area and amount of superoxide anions. The addition of 
PMMA also increased the area and the amount of superoxide anions of oxygen confirming its direct relationship. By 
performing stability tests at 500ºC of reaction, deactivation was observed in parallel with the decrease in the amount of 
superoxide oxygen anions and the appearance of chlorides as determined by Raman analysis (Fig. 1). The deactivation 
was suppressed by the addition of small amounts of iron oxide (1.5-2%Fe) that increased the activity at different 
temperatures and improved the stability (Fig. 2). 
In summary, modified calcium aluminates present interesting properties as catalyst for oxidation of chlorinated VOCs 
due to their low cost and high efficiency. 
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Abstract Text: Fries rearrangement is an acid catalysed reaction used for preparation of aromatic ketones from aryl 
esters. Low substrate conversions, low selectivity for the desired products and rapid catalyst deactivation were always 
important issues when using zeolites as catalyst and thus they were never applied in large scale for this reaction, 
although they could replace currently used corrosive catalysts such as AlCl3 and TiCl4.1,2 Hierarchical zeolites are more 
resistant to deactivation and provide increased reaction rates in many reactions, including isomerization of 1,2,4-
trimethylbenzene or Friedel–Crafts alkylation.3,4 Thus, we revised the acid catalysed Fries rearrangement using the 
hierarchical zeolites and compared their performance with the conventional ones. 
Zeolites with varying pore size and connectivity (MFI, *BEA, MTW, FAU, CON, MWW) in their both bulk and hierarchical 
form were investigated in the Fries rearrangement of phenyl acetate (PhOAc). Unexpectedly, the bulk zeolite catalysts 
provided higher conversions and yields of products (2- and 4-hydroxyacetophenone – denoted as 2-HAP and 4-HAP, 
respectively) than their hierarchical counterparts (E.g. bulk *BEA provided 24.7% conversion of PhOAc and 4.1% yield of 
2-HAP after 24h, compared to hierarchical “nanosponge” *BEA reaching only 16.0% conversion of PhOAc and 0.8% yield 
of 2-HAP). Thus, we hypothesized the rearrangement mainly occurs on the active centres located inside the micropores, 
whereas, the active centres on the external surface only cause decomposition of the reactant to phenol and acetic acid. 
As a result, the hierarchical zeolites are not superior to their bulk counterparts in Fries rearrangement, since their 
increased external surface only promotes the decomposition. Reducing the number of active sites on the external 
surface of the catalyst may suppress the decomposition and thereby increase the selectivity for desired products. 
Based on this hypothesis, a set of catalysts with reduced number of active sites on the external surface was prepared. 
Samples of commercial zeolite *BEA were modified by surface silylation, poisoning of external surface sites with bulky 
amines and surface dealumination. The unmodified *BEA provided 21.6% conversion of PhOAc, 18.1% selectivity 
towards 2-HAP, 5.3% towards 4-HAP and 31.3% towards phenol. After the dealumination the selectivity towards 4-HAP 
decreased to 0.6%, while the other values stayed virtually unchanged. The silylated sample provided slightly higher 
conversion 24%, while the selectivity towards the undesired product – phenol – decreased to 23.7%. On the other hand, 
the poisoning by amines caused a drop of conversion to 5.8% and consequent decrease of yields of products. Therefore, 
the poisoning was deemed unsuitable. 
In summary, reducing the number of active sites on the external surface of the zeolite by post-synthetic modifications 
improves the selectivity of the catalyst in the Fries rearrangement towards the desired products. The approach presents 
a route to tune the selectivity of the catalyst between different products as well as lower the selectivity towards 
undesired side-products. 
References: 1 Vogt, A.; Kouwenhoven, H.W.; Prins, R., Appl. Catal., A 1995 123 37-49 
2 Freese, U.; Heinrich, F.; Roessner, F., Catal. Today 1999 49 237-244  
3 Přech, J.; Pizarro, P.; Serrano, D.P.; Čejka, J., Chem. Soc. Rev. 2018 47 8263-8306 
4 Kim,J. C.; Cho,K.; Ryoo,R., Appl. Catal. A-Gen 2014 470 420-426 
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CATALYTIC DECOMPOSITION OF LIGNIN OVER ZEOLITE CATALYST 
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Abstract Text: In the process of steam explosion (explosive defibrillation) of phytomass and subsequent enzymatic 
hydrolysis, the cellulose and hemicellulose are transformed into fermentable sugars and the lignin side stream is 
separated from the mixture. Lignin is a heterogenous crosslinked amorphous polymer produced during biosynthesis 
process within the plant by radical polymerization of p-coumaryl, coniferyl and sinapyl alcohols. Lignin side stream can 
be burned in fluid bed boiler where the heat energy is released in form of steam that represents a source of heat and 
subsequently also the electricity. Another, more valuable option of lignin utilization is catalytic conversion into a bio-
aromatic hydrocarbons mixture, bio-phenols or the high-octane components of gasoline. Bifunctional catalysts based on 
metals/zeolites (Y, ZSM-5, SAPO, MCM-41, SBA-15) are the most suitable heterogeneous catalyst for this purposes. In 
this work, catalyst for lignin decomposition was prepared from SAPO-11 and USY zeolite. After repeated ion-exchange by 
ammonium ions, zeolite were impregnated by Cu (3 % wt.) and Ni (15 % wt.). 20 g of fine-milled lignin obtained from 
steam explosive decomposition of wheat-straw and 1g of activated catalyst were mixed with 100 mL of tetraline. 
Catalytic decomposition was carried out in 1000 mL autoclave (Parr Instruments) at pressure of hydrogen of 4 MPa and 

temperature 310 �C during 90 min. In gaseous products, small amount of methane, CO and CO2 was detected. Liquid 
phase was separated from solid-phase by centrifuge; solid residue was washed by acetone and solution was added to 
tetraline phase. Material balance of lignin decomposition was calculated on the base of solid-phase product extraction 
by THF. Products of lignin decomposition in tetraline phase were analysed by GC-MS. At above-mentioned rection 
conditions, about 55% converion of lignin was achieved, In liquid products, wide spectrum of different oxygen-
containing species was detected. Acknowledgement: This work was supported by the Slovak Research and Development 
Agency under the contract No. APVV-18-0255  
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Framework Effects on Silver-Mediated Methane Upgrading 
R. Kerrigan*, R. A. Taylor 1 
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Abstract Text:   
Utilising methane as a carbon feedstock for upgrading hydrocarbon streams presents a great opportunity to valorise an 
incredibly cheap and abundant material, whilst also avoiding the energy intensive process of producing synthesis gas. 
For this reason, direct conversion of methane has been a topic of major interest since the early 20th century.1,2 
  
It has been shown that methane is activated over silver-exchanged ZSM-5 by both Stepanov et al.3 and Baba et al.,4 with 
the latter also demonstrating methane activation over silver-exchanged zeolite Y.5 These materials have been shown to 
produce a silver hydride (Agn-H) species and a framework methoxy [(SiO(CH3)Al] group. This reactivity is the opposite to 
that of zinc, which produces a zinc-methyl [Zn-CH3]+ species and a framework Brønsted acid site (BAS).6, 7 
  
The stoichiometric activation of methane by silver cations in frameworks other than zeolite Y and ZSM-5 has been little 
explored. In this contribution we aim to explore the influence of the zeolite framework on methane activation and 
functionalisation by silver cations. Using synthetic techniques such as ion-exchange and incipient wetness impregnation, 
we have produced numerous zeolite frameworks with varying silver-loading levels. Stoichiometric methane activation 
reactions using 13C-methane, in conjunction with quantatitive MAS NMR spectroscopy have shown which frameworks 
support a greater fraction of active silver species. The materials produced have been characterised using various 
analytical methods such as XRF, pXRD, solid-state NMR and SEM. Additional catalytic studies on methane upgrading 
using the most active silver-exchanged frameworks, tested on a fixed-bed reactor with on-line GCMS analysis, will be 
reported. 
Image 1:  
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Abstract Text: Introduction 
Pharmaceutically active compounds (ibuprofen (IBF), naproxen (NPX) and atenolol (ATL)) have been considered as 
emerging pollutants because of their widespread use and incomplete elimination by traditional wastewater treatments 
[1]. In recent years, titanium dioxide nanotubes (TNT) gained significant attention for catalytic degradation of various 
pollutants due to large specific surface area and high activity. Furthermore, depositing TiO2 nanoparticles on zeolites 
(high surface area) can resolve TiO2 agglomeration and costly filtration process following water tretmants. The aim of 
this study was to evaluate photocatalytic degradation of IBF, NPX and ATL by composites based on TNT and different 
zeolites (HEU, FAU and MFI) in order to develop efficient photocatalyst. 

  
Experimental  
Natural zeolite clinoptilolite (Cli) from Zlatokop mine, Serbia, 13X (Si/Al = 1,2) from Union Carbide and ZSM-5 (Si/Al = 40) 
from Zeolyst were used as supports for hydrothermally synthesised TNT [2] (calcinated at 500 oC). TNT in amounts of 20 
wt% were thoroughly mixed with zeolites using ethanol in a 10:1 ratio (ethanol ml/solid powder g); sonicated for 4 h at 
80 oC; dried and calcinated in air at 500 oC for 5 h. The obtained materials were labelled as nTCli-20, nTZSM5-20 and 
nT13X-20 where nT stands for TNT; Cli, 13X and ZSM5 indicate the type of starting zeolite and the number represent 
wt% of used TNT. The composites were characterized by X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD), UV-Vis diffuse reflectance (DR) 
spectroscopy, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and scanning electron microscopy with energy-dispersive 
spectroscopy (SEM-EDS). The photocatalytic tests were performed with aqueous solution of IBF (30 mgL-1), NPX (5 mgL-1) 
and ATL (50 mgL-1) containing 1 gL-1 of catalyst at room temperature under constant stirring and irradiation (lamp: 
Osram Vitalux 300 W). The IBF (λmax = 221 nm), NPX (λmax = 230 nm) and ATL (λmax = 224 nm) concentrations were 
measured using UV-vis spectrophotometer. 
  
Results and discussion 
TNT loading and preservation of starting zeolitic structures in all synthesized composites were confirmed by the XRPD 
analysis (Fig. 1a). The IBF and ATL were stable in aqueos solution without photocatalysts under applied conditions, 
whereas NPX concentration decreased (~30 %) through photolysis process. 

 Figure 1. a) XRPD patterns of TNT (     refers to reflections of anatase phase), bare zeolites and composites; 
Photodegradation in the presence of TNT (TNT used in the experiment was 20 wt% of the catalyst loading (denoted as 
TNT-20)), bare zeolites and composites of b) IBF, c) NPX and d) ATL. 
 The composite based on ZSM-5 zeolite exhibited the highest removal rate toward IBF (Fig. 1b), NPX (Fig. 1c) and ATL 
(Fig. 1d) compared to the pure TNT and all other investigated composites. The enhanced removal of contaminants was 
obtained through two processes: adsorption and photocatalytic degradation. nTCli-20 showed better photocatalytic 
activity than nT13X-20 in the case of IBF and ATL, while in the case of NPX nT13X-20 was more efficient than nTCli-20. 
  
Conclusions 
This study showed successful removal of IBF, NPX and ATL from aqueous solutions by all prepared composite materials, 
and the most efficient was the composite based on ZSM-5 zeolite and elongated titania nanostructres (TNT).  
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Abstract Text: Currently, 6*106 tonnes per year of spent coffee grounds are produced in the world. These wastes are 
produced in several places, including industries, offices, coffee shops, home environments and others. The improper 
disposal of these residues can be harmful to the environment because of some toxic components, such as tannin, 
polyphenol and caffeine. This damage can be avoided by changing these wastes into high value chemicals or fuels by fast 
pyrolysis. By using a catalyst, during this process, one can favour desirable reactions to produce specific classes of 
compounds, thus enabling the production of high-quality bio-oil, as well as high-value chemicals. Among several 
catalysts, zeolites are especially promising for pyrolysis, due to their acidity and high specific surface areas. These 
catalysts allow to obtain bio-oil rich in aromatic hydrocarbon especially benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylenes 
(BTEX). However, there is still some drawbacks which motivate the continuous research for finding more selective 
catalysts. Aiming to find catalysts able to process spent coffee grounds, nickel-modified beta zeolite catalysts were 
studied in this work. The catalysts were prepared by wet impregnation of nickel nitrate on beta zeolites, previously 
prepared to obtain 3 and 5 wt.% of nickel in the final solids (Ni3B and Ni5B). Samples were characterized by X-ray 
diffraction, ammonia temperature-programmed desorption, infrared spectroscopy of adsorbed pyridine, nitrogen 
adsorption/desorption and 29Si and 27Al NMR. The catalysts were evaluated by analytical pyrolysis (500 °C) of spent 
coffee grounds in a PY equipment (Multi-Shot Pyrolyzer EGA/Py-3030D), using a catalyst/biomass ratio of 5/1. The 
gaseous products were analysed by GC/MS coupled to the pyrolyzer. All diffractograms presented the pattern of beta 
zeolite, regardless nickel impregnation. The solids showed high specific surface areas (547-618 m2 g-1). After nickel 
addiction, the acid properties were changed, an increase of Lewis acid sites and a decrease of Bronsted acid sites being 
noted. Nickel-containing catalysts showed stronger acidic sites than pure zeolite, a fact that can be explained by the 
higher amount of octahedral aluminum in the framework when compared to pure zeolite, according to 27Al NMR 
spectra. All catalysts were active in the pyrolysis of spent coffee grounds and showed different selectivity. Zeolites were 
active in desoxygenation reactions, being able of removing up 85.6 to 93.4% of oxygenated compounds, as compared to 
conventional pyrolysis (without catalyst). In the last case, the products were made mainly by 73.5% of oxygenated 
compounds (acid, ketone, ester, phenol and others) and nitrogen compounds (9.1%), mainly caffeine (6.4%). All nickel-
modified catalysts produced bio-oil with monoaromatic and polyaromatic hydrocarbons. They were more efficient for 
BTEX production: 38.5 and 39.4% over Ni3B and Ni5B, respectively, while the conventional pyrolysis produced only 
1.22%. In addition, nickel decreased the production of the highly toxic polyaromatic hydrocarbons (18.1 and 19.7% for 
Ni3B and Ni5B, respectively) as compared to beta zeolite (33.7%). These results can be related to changes in aluminium 
crystallographic sites and the formation of strong acid sites after impregnation of nickel, changing the kinds and the 
amount of acid sites as well as the electronic state of nickel. The catalyst with 3% of nickel showed the best 
performance, since it combined the lowest production of polyaromatics and the BTEX production close to Ni5B, besides 
having the lowest amount of metal. 
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“Ru catalysts supported on zeolites and mesoporous silicas for CO2 methanation” 
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Abstract Text: The environmental concerns regarding the expansion of renewable sources for electricity production are 
partially related with the characteristic intermittency of these sources. In this way, valorising the excess of renewable 
electricity produced during low demand periods through the production of green H2, from water electrolysis, constitutes 
a promising alternative. Furthermore, CO2 can be successfully converted into synthetic natural gas by using renewable 
H2. Overall, this strategy, promising for several industrial sectors, presents important benefits since renewable electricity 
surplus can be stored in the natural gas grid.  
CO2 methanation requires the use of catalysts due to the well-known stability of carbon dioxide molecules. In this way, 
active metals such as Ni, Ru or Rh and supports such as Al2O3, SiO2, zeolites, hydrotalcites, ZrO2, CeO2, SBA-15 or even 
MOFs have been widely analysed in the literature. Among them, the utilization of zeolite-based catalysts has been 
gaining attention in the last years, mainly due to their easily tuneable properties such as the presence of basic sites on 
the surface, additional active sites for CO2 activation, improved metallic phase dispersion, hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity 
character, porosity and resistance to water. 
Consequently, in the present work zeolites and mesoporous silicas were used as supports for Ru-catalysts to be applied 
in CO2 methanation, with the aim of evaluating the influence of the support nature in the performances. Catalysts were 
prepared by incipient wetness impregnation dispersing 3 wt.% of Ru over four zeolites (BEA, MOR, ZSM-5 and USY; all 
containing the same compensating cation and similar Si/Al global ratio) and two mesoporous silicas (SBA-15 and MCM-
41). Several characterization techniques were used for assessing catalysts’ physicochemical properties, such as XRD, 
TGA, H2-TPR and CO2-TPD. Finally, CO2 methanation tests (86100 mL gcat

−1 h−1, PCO2 = 0.16 bar, H2/CO2 = 4:1, 200-450 ºC) 
were performed in a laboratory-scale unit.  
Results indicated that the introduction of Ru on the supports did not induce structural changes in the supports, even 
after catalytic tests (XRD). All the prepared catalysts were found to be hydrophobic (TGA), being Ru present as RuO2 
after impregnation and calcination (XRD, H2-TPR). In terms of reducibility, RuO2 was found to be fully reduced below 200 
ºC in most samples. Furthermore, the interactions of the catalysts with CO2 varied significantly with the different 
supports used (CO2-TPD). In particular, intermediate and strong basic sites as well as a higher CO2 adsorption capacity 
were observed in catalysts prepared using supports presenting mesopores (SBA-15, MCM-41, USY and BEA), whereas 
those supported on MOR and ZSM-5 zeolites showed a prevalence of weak basic sites and a very low CO2 adsorption. In 
terms of performances, the catalytic tests showed encouraging results when coupled with an optimal pre-reduction 
temperature (200 °C). Among all, the use of zeolites led to the highest CO2 conversion, whereas mesoporous materials 
presented the best CH4 selectivity.   
To sum up, in the present study the influence of the support nature (zeolites and mesoporous silicas) on the properties 
and performances of Ru-based catalysts for CO2 methanation reaction was explored. Overall, hydrophobic properties, 
the presence a sufficient number of basic sites and the combination of micro- and mesoporosity on the support material 
seem to be key factors for obtaining an active and selective CO2 methanation catalyst.  
References: Blanco and Faaij, Renew. Sustain. Energy Rev. 81 (2018) 1049–1086;  
Quindimil et al., Appl. Catal. B Environ. 238 (2018) 393-403; 
Bacariza et al., ChemCatChem. 11 (2019) 2388–2400; 
Bacariza et al., Processes 8(12) (2020) 1646. 
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Temperature regulated gas adsorption of K-ZSM-25 for nitrogen/methane separation 
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Abstract Text: Specific small-pore zeolites exhibit a temperature-regulated adsorption phenomenon, in which the 
thermal oscillation of "door-keeping" cations controls gas molecules' diffusion. Different admission-trigger temperatures 
thus separate molecules. 
Since methane (CH4) has a lower carbon footprint and higher heating efficiency than other fossil fuels, demand for CH4-
based energy sources is growing worldwide. Natural gas, the main source of CH4, often contains 0.2-5% nitrogen (N2). 
Hence, purifying natural gas is required to meet pipeline and liquefied natural gas requirements. Since their close 
physical-chemical properties, separating N2 from CH4 is the most difficult step in gas processing. Efforts to produce a 
sorbent that can selectively adsorb N2 have been unsuccessful for decades. 
Here, we synthesized K-ZSM-25, a molecular “trapdoor” zeolite capable of capturing N2 over CH4 with a selectivity of up 
to 34. Exclusive temperature-regulated adsorption effect was detected in our experiments through adding potassium as 
a "door-keeping" cation. N2 gas molecules were able to penetrate the internal pores of K-ZSM-25 at a moderate working 
temperature range of 240-300 K, while CH4 was rejected. 
In the atomic level, molecular dynamics (MD) and ab initio density functional theory (DFT) successfully unveiled the 
temperature-regulated adsorption mechanism. MD results demonstrated that a single N2 molecule was free to travel to 
any position within the unit cell, resulting in multitude gas diffusion pathways into the depths of the zeolite crystal. In 
the case of K-ZSM-25, however, the entire unite cell was divided into different sections, each with K+ at their borders, 
preventing the gas molecule from passing through the blocked pores. However, experimental gas uptakes at ambient 
temperatures revealed that rising the temperature enhances pore accessibility. Furthermore, the synchrotron PXRD 
spectrums in gas atmospheres were similar to that in vacuum, indicating no structural alteration in the zeolite. As a 
result, the thermal oscillation of door-keeping cations was the only possible way for the observed substantial gas 
adsorption as temperature increased. 
DFT resulted energy barriers for forwards and reversed diffusion of CH4 in the main pores of the unit cell were 1.16 and 
1.05 eV, respectively, both far higher than those for N2, which were 0.99 and 0.81 eV, respectively. Since CH4 has a 
higher energy barrier than N2, it must take more kinetic energy to push/pull away the door-keeping cations and diffuse 
through it. Consequently, N2 diffusion into the particle depth should be possible at lower temperatures, as evidenced 
experimentally. 
The temperature-regulated adsorption of K-ZSM-25 "trapdoor" zeolites opens up a new way to reject N2 from CH4 in the 
gas industry without requiring to use energy-intensive cryogenic distillations around 100 K. K-ZSM-25 also offers a 
reasonable strategy for the separation of gas pairs that are physically alike but have different gate-opening 
temperatures. 
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Abstract Text: Microporous AlPO4-34 serves as an excellent water adsorbent1 in thermal energy storage, especially for 
solar thermochemical energy storage, which is becoming a critical technology to enable more efficient use of renewable 
energy and help reduce our dependence on fossil fuels. The main advantages of aluminophosphate adsorbents are their 
high thermal energy storage density, low regeneration temperature (90 oC) due to their hydrophobic-hydrophilic 
character evident in a Type V water adsorption isotherm, and excellent stability in repeated adsorption-desorption 
processes. The increase of the water adsorption capacity of the thermochemical material leads to a higher thermal 
energy storage density and thus to an improved performance of the adsorbent. On the other hand, the main drawback 
limiting their use in thermochemical energy storage applications is the significant preparation cost, especially when 
expensive templates or structure directing agents such as tetraethylammonium hydroxide are used. The use of ionic 
liquids as low-cost solvents with a structure directing role can increase the availability of these water adsorbents for 
thermochemical energy storage applications. 
Here, we present an environmentally friendly template-free synthesis route of AlPO4-34 at ambient and elevated 
pressure by using 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bromide ionic liquid as a low-cost solvent. Large 200 μm crystals were 
obtained at 200 oC after 6 days at elevated pressure, while 10 times smaller hexagonal prisms were crystallized at 200 oC 
after 3 days at ambient pressure. The crystal structure of the large AlPO4-34 crystal, determined by single crystal XRD at 
room temperature and 150 K, showed a chabazite structure with triclinic symmetry and the presence of 1,3-
dimetylimidazolium cations in the pores. 
The water adsorption capacity of AlPO4-34-IL, prepared by ionothermal synthesis and determined at 0.4 relative 
pressure, increased compared to the material obtained by hydrothermal synthesis, indicating the introduction of the 
additional defects in the structure after calcination. The textural properties of the sample prepared from the ionogel 
showed a higher specific surface area (778 m2/g), compared with the sample prepared from the hydrogel with a specific 
surface area of 422 m2/g. The AlPO4-34-IL showed a Type I water isotherm with less steep uptake, indicating a more 
hydrophilic character, while the hydrothermally prepared AlPO4-34 showed a typical Type V water isotherm with 
hydrophobic-hydrophilic character. 
The ionothermal synthesis approach could be a breakthrough in the cost-effective industrial production of the 
aluminophosphate water adsorbents for solar thermochemical energy storage. 
References: 1. A. Ristić, N. Zabukovec Logar, S. K. Henninger, V. Kaučič. The performance of small-pore microporous 
aluminophosphates in low-temperature solar energy storage: the structure-property relationship. Advanced functional 
materials, 2012, 22, 9, 1952-1957. 
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Abstract Text: Gasoline is a liquid mixture mainly consisting of hydrocarbons in the C4−C12 fractions and is one of the 
most used fuels worldwide. Its performance is evaluated in terms of the octane number (ON). Hydroisomerization of 
linear short chain paraffins is an effective method of obtaining higher-octane components for the gasoline blend, i.e. 
multibranched products. The linear components are separated from the effluent and recycled by means of an 
adsorption process that uses zeolite 5A as the adsorbent.1 The ideal target, however, is the separation and recycling of 
both linear and monobranched hydrocarbons, as the latter ones also present low ON. Medium pore materials with 
several structures and compositions have been proposed for this separation, out of which silicalite-1 (Si-MFI) is most 
frequently addressed.2 Here, we present pure silica STW zeolite (Si-STW) as a material which is superior to Si-MFI for the 
said separation. The adsorption of linear, monobranched and dibranched saturated hydrocarbons in the gasoline range 
has been studied on Si-STW by using pentane, hexane, and heptane isomers as model adsorbates. Significant differences 
in both the equilibrium adsorption and especially the adsorption kinetics were found. The diffusivity increases in the 
order dibranched quaternary <<< dibranched-α < dibranched-β < monobranched ≈ linear. Size exclusion of quaternary 
carbon dibranched isomers is demonstrated, with monobranched and linear isomers being preferentially adsorbed on 
this material. The adsorption capacities and selectivities surpass those of Si-MFI in a factor of ca. 1.5. Altogether, Si-STW 
is presented as a promising adsorbent for increasing the ON of the hydroisomerization product by selectively excluding 
quaternary carbon dibranched hydrocarbons. 
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Abstract Text: Aspen adsorption simulation of pressure swing adsorption process for CF4/N2  

Di Wang1, Liying Liu1,*, Gang Li2,*,Weijie Liu1,Ningyuan Zhang1,Simeng Xu1 
(1 State Environmental Protection Key Laboratory of Eco-Industry, Northeastern University, Shenyang, 110819, China; 2 

Department of Chemical Engineering, The University of Melbourne, VIC3010, Australia) 

Corresponding authors: Liying Liu, liuly@smm.neu.edu.cn; Gang Li，li.g@unimelb.edu.au 
   In the past half-century, due to the continuous increase in industrial demand and production activities, especially the 
expansion of aluminum production capacity in developing countries, the emission of CF4 is increasing day by day. At 
present, the world's recognized gases with high greenhouse warming potential include CF4, has a destructive impact on 
the ozone layer. As a result, it is urgent to find an economical and reasonable CF4 adsorption technology. Molecular 
sieve ETS-10 has a unique microporous framework structure, which has good adsorption, ion exchange, and catalytic 
properties. This multifunctional nature makes it useful in organic synthesis, catalysis, adsorption and separation, 
dehydration, denitration and desulfurization. According to the characteristics and advantages of molecular sieves, it can 
be used to study methods to increase the capacity of CF4 adsorption. 
   Combined with the actual CF4 adsorption and separation process, on the basis of experimental research, the Aspen 
Adsorption software is used to discuss the separation of CF4/N2 mixed gas, and to explore the feasibility of using 
molecular sieve to separate CF4/N2. The main research idea is to establish a mathematical model, use a variety of 
equations to complete this model, and then apply this model to simulate, explore the impact of different designs on the 
simulation results, and the reaction mechanism of the adsorption process. 
   Firstly, process the data to get the adsorption isotherm. When the pressure is 120KPa, the maximum adsorption 
capacity of molecular sieve for CF4 gas at 0℃, 30℃ and 60℃ is 1.40mmol/g, 1.12 mmol/g and 0.94 mmol/g. 
Then, according to the experimental data of the adsorption isotherm, the software fitting tool is used to fit the 
adsorption isotherm model parameters, and the applicability of the fitting results is discussed. The isotherm model was 
used to calculate the selective adsorption of molecular sieve to CF4/N2. Based on thermodynamics, fluid mechanics, heat 
and mass transfer, a model of multi-component gas in the adsorbent bed is established, the initial and boundary 
conditions of the model are given. 
   Finally, a mathematical model is used to establish a flow chart, and the auxiliary design of the adsorption process can 
be computed by Aspen Adsorption. The penetration curve diagram, the axial temperature distribution diagram, the axial 
gas-phase concentration diagram, and the temperature-time diagram in the tower can be gotten. Through the research 
of the breakthrough curve, the influence of pressure, mass transfer coefficient, temperature and other variables on the 
outflow curve can be observed, and the optimal conditions for improving the adsorption performance can be found; at 
the same time, we can utilize the curve to explore the reaction mechanism and mass transfer process of the adsorption 
process . 
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Abstract Text: Separation of propane/propylene mixtures is of great commercial importance in petrochemical 
industries. Currently, this separation is accomplished by cryogenic distillation under complex conditions which make one 
of the highest capital and high energy-intensive separations process today. For this purpose, adsorption separation 
techniques based on porous materials have attracted an extensive interest due to the potential for tremendous energy 
savings. In this context, zeolites, often described as molecular sieves, are the widely used adsorbents in the area of 
separation and purification, due to their inherent ability to separate molecules depending on differences in size and 
polarity [1]. In the literature, many studies have been conducted on Linde Type A (LTA) zeolites [2]–[5], however, studies 
dealing with the effect of partially substituted cations in cationic zeolite on the propane/propylene separation-
effectiveness are scarce [6]. 
In our present work, four LTA zeolites have been synthesized, namely, pure silica zeolite (Si-LTA) whose framework is 
neutral and some cationic zeolites: Na-LTA, MgNa-LTA and LiNa-LTA . The two last-mentioned zeolites are obtained by 
cation exchange process of the sodium zeolite (Na-LTA) with well-defined molar ratios. Textural and structural 
characterizations were performed using various techniques such as nitrogen (N2), water (H2O) and carbon dioxide (CO2) 
sorption measurements at 77K, 298K and 273K respectively, X-ray diffraction (XRD) and thermal analysis (TGA). Further, 
to study the usefulness of the four adsorbents for an efficient separation of propylene from propane, kinetics and 
adsorption equilibria were carried out, and for the first time the pseudo differential enthalpies of adsorption were 
measured for both gases at 303 K and up to 5 bar utilizing an accurate and simple home-made manometer apparatus 
coupled with calorimeter. Afterwards, various models have been adopted to correlate isotherm data, with the view to 
estimate the IAST (Ideal Adsorbed Solution Theory) selectivity of the aforementioned adsorbents towards propylene. 
Also, in order to predict the viability of the use of these sieves for cyclic adsorptive separation, i.e., pressure swing 
adsorption (PSA), both the reusability and the irreversible adsorbed amount of C3H6 were assessed by gravimetric 
adsorption at temperatures ranging from 323 to 473 K. Finally, the separation mechanisms as well as the effect of  the 
presence of monovalent and bivalent cations (Mg2+ and Li+) in the structure of the four synthesized LTA zeolites were 
highlighted for the target separation (C3H6 / C3H8). 
References: [1] M. W. Ackley, S. U. Rege, and H. Saxena, “Application of natural zeolites in the purification and 
separation of gases,” Microporous Mesoporous Mater., vol. 61, no. 1–3, pp. 25–42, 2003, doi: 10.1016/S1387-
1811(03)00353-6. 
[2] C. A. Grande, S. Cavenati, and F. A. Da Silva, “Adsorption,” pp. 7218–7227, 2005. 
[3] C. A. Grande and A. E. Rodrigues, “Adsorption kinetics of propane and propylene in zeolite 4A,” Chem. Eng. Res. Des., 
vol. 82, no. 12, pp. 1604–1612, 2004, doi: 10.1205/cerd.82.12.1604.58029. 
[4 ]C. A. Grande, C. Gigola, and A. E. Rodrigues, “Propane-Propylene Binary Adsorption on Zeolite 4A,” Adsorption, vol. 9, 
no. 4, pp. 321–329, 2003, doi: 10.1023/A:1026223914143. 
[5] C. A. Grande, C. Gigola, and A. E. Rodrigues, “Adsorption of propane and propylene in pellets and crystals of 5A 
zeolite,” Ind. Eng. Chem. Res., vol. 41, no. 1, pp. 85–92, 2002, doi: 10.1021/ie010494o. 
[6] J. Padin, S. U. Rege, R. T. Yang, and L. S. Cheng, “Molecular sieve sorbents for kinetic separation of 
propane/propylene,” Chem. Eng. Sci., vol. 55, no. 20, pp. 4525–4535, 2000, doi: 10.1016/S0009-2509(00)00099-3. 
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Abstract Text: Ethylene and propene are a crucial petrochemical feedstock, being the start chemical units for the most 
manufactured synthetic plastics in the world (polyethylene and polypropylene), among other materials1. During steam 
cracking, ethylene and propene are produced alongside with other hydrocarbons, such as ethane and propane, which 
requires a removal treatment. The separation of hydrocarbons with similar structures, sizes and physicochemical 
properties is still a challenge, being currently performed by cryogenic distillation, one of the most energy demanding 
processes in industry2. 
Therefore, there is a real interest in developing an alternative method for these separations. The most promising are 
processes based on the application of porous solid adsorbents, such as metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) and zeolites1. 
Some MOFs (which are constructed by metal ions/clusters and multidentate organic linkers via coordination bonds), 
however, may present a rather poor stability, which could limit their practical applications3. Zeolites, microporous 
crystalline aluminossilicates containing orderly distributed micropores at molecular length scales, by the other hand, are 
widely known as stable materials, used as adsorbents since 1930’s. Indeed, they have shown unique selectivity in 
ethylene/ethane 1,4,5 separations at ambient temperature. This selectivity may rely on mechanisms such as molecular 
sieving and a thermodynamic driven separation due to the π- complexation effect between unsaturated hydrocarbons of 
ethylene and metal ions contained in the adsorbent, specially Cu(I) and Ag(I), even though the exact adsorption of 
ethylene on Ag(I), for example, is still a matter of debate1,3. 
In this work, we aim characterizing the interaction of adsorbed ethylene molecules on silver cations by the modification 
of the vibrational states of ethylene using Inelastic Neutron Scattering alongside with Multinuclear NMR and Ag K-edge 
X-ray absorption in zeolites CHA, LTA and RHO, with different Ag and ethylene loadings. First results of 13C-Solid State 
NMR  show that ethylene is modified upon adsorption in Ag-CHA (Si/Al =40) and Ag-CHA (Si/Al =5) as indicated by the 
shift towards high frequencies from 120.7 ppm to 122.8 ppm at very low ethylene loading. This shift is followed by the 
formation of polymers by increasing the temperature of adsorption, and/or the concentration of ethylene filling the 
zeolites, suggesting that proton transfer occurs from the zeolite to the adsorbed ethylene. INS spectra show significant 
modifications in ethylene vibrational states when comparing ethylene molecule database signals with the ones of 
ethylene absorbed within Ag-CHA-5. This information from the experimental data is being currently analyzed and 
rationalized by accurate Density-Functional Theory calculations. 
References: 1.Wu, Y., Weckhuysen, B.M. Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 10.1002/anie.202104318 
2.Anson, A.; Wang, Y.; Lin, C. C. H.; Kuznicki, T. M.; Kuznicki, S. M. Chem. Eng. Sci. 63 (2008) 4171. 
3.Ding, M., Cai, X., Jiang, H. Chem. Sci., 2019, 10, 10209 
4.Bereciartua, P. et al Science 358 (2017) 1068. 
5.Horvatits C., Li D., Dupuis M., Kyriakidou, E. A., Walker J, E.A. Phys. Chem. C (2020), 124, 7295−7306. 
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Abstract Text:   
Small pore zeolites containing 8MR windows have been intensively studied as molecular sieves in separation of various 
gas mixtures. Recently a novel application for these materials has appeared which aims at the separation of hydrogen 
isotopes in the context of heavy isotopes production and recycling. This separation is based on the phenomenon of 
“quantum sieving” [1] observed at cryogenic temperatures (T < 77 K). It results in the preferential adsorption of the 
heavier isotopes in pores whose size is comparable with the kinetic diameter of hydrogen molecules (~ 0.29 nm). Since 
this value is close to the pore size of 8MR windows in zeolites (~ 0.38 nm), they can exhibit a good selectivity in 
hydrogen isotope separation. Indeed, preliminary studies of commercial zeolites 4A [2] and 5A [3] confirmed their 
promising properties in D2/H2 separation. In order to better understand the phenomenon and enhance the selectivity of 
small pore zeolites it is important to widen the scope of these studies to other framework types and cationic 
compositions. 
  
We will present new results concerning the properties of several LTA and CHA zeolites in single gas adsorption and in 
D2/H2 mixture coadsorption. In the case of LTA zeolite pure Na and Na-K containing materials were studied. For CHA 
framework, both Si/Al ratio and cationic composition (Li, Na, K) were varied. First, single gas D2 and H2 adsorption 
isotherms at 77 K were measured on all prepared materials using ASAP2020 sorptometer. Then for selected zeolites the 
equilibrium D2/H2 selectivities were determined by coadsorption at 40 – 77 K for different D2/H2 ratios (0.1 - 9) and 
mixture pressures (1 – 650 hPa). The coadsorption measurements were done using a home built setup based on the 
manometry coupled with mass spectrometry. 
  
The impact of the zeolite composition and temperature on D2/H2 selectivity will be discussed in our talk. Use of CHA 
zeolites with different Si/Al ratio showed that the best performances in terms of adsorbed amount and selectivity are 
observed for cation-rich materials. In the case of LTA we found that adjusting Na-K ratio in LTA structure allows to 
enhance the selectivity at 77 K. Concerning the role of temperature, D2/H2 selectivity increases exponentially with 
lowering temperature as predicted by “quantum sieving” models. Moreover, the observed trend can be described by a 
simple model based on a spherical particle in a potential well [1]. Use of low temperature and optimal composition 
allowed to achieve high value of D2/H2 selectivity. Thus, for Na3.9Al3.9Si8.1O24 chabazite the value of 13 was found at 40 K 
and loading of 12 mmol.g-1. Another important conclusion concerns the applicability of IAST (Ideal Adsorbed Solution 
Theory) to D2/H2 mixtures. We found that the behavior of the mixture strongly deviates from the ideal one at 
temperatures below 77 K despite the similar physico-chemical properties of H2 and D2. 
  
References:  
1. J.J.M. Beenakker, V.D. Borman, S.Y. Krylov, Chem. Phys. Lett. 232 (1995) 379. 
2. K. Kotoh, S. Takashima, T. Sakamoto, T. Tsuge, Fusion Eng. Des. 85 (2010) 1928. 
3. R. Xiong, R. Balderas Xicohténcatl, L. Zhang, P. Li, Y. Yao, G. Sang, C. Chen, T. Tang, D. Luo, M. Hirscher, Microporous 
Mesoporous Mater. 264 (2018) 22. 
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Abstract Text: 1. Introduction 
Monitoring carbon and nitrogen oxides levels is linked to the greenhouse effect and air pollution. Higher levels of the 
related carbonate and nitrate species present in seas and rivers greatly affect natural habitats and in human blood these 
are vital health indicators. Recently, nano-crystals of MFI zeolites have been utilised in novel robust sensors for the 
detection of NO2 at a ppm level in the atmosphere and in exhaust fumes [1]. The aim of this work is to explore the 
potential of hydrophobic Sn-BEA zeolite as a selective sensor in atmospheric conditions for carbon and nitrogen oxides 
at a low detection limit (<10 ppm). 
  
2. Experimental  
The hydrophobic Sn-BEA was prepared following a procedure from the literature [2], while the preparation of zeolite-
based sensors was conducted according to Ref [1]. Calcined zeolites were stirred with 0.1M solution of Cu(NO3)2 (Figure 
1) and then mounted as thin films on silicon wafers by spin coating. Zeolite samples were characterised by X-ray powder 
diffraction (Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer, Cu Kα at 40 kV and 40 mA, 2θ=5−60°), scanning electron microscopy 
(Hitachi TM 3000 with Bruker EDX analytical system at 500x magnification, 300s EDX exposition time), 
thermogravimetric analysis (Rheometric Scientific STA 1500, 20-800 °C, 10°C/min, 40 mL/min N2 flow), and FTIR 
spectroscopy (Thermo iS10 spectrometer with a custom-made cell, 6000−1000 cm−1, 64 scans, 4 cm−1 resolution, 
transmission mode).   
  
3. Results and Discussion 
The EDX and ICP-OES analysis of the Cu/Sn-BEA zeolites demonstrate that the Si/Al ratio is >1500 and Si/Sn ratio is 60, 
while the Cu loading is ~1 wt.%. Following the copper introduction into the calcined nano-sized Sn-BEA crystals, 
adsorption of CO, CO2, NO and NO2 on the samples activated under a flow of argon has been examined by FTIR 
spectroscopy. The obtained peak positions of gas-phase molecules and the ones interacting with copper are in 
agreement with those reported in the literature [1], [3]. Our data demonstrated that CO can be detected in ppm quantities 
using the peak at ~2150 cm-1 (Figure 2). In order to simulate the atmospheric conditions, the effect of water on the 
sensor responses was studied using an in situ cell in a concentration range of CO, CO2, NO and NO2 from 0 to 5000 ppm.  
  
4. Conclusions 
This study demonstrates that thin films of a hydrophobic Sn-BEA ion-exchanged with copper can be utilised as a sensor 
for carbon and nitrogen oxides at low ppm values in a flow system. Monitoring of carbon and nitrogen oxides and the 
effect of water on sensing properties, which is necessary for potential practical applications under atmospheric 
conditions, have been investigated. 
Image 1:  

 
Image 2:  
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Abstract Text: Adsorption of the greenhouse gas CO2 by ordered porous materials, although potentially cost-efficient 
and eco-friendly in reducing its concentration in the atmosphere, has not yet achieved large-scale practical application. 
Here, we report that K+ and Rb+ forms of the small-pore zeolite gismondine with a Si/Al ratio of 3.0 show marked 
hysteresis in their CO2 isotherms, with very high CO2 working capacities (2.8 and 3.0 mmol g-1) for a 50:50 CO2/CH4 
mixture under mild temperature swing conditions (25 - 100 °C at 1.0 bar), as well as high CO2/CH4 selectivities (36 and 
28) at 25 °C. This exceptional behavior is a consequence of the remarkable flexibility of the GIS framework caused by a 
subtle interplay between extra-framework cation-framework oxygen and extra-framework cation-adsorbate (CO2) 
interactions. 
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Abstract Text: Measuring multicomponent gas adsorption equilibria is important when characterising the properties of 
nanoporous materials, such as zeolites, for gas separations.1,2 However, most of the traditional techniques used for this 
purpose are either time-consuming or inaccurate,1 with the most accurate methods requiring at least a day of 
experimental time and effort per data point. Large samples are also often required. We have recently introduced a new 
approach, called the Integral Mass Balance (IMB) method, which requires only a few grams of sample and can 
determine a ten point binary gas adsorption isotherm in a matter of hours.3 To validate the technique we chose to 
measure N2/O2 adsorption on a commercial zeolite 5A sample (Tosoh 5A). Such measurements are of industrial interest, 
due to the use of this material to produce oxygen from air, but thermodynamically consistent experimental data were 
also available in the literature for comparison.4 In this presentation, we describe the technique and present binary N2/O2 
adsorption data and calculated selectivities for the Tosoh 5A sample at a pressure of 9.15 bar (915 kPa) and a 
temperature of 23°C (296 K). Excellent agreement with the previously measured data was found. 
References: [1] O. Talu, Needs, status, techniques and problems with binary gas adsorption experiments. Adv. Colloid 
Interface Sci. 1998, 76-77, 227. 
[2] D. P. Broom, K. M. Thomas, Gas adsorption by nanoporous materials: Future applications and experimental 
challenges. MRS Bull. 2013, 38(5), 412. 
[3] O. Talu, D. P. Broom, and M. J. Benham, A new technique to measure multicomponent adsorption equilibrium: 
Integral Mass Balance (IMB), AIChE Annual Meeting, 10-15th November, Orlando, USA (2019). 
[4] O. Talu, J. Li, R. Kumar, P. M. Mathias, J. D. Moyer, J. M. Schork, Measurement and analysis of oxygen/nitrogen/5A-
zeolite adsorption equilibria for air separation. Gas Sep. Purif. 1996, 10(3), 149. 
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Abstract Text:   
Introduction 
Amine-functionalized silica-based adsorbents are attractive for efficient and selective CO2 capture. These materials offer 
high CO2 adsorption capacity and tolerance to moisture in the feed [1,2]. The captured CO2 can be potentially used for 
the conversion of CO2, e.g., by hydrogenation, if the material additionally contains a suitable catalytic functionality. 
Nevertheless, this functionality should not hinder CO2 capturing ability of the amine groups. Thus, we investigate the 
adsorption behavior of amine-functionalized silica (AFS) and the impact of Pd nanoparticles on their dynamic sorption 
properties. Further, the influence of the pore width and structure of the AFS (based on SiO2, MCM-41 and SBA-15) on  
CO2 sorption characteristics are studied. 
Experimental Part 
Silica functionalized with 3-aminopropyl groups (NH_Si) was prepared by a base-catalyzed condensation reported by 
Hahn et al. [3]. To introduce Pd nanoparticles, Pd(II) acetylacetonate was added during the condensation reaction. To 
make up for the loss of amine groups during calcination (723 K in N2), the Pd-containing materials were 
post-synthetically treated with 3-aminopropyl trimethoxysilane (APTMS) at room temperature. Besides the materials 
obtained via condensation, functionalization with APTMS was also performed on SiO2 spheres (Fuji Silysia® Chromatorex 
MB70-75/200) as well as on spherical beads of MCM-41 obtained via pseudomorphic transformation [4] and on SBA-15 
prepared via sol-gel synthesis [5]. CO2 sorption experiments at atmospheric pressure using 200 mg of adsorbent, a CO2 
partial pressure of 60-200 Pa and at 323-403 K. CO2 loading as a function of time was fitted to the Avrami fractional-
order kinetic model. Surface species formed upon CO2 exposure were studied via FTIR spectroscopy under a flow of 10 
vol.% CO2 in He (20 ml min-1 total flow rate) at atmospheric pressure. 
Results and Discussion 
The loading of CO2 on both NH_Si and Pd_NH_Si expectedly decreases with increasing temperature from 343 to 373 K 
and increases with higher CO2 partial pressures (Image 1). Even though both functionalized silica materials show the 
same trends, the adsorption capacity of NH_Si is higher than that of Pd_NH_Si. This is likely due to the different amine 
loadings on NH_Si (4.9 mmol g-1) and Pd_NH_Si (2.2 mmol g-1) resulting from the post-synthetic grafting procedure. The 
kinetic parameters were derived by fitting the CO2 adsorption data as a function of time to the Avrami kinetic model 
[6,7]. This fits the data better than the widely used pseudo-first or pseudo-second order kinetic models. Further, the 
activation energy of CO2 adsorption was calculated using the Arrhenius plot, which for NH_Si and Pd_NH_Si was found 
to be 39±5 kJ mol-1. This suggests that CO2 adsorption sites are the same for both samples, while CO2 adsorption capacity 
depends on the density of amine groups on the materials. The IR difference spectrum (Image 2) shows the formation of 
carbamates stabilized by adjacent ammonium ion and carbamic acid, which is in equilibrium with the carbamates, thus 
confirming the chemisorption of CO2 on amine groups. The influence of pore structure on CO2 loading is shown via CO2 
sorption isotherms for APTMS functionalized SiO2, MCM-41 and SBA-15 spheres. Besides the pore structure, the silanol 
group density (~2.0 nm-2 for SiO2 and ~0.7 nm-2 for MCM-41), is shown to affect the CO2 loading on the amine-
functionalized silica spheres. 
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Abstract Text: Carbon dioxide is the major gas emitted by human activities and is the best-known greenhouse gas 
contributing to global warming. To address this problem, several technologies have been extensively studied to reduce 
CO2 emissions, such as carbon capture and storage (CCS). Adsorption processes have been considered as one of the 
most promising technologies for CCS. Known since 1970, Electric Swing Adsorption (ESA) is an adsorption process where 
the adsorbent is regenerated by increasing temperature, but the heat is generated by applying an electric current 
directly in the adsorbent, and the temperature increases through the Joule effect. The viability of the ESA process was 
already tested, and several studies demonstrated its application for CO2 capture [1-3], with advantages, such as, higher 
efficiency, minimization of the lost heat, smaller systems needed, among others. However, the difficulty in developing a 
material with the ideal characteristics for ESA application, i.e., high CO2 adsorption capacity and excellent electric 
conductivity, is evident. In this context, new hybrid materials, shaped by extrusion, suitable to be used in the ESA 
process for CO2 capture were developed. Pellets were produced with four different activated carbon/zeolite 13X ratio: 
pellets containing only activated carbon (100%AC), pellets with 70% of activated carbon and 30% of zeolite 13X (70%AC-
30%13X), pellets containing 50% of activated carbon and 50% of zeolite 13X (50%AC-50%13X), and pellets with 30% of 
activated carbon and 70% of zeolite 13X 30%AC-70%13X). To produce these pellets, CMC was used as binder, and its 
quantity was about 5% (%w/w) of the total mixture. 
An extensive characterization of the pellets using a variety of conventional techniques was done, including N2 adsorption 
at 77 K, CO2 adsorption at 273 K, mercury intrusion porosimetry, thermogravimetric analysis, SEM/EDS analysis, and 
mechanical strength tests. Additionally, adsorption equilibrium isotherms of CO2 and N2 were measured at three 
different temperatures (303, 333 and 373 K) up to 1.5 bar for all produced pellets, using a magnetic suspension 
microbalance (MSB, Rubotherm®, Bochum, Germany). 
As expected, the results demonstrated that CO2 is the most adsorbed component, when compared with N2. Besides, it 
was possible to verify the increase of the CO2 adsorbed amount in line with the increase of the zeolite amount in the 
sample. The opposite occurs for N2, because the affinity of this gas in zeolite 13X is less than in activated carbon. 
The CO2/N2 equilibrium selectivity of the pellets was estimated and values of 62.8, 41.9, 24.6, 12.2 at 1.5 bar, and 298 K, 
respectively for the 30%AC-70%13X, 50%AC-50%13X, 70%AC-30%13X, and 100%AC pellets were obtained, considering 
multicomponent adsorption of 20% of CO2 in N2. 
The pellets were subjected to an electric current, under helium, to evaluate the capability of these materials to heat by 
the Joule effect. According to the results, the most suitable pellets to be used in ESA, considering the adsorption 
capacity and the capacity to heat using electrification (heated until 315 K in 900 seconds), were the 50%AC-50%13X 
pellets. 
Taking into account the results of the heating experiments, binary CO2/N2 breakthrough experiments with and without 
electrification were carried out in a lab-scale fixed-bed unit to evaluate the fixed-bed dynamic behavior of the column 
packed with 50%AC-50%13X pellets, in order to compare the effect of the heating by Joule effect. 
A mathematical model, including mass, energy and momentum balance was proposed and implemented in gProms 
software. Simulations results were validated with the experimental breakthrough results. 
The results demonstrated that 50%AC-50%13X pellets revealed a good capacity for CO2 adsorption and an intermediate 
performance in the electrification step and therefore are the most feasible ones to be employed in the ESA process. 
References: 1. Grande, C.A. and A.E. Rodrigues, Electric Swing Adsorption for 
CO2 removal from flue gases. International Journal of Greenhouse Gas Control, 2008. 2(2): p. 194-202. 
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Abstract Text:   
CO2 increasing concentration in the atmosphere is worldwide recognized as a critical concern, severely impacting the 
environment and human health.1 Adsorption based processes are commonly regarded as a viable solution for CO2 

removal,2 so great efforts are directed towards the identification of cost-effective and environmentally friendly materials 
with superior adsorption capacity.3  
High specific surface area and good selectivity through the pollutant make zeolite 13X a natural candidate for this 
purpose,4 but its powdery form usually prevents its use in many practical applications. Binding agents, often used to 
obtain compact zeolite-based adsorbents, induce a partial occlusion of the porosity that usually lower the adsorption 
capacity.5  
In this work, we fully exploited the attractive CO2 adsorption properties of zeolite 13X by embedding the powder (from 
50 wt.% up to 90 wt.%) in a chitosan framework to obtain millimetric aerogel beads (see Fig. 1a) via a phase-inversion 
method followed by freeze-drying. Chitosan is crucial to the realization of highly porous aerogels provided with 
mechanical coherence and strength yet preserving the zeolite performances. Its peculiar microstructure (see Fig. 
1b) resulted in a coherent system possessing high specific surface area and excellent CO2 uptake capacity (561 m2 g-1 and 
4.23 mmol g-1, respectively, for zeolite fraction φZX=0.90). Interestingly, a small positive deviation from the mixing rule is 
observed in specific surface area evaluation (see Fig. 2b), indicating that dispersing the zeolite powder in the chitosan 
phase leads to an optimized surface exposure, thus enhancing the adsorption performance (see Fig.2a). 
Moreover, being the adsorption process reversible, the obtained aerogel beads are easily regenerable by means of a 
pressure swing process at room temperature, still preserving their performance unaltered over several 
adsorption/desorption cycles.  
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Abstract Text: Esterification is an important process for chemical production, but the attainable level of conversion is 
always thermodynamically limited. Currently, esterification is carried out in batch reactors by using an excess amount of 
alcohol to increase acid conversion. Thus, huge energy is consumed for the purification of ester from alcohol and water. 
Dehydration membrane reactor has been drawn attention as a novel energy-saving process for esterification for recent 
decades. Employing dehydration membranes to remove water from the reaction system increases the level of 
conversion achievable beyond that thermodynamic limits without the use of excess alcohol. Consequently, one can 
expect that energy consumption for purification process after reaction is reduced as well as the improvement of one-
path yield of products. 
We previously reported MOR-type zeolite membrane for dehydration and pointed out that the MOR membrane had 
high chemical resistance for organic acid [1]. In this study, we applied the MOR membrane to a plug flow reactor for the 
esterification of acetic acid. 
MOR membranes were synthesized by a seed-assisted crystallization method on the outer surface of porous tubular α-
alumina support (Noritake, i.d. = 7 mm, o.d. = 10 mm) of which the average pore size of top layer was ca. 150 nm. The 
outer surface of support was seeded by a dip-coating method using a colloidal suspension of MOR seed crystals. MOR 
membranes were obtained by hydrothermal treatment of this seeded support. 
Acetic acid esterification shown in eq. (1) was carried out in a plug flow membrane reactor equipped with MOR 
membrane. 
AcOH + EtOH ⇄ AcOEt + H2O (1) 
An equimolar mixture of acetic acid and ethanol was used as feed for the reaction. Temperature and pressure were 
adjusted at 403K and 1.0 MPa, respectively. Amberlyst-15, a catalyst for esterification, was packed on the outer side of 
tubular membrane. The permeate was analyzed for its composition by using GC-TCD. The yields of ethyl acetate 
produced in the plug flow reactor (PFR) without membrane and the plug flow membrane reactor (PFMR) were 
compared. 
The level of acetic acid conversion in PFR was about 67%, which was almost the same as equilibrium conversion. In 
contrast, the conversion level in PFMR exceeded the equilibrium limitation and reached >88%. The concentration of 
water thatpermeated MOR membrane wsa >90%, indicating that MOR membrane selectively removed water from 
reaction side. These results clearly showed that selective removal of water by using MOR membrane contributed to the 
enhancement of acetic acid conversion in PFMR. In addition, separation and permeation performance were stable at 
least up to 7 h, suggesting that MOR zeolite is one of the feasible membrane materials for dehydration under acidic 
conditions. 
 (1) G. Li, E. Kikuchi and M. Matsukata, “The control of phase and orientation in zeolite membranes by the secondary 
growth method” Microporous Mesoporous Mater. 62 (2003) 211-220. 
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Abstract Text: Petrochemicals play an important role in the chemical and petroleum industries due to their utilization as 
starters/intermediates to create a diversity of products, from pharmaceuticals to all kinds of plastics and textiles1. One 
of the basic petrochemicals is light olefins as ethylene, whose production exceeds that of any other organic compound. 
The most extensively used process to produce ethylene is steam-cracking of hydrocarbons. Still, since the required 
polymer grade purity is above 99.9%, for ethane/ethylene separation, an effective distillation column is required. This 
step is frequently performed at extreme operating conditions, making this one of the most cost-intensive separation 
processes in the petrochemical industry. Several technologies have been studied, and among the alternatives, 
adsorption-based separations, such as gas-phase simulated moving bed (gas-SMB), appear to be one of the most 
promising energy-effective options. 
Our research group explored olefin/paraffin separation by the SMB technology, first by phenomenological model-based 
simulations2-3, and later by experiments in the gas-phase SMB bench unit, home built4,5. In this study, enhanced binder-
free 13X zeolite monoliths were used as adsorbents and propane as desorbent. This work6 makes evident the efficiency 
of the gas-phase SMB for olefin/paraffin separations. 
The adsorbent studied was binderfree zeolite 13X monolith provided by Chemiewerk Bad Köstritz GmbH. To test the 
potential of the monolith as adsorbent and propane as desorbent, several SMB cycles were proposed for the production 
of polymer-grade ethylene from 0.48/0.52 feed mixtures. The operating conditions are summarized in Table 1. 
Table 1. Experimental conditions for the SMB cycles.  
 
Figure 1a shows the composition of the three components for the eight SMB monoliths of Run 2, at cyclic steady-state. 
It can be found that the high desorbent flow rate, high contact time between adsorbent and desorbent, and three 
columns in the zone I allow almost complete adsorbent regeneration. The feed mixture is introduced in the node 
between zone II and III. In zone II the molar fraction of ethane is almost constant, and a stream with a 97.7% purity of 
ethylene is collected in the extract port. In zone III the molar fraction of ethylene decreases and a stream with 97.5% 
purity of ethane is collected in the raffinate port. 
 In section IV, the molar fraction of ethane also decreases and a pure propane stream is obtained at the end of the 
section.   

  
Figure 1. –a) Internal profile as function of column number, sample collected at step half time; Dashed lines represent 
the simulation results. b) Separation region determined with the complete model for C2 separation on binderfree zeolite 
13X monoliths with a 3-2-2-1 configuration, switching time of 250 s, temperature of 373 K, and extract purity (ethylene) 
over 99.9% and recovery of at least 98%. Run 2 operating point. 
A productivity of 16.9 kgC2H4.h-1.mbed

-3, and 14.5 kgC2H6.h-1.mbed
-3 were obtained for ethylene and ethane respectively. As 

the experimental data allowed the global model validation (Figure 1a), it was possible to determine the separation 
region. The separation region was evaluated, taking into account the purity of extract (ethylene) higher than 99.9% and 
purity of raffinate (ethane) higher than 97%. As can be seen, the separation zone is quite large, allowing the treatment 
of up to 1.2 SLPM of an 0.48/0.52 (molar based) ethane/ethylene feed composition. 
This work experimentally demonstrated that the combination of gas-phase SMB with structured zeolitic adsorbents can 
be an efficient technology for olefin/paraffin separations. It is possible to produce polymer grade ethylene with a high 
recovery using binder-free 13X zeolite monoliths as adsorbent and propane as desorbent. 
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Abstract Text: Polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins and polychlorinated dibenzofurans (PCDD/F) monitoring at stationary 
sources is compliant with EN1948 standard. In long-term sampling method, XAD-2 resin adsorbent is exposed to gas 
stream for 3-4 weeks, and subsequently analysed in an accredited laboratory for 2 weeks. Selective adsorbents could 
preferentially accumulate toxic dioxin congeners prior to mass analysis with the aim of developing an on-line mass 
spectrometer device. Zeolites possess micropores for adsorbing molecules specifically in addition to non-specific surface 
area adsorption.[1]  
Beads of zeolites[2] allowing adsorption in the micropores of only tetra- and penta-chlorinated toxic congeners (TeCDD/F, 
PeCDD/F) have been exposed to the gas flow of a waste incinerator within the methods compliant with EN1948 
standard. As the extraction method of the standard does not allow us to discern the two types of adsorption, the 
sampling point have been located before the last filter. With high congener concentrations, it is expected that the 
dynamic adsorption properties of the zeolites can be deduced from the breakthrough of some congeners. 
The electronic interactions between zeolite surface area and PCDD/F involve the polarizability of the molecules.[3] 
Thanks to the congener breakthrough comparing two zeolite structure types, it has been deduced that toxic TeCDD/F 
and PeCDD/F were adsorbed in the micropores of FAU-NaX zeolite due to steric compatibility of these congeners. 
Moreover, the partition of congeners between the condensate and gas phase was elucidated by considering the 
polarizability of PCDD/F molecules. 
Image 1:  
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Abstract Text: Adsorption of hydrogen sulfide from thermal water by natural zeolite 
  

L. Akhalbedashvili, C. Beruashvili, N.Janashvili, S. Jalaghania 
Iv.Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University, Georgia 

Abstract 
Hydrogen sulfide is strong poisonous to the human organism, because it binds to iron in the mitochondrial cytochrome 
enzymes, and thus interfering cellular respiration and especially damaging the nervous system. 
 H2S very weakly dissolves in water at ambient conditions and only in small degree dissociates according to equation 
H2S+H2O→HS− + H+, forming a weak acid areas (pH=6.8). According to recent investigations by Raman spectroscopy, in 
aqueous solutions only hydrosulfide (HS−) anions are present and no sulfide (S2

−). At pressures above 18 bar H2S remains 
dissolved in water. The hydrogen sulfide can further react with aqueous metal ions to produce hardly soluble, black-
colored sulfides such as ferrous and copper sulfides (FeS, FeS2, CuS). 
Different methods have been tested to remove hydrogen sulfide from drinking water such as chlorination, aeration, or 
nitrate addition. Currently, many different types of materials are used as adsorbents for the removal of H2S, such as 
modified zeolites. 
Being a successful adsorbent for removal of hydrogen sulfide, zeolites should have high capacity regard to sulfur, good 
regenerability and saving structure. These are natural zeolites having high adsorption capacity compared to synthetic 
zeolites. They can be modified by metals or metal oxides in order to increase their adsorption capacity. Removal of H2S is 
an essential process because it causes to corrosion in transport lines, equipment and poisoning of many catalysts even in 
low levels. 
This study offered the purification method of geothermal water, containing toxic hydrogen sulfide, using modified 
natural zeolite- clinoptilolite  (CL) as adsorbent. The underlying assumption of this adsorption process is that introduced 
Fe3+ will be reduced to Fe 2+ and the sulfide precipitates as iron sulfide (FeS or FeS2) or oxidizes further to less-toxic 
sulfate anions (SO4

2−). 
The specific objectives of this study were to determine flow rate of  water, pH of areas, time of working of adsorbent till 
skip, optimal ratio adsorbent : water; to calculate the dynamic exchange capacity (DEC), adsorption degree and some 
kinetic parameters. 
Experimental studies were performed by using natural zeolite, CL, taken from Dzegvi region of Georgia in initial and 
modified forms and compared with activated carbon (AC), modified with 1 M potassium hydroxide (KOH). Cation-
exchanged zeolitic samples were obtained by treating of natural CL with ferric and copper salts using wet milling 
method. The second type of processing included preliminary treatment of zeolite with hot solution of KMnO4. The 
quantity of exchanged metal was determined by AAS method. The pH of the solutions was measured using a pH meter. 
The adsorption capacity of studied materials regards to the H2S was performed using a laboratory-designed test at room 
temperature and atmospheric pressure in a flow and circular regimes. The surface properties and structure of all 
samples were characterized using pH, X-ray and IR-spectroscopy analysis. 
The results obtained demonstrate that all studied samples were effective in H2S sorption, but in different degree: the 
best were AC and Fe-exchanged CL. The sorption capacity ranged from 0.28 mg/g to 8.17 mg/g. pH of thermal water 
before sorption was 8.97 and in filtrates changed in very wide ranges – from 10.44 till 3.55 depending on type of 
modification. 
H2S adsorption on the thermally treated at different temperatures Fe-exchanged CL occurs via both physical sorption 
and chemisorption. The first-order adsorption kinetics showed a relatively good fit to the experimental data for the H2S 
adsorption process, which adsorbed coordinatively on the cations via the sulfur atom. 
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Abstract Text: СО2 is considered the main greenhouse gas because it is emitted in enormous amounts from 
anthropogenic activities [1-3]. Recently, the targets for limiting CO2 emissions into the atmosphere have driven the 
intensive development of innovative technological solutions. Carbon capture, utilization and storage (CCUS) 
technologies are among the most important environmental protection issues aimed at mitigation of the environmental 
impact of greenhouse gases. CO2 separation via adsorption has gained considerable attention as a viable alternative to 
the currently used technologies, because of the higher energy efficiency and environmental compatibility. In recent 
years, the adsorption of CO2 on porous solid materials with a high specific surface area has been the subject of extensive 
research. The physical characteristics and surface chemical properties of porous materials determine their CO2 
adsorption capacity, as well as their selectivity and stability in the presence of other contaminants and water vapor. 
Sorption materials must meet a number of important criteria, both operational and economic, in order to be suitable for 
CO2 capture from flue gases. 
In the present study the morpholine and 1-methylpiperazine modified mesoporous MCM-48 and SBA-15 silicas were 
developed and studied as efficient adsorbents of CO2.  
MCM-48 and SBA-15 silicas were modified by post-synthesis procedure with cyclic amines, morpholine and 1-
methylpiperazine. The initial and modified materials were characterized by XRD, N2 physisorption, thermal analysis and 
solid state NMR. A high specific surface area of the modified materials was registered due to the preservation of their 
structure during the modification procedure. The CO2 adsorption was tested under dynamic and equilibrium conditions 
and revealed high capacity for all the modified materials with some alterations depending on the functional groups and 
the support peculiarities. The formation of different CO2 adsorbed forms was observed and studied by NMR 
spectroscopy. The 1-methylpiperazine modified mesoporous MCM-48 and SBA-15 silicas show higher adsorption 
capacity in comparison to their morpholine-modified analogs. The materials exhibited high stability and in all cases only 
a minor decrease in CO2 adsorption was observed over three subsequent adsorption/desorption cycles. Our studies 
revealed that the obtained new modified silica materials exhibited superior properties for CO2 capture, thus are 
promising candidates for the development of carbon capture and storage (CCS) and carbon capture and utilization (CCU) 
technologies. 
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Abstract Text: Forward osmosis (FO) is a promising membrane separation process in wastewater reclamation, osmotic 
membrane bioreactor, food processing and power generation. In these applications, FO has advantages with low energy 
consumption and less membrane fouling compared with reverse osmosis, nanofiltration and ultrafiltration. Previously, 
various types of polymeric membranes and mixed matrix membranes were studied for FO operations. 
Zeolite membrane has advantages of thermal and chemical resistance as characteristics of inorganic material in 
comparison with polymeric membranes. We recently found that ZSM-5 was able to play as FO membrane for the first 
time1). In this study, we shed light on the water flux through the ZSM-5 membrane in the FO operation. 
ZSM-5 membrane was prepared on the outer surface of α-alumina tubular support by a secondary growth method. The 
outer diameter and length of the support were 10 and 30 mm, respectively. The effective membrane area, A, was 6.28 × 
10−4 m2. To characterize membrane, the water permeance and reverse salt flux were evaluated in FO operation. NaCl 
aqueous solution and distilled water were used as the draw solution (DS) and the feed solution (FS), respectively. 
The effects of the membrane temperature and DS concentration on the water flux were investigated. The water flux 
linearly increased with increasing membrane temperature due to the decrease in the viscosity of water. The water flux 
also increased with increasing DS concentration, the flux reached a plateau at higher concentrations. These results 
indicated that the bulk osmotic pressure deference did not work as driving force at all, since concentration polarization 
is more likely to occur at higher NaCl concentrations in DS. The reverse salt flux through ZSM-5 membrane was very 
small under all tested conditions, indicating that ZSM-5 membrane exhibited the potential for FO based on the 
molecular sieving effect. 
We will represent the effect of an effect of chemical engineering factors such as the Re number and the structural 
parameter of membrane support on the performance of FO operation. 
  
1)Motomu Sakai, Masahiro Seshimo, Masahiko Matsukata, Hydrophilic ZSM-5 membrane for forward osmosis 
operation, J. Water Proc. Eng. 32 (2019) 100864. 
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Abstract Text: Although according to the World Health Organization (WHO), POPs are carcinogens and teratogens 
species, they’re still implied in pesticides, herbicides…manufacturing processes [1] wherefrom they become airborne. 
Among possible removal solutions, cationic zeolithes are considered as promising host-candidates to remove these 
compounds by selective adsorption process. Nevertheless, the inescapable hydrated framework of these minerals under 
normal thermodynamic conditions could constraint their performances. 
 Through this work we aim to bring to light the mechanism of POPs adsorption within cationic faujasite type framework 
when varying both, the humidity rate and the nature of the charge compensating cation. For that purpose we combine 
several molecular simulation techniques to experimental tools. Moreover, a development of new force field that 
describes specifically the cation-framework interaction, based on ab-initio calculations is in progress. Subsequently, it 
will be implemented in classical molecular simulation, in order to reproduce experimental data. 
  
We demonstrate that a residual amount of water has no significant effect on POPs adsorption properties, but, they are 
remarkably impacted beyond (3%wt). Thus, we could save considerable time and energy wasted on expensive 
regeneration cost. Besides, cations within the framework increase notably the affinity of faujasite toward POPs, but 
decrease its uptake capacity comparing to pure silica faujasite [2]. 
Key word : zeolithe, adsorption, extra-framework cation, molecular simulation. 
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Abstract Text: X-ray amorphous zeolite precursors, embryonic zeolites (EZ), were prepared using tetrapropylammonium 
(TPA+) hydroxide as a structure-directing agent. The EZs belong to the family of extra-large microporous (1 − 2.5 nm) 
materials and were recently proposed as highly active heterogeneous catalysts for processing and converting bulky 
and/or very polar molecules such as heavy oil and bio-sourced feedstocks.1,2 Of major interest is the very open and 
accessible structure of EZs originating from the cage-like arrangement between the organic structuredirecting agent 
(OSDA) and the (alumino)silicate species. To investigate in more details the peculiarities of these novel materials, a 
series of EZs was ion-exchanged in water at different temperatures with sodium, ammonium and cesium. The resulting 
materials were thoroughly characterized before and after template elimination via high-temperature combustion of the 
residual OSDA. Analyses of N2 and Ar adsorption at 77 and 87 K, respectively, coupled with the application of state-of-
the-art NLDFT data reduction methods, revealed unusual physicochemical properties. While a reduced microporosity 
was obtained as compared to their pristine counterparts, ion-exchanged EZs exhibit very homogeneous and tailored 
mesopore size distribution, echoing the ones found in ordered mesoporous silicas. Aiming at an exhaustive 
understanding and rationalization of processes leading to such unique texture and pore architecture, the present study 
proposes an advanced physico-chemical investigation of these materials based on a modern methodology combining, 
among others, high-resolution hysteresis desorption scanning experiments, electron microscopy and XRD. Our data 
provide new insights into the correlation between the relation synthesis/pore structure and shed some light on 
important questions concerning the applied potential of embryonic zeolites in catalysis. 
References: [1] K.-G. Haw, J.-P. Gilson, N. Nesterenko, M. Akouche, H. El Siblani, J.-M. Goupil, B. Rigaud, D. Minoux, J.-P. 
Dath, V. Valtchev, ACS Catal. 2018, 8, 8199-8212. 
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Chem. Mater. 2020, 32, 2123-2132. 
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Abstract Text: Halloysite Nanotube Synthesis of Zeolite-X and Application in CO2 Capture 

Xinmei Lu1, Liying Liu1,*, Gang Li2,* 
(1 State Environmental Protection Key Laboratory of Eco-Industry, Northeastern University, Shenyang, 110819, China; 2 

Department of Chemical Engineering, The University of Melbourne, VIC3010, Australia) 

Corresponding authors: Liying Liu, liuly@smm.neu.edu.cn; Gang Li，li.g@unimelb.edu.au  
Zeolite-X has good selective adsorption, ion exchange and hydrophilic properties, and has been widely studied and 
applied in chemical industry, medical treatment and environmental protection. Halloysite nanotubes (HNTs) with a 
unique tubular microstructure, natural availability, and low cost, have been widely applied in ceramics, drug sustained 

release system, catalysis, and adsorption. In this paper, natural HNTs from different origins（A , B, C, D)  were studied, 
and the performance of the synthesized zeolite-X was evaluated under the same conditions. Zeolite-X with high 
crystallinity and large specific surface area were synthesized by purifying HNTs, calcining HNTs and hydrothermal 
synthesis. The influence of calcination temperature, calcination time, aging temperature, aging time, crystallization 
temperature, crystallization time and NaOH concentration on the crystal phase and static saturated water absorption of 
Zeolite-X were investigated. The structure, shape and thermal stability of the synthesized Zeolite-X were characterized 
by XRD, ICP, SEM, and FT-IR techniques and analysis methods. At the same time, the adsorption properties of CO2 at 
different temperatures were measured. The results showed that the optimal conditions for the preparation of Zeolite-X 
were as follows: calcination at 650°C for 3 h, aging in 2 mol/L sodium hydroxide solution for 1 h (at 40°C), and 
crystallization at 90°C for 24 h. The CO2 equilibrium adsorption capacity of samples (HNTs produced in A ) reaches up to 
6.12 mmol/g (between 0 and 1 bar at 273 K), which is the highest among other samples. In short, the Zeolite-X 
synthesized by this method has high crystallinity, cubic octahedron, uniform particle size and similar thermal stability to 
industrial zeolite. 
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Abstract Text: Zeolites are well-known for their adsorption properties, arising from the wide surface area and high 
porosity. The topology of zeolite micropores also play an important role in mixture separation, due to the “shape 
selectivity” phenomena, where molecules with shapes similar to that of the micropore are preferably adsorbed. 
The discovery of new low-glycemic sugars is very attractive as new healthy additives in the food field. 6-Kestose is an 
oligosaccharide of industrial interest because of its prebiotic and other functional properties. A significant technical 
problem of the production procedure is the need to purify 6-kestose from sucrose [1]. 
Exploring the large variety of pore sizes in zeolites, we search for suitable candidates for the separation of 6-kestose and 
sucrose in aqueous solution. A first selection, between all 253 zeolites in the IZA (International Zeolite Association) 
database, has been made by comparing sugar dimensions with micropore size. As a result, 11 extra-large pore zeolites, 
whose pore size is, roughly, between 6.8×7.0 and 10.1×10.1 Å (AET, DON, EMT, ETR, FAU, IFO, MOZ, SBE, SBS, SBT, and 
UTL) fulfill this criterion (left part of Image 1), and (in principle) may preclude 6-kestose diffusion (with approximate size 
of 11.4×9.1×6.7 Å), allowing only the diffusion of sucrose (with approximate size of 9.4×7.5×6.3 Å). 
Molecular dynamics simulations with this small set of candidates containing one sugar molecule inside the micropore 
were performed during 10 ns. The usual 3-D zeolite periodic model was considered, with all atoms of the system allowed 
to relax and without external surface. By analyzing the mobility of both sugars in the selected zeolites during the 
simulations, 3 frameworks could be selected for further evaluation by presenting clearly larger mobility for sucrose than 
for 6-kestose: AET, ETR, and DON (central part of Image 1). 
Thus, an in-depth analysis through a molecular dynamics study of aqueous systems, considering zeolite external surface, 
was performed with AET, DON and ETR frameworks. The simulation boxes (right part of Image 1) contained two zeolite 
layers terminated by silanol groups, and separated by 20 Å, producing two reservoirs. Some zeolite atoms were kept 
fixed during the simulation, to keep the zeolite layer separation, while silanol groups were allowed to relax. Sugar 
molecules were initially located outside the zeolite layers (in reservoir 1), and 20 ns simulations were carried out with 
low (4 sucrose and 4 6-kestose) and high (9 sucrose and 9 6-kestose for ETR; 12 sucrose and 12 6-kestose for AET and 
DON) sugar loading.  
At low loading none of the membranes shows significant uptake after 20 ns, illustrating the so called ‘surface barrier’ 
effect [2]. In these simulations, sugar molecules stayed attached to the zeolite external surface due to its strong 
interaction, reducing the probability of ‘jump’ into the zeolite channel. Therefore, sugar adsorption over the zeolite 
surface is more energetically accessible rather than the sugar flow through the zeolite cavity. On the other hand, at 
increased loadings, the external surface becomes quickly saturated with a  monolayer of sugar molecules, after which 
the incoming molecules will interact less strongly with the zeolite external surface and hence diffusion into the channel 
will become more probable. This phenomenon could be seen in the simulations containing high loading of sugar, where 
sucrose molecules were preferentially adsorbed in all three frameworks (AET, DON, ETR), while 6-kestose remained in 
the reservoir 1. In addition, DON membrane showed not only a selective uptake of sucrose but also a very high 
molecular flux, with sucrose molecules reaching, or being very close to, reservoir 2. The results show that DON presents 
the most promising theoretical results for a selective sucrose/6-kestose separation [3]. 
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Abstract Text: An organic iodide, especially methyl iodide (CH3I), is one of the most safety concerns against a nuclear 
power plant severe accident because it is highly toxic and easily inhaled. In order to prevent its environmental release, it 
should be required to decontaminate using a filtration system. A wet-type filtration method using a pool scrubbing is not 
ideal due to a high re-volatile characteristic of CH3I. It easily becomes volatile after leaving a water pool and forms gas 
phase again at the surface of water pool. Therefore, a dry filtration using adsorbents like a zeolite should be installed to 
effectively capture the gas phase of CH3I and makes it immobile within the dry filter. Although it is important to 
accurately assess the performance of dry filter in a postulated severe accident situation, no sufficiently accurate 
adsorption kinetic behaviors have been reported yet. 
A silver ion-exchanged zeolite (Ag-zeolite) has been recognized as an effective adsorbent for the removal of CH3I due to 
its ordered microporous structure inside, and chemical binding of iodine with a silver ion for the immobilization [1,2]. 
The performance of Ag-zeolite filter is usually explained by a breakthrough curve which contains a record of the 
concentration of CH3I in the off-gas with time using a GC or FT-IR. The breakthrough curves provide the important 
performance specifications of filter such as an adsorption capacity and a saturation time. However, the breakthrough 
curves provide no information to draw the kinetic parameters (e.g., adsorption reaction rate, activation energy, etc.). To 
quantify the adsorption kinetic parameters, the real time adsorption behaviors should be recorded with a high accurate 
measurement system. 
In this study, we designed the highly accurate experimental set-up, TGA-GC coupled system, which can allow to 
accurately measuring the weight change of adsorbent in real time and also successively monitoring the off-gas contents, 
and performed the CH3I adsorption tests on Ag-ZSM-5 zeolites at a wide temperature range (50 – 150 °C) under the 
postulated severe accident condition. The Ag-ZSM-5 was prepared by ion-exchange method refluxing twice in 0.1 M 
AgNO3 aqueous solutions and the Ag-loaded sample was calcined in air at 550 ºC for 2 h before the adsorption 
experiment. The adsorption behaviors of weight change rate and the trend of adsorbed concentration of CH3I 
determined by TGA and GC, respectively, were well matched each other. Furthermore the CH3I adsorption content was 
almost identical to the conventional system. 
The fresh and adsorbed Ag-ZSM-5 samples were characterized by powder XRD, elemental analysis, and SEM-EDS, and 
the further CH3I adsorption behaviors were discussed in depth. By using the parabolic Arrhenius theory and the initial 
adsorption rates determined from the TGA weight change curves at different adsorption temperatures, the activation 
energy for the formation of Ag-I on the ZSM-5 adsorbent was successfully calculated as 2.57 kJ/mol (Figure attached). 
From the overall characterization results, it has been confirmed that the Ag+ ions were well dispersed in the fresh Ag-
ZSM-5, and the chemisorbed AgI molecules were formed after the CH3I adsorption. The amount of chemisorbed I- at 150 
ºC was estimated as 962 μg, which is only 3.4% different from the calculated value. Our findings provide the useful 
fundamentals for a model development of dry filter performance assessment.  
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Abstract Text: The ADOR (assembly - disassembly - organization - reassembly) strategy led to synthesis of numerous 
new materials.1 Some of them exhibit unusual properties, violating criteria based on framework energy - density 
correlation and therefore being considered as unfeasible synthesis targets (in terms of the traditional solvothermal 
route).2-3 These new materials and new structural motives may certainly be helpful in improving performance of current 
technological applications. We employed periodic density functional theory (DFT) calculations using the DFT/CC 
approach and also an ab initio empirical potential to investigate the adsorption properties of the mentioned materials. 
Both these methods were parameterized by us solely for the purpose of this study. The developed methodology may be 
used for a screening of adsorption properties of hypothetical zeolites accessible via the ADOR synthetic route4 and 
consequent identification of synthesis targets with optimal features for a given application. 
  
The adsorption of three different gasses (CH4, N2, CO2) was investigated by means of molecular dynamics and Monte 
Carlo simulations. In the case of CH4 and N2, the heats of adsorption estimated by theory should be very accurate 
(r.m.s.d. on a set of individual structures of about 1.5 kJ·mol-1). The large discrepancy with respect to experiment in case 
of CH4 in UTL (2.0 kJ·mol-1) may be plausibly explained by structural defects of the measured material.5 Modeling CO2 
adsorption is much more demanding. Some of the investigated zeolites contain small cavities, where the adsorbate 
molecule fits very tightly. This puts very high demands on the accuracy of the potential. We therefore used an 
importance sampling technique and calculate the heats using DFT instead of using ab initio force field. The resulting 
heats of adsorption are in good agreement with experimental values. 
  
A recently published discovery of a new synthesis pathway has opened up the possibility of a step increase in the 
number of zeolite frameworks available, many of them with uncommon features. We have examined the properties of 
synthesized ADOR zeolites, both theoretically and experimentally. Although the investigated materials have the same 
layer topology as the corresponding parent material, their channel structure and diffusion characteristics are 
significantly different. Some of the investigated zeolites possess small window openings, and therefore the diffusion 



 
 
 

 
 
 

limitations through 7-, 8-, and 9-membered rings were determined for several probe molecules (CH4, N2, CO2). These 
findings may lead to the optimal design and improved functions for future applications. 
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Mayoral, P. Eliasova, P. Nachtigall, J. Cejka, R.E. Morris, Nat. Chem. 8, 58 (2016). (4)    M. Trachta, P. Nachtigall, O. 
Bludsky, Catal. Today 243, 32 (2015). (5)   M. Rubes, M. Trachta, E. Koudelkova, R. Bulanek, V. Kasneryk, O. Bludsky, 
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Abstract Text: Flexible small pore zeolites are of interest in CO2 adsorption, especially those which adapt to extra-
framework cations upon dehydration. Such zeolites can possess extremely high selectivity to CO2 over less polar 
molecules (such as CH4 and N2) and their adsorption properties may be tailored through ion exchange. This was the case 
for zeolite Rho, with cation content determining window size and altering adsorption behaviour.1 Another promising 
candidate for such behaviour is zeolite merlinoite (framework type MER). 
As for Rho, MER has a 3-D connected 8-membered ring (8R) channel system and is a low Si/Al zeolite, with a relatively 
high cation content and the unit cell shrinks upon dehydration. Whilst Rho has only 1 crystallographically unique window 
site, MER has 3 (in highest symmetry), making a detailed understanding of the structure more challenging. We recently 
reported the structures and gas adsorption properties of a MER material with Si/Al = 3.8 in pure alkali metal cation 
forms.2 Smaller cations Li and Na adopted the Immm space group, whilst K and Cs occupied P42/nmc. Larger cation sizes 
lead to smaller structural distortions upon dehydration. 
Materials exhibited a “breathing” transition from narrow to wide pore forms with increasing pco2. Additionally, K-MER 
shows a “triggered” opening, with very low pco2 causing a rapid transition to the wide pore form. The low pco2 at which 
this occurs suggests that the 2 structures are very finely energetically balanced. Na- and Cs-MER underwent transitions 
at higher pco2 whilst the Li material was unstable. It was suggested that access for CO2 to the double 8R (D8R) site was 
important, as this led to the widening of the structure. As Cs+ is large, access is hindered, and the cations do not readily 
accommodate CO2 molecules. Whilst Na+ is much smaller, the D8R site is highly occupied, impeding CO2 diffusion. The 
Na-MER structure is also extremely distorted and so it was suggested that this gave greater cation-framework 
interactions, obstructing cation migration. 
Materials with a higher Si/Al of 4.2 have since been synthesised and initial results show that despite a small change in 
Si/Al, there are some significant differences in gas adsorption properties and crystal structures. Work is required to 
understand these differences, but it can already be seen that the properties of MER can be greatly influenced with 
minor cation alterations. 
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Figure 1: From left to right, the wide pore structures of Na-, K- and Cs-MER upon CO2 adsorption. 
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Abstract Text: The gases from anthropogenic activities, responsible for the greenhouse effect, absorb the infrared 
radiation reflected by the Earth surface, causing the global warming, one of the most crucial problems faced by 
mankind, in last decades. Carbon dioxide is one of the main greenhouse gases, requiring its removal form the 
atmosphere. Among the several methods for the removal of carbon dioxide, adsorption is recognized as one of the most 
efficient option, being included in the used technologies. However, the development of efficient adsorbents still needs 
to be improved in order to increase the efficiency of the process. The combination of MCM-41 and lanthanum oxide is 
expected to result in a promising adsorbent, because of the large pores and the high specific surface area of MCM-41 as 
well as the basic character of lanthanum oxide, which results in high chemical affinity to carbon dioxide. Aiming to get 
efficient adsorbents for carbon dioxide capture, mesoporous MCM-41 samples modified with different amounts of 
lanthanum (xMCM-41; x = 5; 10; 20 and 30% La) were studied in this work. The samples were prepared by incorporating 
the lanthanum precursor during the synthesis of MCM-41. The adsorbents were characterized by X-ray diffraction and 
nitrogen adsorption/desorption and evaluated by thermoprogrammed desorption. All samples showed typical X-ray 
diffractograms of MCM-41 ordered mesoporous hexagonal structure, regardless lanthanum incorporation. However, 
different hysteresis loops were found: H1 type for pure MCM-41 and 5MCM-41 and H4 for the other solids. The samples 
showed narrow unimodal pore distribution curves (2-4 nm). In the case of MCM-41 and 5MCM-41 samples, 86% and 
73% of the pores were in the range of 2 to 3 nm respectively. For the other samples, 42% (10MCM-41), 33% (20MCM-41 
) and 29% (30MCM-41) of the pores were in the range of 2 to 4 nm. Therefore, the increase of lanthanum amount led to 
a decrease in the quantity of mesopores, being the 30MCM-41 the least mesoporous. The average diameter of the 
mesopores was also increased by lanthanum. This suggests that some mesopores collapsed and/or were occupied by 
bulky La3+ ions, explaining the decrease in specific surface area. However, the average mesoporous volume was almost 
not changed, indicating that some mesopores did not collapse and/or were not occupied by lanthanum. The sample with 
30% La showed the highest percentage of collapsed and/or blocked pore explaining its lowest specific surface area. This 
probably hindered the carbon dioxide diffusion into the pores and then this sample exhibited the least adsorptive 
capacity for carbon dioxide. The other samples showed specific surface areas and similar adsorptive capacities, 
indicating that the lowest content of lanthanum (5%) is enough to obtain an efficient adsorbent for carbon dioxide. This 
was assigned to the generation of well dispersed active sites of lanthanum oxide for adsorption and to the large pores, 
allowing the diffusion of carbon dioxide molecules towards the active sites. This solid is the most promising adsorbent, 
with the advantage of having lower cost due to the lower lanthanum amount. 
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Abstract Text: A novel adsorbent based on natural zeolite-clinoptilolite and nano-oxide particles of magnetite was 
prepared for removal of the antibiotic ciprofloxacin (CIP) from water media. The adsorbent efficiently removes CIP for 
initial concentration 15-75 mg dm-3 at 283-293 K at pH=5 following the Lagergren's pseudo-second-order equation. For 
all studied temperatures and initial concentrations more than 80% of CIP is removed within the first 10 min. The 
adsorption mechanism includes electrostatic interactions between negatively charged aluminosilicate lattice and 
cationic form of CIP accompanied by an ion-exchange reaction. The leaching test showed that less than 5% of the 
adsorbed CIP is desorbed during 24 h suggesting strong interactions between CIP and the adsorbent not only due to 
electrostatic interactions between CIP and the clinoptilolite lattice but also due to interaction of the carboxylic groups of 
the CIP and magnetite nano particles. It seems that magnetite coverage not only induces magnetism to the zeolite but 
also protects the CIP from desorption. The CIP-containing adsorbent exhibits a strong antibacterial activity towards 
pathogenic bacteria suggesting its applicability in a tertiary stage of a water treatment. 
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Abstract Text: Nowadays the interest in technologies to recover Rare Earth Elements (REE) from wastes is increasingly 
growing. Indeed, in one hand, Europe presents scarcity of natural resources for these elements, and, on the other one, 
this process would promote the development of circular and green economy good practices. Among the different 
methods to separate and recover REE from leached liquids obtained by wastes, the ionic exchange is one of the most 
promising. So far MOFs or ion exchangeable resins have been applied, however, efficient recycling can be achieved using 
other porous materials such as zeolites. Despite the well-known ion-exchange properties of these materials, just a few 
preliminary works investigated their application for REE separation and recycle 1 2 3 4. Thus, their potential use to recover 
these elements from acid-leached liquors of industrial waste should be better investigated. In this work, we present a 
double ion-exchange experiment to recover cerium from a very diluted solution ([Ce3+]=0.002 M) using a NH4-LTL zeolite. 
This concentration was chosen to test the zeolite in a very extreme condition representative of the real concentration of 
leached liquids obtained from spent fluid catalytic cracking (FCC) catalysts. In the first ion exchange experiment the 
zeolite was put in contact with the very diluted solution for 72 h at room temperature, testing different liquid/solid ratio 
(i.e. 30, 60, 90, 180, 270, 750 mL/g). The aim of this test is to define the best working conditions, meeting the industrial 
requirements such as low energy consumption and fast recover. ICP analysis were performed monitoring daily the 
cerium concentration into the solution and the obtained exchanged zeolite were fully chemically characterized. From 
the results obtained, the liquid/solid ratio equal to 90 mL/g shows the best compromise for the cerium ion exchange. 
Indeed, the 100% of cerium was recovered from the solution in the first 24 h, incorporating in LTL porosities 0.55 Ce ions 
p.u.c.. Once cerium is trapped into the zeolite porosities, A second ion exchange experiment, using NH4 solution, was 
successfully performed on the Ce-exchanged samples with the aim to recover Ce for further exploiting. 
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Abstract Text: Pore size of zeolite is classified into, in most cases, 8-, 10- and 12-rings. Zeolites with large pores and 
strong Brønsted acidity are demanded for catalysts activating large molecules. However, strong Brønsted acid sites tend 
to be found in small pores1). YNU-5 type zeolite (framework: YFI)2), which was synthesized by Nakazawa and Kubota et 
al., has straight channel consisting of single 8-ring, and a 2-dimensional network of twin 8-ring and12-ring. The single 8-
ring is separated from the 12-ring by a silicate wall with one atomic layer thickness. We have found strong Brønsted acid 
sites accessible from 12-ring on the YNU-5. In this study, change in the acidic property of YNU-5 with ion exchange was 
analyzed mainly from a view of locations of sites. 
The YNU-5 zeolite was synthesized as previous reports2). NaOH aq., KOH aq., colloidal silica and Me2Pr2NOH were stirred 
in a Teflon beaker for 2 h with heating. After cooling to the ambient temperature, an FAU type zeolite was added and 
stirred for 10 min. This mixture was put in a Teflon-lined autoclave and maintained at 433 K for 5 days in a convection 
oven. After cooling to tthe room temperature, the solid was filtered, washed three times with de-ionized water, dried 
overnight at 383 K, and heated at 1.5 K min-1 and calcined at 823 K for 2 h in a muffle furnace to remove OSDA 
(Me2Pr2NOH). The zeolite synthesis was performed twice, and the calcined Na+K-form YNU-5 samples are denoted as 
Na+K-YFI#1 and Na+K-YFI#2. They were ion-exchanged by stirring in NH4NO3 aq. with various concentrations to adjust 
the NH4

+/Al ratio for 4 h at 343 K. After cooling to the room temperature, the obtained solid was filtered, washed three 
times with de-ionized water and dried overnight at 383 K. The acidic property was analyzed with an ammonia IRMS-TPD 
method3), where the above Na+K+NH4-YFI zeolite was pre-treated at 823 K in oxygen without exposure to the 
atmosphere before the measurement, and thus NH4 was removed to form in-situ Na+K+H-YFI. Therefore, the YNU-5 
sample was denoted as in-situ Na+K+H (x) where x shows (amount of NH4 in the solution) / (amount of Al in the zeolite) 
employed for the ion-exchange. Repetition of the ion-exchange procedure gave the lowest Na and K contents, and the 
obtained sample is denoted as in-situ H-YFI. 
The ammonia desorption enthalpy (DH) of Brønsted acid site, as an index of acid strength, was distributed over a wide 

range (110～160 kJ mol-1) on YNU-5 zeolites as shown in Figure 1. Hereafter we will discuss the numbers of weak (DH < 
140 kJ mol-1) and strong (> 140 kJ mol-1) Brønsted acid sites. On the Na+K form YNU-5 (as-calcined ones), DH was widely 
distributed; the counter cations were mainly Na+ and K+ on these samples, while a part of ion-exchange sites which had 
been occupied by Me2Pr2NOH acted as acid sites after calcination. From NH4/Al = 10 to 70 %, the ion-exchange increased 
both of weak and strong Brønsted acid sites. From NH4/Al = 70 % to in-situ H form, the number of weak Brønsted acid 
sites were approximately saturated, and the strong Brønsted acid sites increased. Very strong Brønsted acid sites (DH > 
170 kJ mol-1) was generated by the final stage of ion-exchange to form the in-situ H-YNU-5. Quantum calculations have 
clarified that the strong Brønsted acid sites are the protons in the single 8-ring, and the weak ones are those in 12-ring in 
most cases, as shown in Figure 24). These findings indicate that the ion-exchange among Na+, K+ and NH4

+ took place 
preferentially in the 12-ring to form strong Brønsted acid sites, and then the cations in the single 8-ring were exchanged 
in high NH4

+ concentration. 
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Structural evidence of perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) and perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS) adsorption from water by 
Y and silver-Y exchanged zeolites. 
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Abstract Text:   
  
Perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) and perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS) are two highly representative per- and 
polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) recognized as environmental persistent organic contaminants [1-2]. Adsorption on 
zeolites is a reliable alternative to eliminate these compounds from water and wastewaters because of their framework 
flexibility, high organic contaminant selectivity, high specific capacity, rapid kinetics, excellent resistance to chemical, 
biological, mechanical or thermal stress [3-4]. Ag-exchanged zeolites show unique physical, chemical, and antibacterial 
properties along with strong absorption property and good stability thus working synergistically in removal of PFAS from 
water. Consequently, a deep investigation of these materials with exceptional performances must be explored beside 
their effectiveness for PFAS removal. In this work, the interactions between PFOA and PFOS and Y zeolites (FAU-
topology) with different SiO2/AlO2 (SAR) were systematically investigated for the first time, in order to evaluate the role 
of hydrophobic and electrostatic forces in the interaction between polyfluoroalkyl substances and the adsorbents. A 
careful characterization of Y zeolites (with SAR= 30, 60 and 500, respectively) loaded with PFOA and PFOS, respectively, 
was carried out before and after silver functionalization in order to: i) investigate the effectiveness of synthetic Y and Ag-
Y zeolites with a different SAR ratio towards PFAS, ii) characterize their structure; iii) localize the host species in the 
zeolites channel system, iv) investigate the thermal stability and their crystallinity degree, v) probe the interaction 
between PFAS molecules, water molecules, Ag ions and framework oxygen atoms. X-ray powder diffraction patterns 
(XRD) of the as-synthesized and Ag-loaded Y samples before and after PFAS adsorption, were collected at room 
temperature by using Bruker D8 Advance Diffractometer with a Sol-X detector, Cu Kα1, α2 radiation. Rietveld structure 
refinements were performed using the GSAS package with EXPGUI graphical interface in the Fd-3m space group. The 
zeolites crystallite sizes were achieved by both the Scherrer and Williamson-Hall approaches. TG and DTA measurements 
of all samples were performed in constant air flux conditions from room temperature up to 900 °C using an STA 409 PC 
LUXX® - Netzsch (10 °C/min heating rate). After PFOS and PFOA adsorption, the selected materials maintain a high 
crystallinity degree. PFASs adsorption on Y and AgY samples was evidenced by differences in both the positions and 
intensities of the powders diffraction peaks, which are indicative of structural variations in terms of nature and 
concentration of the extraframework species, unit cell dimensions and framework geometry. The PFOA and PFOS 
adsorption was accompanied by deformations of the framework, evidenced by the value of the crystallographic free 
area of the zeolites channel systems. In all samples, PFOA and PFOS molecules were localized at the centre of Y-
supercage, thus assuming six different orientations. The bond distances indicated strong interactions mediated via water 
molecules between zeolite framework and PFASs reactive carboxylic and sulfonyl functional groups. The structure 
refinements gave an extraframework content corresponding to ~7.0 and 14% wt. of PFOA and PFOS, respectively, in 
good agreement with the weight loss given by the thermogravimetric analyses. Our results highlighted that Ag-
exchanged zeolites with high SAR were the most efficient adsorbents thus representing selective tools for PFOS and 
PFOA abatement as environmentally friendly, bactericidal and low-cost materials. 
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FEZA21-PO-182 
Capacity of the natural zeolite material clinoptilolite for strontium and caesium 
V. Grill 1,*, J. M. Welch 2, C. Streli 2, J. H. Sterba 2 
1Radiation Protection and Radiochemistry, AGES, 2Atominstitut, TU Wien, Vienna, Austria 
 
Abstract Text: The zeolite clinoptilolite can be used to remove caesium and strontium radioisotopes from aqueous 
nuclear wastes. 
In previous work, the adsorption capacity of four different zeolite products (LithoFill 100 ''T'', LithoFill 100, LithoGran 2 
and ''Extern I'' designated A, B, C and D, respectively) from the Austrian company LITHOS Industrial Minerals GmbH was 
investigated [1]. To better understand and compare the information gathered, detailed knowledge of the composition 
and structure of the zeolites used is essential. This characterisation was achieved by applying several different 
quantitative and qualitative analytical methods [2]. The knowledge of the elemental composition was used to design an 
experiment to determine the maximal capacity of the materials for caesium and strontium ions using the radiotracers 
134Cs and 85Sr. 
Capacity Analysis with Radiotracers Dilution Experiment 
Dilution experiments utilising radiotracers are a simple and effective tool for the study of ion-exchange capacity and to 
acquire information about the nature of ion-exchange processes. Such experiments utilise the simple proportionality 
between readily measurable tracer activity and analyte concentration to assess the distribution of material between two 
phases. Radiotracers are readily applicable to dilution studies and can be easily produced (e.g. by neutron capture in a 
nuclear reactor) and detected (e.g. by γ-spectroscopy if their decay is associated with a gamma emission). 
The strontium or caesium capacity of the zeolite samples were of interest. Both Sr and Cs are available as readily soluble 
nitrate salts Sr(NO3)2 and CsNO3. For a dilution experiment typically, a suitable tracer is prepared, tracer-containing 
analyte solutions are created, and the solutions are then applied to the material under study followed by 
homogenisation. The phases are subsequently separated, the radionuclide distribution quantified and the resulting data 
analysed (Fig. 1). Two different stock solutions were prepared for the Sr and for the Cs capacity experiment. The second 
stock solution had a concentration ten-fold higher than the first one. 
The results are summarized in Tab. 1. For strontium, an uptake limit of 13 mg Sr per 500 mg zeolite powder was found 
for samples A and B. For caesium, sample B has a slightly higher capacity with 82 mg Cs per 500 mg zeolite than sample 
A. The milled version of sample C (C_2) has an even larger capacity. It was shown that the grain size is important for the 
ion adsorption [3]. The external sample D has the lowest capacity for Sr and Cs as expected from previous studies [1]. 
Acknowledgements 
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Abstract Text: Zeolites were synthesized from coal combustion fly ashes through hydrothermal synthesis varying 
temperature and using sodium hydroxide at two different molar concentrations. Removal efficiency of As, Cr, Pb, Cd, Ni, 
Hg and Cu in contaminated water was evaluated using two concentration of zeolites and the full factorial experiment 
design was used to find the optimal conditions for synthesizing the material with the highest metal removal. Optimal 
synthesis conditions were NaOH 1.5 M and 150±5 °C using 0.6 g of material to obtain mainly zeolite P. Conversion of fly 
ash to zeolite was 71.1% with a correlation coefficient of 0.98. At these conditions, efficiency of metal removal was 79% 
having the highest elimination for As, Hg, Cr, Pb, Cd and Cu. Zeolite was characterized by XRD, SEM, XRF, XPS and FTIR 
and it was stated that metal removal was carried out by ion exchanging. 
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Abstract Text: Healthcare-Associated Infections (HAIs) are some of the most common infections in hospital care units, 
producing 37000 deaths per year just in Europe [1]. This problem is mostly related to microorganism contamination on 
the surface of medical devices. The incorporation of biocide properties in materials such as polymers is a crucial strategy 
to overcome this problem [2]. Silver is one of the most recognized and used antimicrobial substance, although its biocide 
effects are short in time. Several studies reported that in order to prolong the biocide activity, incorporating silver in 
carrier materials is a promising option [3,4]. In this work we studied zeolites as a carrier material for Ag not only due to 
their ion-exchange properties but also, due to their physical and chemical stability that permit the incorporation of these 
Ag-zeolites in other materials. Therefore, this work focuses on the biocidal activity of Ag-zeolites with different 
topologies and Si/Al ratio under both in vitro and realistic conditions against two bacteria. Furthermore, lixiviation and 
physic-chemical properties of the Ag-zeolites are studied. 
LTA and FAU zeolites were ion-exchanged with AgNO3 solutions for 16 hours at 298 K in darkness [4]. Afterwards, the 
Ag-zeolite was recovered by filtration and dried at 353 K, providing Ag-zeolites with approximately 2 wt% of Ag loading. 
XRD, FESEM-EDS, ICP-OES, TPR or GFAAS were used to characterize the prepared Ag-zeolites. The Ag-zeolites were 
evaluated as biocidal materials against S.aureus and E.coli as Gram(-) and Gram(+) bacteria in Tryptic Soy Broth (TSB) at 
in vitro experiments (MIC values). Finally, the best performing Ag-zeolites were incorporated in a polypropylene matrix 
and flat plates were prepared to study the biocidal activity using ISO-standard 22196:2011. 
Chemical composition of Ag-zeolites was studied by both ICP-OES and FESEM-EDS techniques. The Ag amount in each 
zeolite was as expected and both techniques revealed similar results, indicating a homogeneous dispersion of Ag on the 
zeolites. The zeolite morphology remained unchanged after the incorporation of Ag. These outcomes demonstrate that 
Ag-exchange method is adequate and a proper for obtaining homogeneous and stable Ag-zeolites. XRD did not show any 
peak related to Ag(0) or Ag2O indicating that Ag is presented in its cationic form. Moreover, UV-Vis analysis only present 
bands related to Ag+, corroborating the previous deduction.  
Regarding in vitro experiments (Fig.1), FAU with a Si/Al ratio of 2.4 presents the best biocidal effects against both 
bacteria. The more open framework of FAU (12-MR) compared with LTA (8-MR) seems to improve the bactericidal 
activity, probably due to an easy release of Ag+. Comparing same zeolitic structures but with diverse Si/Al ratio, the best 
results are obtained with zeolites with Si/Al ratio close to 2. These results are probably related to the relative position of 
Ag+ when the Si/Al ratio is close to 2, which probably improves the release of Ag+ to the media. To corroborate these 
suppositions, lixiviation studies were performed demonstrating that the FAU sample releases higher amounts of Ag than 
LTA and the zeolites with Si/Al ratios of 2 lixiviate more Ag to the media, thus presenting better biocidal activity. 
  
Finally, different polymeric plates were synthesized mixing polypropylene and different amounts of Ag-zeolites with 
optimal Si/Al ratio. The best results were obtained with FAU zeolite, being consistent with in vitro tests. However, some 
visual modifications (darkening) were observed when Ag-zeolites were incorporated, probably due to the presence of 
reduced silver species during the preparation of the polymeric plates. To solve this problem, some photo-stabilizing 
substances (HALS) were incorporated into the functionalized polymer. This new formulation solved the darkening 
problem (Fig.2) without affecting the polymer properties and obtaining better bactericide activity when HALS was 
incorporated.  
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Abstract Text: In the last decade a remarkable increase of around 200% in hierarchization-related publications has been 
observed. Among the materials with a great impact to this characteristic, zeolites can be highlighted due to the huge 
industrial interest. Their chemical and physical properties (such as ionic exchange capacity, molecular sieving 
characteristic and acid sites for catalysis) are hindered by separation processes in a post-application step or even for 
problems related to mass transfer in single bed experiments.[1, 2] Many approaches can be used to obtain zeolites in a 
bottom-up method with a hierarchical structure, where beyond the zeolite micropores, mesopores are formed using a 
single molecule. Organosilanes can be used for a variety of zeolite structures resulting in pure phases containing both 
types of pore systems to a good extent.[3] Although several works report the advantages in using them to catalytic 
processes, they are also very promising in other applications where zeolites are largely used, as in adsorption.[4] The 
aim of this work is to evaluate preliminarily the synthesis of a novel material composed of bacterial cellulose, which 
accounts for macroporosity and acts as a support to a bimodal hierarchical zeolite A (LTA) prepared via a bottom-up 
approach. Hierarchical zeolite A was synthesized using the organosilane surfactant [(3-trimetoxysilyl)propyl] 
octadecyldimethyl-ammonium chloride-TPOAC, as described by Cho et al., 2009 [5]; Bacterial cellulose (BC) suspensions 
were obtained from pellicles, oxidized and homogenized in a suspension. Composite cartridges were prepared by mixing 
1.0 wt% of zeolite to this BC suspension, frozen with liquid N2 and freeze-dried. The XRD shows zeolite A as the main 
phase, with suitable crystallinity, highlighting the role of TPOAC for hierarchical zeolite synthesis. As shown in the SEM, 
crystals have the same morphology as conventional zeolite A, with cubic habit having ca. 2 µm diameter. The most 
prominent characteristic is that the particles are composed of numerous domains of interconnected nanocrystals and 
the particle outline is more rounded than a conventional one. These characteristics are desirable towards the following 
step of cartridge formation as the presence of those spaces on the structure promotes a better interaction with the 
cellulosic matrix. In the composite cartridges, the zeolite crystals are mostly dispersed throughout cellulose sheets, 
which are formed by nanofibrils with big interconnected voids among them, forming a hierarchical material with 3 pore 
systems. Although some agglomeration can be seen, it appears as a minor effect, since it is not causing compaction or 
other problems related to mass transfer. The N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms show both zeolite A and cellulose with 
low surface area (8 and 20 m2 g-1, respectively, as expected for the used conditions). When the bimodal zeolite is added 
to the BC, a higher surface area is observed, ca. 38 m2 g-1, and a hysteresis type IVa to the isotherm, characteristic of 
meso+macroporous materials. Thus, we have evidence of the effective interaction between the zeolite A and the 
bacterial cellulose, even with some agglomeration points, and the formation of the desired hierarchy with the 3 pore 
types. Ionic exchange experiments indicate lower exchange capacity for Ca2+ for the hierarchical sample, compared to 
the conventional synthesis, since there is a lower cations number stabilizing the zeolite structure. Even though, around 
80% removal is observed and this capacity is maintained to the composite. In summary, hierarchical zeolite A was 
successfully obtained via a bottom-up approach using TPOAC as surfactant and the product presented a cubic aspect 
formed by connected nanocrystals. When added to the cellulose, an interconnected 3-pore system is formed, being like 
this, a hierarchical porous material. 
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Abstract Text:   
Introduction 
A major byproduct of conventional petrochemical-based plants are methane rich streams which are not commonly 
valorized. Due to environmental concerns, novel strategies to integrate methane into the crude oil are highly desired. In 
this work, we study the non-oxidative alkylation of benzene with methane as a model reaction for the direct methylation 
of aromatics. An outstanding activity was reported for Co-loaded ZSM-5 [1]; however, a fundamental understanding of 
the prevailing reaction mechanism(s) is lacking. Here, we combine thorough sample characterization with catalytic 
evaluation to screen the impact of catalyst properties on activity and product selectivity. 
  
Materials and methods 
In this study, H-ZSM-5 (Si/Al=15) was exchanged with 0.0025 - 0.01 M cobalt acetate solution. The catalysts were 
characterized by in-situ IR spectroscopy, solid state 27Al NMR, X-ray absorption spectroscopy, atomic absorption 
spectroscopy, UV-Vis spectroscopy, and thermal gravimetric analysis with differential scanning calorimetry. 
  
Results and discussion 
Image 1 shows that the normalized toluene formation rate per Co increases for ion exchanged Co-ZSM-5 catalysts with 
increasing Co loading. This points to a change of the Co speciation at high Co loadings, leading to the formation of a 
higher fraction of active sites at Co contents above 200 µmolCo gcat

-1. Quantification of the Brønsted acidity after Co 
loading suggests that one Co2+ compensates for the negative charges of an Al pair. However, at high Co loadings we 
observe a ratio of covered BAS per Co slightly lower than 2, indicative of an increasing fraction of Co forming sites with a 
different structure. In comparison, samples prepared by impregnation showed very low rates per Co site, indicating the 
formation of inactive Co particles. 
Based on the product distribution obtained in catalytic tests and tests performed feeding reaction intermediates, we 
propose a reaction network for benzene methylation with methane on Co-ZSM-5 (Image 2). Secondary reactions lead to 
the formation of xylenes and higher alkylated products. The main byproduct, biphenyl, is formed directly from benzene 
in a parallel route. Competition of benzene methylation and biphenyl formation for the active Co sites drives the 
selectivity of the process. 
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Abstract Text: Microporous VSH-16Na of Na3V(Si4O11)·H2O composition was synthesized under mild hydrothermal 
conditions and studied by single-crystal X-ray diffraction. Its vanadosilicate framework contains unbranched silicate 
double chains along the [100] direction connected by [V3+O6] octahedra to form an open framework structure with 
eight-membered ring channels. The compound is triclinic with space group P-1, however the framework topology 
suggests higher symmetry reduced by the arrangement of the extraframework components. After removal of the H2O 
molecule at 733 K, the anhydrous structure adopted monoclinic symmetry (space group C2/c) with a = 15.9201(13) b = 
8.7274(7) c = 7.4821(6) b = 95.909(3)°, V = 1034.05(14) Å3. The dehydration is irreversible due to the adjustment of the 
Na positions upon removal of the H2O molecule. In particular, the Na2 site displays positional disorder at two sub-sites, 
ca. 1.7 Å apart. After Li+ ion exchange, the resulting structure with unit-cell parameters a = 16.638(5) b = 8.028 (3) c = 
7.382 (2) b = 90.183(8)°, V = 986.0(6) Å3 (space group C2/c) closely simulates orthorhombic symmetry. Although the 
substitution of Na+ by Li+ was accompanied by hydration, the unit-cell volume decreased by ~5% compared to the 
dehydrated Na-bearing framework. The Li-exchanged structure is apparently alkali-deficient; however, we infer the 
presence of hydronium H3O+ ions at the OWa sites to counterbalance the deficit of positive charge. Framework 
distortions upon Li-exchange and hydration adjust the effective pore size and micropore volume. Based on the X-ray 
diffraction data, we suggest the following Li-exchange mechanism with electroneutrality maintained throughout the 
process: 3Na+ + H2O → 2Li+ + (H3O)+ + H2O [1]. 
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Abstract Text: Sodium exchanged low silica zeolite LTA, is one of the most widely used synthetic zeolites today. 
Commercially, the major market is waster softening due to high cation exchange capacity and particular selectivity 
towards calcium ion [1]. Currently, zeolite LTA is produced from reagents such as sodium metasilicate and sodium 
aluminate. However, the process is not environmentally friendly and generates chemical wastes [2, 3]. The worldwide 
increase in zeolite LTA consumption makes it important to find alternative low-cost raw materials for synthesis to 
replace expensive commercial chemicals and to improve the technological process [4].  
A large volume of studies has been published, investigating various solid residues with similar to zeolite chemical 
composition [1]. However, using abundant and widely available wastes, such as Alum Sludge (or water treatment sludge) 
and Waste Glass as sources of alumina and silica for zeolite production is of particular advantage due to produced 
material can be used locally at water treatment plant reducing both raw water hardness and water treatment costs.  
This study optimized a synthesis of high quality zeolite LTA from alum sludge and waste glass, addressed the process 
engineering issues associated with manufacturing and examined ion-exchange performance of the material as softening 
effectiveness for naturally hard river water. 
Dewatered alum sludge (AS) was collected from the Mount Crosby West Bank water treatment plant, Queensland, 
Australia. Waste glass was separated from municipal solid wastes produced in Queensland. Zeolite LTA was made via 
alkaline fusion pre-activation of alum sludge and waste glass at 700℃ for 2 h; followed by hydrothermal treatment at 
80℃ for 5 hours. Despite similar values of crystallinity of around 80%, increase in SiO2/Al2O3 ratio of the feed mixture 
from 1 to 2.3 doubled the yield of zeolite LTA to 67% (Image 1). Thus, yield has to be taken into account when making 
synthetic zeolites from wastes, as consideration of only the crystalline content might be misleading. Consequently, a 
feed mixture of composition 9.2Na2O:Al2O3:2.3SiO2:276H2O was adopted for subsequent tests. Once synthesis was 
optimized, the performance of zeolite LTA made from waste materials as a water softener was studied using pure 
calcium chloride solution and simulated hard river water of similar calcium concentration (ca. 99 mg Ca2+/L). Equilibrium 
isotherm studies were conducted using the constant concentration method as this has been demonstrated to be more 
precise compared to the constant sorbent mass approach [5].  Equilibrium isotherm profiles for both the simple calcium 
chloride solution and river water were compared (Image 2). It was found that calcium uptake on zeolite LTA was reduced 
by 10% when treating simulated river water (65.5 mg Ca2+/g) due to competitive ion-exchange. Further investigation of 
removal efficiencies of competing ions revealed that magnesium and potassium ions were also removed from the river 
water and the selectivity series was K+ < Mg2+ < Ca2+. Regeneration of calcium loaded zeolite LTA was also studied in four 
loading/regeneration cycles. It was demonstrated that a NaCl solution with a molarity of at least 2M and a dose of 200 
mL/g was required for complete calcium recovery. However, upon multiple loading/regeneration cycles the degree of 
softening eventually diminished which suggested an improved regeneration procedure may be considered. 
Overall, these results suggest that alum sludge produced by drinking water treatment plants along with waste glass 
could be successfully converted into high quality zeolite LTA for efficient water softening. The outlined technology 
proposed a feasible and scalable approach to recycling of wastes, producing a commodity, which could be successfully 
used locally by the water treatment plant as a water softener. Thus, providing significant environmental and economic 
benefits for the water treatment industry. 
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Abstract Text: Little is known on the genesis of acid sites and their origin during hydrothermal zeolite synthesis. More 
and more recent findings suggest that zeolite catalysts are influenced by synergistic effects derived from acid site 
proximity, in particular, or Al distribution, in general. 
In this work, for the first time, we uncover some generic synthesis factors and mechanisms key to the output acid site 
distribution. An extensive study of five crystallization systems yielding ZSM-5 (MFI) and SSZ-13 (CHA) was performed, 
focusing on interzeolite conversion (IZC) strategies. Aluminum was identified as key component during all aspects of 
synthesis: (FAU) dissolution, nucleation, assembly and maturation. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Acid site distributions tuned by the underlying synthesis are, since recently, explored by the zeolite catalysis 
community. [1-3] Nonetheless, a rational understanding of the creation of acid site arrangements during synthesis is 
lacking due to the complex nature of the crystallization process, the numerous possible proximate Al and acid sites (even 
in the symmetric CHA framework[4]), and the lack of systematic and comparable syntheses. During a single-parameter 
IZC investigation within one SDA-zeolite system ([TMAda]), we linked the synthesis output (CHA, Si/Al = 40) to reaction 
performance of a Fe-CHA redox system (methane partial oxidation), hence, demonstrating the application of the 
divalent cation capacity (DCC) probe used as structural proxy for local acid duo’s (pairs) and highlighting the importance 
of synthesis time to stir the latter.[2] 
Here, we try to identify key synthesis variables and mechanisms with a pivotal role on the genesis of acid site 
distributions during synthesis, using DCC as structural parameter for acid site (and Al) proximity, in line with the earlier 
work.[2] The latter is done for at least five SDA-zeolite system (mainly IZC based). 
  
EXPERIMENTAL 
High silica SSZ-13 (CHA) and ZSM-5 (MFI) materials were synthesized using IZC protocols (from FAU, Si/Al = 40). The 
investigated SDA-zeolite systems were synthesized at equimolar compositions yielding CHA ([TMAda] & [TMAda;Na]) or 
MFI ([TPA] & [TPA;Na]) at constant charge density (Na+OSDA/Al). The synthesis output is investigated in time and the 
material output is characterized via elemental analysis, P-XRD, DR-UV-VIS, N2-physisorption, (D)TGA, TEM-EDX and 
(Pyridine) FT-IR. The synthesis series were also subjected to aqueous CoII-exchange of the calcined zeolite (cfr. ref [3]) to 
probe DCC. 
  
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Interzeolite conversion (IZC)[5] propels fast nucleation (~1 hour after heating) in any SDA-zeolite system at the 
investigated conditions, which is multiple times faster than its amorphous counterparts. Most SDA-zeolite systems 
crystallize extremely fast (after nucleation) and are defined as Al-“loving” crystallizing environments. One notable 
exception had much slower assembly than amorphous counterparts (Al-averse [TPA], Image 1). These findings allow us 
to build a model for IZC, stressing the pivotal role of Al. By analyzing divalent cation capacity (DCC) in the investigated 
SDA-zeolite system, remarkable system-specific acid site mobility was found thorough the crystallization processes 
(Image 2), hereby stressing the importance of SDA-zeolite flexibility and synthesis time (maturation). 
  
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
Based on the distinct crystallization behaviors of the various investigated SDA-zeolite systems and the direct probing of 
local Al (acid sites) via DCC analysis, this study yielded new insights regarding the importance of charge balancing during 
zeolite assembly, the pivotal (generic) role of Al during IZC (Image 1, blue), the importance of prolonged synthesis on 
acid site distributions (Image 1, pink) and some key insights on the genesis (and evolution) on acid site arrangements 
during synthesis (Image 2). 
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Abstract Text: Zeolites are crystalline microporous materials with considerable technological interest in chemical 
process industries. Generally, these materials are produced in the form of fine powders, limiting several applications, 
due to the unpacking phenomenon. Therefore, the use of hierarchical zeolites has gained enormous attention once in 
this configuration zeolites show superior mechanical strength, as well as increasing mass transfer rate, facilitating the 
access of analytes to the adsorption pore. The aim of the present study is to synthesize a hierarchically structured zeolite 
and to evaluate its adsorptive capacity in the adsorption of toxic metals in aqueous medium. Hierarchical zeolite was 
produced by in situ growth of zeolite LTA crystals over glass fibers (Al2O3·SiO2). The ideal synthesis condition was 
obtained by studying the reaction time (2, 4 and 6h) of this fiber with NaOH 4.0 mol L-1 at 110ºC in a Teflon-lined 
stainless steel autoclave. The reaction time was selected using characterization techniques such as powder X-ray 
diffraction (XRD), Furrier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The 
adsorption test was performed using the best synthetic batch sample for 24 h at 200 rpm, in which 25 mL of a 100 mg L-1 
multicomponent solution of Cu2+, Pb2+, and Cd2+ at pH 5.0 was added in a 125 mL Erlenmeyer flask containing 0.3 g of the 
sample. The test was performed in duplicate. According to XRD measurements, zeolite LTA formation was found as a 
single crystalline phase, free of impurities, in the samples with 4 h and 6 h reaction time, named as FB4 and FB6, 
respectively. For the same samples, in infrared spectra, the characteristic bands for zeolite LTA were found at 464 cm-1, 
558 cm-1 and 665 cm-1. The precursor fiber material (FBSA sample) presented smooth surface, with a homogenous 
morphology, as observed in SEM. After 2h of reaction (sample FB2), a surface roughness could be observed, indicating 
the beginning of its surface dissolution. Uniform formation of LTA zeolite on Al2O3-SiO2 glass fibers was observed after 
4 h of reaction, where the dissolution rate of Si and Al from the fibers was similar to the zeolite crystallization on their 
surface. That sample was chosen for the initial adsorption tests. With 6 h of reaction time, zeolite was still observed. 
However, due to the longer reaction time, part of the zeolite formed on the fiber surface detached. The adsorption tests 
showed that FB4 sample presents good efficiency in the adsorption of Cu2+, Pb2+, and Cd2+, having the following 
adsorption capacities: 3.63 mg g-1, 5.64 mg g-1 and 2.76 mg g-1, respectively. Therefore, it is suggested that this material 
can be applied in both batch and fixed bed adsorption studies, since its fibrous properties can help to minimize problems 
related to column compaction. 
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Abstract Text:   
Introduction 
Poor collection infrastructure and colour mismatch restrict regional demand for coloured waste container glass that can 
be recycled as new bottles and jars [1,2]. For example, green and amber soda-lime-silica glasses are widely distributed as 
bottled alcoholic beverages; however, their effective recovery from the waste stream and subsequent recycling are 
limited to regions with established wine- and beer-making industries [1]. In this study, waste amber container glass was 
evaluated as a feedstock for the hydrothermal synthesis of zeolite K-F (K2Al2Si3O10). Current interest in the facile and 
economical synthesis of zeolite K-F from municipal and industrial wastes arises from its applications in soil fertilisation 
and conditioning [3]. 
  
Experimental 
3.0 g of ground amber glass (< 125 μm), 0.45 g of waste aluminium foil and 15 cm3 of 4M KOH(aq) were heated at 100 °C 
for 1, 3 or 10 days in a sealed PTFE autoclave. The products (viz. K-1, K-3 and K-10, respectively) were recovered by 
filtration, washed with deionised water to pH   8̴, dried in air at 40 °C and analysed by powder X-ray diffraction analysis 
(XRD) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Uptake of Zn2+ and Pb2+ were determined by exposure of 0.1 g of K-10 
product to 200 cm3 of 0.5 mM single metal nitrate solution for 24 h [2]. Solutions were analysed by inductively coupled 
plasma spectroscopy (ICP). All preparations and analyses were carried out in triplicate. 
  
Results & Discussion 
Under the selected reaction conditions, the initial dissolution of the glass and development of the principal zeolite K-F 
and minor katoite phases were slow, with only 5% crystallinity having been achieved within the first 24 h (Fig. 1). The 
reaction rate then markedly increased to give products of 60% and 78% crystallinity at 3 and 10 days, respectively. The 
final product, K-10, was found to comprise 64% zeolite K-F, 14% katoite and 22% amorphous material. The total yield of 
solid product increased from 2.1 g to 6.5 g between 1 and 10 days. 
  
Initial 1-day hydration products appeared as textured distorted spherical bundles of a calcium aluminosilicate gel 
precursor which were distributed across, but did not wholly cover, the surface of the glass (Fig. 2). Within 3 days, sub-
micron tetragonal crystals of zeolite K-F were seen to entirely populate the surfaces of the glass particles among which 
were dispersed occasional hexagonal plates of katoite and some remaining distorted spheres. As the reaction 
progressed, crystalline products incompletely filled the lacunae created by the continuing dissolution of the glass to 
produce porous hierarchical structures comprising tetragonal K-F crystals between 2 and 5 μm in length. 
  
Despite the incomplete conversion of amber glass into crystalline zeolite K-F, the uptake capacities of the 10-day 
product for Pb2+ (4.5 meq g-1) and Zn2+ (4.1 meq g-1) ions compared favourably with those of many other zeolites and 
waste-derived inorganic sorbents reported in the literature [4]. 
  
Conclusions 
This study has confirmed that an impure zeolite K-F product can be prepared by one-pot hydrothermal synthesis from a 
mixture of amber container glass and aluminium waste (Al:Si = 1) at 100 °C in 4 M KOH(aq). Waste coloured container 
glass is a particularly attractive feedstock for the facile one-pot synthesis of zeolites as, unlike many industrial silicate-
bearing wastes, it does not require pre-treatment for activation or removal of hazardous components. 
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Abstract Text: SAPO-11 and SAPO-34 with AEL and CHA structure, respectively, are the most popular and used 
molecular sieves of the silicoaluminophosphates (SAPOs) family. Catalytic and adsorption properties of the certain 
SAPOs are determined by the size, morphology, texture and acidity of crystals, which, in turn, depend on the way of 
material preparation. On this basis, the development of synthetic methods to control these ones has long been pursued 
in order to fine-tune the properties of the SAPOs crystals. SAPO-11 and SAPO-34 structures are usually obtained by 
hydrothermal synthesis (HTS) in aqueous medium at 200°C for 24 and 48 hours, respectively [1]. SAPO-11 typically 
represents spherical aggregates of 5-20 micrometers consisting of small slab-like crystallites (Image 1,a) and SAPO-34 
crystals usually are cubic morphology with crystal sizes similar to SAPO-11(Image 1,d). 
We have been using two approaches to obtain both SAPO-11 and SAPO-34 precursor mixtures as well as we have been 
varying molar compositions and HTS conditions (temperature and duration). One of the approaches was ordinary stirring 
on a magnetic stirrer, another one was ultrasonic (US) pre-treatment of precursor suspensions before HTS. Crystals of 
SAPO-11 were synthesized in different media (water, water-ethanol mixture and ethanol (EtOH)) and the molar 
composition varied in the following range: (0.1-0.2)SiO2:1Al2O3:1P2O5:1DPA:(0.05-50)H2O:(0-60)EtOH. We changed the 
temperature of HTS from 200°C to 100°C and altered its duration from 2 to 160 hours for SAPO-11 synthesized in 
different media as well. Since silicon may be introduced into aluminophosphate-CHA structure more easily in the case of 
SAPO-34 crystals, its molar composition varied more significantly: (0.2-0.8)SiO2:1Al2O3:1P2O5:(1-3)TEAOH (MOR):(50-150) 
H2O. 
As a result, US treatment allowed us to obtain the SAPO-34 phase with a higher crystallinity, improved texture and 
acidity comparing with crystals synthesized by conventional mixing. In addition, in the case of SAPO-11, improved mixing 
facilitated a reduction of the synthesis time from 24 to 1 hour [2]. 
Template type, its amount [3] and water content strongly influenced the phase purity, crystal size, mesopore size and 
acidity of SAPO-34 crystals. 
Considering the effect of solvent type on SAPO-11 crystal properties, some surprising changes in the crystal morphology 
and porosity were observed when the reaction medium type gradually changed from water to ethanol. We adjusted the 
HTS conditions to produce the pure SAPO-11 phase in ethanol medium with novel previously unobservable screw-like 
morphology (Image 1,c) [4]. SAPO-11 crystals also were obtained at a lower temperature (150°C) in a water medium by 
the one-stage method, which also affected the texture properties of the molecular sieve. 
To sum up, our group has carried out plenty of experiments on the synthesis of SAPO-11 and SAPO-34 crystals to find 
out dependencies of synthesis conditions and properties of produced materials. Crystal sizes and morphologies of both 
types were significantly changed (Image 1), and properties of SAPO-34 varied in the following ranges: SBET = 516 - 790 
m2/g, Vtotal = 0.25 - 0.33 cm3/g, Vmicro = 0.18 - 0.27 cm3/g, total acidity was 0.8 - 1.7 mmol/g; these ones for SAPO-11 
were: SBET = 154 - 292 m2/g, Vtotal = 0.13 - 0.29 cm3/g, Vmicro = 0.04 - 0.12 cm3/g, total acidity was 0.10 - 0.49 mmol/g. 
A comparative analysis of catalytic properties of most of the synthesized SAPO-34 and SAPO-11 samples was carried out 
for the methanol-to-olefins process and will be shown in the presentation. 
  
The reported study was funded by RFBR, project number 20-33-90254 
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1,3,5-trioxane as structure directing molecule for zeolites omega and ECR-1 
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Abstract Text: Introduction 
The structure of zeolite ECR-1 (EON framework type) consists of a regular stacking of sheets found in zeolites mordenite 
and omega, respectively.1 Many organic molecules have been used to synthesize zeolite omega, in particular the 
tetramethylammonium (TMA+) cation, which appeared to be small enough to be occluded in the gme cages during 
crystallization.2 Other small molecules such as 1,4-dioxane, pyrrolidine or piperazine were also successfully applied for 
the crystallization of omega zeolite.3-5 Despite the presence of gme cavities in both structures, the synthesis of ECR-1 has 
only been reported using traces of TMA+ but molecules were not occluded in the final solid and served essentially to 
initiate the organic-free crystallization.1 
The present work reports the synthesis of zeolites omega (MAZ framework type) and ECR-1 using the small 1,3,5-
trioxane (or trioxane) molecule. The influence of various synthesis parameters on the formation of both zeolites are 
discussed. The relative proportion of omega and ECR-1 in the different solids has been monitored by X-ray diffraction 
and solid-stare nuclear magnetic resonance. 
  
Experimental 
In a typical synthesis a gel with the composition 10SiO2 – 0.86Al2O3 – 7.5Trioxane – 2.2Na2O – 142H2O was prepared, 
stirred at room temperature for 3 hours, placed in an autoclave and crystallized at 115°C for 7 days under dynamic 
conditions (60 rpm). After crystallization, the solid was recovered by filtration, washed, dried and eventually calcined at 
550°C in air for 8 hours. All syntheses were carried out following the same procedure by changing the amount of NaOH 
and/or NaAlO2 or the temperature. 
Zeolites were characterized using X-ray Diffraction (XRD), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) Thermogravimetric 
Analysis (TGA), solid state Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) and chemical analysis by X-ray fluorescence (FX). 
  
Results 
Trioxane has been effectively used to synthesize both omega and ECR-1 zeolites with framework SiO2/Al2O3 between 7 
and 8. The molecule behaves differently from 1,4-dioxane that was previously reported as structure directing molecule 
for zeolite omega but not for ECR-1. The nature of the zeolite formed depends mainly on the alkalinity of the precursor 
gel. Pure omega zeolite is obtained at high Na2O/SiO2 ratios while ECR-1 is progressively formed when the NaOH content 
is decreased. The percentage of each zeolite in solids obtained at intermediate alkalinities is difficult to estimate by XRD 
but reliable methods based on the evolution of 27Al and 23Na NMR spectra have been developed and successfully applied 
(Figure 1a). Even though the structure of the solids was not refined, it is reasonable to assume that trioxane molecules 
are occluded in the gme cages of the structure, likely in the form of [Na+_trioxane] complexes. A great advantage of 
trioxane is that zeolites omega and ECR-1 can be calcined in air at ca. 280°C, typically 300°C below temperatures 
necessary to remove other small 6-ring molecules such as 1,4-dioxane, pyrrolidine or piperazine (Figure 1b). 
  
  
  
Figure 1 Evolution of 27Al NMR spectra with the Na2O content in the gel (a) and TGA of zeolite omega prepared with 
trioxane (b)  
  
Modeling the trioxane molecule and its decomposition products in the zeolite are in progress to better understand how 
the organics can be removed at such a low temperature. Results will be presented and compared with those obtained 
on a zeolite synthesized in the presence of 1,4-dioxane. 
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Abstract Text: To meet the increasing demand for aromatic compounds, much effort has been devoted to the methanol-
to-aromatics (MTA) process. This process is particularly attractive as methanol can be obtained from a number of 
sustainable feedstocks including shale gas, biomass, and CO2.[1] One of the main challenges in MTA is related to the 
catalyst deactivation due to the formation of intra-zeolite coke species. In turn, it is believed that the coke formation is 
directly linked to the formation of light aromatic compounds. In this study, we demonstrate that the formation of 
aromatics and catalyst deactivation can be decoupled by using Ga/HZSM-5 zeolite catalyst modified by of Ca. These 
bimetallic catalysts combine high selectivity to light aromatics and extended MTA lifetime. We show that MTA lifetime is 
highly sensitive to even a low Ca concentration, going through a maximum with increasing Ca loading. The optimal 
loading of Ca is 0.01 wt%, corresponding to an atomic ratio of only 1:50 for Ca:Ga. The effect of metal modification on 
the acidic properties of the bimetallic zeolite materials was evaluated by IR spectroscopy with adsorbed pyridine and 
acetonitrile-d3 probe molecules. The density of BAS shows a good correlation with MTA lifetime. The combined results 
revealed that the presence of Ca at low non-stoichiometric amounts can significantly alter the acidic properties of 
zeolite which might indicate a re-arrangement of extra-framework species in the micropores. Based on the following GA 
(generic algorithm) structure prediction and ab initio thermodynamic analysis, we propose that the synergy originates 
from Ca stabilizing Ga oxides anchoring at the extra-framework sites under the reaction conditions. When excessive 
water molecules are locally produced by methanol dehydration in the MFI unit cell, initial Ga oxide structures get 
hydrolyzed and are eventually detached from the active sites. On the contrary, the hybrid CaGa oxides remain the direct 
interaction to the zeolite framework with the same amount of water. The formed Ga hydroxides leaving the unit cell lost 
the shape selectivity causing the fast deactivation in Ga-modified HZSM-5. 
Figure 1. Acid site density of BAS and LAS determined by IR with adsorbed pyridine at 160 °C.  
Figure 2. Total throughput of methanol before conversion drops below 95% (bar to the left axis) and estimated carbon 
selectivity to different hydrocarbon groups at TOS 0.5 h (right axis). Reaction conditions: T = 450 °C, Mcat = 40 mg (150-
212 µm), Preactor = 1 bar, WHSV = 5.4 gMeOHgcat

-1h-1, carrier gas N2 = 50 mL/min. C>4: hydrocarbons with the carbon number 
higher than 4. Ga(2) and Ca(x)Ga(2) refer to H-ZSM-5 modified by 2 wt% of Ga and H-ZSM-5 via a sequential 
impregnation of Ga (2 wt%) and Ca (x wt%), respectively. 
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Abstract Text: The hierarchical zeolite is one of the most promising materials for catalytic applications. The synthesis of 
hierarchical zeolites has been commonly proposed by using the templating approach.1 However, the cost of organic 
templates is expensive, and therefore it is not appropriate to use in the practical industries. Moreover, the greenhouse 
gases (e.g. CO2) are also emitted due to the removal of the structure-directing agent. Therefore, the template-free 
synthesis of zeolites is a very interesting task. The seed-assisted template-free synthesis of zeolites has been widely 
proposed.2 However, some of them showed the dense porous structures.3 Therefore, the post-synthetic treatment is 
required to open their structure. Interestingly, the NH4F etching is one of the promising post-synthetic treatment 
method because it not only enhances the external surface area and mesoporosity but also preserves the structural 
composition (Si/Al ratio) by the dissolution of Si and Al in the zeolite frameworks with the similar rate.4 
              In this contribution5, the pore-opened mordenite (MOR) zeolite with hierarchical structures has been 
successfully synthesized by combination of seed-assisted template-free synthesis and NH4F etching. The effect of 
crystallization time, seed amount, and NH4F concentration was systematically studied. It was found that the relative 
crystallinity increases with an increase in crystallization time and the smaller particle size is observed at larger amount of 
MOR seed. Moreover, although the zeolite framework can be destroyed at high concentration of NH4F but the fluoride 
treatment with a suitable condition (20 wt.% of NH4F) of the synthesized MOR can provide the highest external surface 
area and comparable micropore volume with the parent MOR, resulting in the highest hierarchy factor. Remarkably, the 
visualization of mesopore-architecture in three-dimensional perspectives together with the pore connectivity network of 
pore-opened hierarchical MOR was clearly illustrated by the electron tomography (ET) technique. Interestingly, the 
pore-opened zeolite exhibited the higher catalytic performance (approximately 80 % of ethylene yield) in ethanol 
dehydration compared to the parent one due to the additional pore-opened structure connected to the external surface 
of zeolite. In addition, the effect of pore connectivity network on the coke location and type obtained from ethanol 
conversion was also observed and it was found that almost the whole area of the pore-opened MOR crystals contributes 
to the reaction, whereas the untreated sample allows the reaction to proceed mainly on the outermost area of crystals. 
These results explicitly explain the effect of pore connectivity of pore-opened hierarchical zeolites on catalytic behaviors 
and coke formation in ethanol dehydration. 
References: [1] Wannapakdee, W., Wattanakit, C., Paluka, V., Yutthalekha, T., and Limtrakul, J. RSC Adv. 6, 2875 (2016). 
[2] Nada, M.H., and Larsen, S.C. Microporous Mesoporous Mater. 239, 444 (2017). 
[3] Todorova, T., and Kalvachev, Y. Bulg. Chem. Commun. 47, 409 (2015). 
[4] Qin, Z., Melinte, G., Gilson, J.-P., Jaber, M., Bozhilov, K., Boullay, P., Mintova, S., Ersen, O., and Valtchev, V. Angew. 
Chem. Int. Ed. 55, 15049 (2016). 
[5] Iadrat, P., Horii, N., Atithep, T., and Wattanakit, C. ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 13, 8294 (2021). 
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An Intrinsic Synthesis Parameter Governing the Crystallization of Silico(zinco)aluminophosphate Molecular Sieves 
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Abstract Text: Zeolites and related microporous materials are of vital importance in the modern chemical industry, 
mainly owing to their diverse structures/compositions and (hydro)thermal stability. For instance, 
silicoaluminophosphate (SAPO) molecular sieves, one family of crystalline microporous materials, have been applied as 
commercial catalysts to the methanol-to-olefins conversion and lube dewaxing process. This success story would suggest 
that the synthesis of new zeolites of varying structures and compositions proceeds similar to that of designed metal-
organic frameworks (MOFs). However, the reality is that luck and intuition have been the major players. As a result, 
whether or not an intrinsic synthesis factor governing the microporosity in the synthesis of zeolites and zeolite-like 
materials really exists has long plagued the field. 
  
As a step forward in answering this long-standing question, we show here the existence of a simple experimental 
parameter (MOH/P2O5, where M is alkali metal ions) controlling the microporosity, as well as the phase selectivity, of 
the crystallization product in the organic-free synthesis of SAPO and zincoaluminophosphate (ZnAPO) molecular sieves. 
Using sodium SAPO and ZnAPO gels with ca. 3.3 ≤ MOH/P2O5 ≤ 5.3, we were able to obtain SAPO materials with CHA and 
LTA topologies, as well as a SAPO FAU/EMT intergrowth, and also ZnAPO ones with CZP and SOD topologies. However, 
the phases obtained were always dense or amorphous materials when the MOH/P2O5 ratio, which we termed the 
‘synthesis charge density (SCDM)’, becomes higher (> 5.3) or lower (< 3.3), respectively. Surprisingly, to the best of our 
best knowledge, the existence of such intrinsic parameter in the synthesis of phosphate-based molecular sieves has 
never been reported, even though intuitively such a factor should exist. We anticipate that combining the synthesis 
charge density concept with the currently available zeolite synthesis database might pave the way for the rational 
discovery of zeolites and zeolite-like materials with interesting applications in the fields of energy and environment. 
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Abstract Text: Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are destructive to the environment and human health. Adsorption 
has proven to be an effective technology for decades. For treating VOCs, high silicon zeolites (ZSM5, Y, Beta) have been 
considered as effective adsorbents for capturing diverse VOC molecules. Herein, a series of nano-sized Beta zeolites 
were successfully obtained by seed-assisted method (donated as S-Beta-x, x is ratios of SiO2/Al2O3 30, 100, 200, 400, 
600). In order to explore the reasons that hinder the synthesis of high-silicon Beta zeolites under normal hydrothermal 
method, Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) was used to analyse the particle structure parameter in the precursors at 
aging stage, and combined the assistance of other technologies, the crystallization behaviour without and with adding 
seeds crystal was comparatively studied. The results showed that the seed crystals would be completely dissolved to 
form Beta zeolite building units during crystallization process, then a large number of crystal nuclei can be grown on the 
basis of structural units, which would eventually lead to the formation of nanocrystals and improving the utilization of 
silica materials, and the crystallization time of beta zeolite could be shortened from 4 days to 2 days. Moreover, as the 
SiO2/Al2O3 ratios increasing, it is easier to form nano-sized zeolite and the crystal size would be getting smaller. The 
nano-sized high silicon Beta zeolites possess excellent hydrophobicity and larger mesopore volume. And because of that, 
the high silicon Beta zeolite showed excellent adsorption capacity in the evaluation of toluene adsorption, which can be 
improved at least by 43% than that of bulk Beta zeolite (N-Beta). Further, the moisture was introduced into the 
adsorption environment, nano Beta can also maintain good adsorption performance. In conclusion, as-synthesized high 
silicon nano-sized S-Beta zeolites prepared by seed-assisted method can be considered as an applicable VOCs adsorption 
material. 
This work was sponsored by the National Natural Science Foundation of China (22078356, U1662116). 
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Abstract Text: MCM-22 and MCM-49 zeolite as the main members of MWW zeolite proved to be an excellent aromatic 
alkylation catalyst which was quickly implemented in valuable industrial process, such as the liquid phase alkylation 
reaction of benzene-ethylene. The key factors to promote the performance of MWW zeolite is exposed external surface, 
to shorten the c axis, aggrandize the mesopores, etc. The morphology of MWW zeolite, particular the thickness of layers, 
can be regulated by dual-template synthesis, which is effective for promoting the reactivity and selectivity in the 
alkylation reaction of benzene. Controlling MWW nanosheet is achieved by adding gemini quaternary ammonium salts 
with different alkyl chains (Cn6nBr2, n=4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 18, such as C6-6-6Br2, C18-6-6Br2, abbreviated as C6, C18) into the 
conventional system. Typically, SEM and TEM images show that these MWW nanosheets (named as C6-MCM-22 (Fig.1a-
c), C18-MCM-49 (Fig.1d-f), respectively) were specifically assembled and aligned with uniformed hexagonal nanosheets 
in a spiral mode, therein the crystal sheets decrease to ~200 in size nm and 5-20 nm in thickness. Distinctively, the 
length of hydrophobic chain can modulate the size and thickness of MCM-22 zeolite. For instance, the C6-6-6 possesses a 
shorter hydrophobic tail, C6-MCM-22 leading to a thinner MWW sheet (5-20 nm). Due to its long alkyl chain of C18-6-6, 
C18-MCM-22 gives a thicker MWW sheet (20-50 nm). While, MCM-49 type materials give a thinner MWW sheet (5-20 
nm), no matter the length of the alkyl chain. At the equivalent evaluation condition, the catalytic results for MCM-22, 
C6-MCM-22, C18-MCM-22, MCM-49 and C18-MCM-49 showed the thinner layered C18-MCM-49, C6-MCM-22 samples 
all performed better reactivity then their conventional ones (Fig.1g). C18-MCM-49 catalyst exhibits the highest 
conversion (~34%) and ethylbenzene selectivity (~95%) among these five catalysts. These results indicate MWW zeolites 
having thinner layer structure are critical for improving the alkylation reaction and C18-MCM-49 catalyst provides more 
distinctive advantage than C6-MCM-22. This can be explained that C18-MCM-49 catalyst possesses a connatural more 
external acid sites in microstructure, coupled with thinner layered morphology featuring larger external surface areas, 
and thus renders more accessible active centres. As seen, the C18-MCM-49 nanosheet stands out from MWW zeolites in 
terms of reactivity and selectivity, and it can be an alternative candidate in the liquid phase alkylation reaction for 
industrial applications. 
This work was sponsored by the National Natural Science Foundation of China (22078356, U1662116). 
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ZSM-5 Nano-slab with reverse Al distribution and short b-axis for super MTP catalyst 
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Abstract Text: The perfect match of the acid properties and diffusion properties ensures ZSM-5 zeolite performing 
excellent catalytic performance. The facile self-assembly synthesis of specific b-axis oriented ZSM-5 single crystal 
without twin structure in nanoscale is carried out for MTP reaction. The target thin-slab zeolite was synthesized under 
the synergistic effect of nano seed and neutral template within fast crystallization time of 3 hours. The structure 
evolution mechanism of the sol species during the crystallization process was investigated. It was found that the optimal 
system belongs to the solid-phase crystallization mechanism, which can avoid secondary nucleation on the surface of 
the aggregate. In addition, the smaller sized structure units through in situ SAXS analysis is also the key factor. The as-
synthesized ZSM-5 with different seed amount (donated as BZ-NSx, x=1, 2, 3) shows b-axis oriented slab, with 50-100 
nm b-axis length and hence higher proportion of straight channels, in combination of its due to reverse Al distribution, 
which facilitates to improve the intrinsic molecular diffusion and inhibit coke formation at the external surface. Among 
them, BZ-NS3 shows maximum life (297 h), corresponding to more than 1782 h with the WHSV of 1 h-1 and a relatively 
high P/E ratio of 9.6, which stand out much higher than that of conventional ZSM-5 zeolite (nanosheet morphology NS 
sample and sphere morphology TZ-NS sample) in MTP reaction. In addition, the synthesis method proposed in this paper 
was more rapid, more efficient and lower energy consumption. 
This work was sponsored by the National Natural Science Foundation of China (22078356, U1662116). 
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Abstract Text: Ordered mesoporous materials are nano-structures that can be used in catalysis, adsorption, sensing and 
separation, among others [1-3]. Mesoporous materials expand the pore-size of the zeolites; and therefore, overcome 
typical limitations in zeolites’ catalysis. This allows an unrestricted diffusion of large-in-volume molecules for catalytic 
applications [4]. Such a control in the pore size was obtained by a new synthetic methodology using supramolecular 
organic molecules as structuring directing agents (SDA) in the sol-gel process. Those SDAs can be cationic, anionic and 
non-ionic (neutral) surfactants. They normally lead to mesoporous materials [1,5], though macroporosity is also feasible 
[6,7]. A key step is the SDA removal, which is conventionally done by calcination. 
Calcination consists of a thermal treatment in air of the as-synthesized mesoporous material. Typical temperatures are 
500-600 °C, at which the SDA is fully decomposed, though it is known that the local temperature can be higher due to 
hot-spots [8]. Calcination is very detrimental in the case of unstable mesoporous materials as the structure suffers 
irreversible damage; mesoporous materials synthesized without any hydrothermal treatment lay in this category (i.e. 
rapidly synthesized but ill-polymerized mesoporous materials). Other negative aspects about calcination are the high 
energy consumption and the slow pace of the process, as it requires a low heating rate. Therefore, from the process and 
material viewpoints, it can be useful to develop a suitable SDA removal strategy for this kind of materials. 
When exploring state-of-the-art literature, a few methods have been proposed for SDA removal. Microwave processing 
looks attractive due to the short processing time. Tian et al. [9] proposed the use of a microwaves digestion to remove 
the template of SBA-15, which is known to be a hydrothermally stable material in liquid water. Applying such a 
methodology onto an ill-polymerized MCM-41 is not a rational choice since the materials’ hydrothermal stability is very 
different than SBA-15, and collapse of the structure would be expected. 
In this work, we systematically studied different SDA removal strategies (i.e. calcination, microwaves, solvent extraction, 
ozonation and Fenton chemistry) onto an ill-polymerized MCM-41, and the resulting properties were evaluated in terms 
of product structure, texture and surface chemistry. It was found that microwave processing was effective in removing 
all the SDA within short processing times, and the structure was preserved (this failed for the other methods, except for 
calcination). Therefore, microwaves and calcination are the only ones with potential. However, microwaves have two 
additional benefits over calcination. Firstly, it provides a much richer surface chemistry (more types of Si-OH groups). 
Secondly, from the energy consumption point of view, it consumes less energy. On the negative side, microwaves lead 
to some alteration of the porosity (broader pores) that was associated to local hot spots leading to hydrolysis.  It is 
worth stating that this contribution brings additional benefits to the pioneer study [9], using a more complex material.  
Figures 1 and 2 provide a graphical overview of the benefits of microwave processing from the material point of view, in 
comparison to calcination, featuring a good structural ordering (Fig. 1a and Fig. 2c), good textural features with a high 
pore volume and surface area (Fig. 1b) but broader pore sizes (Fig. 1c) and, finally, a much richer surface chemistry (Fig. 
2a and 2b). These topics will be expanded during the conference presentation, including the process aspects that have 
not been yet discussed here, due to space limitation. However, the reader is referred to Lopez-Perez et al. [10] for 
additional insights. 
Figures 1 and 2 were adapted with permission from López-Pérez et al. ACS Sustainable Chem. Eng. 2020, 8, 16814–
16822. Copyright 2020, American Chemical Society. 
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Abstract Text: The synthesis of b-oriented ZSM-5 zeolite membranes has garnered considerable attention in recent 
years. The combination of catalytically active ZSM-5 zeolites with the separation functionality of membranes opens up a 
path to promising applications in catalytic membrane reactors. Furthermore, the specifically controlled orientation 
means that only the straight channels of the zeolite ZSM-5 structure are accessible, enhancing molecular diffusion 
properties. Previous work in our group demonstrated the fabrication of ZSM-5 zeolite membranes by assembling 
monolayers of silicalite-1 seeds on porous ceramic supports, and growing these into b-oriented ZSM-5 films through the 
secondary growth method.[1] The porous ceramic support ensures mechanical and structural stability. They can be 
covered with a thin porous coating that gives several benefits; it provides a smooth surface enabling facile monolayer 
assembly of silicalite-1 seeds, it protects the support from leaching, and it provides a diffusion barrier during ZSM-5 
zeolite film growth preventing penetration of the film into the support.   
In this work, an α-Al2O3 support with a γ-Al2O3 coating was used. However, the coatings suffer from delamination during 
secondary growth. We have investigated the cause and mechanism of delamination by treating the support in different 
media at hydrothermal conditions (in an autoclave) at 175°C for 24 h (Fig. 1). The γ-Al2O3 coating of the NaOH (pH = 
10.5) treated support disappeared entirely. Therefore, it was suspected that hydrolysis of the coating in the alkaline 
growth medium (pH = 11) was the cause. Further investigation showed that delamination became more severe as the 
secondary growth medium’s pH moved further away from neutral. In addition, a neutral fluoride-based secondary 
growth method was developed that circumvents delamination and results in predominantly b-oriented zeolite ZSM-5 
films. It was found that TPABr was essential to stimulate secondary growth, whereas the b-orientation could be partially 
brought back using (NH4)2SO4. 
Fig. 1: Illustration of delamination. a. SEM image of pristine γ-Al2O3 coated α-Al2O3. γ-Al2O3 coated α-Al2O3 treated in b. 
water, c. NaOH solution (in water, pH = 10.5), d. secondary growth medium without NaF. 
Fig. 2: ZSM-5 zeolite film grown at different growth times on γ-Al2O3 coated α-Al2O3 support in secondary growth media 
of various composition at pH = 8. a. TPA/Si = 0.098, t = 24h b. TPA/Si = 0.098, NH4/Si = 0.0364, t = 24h, c. TPA/Si = 0.098, 
NH4/Si = 0.0364, t = 6h, d. TPA/Si = 0.098, NH4/Si = 0.0364, t = 4 h. 
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Abstract Text: The incorporation of heteroatoms has opened up various new and exciting avenues for the synthesis and 
applications of traditional (alumino)silicate zeolites. The role of metals in zeolite synthesis ranges from adjusting catalyst 
acidity by isomorphous substitution of atoms like B, P, Fe, Sn and Ti, to directing crystal structure and/or acid siting 
within the zeolite framework. Heteroatoms in zeolites have also led to the development of bifunctional catalysts where 
heteroatoms typically act as primary active sites while framework aluminum and nanopores of zeolites provide Brønsted 
acid sites and shape selectivity, respectively. Here, we present two cases where incorporation of heteroatoms in zeolite 
synthesis leads to significant improvements in their physiochemical properties in unexpected ways. 
The first example will highlight a facile and generalizable strategy to synthesize nano-sized zeolites using inexpensive 
metals as heteroatoms. The latter act as zeolite growth modifiers to reduce crystal size (<100 nm) and/or change the 
morphology of various framework types (e.g. MEL, MFI and MOR). We will show how these unique features lead to 
significant improvement in their diffusion properties and hence, their performance in different catalytic applications. 
The synthesis of high silica faujasite (FAU) has been a challenge via organic-free routes. We have developed an organic-
free method to generate a FAU zeolite (HOU-3) with the highest Si/Al ratio (~ 3). In this presentation, we will discuss a 
new method to achieve FAU with Si/Al = 3.5 via the addition of zinc oxide in the synthesis gel. In addition, we will 
demonstrate how this high-silica FAU material performs as a bifunctional catalyst compared to conventional zeolite Y 
analogues. 
Overall, we will show how the judicious selection of heteroatoms can be used to tailor the properties and performance 
of zeolite catalysts, leading to significant improvements in zeolite properties that extend beyond those obtained by 
conventional zeolite syntheses. 
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Abstract Text: 1. Introduction 
(Extra)-large pore zeolites, with the pores larger than 12-mermber rings (R), have showed great potential in processing 
bulky substrates. The interlayer expansion of layered zeolites, with hydrogen bonded frameworks continuously 
extended in two dimensions, provide an important strategy to design synthesis of (extra)-large pore zeolite via top-
down post-modification.1,2 Normally, the monomer silane could introduce two additional Si atoms, while dimeric silane 
introduces four into interlayer space. In the present study, bulky silanes, including dimeric silane of 1,2-
dichlorotetramethyldisilane (ClMe2Si-SiMe2Cl, DCTMDS) and single 4R shaped silane of 1,3,5,7-
tetramethylcyclotetrasiloxane (TMCS) were used to achieve the silylation of FER-type layered zeolites. For the PREFER 
layered zeolite synthesized with large amines as SDAs, these bulky silanes could be directly inserted into the interlayer 
space, while a structural deconstruction-reconstruction strategy was needed in the silylation of PLS-3 layered zeolite 
with FER topology but narrower interlayer space.3 
2. Experimental 
The PREFER zeolite was silylated with diethoxydimethylsilane (DEDMS), DCTMDS and TMCS in 1M HNO3 solution with 
the liquid/solid mass ratio of 30 and the silane amount of 2 mmol per gram zeolite. The layered PLS-3 was firstly treated 
in HCl/Ethanol solution at 443 K for 40 min to give ECNU-8 sub-zeolite. By immersing ECNU-8 zeolite in 4-amion-2,2,6,6-
tetramethylniperidine solution for 20 h, an analogy of PREFER was prepared and named as ECNU-9(P). Finally, ECNU-9 
zeolite was synthesized by the structural expansion of ECNU-9(P) with TMCS silane in HCl/Ethanol. Ti active sites were 
introduced into ECNU-9 by post-treating in H2TiF6 aqueous solutions. 
3. Results and discussion 
A direct calcination burned off the organic species incorporated in PREFER, and induced a topotactic transformation of 
2D precursor to 3D crystalline material with interlayer 10R and 8R pores along [001] and [010], respectively (Figure 1A, a 
and b). The silylation with different silanes lead the 200 reflection shift to lower angles compared to 3D FER, indicating 
increased interlayer space. The interlayer expanded FER(DCTMDS) and FER(TMCS) showed very similar XRD patterns 
(Figure 1A, d and e) with the 200 reflection appearing at lower position than FER(DEDMS). The HRTEM, Ar adsorption, 
structural refinement all confirmed that the FER(DCTMDS) and FER(TMCS) possessed 14R and 12R pores. However, the 
detailed structure viewed along [001] direction was different as shown in Figure 2A. 
PLS-3 layered zeolite, synthesized with smaller SDA than PREFER, showed nanosized particle size, which would exhibited 
much higher activity than microsized PREFER related materials. However, the direct insertion of S4R shaped TMCS failed 
to give interlayer expanded structure analogous to FER(TMCS) but produced the structure similar to FER(DEDMS), 
suggesting that the interlayer space of PLS-4 is too small to introduce bulky silanes. A deconstruction-reconstruction 
strategy was performed (Figure 2B). The layered PLS-3 precursor was firstly disassembled into a sub-zeolite ECNU-8 
composed of FER-type nanosheets (Figure 1Bb), which were then reorganized with the help of a classical bulky SDA for 
PREFER synthesis (Figure 1Bc). With enough expanded interlayer space, the TMCS silane molecules are introduced as 
linkers to interconnect the up-down layers, creating new 14R and 12R pores (Figure 1Be). With open pore system and 
less diffusion constrains, Ti-incorporated ECNU-9 showed superior catalytic performance for bulky substrates. 
4. Conclusion 
Interlayer expansion of layered zeolite with bulky silanes is an effective way to design synthesis (extra)-large pore 
zeolite. For layered zeolite with smaller interlayer space, the structural deconstruction-reconstruction method could 
increase the interlayer space without ruining the framework crystallinity, which is potentially expanded to other layered 
precursors. 
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Abstract Text: Due to the multiple applications of zeolites, such as molecular sieving, ion exchange, adsorption and 
catalysis, increasing attention has been paid worldwide to the preparation of zeolite in suitable form for industrial 
applications. Zeolite beads are often preferable for continuous flow-based applications due to limitation of large 
pressure losses and clogging effects and for easy handling. However, despite their excellent properties, the conventional 
zeolite crystals are micron-size that often lead to low adsorption capacities and relatively slow diffusion kinetics. To 
overcome this problem, the ideal solution is to reduce the size of the crystals constituting the beads beyond the 
nanoscale and create additional mesoporosity inside or between the crystals to improve the diffusion and increase the 
capacity of adsorption of small molecules such as volatile organic compounds (VOCs) [1]. Most shaping processes 
require several steps: adding binders or macrotemplates, sieving... Among these methods, pseudomorphic 
transformation seems to be a promising alternative. To our knowledge, it is the only method to directly obtain zeolite 
beads in a single step without using sacrificial binders or macrotemplates. It consists in changing the nature of the 
material without modifying its macroscopic morphology by dissolving the initial phase which serves as raw material, 
followed by a simultaneous precipitation of the targeted phase [2]. 
In this work, the concept of pseudomorphic transformation has been applied to transform spheres of amorphous 
mesoporous silica with different sizes (20, 50 and 75 µm) but having similar pore sizes (6-8 nm) into MFI-type 
hierarchized beads composed of ZSM-5 nanosheets [2]. Well-crystallized 20 µm ZSM-5 nanosheets beads similar in size 
and shape to the original mesoporous amorphous silica beads were obtained after a hydrothermal treatment at 150 °C 
for 5 days in a tumbling oven and 2 days in static conditions at 120 °C. The influence of the bead size on the 
pseudomorphic transformation was studied in order to prepare well-crystallized ZSM-5 nanosheets beads of 50 and 75 
µm. Results showed that the required time of static treatment at 120°C increases when the size of the parent silica 
spheres increases. 
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Abstract Text: Space industries are really concerned by a major issue: molecular contamination. Indeed, once satellites 
are in orbit, molecules contained in paints, adhesives or glues can outgas and form films or droplets on the surface of 
mirrors, lenses, solar cells or thermal detectors. The National Aeronautic and Space Administration (NASA) and the 
French Space Agency (CNES) have investigated the chemical nature of these molecules; hydrocarbons and plasticizers 
were identified as the most important part of the outgassed molecules [1]. Those molecules can deposit on the surface 
of on-boarded equipment like optics and damage them. After testing several porous materials as molecular adsorbents 
to fix the molecular contamination issue, zeolites have been designed as the ideal candidates thanks to their great 
adsorption capacities, and especially their ability to trap the volatile organic compounds at very low concentration in the 
atmosphere. Synthetic zeolites are generally obtained as powders leading to non-bonded particles. In space application, 
zeolite have to be shaped to avoid particulate contamination. Nonetheless, it is necessary to introduce additives to 
increase the mechanical properties of the shaped zeolites. Usually, very large amounts of binders, such as clays, silica 
based compounds or aluminum base compounds are used to link zeolite crystals together in order to produce bodies 
with high mechanical resistance and optimal dimensions. Hence, methods that allow the preparation of zeolite pellets 
with a small amount of binder and a high mechanical resistance are highly desired. 
In this work, two hydrophilic (LTA and FAU) and two hydrophobic zeolites (MFI and *BEA) have been chosen to make 
zeolite pellets using the less possible binder amount (5 wt. % of methylcellulose (MC) or sodium metasilicate (Na2SiO3)) 
without affecting a lot the adsorption properties. The adsorption properties of these zeolite pellets were then studied 
using 2 VOCs (n-hexane and cyclohexane). These 2 molecules were chosen to simulate pollutants potentially present in 
satellites [2,3]. The influence of the amount of binder and the compression load on the ultimate compressive strengths 
of pellets were investigated. It was shown that the optimum amount of binder is 5 wt. %: above this amount, the 
mechanical resistance does not increase. If the compression load increases (from 2 to 8 tons), the mechanical resistance 
of the pellet increases as well (from 35 MPa to 171 MPa). Nitrogen sorption-desorption has also been carried out to 
evaluate the influence of the presence of binder and the compression load on the adsorption capacities of zeolite pellet. 
If the compression load is too important, the micropore volume is lower of 10 %. The presence of binder does not 
affects the adsorption capacities. Nitrogen sorption-desorption revealed a small loss of micropore volume (10 %) with a 
compression load of 6 tons (0.24 cm3.g-1 instead of 0.27 cm3.g-1 for the mixture of FAU and *BEA-types zeolites 
powders), which can be attributed to a partial amorphization. Adsorption kinetics of n-hexane, and cyclohexane showed 
that the optimum pellets can adsorb volatile organic compounds. For example, FAU-*BEA-type zeolite powder mixture 
(50 wt. % of each zeolite) adsorb 130 mg of n-hexane per g of anhydrous zeolite whereas the pellets made with 5 wt. % 
of MC or Na2SiO3 adsorb about 118 mg of n-hexane per g of anhydrous zeolite. These results are coherent with the 
ones obtained with the cyclohexane and nitrogen adsorption where a small loss of the adsorption capacities was 
observed. 
Zeolitic pellets are the ideal candidates for molecular decontamination in space. Indeed, their great mechanical 
resistance and high adsorption capacities make them unavoidable to trap pollutants and to protect sensible devices. 
These pellets were already used for molecular decontamination in Curiosity robot (Chemcam part) that have been sent 
to Mars planet by NASA. 
References: 1- J.L. Perry, NASA Technical Memorandum, 108497, 4-9 (1995). 
2- G. Rioland, T.J. Daou, D. Faye, J. Patarin, Microporous Mesoporous Mater., 221, 167-174 (2016). 
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Abstract Text: The introduction of Germanium into the synthesis medium of zeolites has played a special role for about 
twenty years in the discovery of new zeolite structures. Ge allowed the formation of many open structures with large 
pores, e.g. the IM-12 zeolite (structural type UTL)[1] having pore openings with 12 and 14 tetrahedral atoms. However, 
the interest of germanium is counterbalanced by two major drawbacks which lie in the ease of hydrolysis of the Ge-O 
bond, and the absence of acid sites. Therefore, these zeolites are unstable in the presence of ambient air humidity after 
calcination and are deficient of active sites, which limit their use as adsorbents or catalysts. The stabilization of Ge-
containing zeolites has been explored experimentally by post-treatment steps through the direct substitution of Ge for 
another structural element such as aluminum (e.g. ITQ-17 zeolite)[2]. Periodic density functional theory (DFT) calculations 
show that for ITQ-44 (IRR), the Ge→Si and {Si or Ge}→{Al and H} substitutions are thermodynamically favorable 
reactions[3].  
In the presented work, we aim to quantify systematically the respective stability of all silicogermanates known in the 
literature, with respect to their silicate and aluminosilicates counterparts, accounting for the framework relaxation 
effect. The ultimate goal is to pave the way for experimental Ge→Si and {Si or Ge}→{Al and H} substitutions on well-
chosen frameworks, to obtain stable and active zeolitic solids (Figure 1).Periodic DFT calculations (VASP code, PAW, PBE-
dDsC functional) include a relaxation of the cell parameters (energy cut-off: 800 eV) during the systematic search for the 
stability of the substituted networks. The stability, substitution energies and free energies are quantified with respect to 
several sets of references (pure Si, Ge or Al inorganic solids, molecular chlorides or hydroxides). 
The results show that it is favorable to obtain a pure silicic or aluminosilicate UTL structure even if it is not possible to 
date to synthesize this solid without Ge. Thus to understand the geometric effect on zeolites’ stability, the same 
investigation has been carried on all the silicogermanates attributed by the international zeolite association (24 
structures). Here we show, that thermodynamically all the silicogermanate structures can exist either in aluminosilicate 
or silicic forms. Also, substituting Ge→Al is preferential compared to Si→Al substitution (Figure 1). 
On the other hand, it is seen that an inverse relationship between the stability of the silicic structures and the number of 
double four ring (d4r) units in the framework exist. Meanwhile a proportional correlation is revealed between the 
framework density and the stability of the structures. In addition, the effect of the Ge distribution was studied. It is seen 
that the substitution is nearly independent of the Ge position inside the d4r. Furthermore, the substitution is not 
strongly affected by the d4r distribution between the different structures. 
Besides, ongoing experimental works, prove the successful stabilization of silicogermanates through the proposed 
treatments giving zeolites with promising catalytic activity.  
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Abstract Text: The ADOR (Assembly-Disassembly-Organization-Reassembly) process has been shown to be a successful 
methodology producing zeolites inaccessible through conventional hydrothermal procedures.1,2 It revolves around the 
lability of Ge–O bonds towards hydrolysis, relative to Si–O, enabling controlled breakdown of the framework of a parent 
zeolite phase into its layered precursor analogue. Subsequent rearrangement, potentially aided by additives, and 
condensation leads to daughter materials exhibiting new frameworks. 
Mechanochemical methods such as ball milling have great potential to improve chemical synthesis procedures in terms 
of efficiency and reduction of waste material. Applications in zeolite chemistry have already led to improvements in 
areas such as reaction time and required amounts of solvent.3,4 
In an effort to increase the value of the ADOR process, especially in regard to eventual industrial applications, the usage 
of ball milling during the disassembly step of zeolite UTL was investigated. Both water and hydrochloric acid in different 
concentrations were used as hydrolysis agents, using increased zeolite/liquid ratios compared to previously published 
studies. Generally, partly disassembled and organized materials IPC-2P/IPC-6P were obtained, which act as direct 
precursors to their reassembled counterparts IPC-2 (OKO)5 and IPC-6 (*PCS)6. PXRD patterns of as made products are 
indifferent to the acid concentration, however, reassembled materials vary significantly. Noteworthy products of acid 
treated samples are obtained using 9 M and 12 M HCl resulting in OKO and PCR-type frameworks, respectively (see 
Image 1). Experiments employing water as reagent also lead to materials with OKO framework. 
The required volume of water for hydrolysis was also shown to be reducible to 100 μl for 500 mg of parent zeolite. This 
allows for a cost-efficient reaction with 17O enriched water (40%). The produced material was enriched with this NMR-
active oxygen isotope demonstrating the possibility for a fast and feasible enrichment procedure with the presented 
methodology. 
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Abstract Text:   
Zeolites are crystalline microporous materials extensively used in adsorption, separation and catalysis 1-3. A sustainable 
and cost-efficient approach to obtain desilicated MWW-type zeolites was developed through the use of silica from rice 
husk ash, which is the largest agro-industrial waste product in the world 4. The effect of the leaching procedure of the 
rice husk silica and concentration of OH- ions were evaluated to obtain MWW zeolites with optimal conditions, which is 
after desilicated by post synthetic modification 5. The obtained materials were characterized by Powder X-ray diffraction 
(XRD); Nitrogen adsorption and desorption isotherms at -196 °C; Inductively coupled plasma optical emission 
spectrometry (ICP-OES); Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM); Transmission electron microscopy (TEM); 
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy with adsorption-desorption of pyridine; 29Si and 27Al nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR). The results show the leaching of silica from rice husk ash is not a necessary condition to obtain MCM-
22 with high crystallinity. The optimal materials were named R-MCM-22 (Si/Al=19), R-MCM-22 (Si/Al=10) and desilicated 
D-R-MCM-22 (Si/Al=7). Therefore, an environmentally benign synthesis (without the use of HCl as strong acid, high 
temperature, and large water volume for neutralizing the acidic pH) was disclosed through using calcined rice husk 
directly as the silica source. We have demonstrated that silica extracted from rice husk ash plays a key role during the 
synthesis of MCM-22 zeolites and the presence of cations has a further important impact when used as a silica source 
decreasing the crystallization time. These cations also influenced the synthesis of MCM-49 which its 3D structure was 
not obtained by direct synthesis and confirming that the cations may influencing the formation of 2D MCM-22 
precursor. The procedure to achieve desilicated materials featured a hierarchically MWW zeolite with intracrystalline 
mesopores ranging from 2 – 5 nm as shown in Image 1 [N2 adsorption and desorption isotherms at -196 °C (a) and NLDFT 
pore size distribution (b) of R-MCM-22 (Si/Al=19), R-MCM-22 (Si/Al=10) and desilicated D-R-MCM-22 (Si/Al=7) samples]. 
  
 The impact of texture and acidity on the catalytic cracking of LDPE due to their branched polyethylene chains (with 
diameters of 0.49 nm) can be considered a suitable probe reaction for the diffusion limited reactions, as shown in Image 
2 [LDPE conversion versus temperature (a) and correlation between the catalytic activity (T50, temperature at 50% 
conversion) during pyrolysis tests (b) over the acidic R-MCM-22 (Si/Al=19), R-MCM-22 (Si/Al=10) and desilicated D-R-
MCM-22 (Si/Al=7). Heating rate 20 °C min-1].  
  
The uncatalyzed pyrolysis herein shows that 50% of LDPE was decomposed at 446 °C, i.e. T50 = 446 °C. T50 was reduced to 
ca. 428 °C when R-MCM-22 (Si/Al=10) was used as catalyst, which was shifted by ca. 18 °C to lower temperature. The R-
MCM-22 (Si/Al=19) presents T50 = 421 °C and desilicated D-R-MCM-22 (Si/Al=7) presents T50 = 403 °C and indicate a 
decrease of T50 by 43 °C, which can be attributed to the increase of external surface area and the presence of 
intracrystalline mesopores after desilication. 
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Abstract Text: In the past decade or so, small-pore zeolites with eight-membered tetrahedral (T)-atom-oxygen rings 
(8MRs) have received much attention.1 CHA zeolites are well-known candidates to be applied commercially in light olefin 
production (especially for methanol-to-olefin, MTO) and exhaust cleaning (the selective catalytic reduction of NOx by 
ammonia, NH3−SCR). In contrast, the catalytic merit of another small-pore zeolite, AEI, has been reported in recent year, 
where their catalytic selectivity and durability were superior to the industrial standard CHA zeolite.2, 3 Correspondingly, 
in the past several years, the synthesis of AEI zeolite has progressed remarkably. Various synthesis systems focusing on 
the control of their framework composition and crystal size, decrease of synthesis cost, one-pot phosphorus 
modification, and crystallization behavior have been reported.4 However, existing AEI zeolite synthesis recipes involve 
the use of FAU zeolite as alumina or as a specific silica/alumina source. This unavoidable starting material causes indirect 
and multistep synthesis requirements and complicate the entire synthesis system and crystallization phenomenon, thus 
hindering further development of the synthesis system. 
Herein, we investigated the formation process of AEI zeolite using a combination of analysis methods, including X-ray 
diffractometry, nuclear magnetic resonance, and electrospray-ionization mass spectrometry, and developed a rational 
synthesis method without the use of a specific silica/alumina source (FAU zeolite).5 First, the synthesis condition was 
optimized by selecting a variety of synthesis components: FAU zeolites with different Al contents, colloidal silica, sodium 
aluminate, and three types of organic structure-directing agents (OSDAs, N,N-dimethyl-3,5-dimethylpiepridinium 
(DMDMP), N,N-diethyl-2,6-dimethylpiperidinium (DEDMP), and tetraethylphosphonium (TEP) hydroxides). 
AEI zeolite preintroduced into the synthesis system (seed crystal) effectively functions to improve the product phase 
selectivity, which enabled crystal growth of AEI zeolite from an easily available amorphous silica/alumina source. 
Stepwise gel preparation (SGP)6 through divided compositional control using an amorphous starting material gave a 
higher compatibility on the AEI zeolite synthesis compared with the conventional gel preparation method (mixing all 
synthesis components in one step). SGP method provided AEI zeolite in the presence of two types of OSDAs (DMDMP 
and DEDMP). 
A selected synthesis component (SGP with DMDMP) and further optimized synthesis condition formed AEI zeolite 
without even using AEI seed. Although the seed-free system contained a trace amount of impurity, the obtained product 
could be used as seed crystal for providing pure-phased AEI zeolite. In a series of the above synthesis experiments, there 
was no necessity of starting zeolite, achieving starting-zeolite-free AEI zeolite synthesis. Finally, in the both synthesis 
system in the presence and absence of seed crystal, we investigated liquid pahse aluminosilicate oligomer during the 
induction period of the AEI zeolite formation. For the first time, oligomer species that can contribute to AEI zeolite 
crystal growth and nucleation were proposed, respectively. 
Furthermore, we also investigated the NH3−SCR performance of Cu-loaded AEI zeolite catalysts prepared from different 
starting silica/alumina sources (FAU zeolites, SGP, and CGP materials). Higher catalytic activity and durability could be 
attained by the SGP synthesis strategy owing to the superior crystallinity of the zeolite framework with fewer structural 
defects compared with other samples. This comprehensive study including synthesis, analysis, and catalytic application 
would help rationally build zeolite synthesis and function design, particularly in a case that strongly depends on the 
starting material. 
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Abstract Text: The successful application of zeolites in diverse fields largely relies on their high stability compared with 
other porous materials. However, the property requirements for zeolites have become stringent due to their diverse and 
demanding applications. Aluminosilicate zeolites are utilized for adsorptive and catalytic applications, wherein they are 
sometimes exposed to high-temperature steaming conditions (~1000 °C). Zeolites are exposed to severe steaming 
conditions in regenerators to remove coke, and over 400,000 t/y of catalysts are discarded due to degradation during 
the FCC process[1]. Recently, zeolites have been used in exhaust gas treatment processes, such as the selective catalytic 
reduction of NOx, catalytic oxidation for diesel engines, and hydrocarbon trapping[2], wherein they degrade due to 
interactions with high-temperature (>800 °C) steam. In automotive applications, degradation is often severe because 
zeolites are continuously exposed to steam without replacement. Therefore, the development of highly stable zeolites 
has become an important issue. As the degradation of high-silica zeolites originates from the defect sites in their 
frameworks, feasible defect-healing methods are highly demanded. Herein, we propose a method for healing defects to 
create extremely stable high-silica zeolites. High-silica (SiO2/Al2O3 > 240) zeolites with *BEA-, MFI-, and MOR-type 
topologies could be stabilized by significantly reducing the defect sites via a liquid-mediated treatment without using 
additional silylating agents, in which a fluoride anion, hydroxide anion, and pore filler cation were used cooperatively. 
Upon exposure to extremely high-temperature (900–1150 °C) steam, the stabilized zeolites retain their crystallinity and 
micropore volume, whereas the parent commercial zeolites degrade completely (Image 1(a)). Both the parent and 
treated samples showed similar morphologies in SEM images, indicating that no significant dissolution and/or 
precipitation of silicate species occurred during the treatment. Interestingly, well-faceted voids with diameters of 
approximately 50 nm were clearly observed through-out the sliced, treated samples (Image 1(b)). The presence of intra-
particle voids was also confirmed by nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms (Image 1(c)). The parent ZSM-5 shows a 
typical type-I isotherm with-out hysteresis loops, while the treated ZSM-5 shows two hysteresis loops at low (P/P0 ~ 0.2) 
and high (P/P0 > 0.5) relative pressure regions. Low-pressure hysteresis can be explained by several models such as 
phase change of the zeolite framework, adsorb-ate–adsorbent interactions, and pressure-induced swelling processes[3]. 
High-pressure hysteresis is attributed to cavitation due to inkbottle-shaped cavities covered with small pore openings 
(<4 nm) indicating the presence of intra-particle voids. In the 29Si MAS NMR spectra (Image 1(d)), broad signals were 
observed in both Q3 and Q4 regions in the spectrum of the parent sample, which indicated the presence of a significant 
amount of defects, with an enhancement of the Q3 signal in the CP MAS spectrum. Conversely, the Q3 signal was hardly 
detected for the treated sample, even in the CP MAS spectrum. The Q4 signals in the DD MAS spectrum were clearly 
separated corresponding to different T-atom sites. A self-defect-healing mechanism for the decrease in the number of 
defect sites and the formation of intra-particle voids is proposed based on the above-mentioned results, as illustrated in 
Image 2. The proposed self-defect-healing method provides new insights into the migration of species through porous 
bodies and significantly advances the practical applicability of zeolites in severe environments. 
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Abstract Text:   
Little is known about the mechanisms and dynamics that are responsible for the creation of structurally relevant Al 
arrangements in zeolite synthesis. Here, we uncover new strategies to create Al hosts in small-pore zeolites suitable for 
divalent cation catalysis. Specifically, SSZ-13 synthesis protocols allow synthesis with a high and controlled divalent 
cation capacity (DCC). These hosts are perfect for α-Fe, the active site for methane partial oxidation (MPO) using N2O. 
Using DCC we can now steer SSZ-13 to be more active for this important catalytic challenge reaction (MPO). Additionally, 
this study offers pieces to a puzzle that could lead to systematic understanding of Al incorporation at the atomic length 
scale during synthesis. 
INTRODUCTION 
The unique nature of the active site for MPO (α-Fe[2]), the highly symmetric CHA framework and the ease of FAU-to-CHA 
interzeolite conversion syntheses (IZC)[3] provides a unique opportunity to link zeolite synthesis and reaction 
performance of a challenging redox system. MPO is one of the holy grails of catalysis with transition-metal ion 
containing zeolites under investigation.[3-4] The zeolite host and its aluminium distribution play a crucial role to active site 
formation and operation. 8MR-zeolites are suitable hosts due to stability and cage structures,[3,5] but few Al 
arrangements are able to accommodate active sites.[3] Since synthetic variation can affect the latter, we set out to 
discover synthesis-structure-activity relations (image 1) for SSZ-13.[1] 
EXPERIMENTAL 
SSZ-13 (CHA) was made following IZC conversion protocols (FAU-to-CHA IZC; <100 synthseses). Aqueous CoII-exchange of 
the calcined zeolite (cfr. [6]) was used to probe DCC, a proxy for internal Al-distribution and pairing. Fe cations were 
exchanged as in [2]. Methane oxidation was performed after one activation cycle and followed by methanol extraction. 
Additionally, for a high Si FAU-to-CHA IZC protocol, structural evolution was followed in time from 15 minutes to 12 
days. Characterization of the materials includes elemental analysis, P-XRD, DR-UV-VIS, N2-physisorption, TGA and TEM-
EDX.[1] 
RESULTS 
An exhaustive investigation with single-parameter variations and the resulting Al arrangements probed by Co2+ 
uncovered remarkable effects demonstrating the importance of often-neglected synthesis parameters on the DCC of the 
resulting zeolite. These parameters include synthesis time, temperature and compositional factors, such as dilution. 
Using IZC, control over DCC was established over a wide range (Co/Al = 0.04–0.35), yielding reliable synthesis–structure 
relations. Using DCC as a probe for Al arrangements capable of hosting FeII, a structure–activity relation for methanol 
productivity was demonstrated. FeII-redox zeolites were made with productivities surpassing the maximum productivity 
possible with random Al distributions. On top, the standard conditions are fast (<3h to obtain ~100% crystalline 
materials) and yield high DCC values (Co/Al=0.23(±0.01)). Temporal investigation of this IZC showed four distinct phases 
(image 2), allowing us to paint a new Al-distribution genesis hypothesis.[1] 
CONCLUSION 
Here, we present new synthesis-structure-activity relations for methanol synthesis in CHA using IZC. The divalent cation 
capacity (DCC) is a useful numerical structural descriptor bridging the consequences of zeolite synthesis with reactivity 
and is therefore a useful tool to engineer more active TMI-zeolite catalysts. Seemingly, kinetically fast IZC syntheses can 
produce metastable DCC-rich zeolites, likely linked to the occurrence of atypical modes of assembly and influenced by 
incongruent dissolution of the starting zeolite. 
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Improving Application Potential of Germanosilicate Zeolites: Post-synthesis Tailoring the Active Sites Coupled with Ge 
Recycling 
J. Zhang*, Q. Yue, M. Opanasenko, M. Shamzhy 
 
 
Abstract Text: For 2 recent decades germanosilicate zeolites have deservedly gained much attention not only from 
fundamental but also from an applied point of view. Indeed, the most of extra-large pore zeolites being of high interest 
for oil industry and synthesis of specialty chemicals were prepared as germanosilicates.1 Moreover, germanosilicate 
zeolites characterized by the unidirectional location of Ge-enriched D4R units were recently discovered as perfect 
precursors for engineering novel nanoporous materials via ADOR  synthesis protocol.2 However, despite being highly 
attractive for purposeful catalytic applications, both germanosilicate and ADORable zeolites suffer from the high cost of 
Ge limiting their practical use. Recent investigations indicated that low hydrolytic stability of Si−O−Ge and Ge−O−Ge 
bonds can be exploited for regulation of acidic and catalytic properties of germanosilicate zeolites by the post-synthesis 
isomorphous substitution of Ge for TIII and TIV elements.3 However, despite its obvious advantages, post-synthesis 
method still produced expensive zeolites since Ge was substituted without any recycling treatment. 
In this contribution, we propose 2 step post-synthesis approach (i.e. 1) leaching and subsequent recycling of Ge, 2) 
incorporation of three- or four- valent elements generating catalytically active Bronsted and/or Lewis acid sites into de-
germanated zeolite is proposed and optimized.) as a method for cost efficient production of the catalysts based on 
germanosilicate zeolites (Scheme 1). Our results indicate that tailoring the active sites by post-synthesis of 
germanosilicate zeolites can be used to design new effective catalysts.  
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Abstract Text: Due to the unique physicochemical properties, zeolite-based catalysts are widely used in the refining 
industry. However, conventional zeolites with only microporous systems (0.25-2 nm) have diffusion limitations resulting 
in the rapid deactivation of catalysts in a number of petrochemical processes, such as cracking, isomerization and 
alkylation. In the last two decades, it was shown that creation of hierarchical porosity, i.e. introduction of additional 
meso / macropores into the structure of zeolite, leads to higher efficiency and stability of hierarchical zeolite-based 
catalysts over conventional ones [1]. 
Because of widespread use of zeolites in industry, there is a constant development of synthetic methods using 
commercially available reagents. Most known syntheses of hierarchical zeolites require expensive organic templates 
(usually quaternary ammonium compounds), which is economically unacceptable. Therefore, seed-assisted synthesis of 
zeolites in the absence of organic templates was proposed as one of the possible solutions [2]. The basic action of seed 
crystals is to provide surface for nucleation or nucleus, which results in reduction of synthesis time and suppression of 
impurity phases’ appearance. 
In the present study, we vary conditions of template-free seed-assisted synthesis such as temperature (120-200 ⁰С) and 
time (12-72 h) of the hydrothermal treatment, alkali content, amount (0 – 20 wt.%) and size (100 – 1000 nm) of seeds 
added and aluminum and silicon sources to find out the influence of these factors on crystallinity, morphology and 
texture of hierarchical zeolite ZSM-5. The molar ratio in the reaction gel was as follows: 1,00 SiO2 : 0,01 Al2O3 : x Na2O : 
50 H2O : 4,74 EtOH, where х = 0,15-0,45. As a result of this work, optimal synthetic conditions to achieve highly 
crystalline hierarchical zeolite ZSM-5 were determined (Image 1). The presence of meso- and macropores in well-
crystallized samples of ZSM-5 has been established by low-temperature nitrogen adsorption, indicating the formation of 
hierarchical pore structure [3]. Catalytic activity of synthesized samples was tested in the hexane cracking reaction and 
compared with that one of nano- and microsized ZSM-5, obtained earlier [4]. 
  
Acknowledgments: The research was funded by RFBR and Novosibirsk region, project number 20-43-543036. 
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Abstract Text: Powder X-ray diffraction is an essential tool for the characterization of periodically ordered mesoporous 
carbon materials. Features of the nanostructure can be deducted from the (relative) intensities of low-angle reflections 
in the diffraction patterns (see figure).[1] Ordered mesoporous CMK-1 carbon (space group I4132) consists of a single 
gyroid structure that can be described by a nodal surface approximation.[2] It exhibits a dominant 110 reflection over the 
entire range of possible carbon wall thickness. 
CMK-8, on the other hand, consists of two gyroids (inverse structure of KIT-6 silica; space group Ia-3d) that are 
connected with each other. It exhibits a dominating 211 reflection. When these gyroids are hollow the structure is called 
CMK-9 carbon.[3,4] 
Both the geometry and the carbon wall thickness of the (hollow) carbon gyroids have a significant influence on the X-ray 
diffraction patterns. This has been investigated for hexagonally ordered mesoporous carbon materials (i.e. CMK-3 and 
CMK-5 carbon),[5,6] but no such studies exist for carbon materials with cubic symmetry (i.e. CMK-1/-8/-9). In case of CMK-
9 carbon the structure consists of two different pore systems. Here, the carbon wall thickness has a much stronger 
impact on the diffraction pattern than in case of the previously discussed CMK-1 and CMK-8 carbon materials. 
Furthermore, novel sulfur@CMK-9 carbon composite materials were modeled and synthesized. The amount of 
infiltrated sulfur significantly changes the relative intensity of the diffraction peaks. In contrast to the hexagonal 
analogues (i.e. sulfur@CMK-5 carbon composites) the diffraction patterns change, especially for low sulfur content. This 
study compares simulated carbon (composite) structures with experimental results.[7] 
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Abstract Text: The development of affordable and energy-efficient materials for the chemicals and petrochemicals 
industry is highly desirable as this sector is the largest industrial consumer of energy and the third largest direct emitter 
of greenhouse gases.1-2 For the past half-century zeolites have been a key component in refinement and petrochemistry 
operations, such as fluid catalytic cracking, and continue to be a subject of intense research. Specifically, the 
development of nano-dimensional zeolites has attracted significant interest over the last decade due to their properties 
such as high specific surface area and reduced diffusion path length for guest molecules. However, the use of organic 
structure-directing agents (OSDAs) to achieve nano-dimensional zeolites is undesirable due to their relatively high cost. 
Here we report on the room-temperature, OSDA-free synthesis of Linde Q zeolite (berrylophosphate-H, BPH structure) 
nanosheets containing a combination of Cs+, K+, and Na+. Following the patent by Union Carbide (Breck et al. 1961), 
Linde Q has received little research attention due to its low thermal stability (structural collapse above 160 °C in air).3-4 
However, using variable-temperature X-Ray diffraction (XRD), we observe that the nanosheets retain up to 60% of their 
crystallinity at 350 °C under vacuum. In addition to XRD, the nanosheets were characterised by a combination of 
techniques including transmission electron microscopy (TEM), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), inductively coupled 
Plasma mass spectrometry (ICP), N2 and CO2 adsorption, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and infrared (IR) 
spectroscopy. The Linde Q nanosheets are highly stable in aqueous colloidal suspension; the nanosheets are 
approximately 7–11 nm thick and 90–130 nm wide (Fig. 1A, B, C). N2 adsorption analysis further demonstrates the 
improved thermal stability of the nanosheets under vacuum (pre-treatment at 350 °C) whereas conventional Linde Q 
underwent structural collapse. CO2 adsorption analysis shows that the Linde Q nanosheets possess considerable CO2 
adsorption capacity (Fig. 1D), and TGA employing multiple cycles of heating and CO2 flow reveal an initial equilibration in 
the CO2 capacity of the nanosheets followed by stable reproducible behavior. These results indicate potential application 
in gas separation using membrane technology. 
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Abstract Text: The zeolite ITQ-34, with the ITR IZA code, has a three-dimensional channel system delimited by 10 x 10 x 
9 rings and a medium pore size in all directions. It is one of the few zeolites synthesized using an alkyl phosphonium, 
propane-1,3-bis(trimethylphosphonium) hydroxide, as a structure directing agent (SDA) instead of an alkyl ammonium 
as usual [1]. 
ITQ-34 was first synthesized as a germanosilicate in fluoride medium. Therefore, the incorporation of Al as well as the 
reduction of Ge in the zeolitic framework has a great interest in order to be used as acid catalyst in chemical processes. 
However, when zeolites synthesized with a phosphonium SDA are calcined, sometimes the P remains in the zeolitic 
material, which occludes its cavities and reduce the acidic strength of the zeolite [2]. 
In this work, a new synthetic method have been developed to incorporate as much Al as possible in the ITQ-34 structure 
framework. Furthermore, innovative post-synthetic modification methods were used to reduce the dealumination of the 
zeolite during the SDA removing and to increase the Si/Ge ratio by the replacement of Ge by Al in the zeolite framework. 
References: [1]A. Corma, M. J. Diaz-Cabanas, J. L. Jorda, F. Rey, G. Sastre, K. G. Strohmaier, Journal of the American 
Chemical Society 2008, 130, 16482-16483. 
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2014, 136, 3342-3345. 
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Abstract Text: Efforts to overcome diffusional limitation in microporous zeolites have been directed towards the design 
of hierarchical zeolite structures. Interest in these materials stems from the higher reaction rates, improved selectivity, 
resistance to deactivation, and novel adsorption behavior that they exhibit in comparison to the typical zeolites that only 
have micropores. 
Faujasite is one of the most widely used catalysts, mainly in fluid catalytic cracking (FCC) of heavy petroleum, where 
coking is significant. Hierarchical Faujasite has been prepared by post synthetic treatment, or by using soft-templates or 
hard templates, adding extra cost and complexity to the synthesis. House-of-card assembly of Faujasite sheets by 
repetitive branching has been previously reported using either organosilane surfactants1 or lithium or zinc salts2. 
Previous work by Khaleel et. al.3 showed that FAU/EMT intergrowth is responsible for the repetitive branching leading to 
the development of house-of-card assembly of zeolite X nanosheets. Thus, being able to control the intergrowth of 
crystal phases in particles will allow control of mesopore size by controlling sheet thickness and branching frequency. 
Both FAU and EMT can nucleate from inorganic sols containing only sodium ions. Hence, the development of a house-of-
card assembly of Faujasite sheets from sodium aluminosilicate sol is in principle possible, thus avoiding the extra cost of 
additives. House-of-card assembly of Faujasite nanosheets was synthesized solely from inorganic sodium aluminosilicate 
solution following earlier findings by Khaleel et. al.4 demonstrating the use of pre- and post-nucleation trajectories for 
the synthesis of high FAU content Faujasite nanocrystals (Fig. 1). In this work, the effect of combining different synthesis 
trajectories on the branching of FAU/EMT materials, and hence on mesopore size, was studied. The synthesized 
materials were characterized using XRD, SEM, TEM, nitrogen physisorption, and carbon dioxide adsorption. Results show 
that branching in Faujasite can be enhanced by first mixing the sol at compositions that favor micron size crystal 
formation and then—after a certain time—adjusting the composition to favor FAU/EMT intergrowth (Fig.1).5 House-of-
card assembly of Faujasite nanosheets, synthesized from a combination of trajectories, shows smaller pores with a 
narrower size distribution, and high external surface area while retaining high micropore volume, compared to samples 
from direct syntheses. 
The effect of the hierarchical morphology of different zeolite X samples on the catalytic properties was also investigated 
to understand the effect of the high external surface area and the active sites located at the external surface on the 
catalytic performance and material stability. Reactions with different probe molecules were tested. 
Following the same approach, LTA, another important zeolite in industry, has been synthesized as nanocrystals (around 
200 nm) from sodium aluminosilicate sols, thereby avoiding the large amount of organic additives that are usually 
needed to reduce crystal size (Fig. 2). The performance of thenanosized LTA samples for gas drying was compared to 
micron sized LTA crystals.      
The results of this work demonstrate that the pool of accessible zeolite morphologies can be expanded beyond those 
possible from direct synthesis, by utilizing the gel memory effect to combine different synthesis trajectories. This 
allowed us to prepare the House -of- card Faujasite morphology and nanosized LTA crystals from sodium aluminosilicate 
sols, initially only possible with additives, with a proper choice of starting and ending compositions. While the structure 
of the initial gel has an effect on the nucleation trajectory and hence on the crystal size, the final composition 
determines the crystallization kinetics and the resulting crystal phase.  
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Abstract Text: Encapsulation of metal nanoparticles within zeolite matrix can provide the shape selectivity of zeolite 
channels. Layered zeolite precursors are the materials that blend the advances of layered solids with the properties of 
zeolites [1]. One of the methods for synthesis of metal nanoparticles in the zeolite system uses two dimensional (2D) 
zeolites. It is a two-step procedure based on the introduction of metal source in between layers and consecutive 
transformation of them to three dimensional (3D) zeolites [2,3]. 
Herein we present, synthetic way of introduction of various metal nanoparticles (Pt, Pd, Rh) into MCM-22P during the 
swelling of lamellar zeolitic precursor followed by calcination. This results in encapsulation of metal clusters within the 
3D framework of MWW zeolite. To design the size of metal species we used a series of surfactants with different carbon 
chain lengths (C12, C14, C16, C18) as swelling agents [4]. The side, distribution and location of the metal clusters were 
characterised by electron microscopy methods, mostly scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). Catalytic 
properties of synthesised materials were investigated in the shape-selective hydrogenation of nitroarenes to anilines. 
Moreover, we extended this method to other zeolite precursors like layered ZSM-5 and IPC-1P. Via ADOR process, we 
encapsulated various metal nanoparticles into IPC-2 and IPC-4 materials [5]. All synthesized materials were investigated 
by PXRD, sorption, ICP-OES, SEM, and TEM methods. 
Fig.1 STEM images (a,b,c) and nanoparticles size distribution (d) of Pd@MCM-22. 
Image 1:  
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Abstract Text: The nuclear waste produced in the pyrochemical reprocessing of metallic fuel is in chloride form1. 
Zeolites can be used as ceramic waste form (matrices) for nuclear waste containment2. Zeolites are crystalline, 
microporous aluminosilicates comprised of Si and Al tetrahedral networks connected through bridging oxygen. Zeolites 
have been widely used in decontamination processes of Fukushima-Daiichi, Chernobyl and Three Mile Island nuclear 
disaster sites. Zeolite-4A was synthesised from calcined flyash via fusion followed by hydrothermal synthesis. Flyash and 
sodium carbonate were taken in 1:1.0-1.5 ratios and heated at various temperatures (500-800 C) to ascertain the 
formation of the fused product. Sodium aluminate solution was prepared by adding 100 mg of Al powder to 10 ml of 3M 
NaOH. Then, the sodium aluminate solution was added to the fused product and treated under hydrothermal reaction in 
an autoclave at 80 C/3h. Zeolite-4A samples were loaded with simulated EBR-2 waste composition (10- 25wt %). The 
loaded zeolite was bonded with aluminium borosilicate glass by heating the mixture at 900 C. Fig.1 illustrates the XRD 
pattern and SEM image (given in the inset) of 20wt% simulated EBR-II waste3 loaded zeolite. The waste loading into the 
zeolite-A at 600 C didn’t affect the framework structure of zeolite-A. The waste salt uptake into the zeolite-A is found to 
be up to 20 wt%. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image (in inset) showed the unchanged morphology after loading 
the salt. However, on heating the 20wt% salt loaded zeolite and aluminium borosilicate glass at 900 C in 1:1 ratio for 
glass bonding; the crystalline phase of zeolite-A is transformed to sodalite as shown in Fig.2. Transformation of zeolite-A 
to sodalite phase was observed in all the cases of different proportions of glass bonding to salt loaded zeolite-A. But 
when pristine zeolite-A bonded with glass, sodalite phase is less significant in the composite. Morphology of 20wt% salt 
loaded zeolite-A with aluminium borosilicate glass in 1:1 ratio, revealed the sufficient coverage of glass around the 
zeolite-A surface. Loading capacities of simulated pyro processed salt waste into zeolite-A has been determined and 
found to be 20wt% in zeolite-A at 600 C without change of phase. Salt loaded zeolite-A and glass bonded zeolite-A 
composite, both transformed to thermodynamically stable sodalite phase on heating at 900 C/3h. The present study 
reports on loading capacities of zeolite-A and its glass bonded composites, and phase transformations on heat treatment 
at higher temperatures.  
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Abstract Text:   
Introduction 
The hydroisomerization (HI) reaction is used to upgrade fossil and renewable hydrocarbon feedstocks into 
transportation fuels. Renewable feedstocks like hydrogenated vegetable oils (HVO, chain length C15-C22) may serve as an 
alternative to fossil resources [1]. HI is commonly carried out over bifunctional catalysts, e.g., noble metals on acidic 
zeolites. In presence of high acid site density, undesired cracking products are formed. Therefore, the Al-content of the 
zeolite and, thus, the acid site density can be post-synthetically reduced by dealumination leading to decreased 
readsorption of isomerization products and undesired consecutive reactions [2]. Further, dealumination can change the 
textural properties of zeolites, leading to higher fractions of sterically demanding branched isomers [3]. This work 
investigates the hydroisomerization of two n-alkane mixtures with different chain lengths, a fossil C10-C13 mixture and a 
biomass-derived C15-C22 mixture (HVO), over Pt/H-ZSM-5 catalysts before and after dealumination by hydrothermal 
treatment and acid leaching of preshaped binder-containing zeolite pellets. The effect of zeolite dealumination on the 
catalytic activity and selectivity for the conversion of both feedstocks was studied. 
Experimental Part 
Dealumination was performed by hydrothermal treatment of the parent zeolite pellets (60 wt.% zeolite (nSi/nAl = 45) 
with 40 wt.% Al2O3-binder, Clariant) at 823 K for 2 h or 6 h. After hydrothermal treatment, a treatment with aqueous 
acid (0.6 M HCl solution, 2 h at 383 K) was applied to remove extra-framework aluminum species. In addition to the Al-
rich ZSM-5 zeolite, a less acidic untreated pelletized zeolite ZSM-5 with nSi/nAl = 120 (MFI-120-0h) was used. The zeolite 
pellets were labeled according to their nSi/nAl-ratio and the duration of hydrothermal treatment, e.g., MFI-45-xh. Prior to 
the catalytic experiments the pellets were impregnated with 0.8 wt.% Pt. Hydroisomerization experiments were carried 
out in a plug-flow trickle-bed reactor with 20 g catalyst and a WHSV = 3 h-1. The liquid n-alkane feeds were introduced 
into the reactor after mixing with a gaseous hydrogen flow of 30 L h-1 at a total pressure of 4 MPa. The reaction 
temperature was varied in the range of 493 – 593 K to obtain conversions in the range of 10 – 100%. 
Results and Discussion 
Via dealumination, the acid site density of the zeolite was reduced from 467 μmol g-1 for the parent MFI-45-0h to 42 
μmol g-1 for MFI-45-2h and 27 μmol g-1 for MFI-45-6h, respectively. The HI activity of the catalysts decreases with 
decreasing acid site density, making higher reaction temperatures necessary to achieve comparable conversion. This 
typically leads to a lower yield of isomers due to an enhanced cracking activity. Even though dealumination causes a 
lower activity, the selectivity for (multi-)branched isomers increases, while the selectivity for cracking products 
decreases from MFI-45-0h to MFI-45-6h as shown in Image 1 for the C10-C13 n-alkane mixture. When comparing catalysts 
with similar acid site density (MFI-45-2h and MFI-120-0h), a higher ratio of multi- to mono-branched C10-C13 
isomerization products was achieved for the dealuminated MFI-45-2h. Therefore, it can be assumed that the 
dealumination results in a higher availability of space in the vicinity of the active sites of the zeolite. This leads to a 
higher yield of bulkier multi-branched C10-C13 isomers as well as mono-branched C15-C22 isomers compared to the 
untreated catalysts. The dealumination of zeolite pellets in the presence of a binder, therefore, provides a route to make 
medium-pore zeolites attractive tunable catalyst components for the hydroisomerization of long-chain hydrocarbons. 
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Abstract Text:       Zeolites have immense importance in industrial applications such as separation and catalysis because 
of their thermally stable crystalline structures and molecular-sized pore networks (≈ 0.3 to 1.5 nm)1,2. Typically, the 
synthesis of high silica or nano-sized zeolites involves using organic structural directing agents which increases the cost 
of manufacturing, and are often non-environmentally friendly3. Nanosized zeolites were also synthesized using alkali-
metal cations as structure directing agents (SDAs) which reduces the budgetary and environmental cost by eliminating 
the use of expensive organic templates3. Recently nano-sized chabazite zeolite (nano-CHA) was synthesized in our group 
using alkali-metal cations as SDAs4. However, the role of the alkali-metal cations during the synthesis requires further 
investigation. 
     In this work we focus on the effect of aging time at room-temperature on the formation of nanosized CHA zeolite. 
The change in the cation composition of the recovered solid material during the hydrothermal (HT) treatment at 90 °C 
was evaluated. Here, a mixture of Na+, K+, and Cs+ cations were used to direct the formation of the CHA structure. 
Prolongation of the aging time at room-temperature (from 4 days (K04) to 17 days (K17)) resulted in smaller nanosized 
crystals of CHA (from 500 nm to 50 nm) and faster crystallization during the HT treatment (7 h to 3 h). Crystal sizes were 
investigated by SEM, and crystal formation by XRD measurements. Finally, changes in the cation composition of the 
recovered solid materials were followed by ICP-MS. The results highlighted that the Na+ content plays a critical role in 
the early stages of nucleation and at the beginning of the HT treatment by facilitating the dissolution of silica species. 
The K+ content increases slightly during the HT treatment leading to the formation of CHA nanocrystals: the role of K+ is 
to facilitate the formation of the CHA structural building units such as t-cha and d6r. Finally, the Cs+ content increases 
during the HT treatment simultaneously with a decrease in the Na+ cation content, reaching a maximum when fully 
crystalline nano-CHA zeolite is formed which suggests that Cs+ stabilizes the structure. 
Image 1. SEM images of chabazite nanocrystals (a) sample K04 and (b) sample K17 synthesized under HT treatment at 90 
° C for 7 and 3 hours, respectively, and the cation contents of (c) K04 and (d) K17 over 7 hours of HT treatment measured 
by ICP-MS. 
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Abstract Text:   
FAU-X zeolite has been extensively used for long, either in standard industrial processes or in emerging fields, such as 
removal of hydrogen sulfide from biogas and CO2 capture [1]. Since the zeolite is generally synthetised as micronic 
powder (0.5–5 μm), shaping it has become necessary for most industrial processes. Different methods have been 
developed to achieve this technological goal, by using porous ceramic binders, polymer foams, or permeable bags [2]. 
Pelletization and extrusion are the most frequently used methods to shape powdery zeolites, but they require a binder 
that can partially obstruct the active sites of zeolite [3-4]. Recently, additive manufacturing (AM) approach has been also 
tested to obtain binder-less shaped zeolite monoliths [5]. Geopolymers can be considered the amorphous counterpart 
or precursors of crystalline zeolites, therefore it is possible to promote the nucleation of a zeolite inside a geopolymeric 
matrix by tuning pH, temperature, pressure, and time of the geopolymerization reaction. Recently, a one-step procedure 
is successfully carried out realizing geopolymerization and crystallization under mild operating conditions [6]. An open 
cellular porosity was also induced by in-situ inorganic foaming process. It has been demonstrated that this route leads to 
the crystallization of two distinct zeolites, Na-A [LTA] and 13X [FAU], obtaining a hierarchical porous monolith containing 
macro-, meso- and micro-pores [6]. However, the possibility to drive the synthesis toward a monophasic zeolitic sample 
represents a challenge to improve the technological performances of these monoliths. Previous results [6] 
demonstrated that the nucleation started after one day and, without any control, the growth of both phases completed 
after 3 days of curing time. Starting from these findings, in this paper a two-step geopolymer conversion process to 
obtain a self-standing FAU-X monolith has been set up. Firstly, a metakaolin-based geopolymer precursor was obtained, 
inducing the formation of macropores by silicon-promoted foaming. Then, the porous geopolymer precursors, 
containing nanometer-sized crystalline structures resembling the nuclei around which zeolites crystallize [7], have been 
converted into FAU-X monoliths by means of an alkaline treatment at different temperatures and times. The influence of 
NaOH concentration (0.1 to 2 M), treatment temperature (40 to 80 °C) and time (24 to 72 h) on the FAU-X crystallization 
was studied. The crystallization kinetics of FAU-X inside the geopolymer slurry was investigated by means of X-ray 
diffraction quantitative phase analysis (XRD-QPA) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). As revealed from such 
analysis, the highest yield in terms of zeolite content and FAU-X / LTA ratio (about 9 / 1) was obtained performing the 
synthesis process with a 0.5 M NaOH solution at 60°C for 72 hours. 
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Abstract Text: Energy generation is one of the biggest challenges for modern society. In this context, mineral coal, the 
most abundant fossil fuel on Earth, with reserves estimated at one trillion tons, plays an important role. However, its use 
involves some major disadvantages, including the generation of high amounts of fly ash. In contrast, fly ash has the 
potential to be used as the main sources of new materials, which is not only desirable but also needed considering the 
possibility of converting a residue that is harmful into a useful material. Fly ash appears as micrometric spherical 
particles, resulted from the fused aluminosilicate minerals being carried by the combustion gases. Their major mineral 
constituents include kaolinite, illite, and quartz, which can be applied as raw materials for the zeolite synthesis. Scientific 
community have shown interest in zeolitic materials for their potential applications in different areas, for example, in 
the treatment of effluents and soil, in agriculture, in animal and veterinary production, and even in medicine. Many 
other applications may emerge for environmental protection and the production of renewable fuels derived from 
biomass. Bearing this in mind, there is a continuous search for new zeolitic structures with well-defined properties and 
reengineering of existing structures, particularly magnetic zeolites. This work proposes the synthesis of chabazite (CHA) 
zeolite from coal fly ash (FA) and the incorporation of magnetic oxides, extracted from the FA, in the zeolite structure 
producing a magnetic composite. For that, FA underwent a prior physical-chemical separation treatment to remove 
potentially interfering materials in the syntheses of zeolites. The synthesis of CHA zeolite was carried via hydrothermal 
route based on the methodology described by Bourgogne[1]. The formation of zeolitic phases (ZC and ZCM) was 
confirmed via X-ray diffractometry (XRD) (Fig. 1a), as well as the presence of the preserved zeolitic phases in the samples 
of the prepared composites[2]. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analyses of the NMF samples show the 
characteristic spherical shape (Fig. 1b), while the MF samples , also spherical, have their surfaces covered by iron oxides 
particles (Fig. 1c). The SEM images of the synthesized zeolite (ZC – Fig. 1d-e) and the magnetic composite (ZCM – Fig.1f-
g) show the pseudo-hexagonal shape characteristic of chabazite zeolite, indicating the magnetic particles do not affect 
the zeolite crystal habit. N₂ adsorption isotherms for ZC and ZCM isotherms are presented in Fig. 2a. Specific BET surface 
area was calculated for the samples of ZC and ZCM, with respective values of 296.67 m² g⁻¹ and 1,230.58 m² g⁻¹. .Fig. 2b 
presents the pore size distribution for ZC and ZCM indicating uniform width of pore. The zeolites proposed in this work 
were efficiently synthesized and maintained their crystalline phases in their respective composites, with magnetic 
responses, giving them the potential for use in applications such as adsorption in gaseous systems and metal ions in 
aqueous solutions, having the advantage of the high adsorption capacity characteristic of zeolites, combined to the 
magnetic responses from the ion oxides present in the composites, in a single, simple, and compact process, giving a 
purpose to an industrial by-product. 
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Abstract Text: Reducing intercrystalline defects is essential to obtain a zeolite membrane with good molecular sieving 
ability. Various post-treatment methods such as sililation and carbon modification have previously been reported to 
improve the separation performance of membrane [1,2]. Alkaline treatment with surfactant has been reported to 
produce a hierarchical zeolite [3]. The addition of surfactant like cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) allows the 
formation of uniform mesopores without disrupting crystal structure. Such alkaline treatment with surfactant is used to 
enhance the catalytic properties of zeolites. In this study, we adopt the alkali treatment to silicalite-1 membrane and 
investigated the effect of this treatment method on the permselectivity of silicalite-1 membrane. 
Silicalite-1 membrane was prepared by a secondary growth method. Seed crystals were loaded on the outer surface of 
α-alumina support by a dip-coating technique, and the seeded support was hydrothermally treated to produce silicalite-
1 membrane. The obtained silicalite-1 membrane was subjected to the alkaline treatment. Silicalite-1 membrane was 
immersed in an aqueous solution containing 0.1 M NaOH and 0.05 M CTAB at 358 K for given periods. The membrane 
was then washed with boiling water and calcined at 673 K. n-Hexane(n-Hex)/2,3-dimethylbutane(2,3-DMB) permeation 
separation test was performed to evaluate the molecular sieving property of membranes. Changes in the ratio of non-
zeolitic pathway were evaluated by the nano-permporometry. Various characterizations such as XRD and N2 adsorption 
were also performed. 
When the alkali treatment was performed up to 15 min, the permeance of 2,3-DMB decreased and the separation factor 
remarkably increased from 86.5 to 559. The results of nano-permporometry suggested that the non-zeolitic pathways 
on silicalite-1 membrane were occluded in the early stage of the alkaline treatment, resulting in the enhancement of 
separation performance. In contrast, the permeance of 2,3-DMB increased with decreasing separation factor after 
prolonged alkaline treatment for >30 min. These results indicated that large defects formed in the later stage. In 
addition, based on the results of XRD and N2 adsorption, we confirmed that the crystallinity of membrane hardly 
declined up to 30 min of treatment. 
While in order to study the role of CTAB in the alkali treatment post-treatments with only NaOH or CTAB were carried 
out, respectively, the separation performance of silicalite-1 membranes treated with only NaOH and CTAB was not 
improved. These results indicated the concerted effect of NaOH and CTAB is necessary to improve separation 
performance. 
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Abstract Text: INTRODUCTION 
Acidity control is still one of the most relevant research topics for zeolites applications in heterogeneous industrial 
catalysis. Growing interest is renovating towards approach with the aim of changing surface acidity has been developed. 
The strategy consists in depositing a shell layer of an inert material, typically Silicalite-1, around the crystals of am acid 
zeolite, with the purpose of passivating  zeolites surface acidity [2],[3]. Core-shell synthesis generally consists in two 
phases: core synthesis and epitaxial growth of Silicalite-1 over the starting catalyst. The technique of passivating with 
Silicalite-1 zeolites surface acidity has been used for various applications such as the alkylation of toluene to enhance the 
selectivity to para-xylene [2], methanol to hydrocarbon reaction [3],[4], biomass catalytic pyrolysis [4]. However, the 
Silicalite-1 layer coated on a zeolitic core is an useful approach to avoid the contact between Redox and Acid functions in 
the synthesis of hybrid catalysts that is one of the most frequent catalyst deactivation causes [5],[6]. To study the effect 
of Silicalite-1 deposition over a zeolitic core, we report on core-shell synthesis (using ZSM-5 cores with Si/Al ratio equal 
to 11 and 25 respectively) and application on methanol dehydration reaction. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
ZSM-5 zeolites with a Si/Al ratio in the synthesis gel equal to 11 and 25 was prepared following the procedure published 
elsewhere [7] and it was used as core for the following Silicalite-1 layer deposition. 
The Silicalite-1 synthesis gel had the following molar ratios: 2SiO2 − 0.5TPAOH − 8EtOH − 120H2O. 5 g of H-ZSM-5 crystals 
previously obtained were immersed into the precursor solution. The crystallization was carried out under hydrothermal 
conditions at 180°C for 24 h in a stainless-steel vessel using a tumbling oven. The products were rinsed repeatedly by 
deionized water and dried at 363 K overnight. The procedure was repeated twice to increase the Silicalite-1 layer 
thickness. Samples obtained were named ZSM-5_N_X, where N indicated the core Si/Al ratio (11 or 25) and x indicated 
the presence of the double-Silicalite-1 layer. Samples were studied by X-ray diffraction (XRD), N2 adsorption isotherms, 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), 
temperature-programmed desorption of ammonia and infrared spectroscopy (FR-IR). Parent zeolite and core-shell 
catalysts were tested for the reaction of methanol dehydration to DME in an atmospheric system at 160-240°C. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
X-ray patterns demonstrated the samples crystallinity (Figure 1). Atomic absorption results and TEM images confirmed 
the growth of a thin Silicalite-1 layer over the starting cores. Porosimetric data showed an increase in external surface 
area of the coated samples compared to that of the parent zeolites one. NH3-TPD and IR results showed a lower acid 
content for core-shell catalysts. Furthermore, a weak decreasing of the catalytic activity was observed using core-shell 
samples (Figure 2) in agreement with the decreased acidity. 
CONCLUSION 
In this work core-shell catalysts have been synthetized by growing a layer of Silicalite-1 over a H-ZSM-5 zeolite core 
through the epitaxial growth technique. The obtained samples showed a lower acidity than the parent zeolites 
supporting the hypothesis of a good happened passivation process and promising results were obtained in catalytic test 
for the DME production from methanol. 
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Abstract Text: Lewis acidic zeolites have gained much interest recently, owing to their ability to efficiently catalyse 
several important reactions. The substitution of Lewis-acid heteroatoms into zeolitic framework induces increased 
catalytic activity compared to purely siliceous zeolites and Brønsted-acidic aluminosilicates. Zeolite Tin-BETA (Sn-β) is a 
tin-containing zeolite of the BEA-type framework, which has shown remarkable activity and selectivity for numerous 
catalytic reactions, such as the Baeyer-Villiger oxidation (BVO) and the Meerwein-Ponndorf-Verley reduction (MPV 
reduction). [1] In the BVO, Sn-β can utilise hydrogen peroxide as a green-oxidant, compared to conventional oxidants 
such mCPBA. Sn-β has shown increased activity over analogous Lewis-acid zeolites such as Ti-β. This increased catalytic 
ability highlights the potential importance for green and sustainable chemistry; however, conclusive understanding of 
the Sn active sight remains elusive.   
Conventional methods of zeolite synthesis, such as hydrothermal synthesis, pose a problem as the procedure requires 
strong acids, such as HF, as mineralising agents, which is both environmentally harmful and industrially inappropriate, 
due to its acidic nature. New methods of synthesis, such as solid-state incorporation (SSI) [1], have successfully inserted 
Sn into the BEA framework, without impairing the activity of the catalyst for the BVO and MPV reactions. SSI also 
demonstrates higher metal loading and decreased synthesis time compared to hydrothermal synthesis, which addresses 
some of the key limitations for industrial applications. In this method (Figure 1), complete dealumination of the 
framework occurs, forming silanol nests in the previous Al sites. The solid tin(II) acetate precursor is added, forming Sn 
sites in the vacant tetrahedral (T-sites) within the framework. The solvent free nature of this method makes it highly 
scalable and is environmentally beneficial.   
Though there have been several experimental studies, the exact mechanism of insertion remains elusive. Therefore, my 
research is a computational investigation into the formation of these tin sites within the dealuminated framework, 
extending on work conducted by experimental collaborators [2]. The inserted tin can exist in both Sn(II) and Sn(IV) 
oxidation states, which manifest as an open or closed site, respectively (Figure 1) and exhibit different catalytic activity. 
Current efforts are focused on modelling the T2 and T9 sites, which have been reported to be the most stable sites for 
substitution. [3], [4] Extra-framework tin species are also of interest, as these oligomeric tin species, SnxOy, are 
produced at higher loadings and block the pores, reducing catalytic activity. Thus, gaining insights into tin insertion can 
lead to an optimisation of synthetic procedure, and the catalytic performance, potentially leading to successful industrial 
applications.  
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Abstract Text: Small-pore zeolites with 8-membered ring (8-MR) windows, such as CHA, AEI, and LEV have received a 
considerable amount of attention, recently. They are typically used as industrial catalysts for the selective catalytic 
reduction of NOx by ammonia (NH3-SCR), for emission purification and light olefin production using alcohol; especially 
from methanol (methanol to olefin, MTO) and ethanol (ethanol to olefin, ETO), due to their useful framework structures 
and pore systems. In contrast, given that these processes are conducted at high reaction temperatures in the presence 
of steam, thermal and hydrothermal resistances of the small-pore zeolites are essential for maintaining their high 
catalytic activity and selectivity during the catalytic system. In addition, further enhancement of the 
thermal/hydrothermal stability ensures a high catalytic efficiency at high reaction temperatures, and their application in 
a wide range of fields. 
We have investigated zeolite synthesis from zeolite as a starting material1, hydrothermal conversion of zeolite or 
interzeolite conversion (IZC), as an alternative method for obtaining highly-stable zeolite materials2, 3. This method can 
provide highly crystalline zeolite without structural defects. This is probably due to the locally ordered specific 
aluminosilicate formed by the hydrothermal decomposition of the zeolite starting material that was effectively construct 
the framework of the formed zeolite. Recently, by using phosphonium-containing OSDA (P-OSDA) during the 
hydrothermal conversion, a phosphorus modified small-pore zeolite with a high thermal/hydrothermal stability was 
successfully synthesized4, 5. It is common knowledge that the impregnation of phosphorus compounds such as H3PO4 is 
highly effective for the enhancement of the thermal/hydrothermal stability of zeolites, given that the presence of highly 
condensed polyphosphate species bound to the framework Al suppresses the crystal structure collapse caused by 
dealumination. In contrast, the post-modification has not been achieved in small-pore zeolites due to the limited 
diffusion of such phosphorus species into the small pores. Therefore, the phosphorus modification using 
alkylphosphonium would be additional tool to further improve and tune catalytic durability of zeolite. 
In this study, phosphorus modified small-pore zeolites with different phosphorus modification degrees and framework 
structures (CHA, AEI, and LEV) were prepared by using various combination of alkylammonium and alkylphosphonium. 
The catalytic performances in NH3-SCR reaction and alcohol conversion reaction of ethanol to olefin (ETO) were 
investigated6. The catalytic performances of small-pore zeolites synthesized using different starting materials; namely, 
amorphous silica or zeolite material (zeolite hydrothermal conversion), were also evaluated and compared. 
The thermal stabilities of the zeolites were strongly dependent on the framework topologies and degrees of phosphorus 
modification. Moreover, the phosphorus modification on small-pore zeolites was very useful for preparing a highly 
durable catalyst. An increase in the degree of phosphorus modification resulted in an increase in the catalytic durability 
and thermal stability by the suppression of the dealumination of zeolite framework. However, in the case of the catalyst 
for NH3-SCR, an optimized degree of phosphorus modification was required for showing high NO conversion even after 
severe hydrothermal treatment. By changing the combination of the OSDA, the method of phosphorus modification in 
this study would be applied to a wide variety of zeolite syntheses and can be used to improve the thermal and 
hydrothermal stabilities. Thus, the method will serve as a suitable alternative for the synthesis of zeolite material with 
high durability, for new application fields that require high catalytic efficiency. 
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Abstract Text: The Philippines is home to many volcanic structures which makes it abundant in natural clay materials. 
This study utilized natural Philippine bentonite, locally used in commercial cosmetics, as raw material for gismondine-
type zeolite synthesis. The initial silicon-aluminum ratio was adjusted to 1.18 and was mixed with 3M NaOH and heated 
to 300°C for 1h. The incubation time was 92h, after that, the sample was crystallized at 90°C for 24h. Successful 
synthesis of gismondine-type zeolite was confirmed through X-ray diffraction analysis and Fourier transform infrared 
spectroscopy. The scanning electron micrograph showed cross-shaped morphology with average particle size of 8.97 ± 
3.2 μm. Gismondine-type zeolites are known for their adsorption application. 
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Abstract Text: Cancrinite is a porous aluminosilicate mineral that offers numerous applications such as removal of heavy 
metals and catalysis. It can be synthesized using kaolin, giving an economic advantage as compared to synthesis using 
commercial reagents. In this study, a carbonate cancrinite-type zeolite derived from kaolin was synthesized via 
hydrothermal method at 200°C at different hydroxide concentrations and crystallization time. Samples were analyzed 
using different characterizations such as XRD, SEM, and FTIR. The XRD patterns reveal that the hydroxide concentration 
plays a significant role in the transformation of kaolin to cancrinite. In general, relatively high hydroxide concentrations 
are favorable in cancrinite zeolite formation. Crystallization time is also a key factor in formation of the zeolite. 
Cancrinite formation is mostly observed at a minimum crystallization time of 36 hours at hydroxide-carbonate ratios of 
4:1 and 8:1. A crystalline intermediate phase other than cancrinite is detected at low hydroxide concentrations and 
shorter crystallization time. 
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Abstract Text:   
  
Introduction 
Multi-step transformation of different chemicals can be simplified by the application of bi-functional catalysts, in which 
two different single active sites are responsible for two consecutive chemical reactions. For instance two step 
production of acrylic acid from glycerol, which involve dehydration to acrolein and its oxidation, can be performed by 
the application of catalyst having both acidic and redox sites. These sites should be separated from each other thus the 
support for active centres should have rather large surface area. A well developed pore system should enhance the 
diffusion of reactants as well. In this context the aim of our study was the design of bifunctional catalyst which could be 
applied for the abovementioned process. For that purpose we have applied SBA-15 mesoporous silica that was modified 
with 3-(trihydroxysiyl)-1-propanesulfonic acid and vanadium species as dehydration and redox centers, respectively. 
  
Eksperimental 
SBA-15 support was synthesised using standard hydrothermal procedure. Vanadium species (assumed value - 2 wt%) 
were incorporated by wetness impregnation using vanadyl sulfate (VS) or ammonium metavanadate (VM) precursor and 
materials were calcined. Next 3-(trihydroxysiyl)-1-propanesulfonic acid (TPSA) was grafted on the vanadium containing 
samples keeping the molar ratio of Si/TPSA = 10. Alternative modification procedure was also applied, i.e. vanadium 
species were incorporated after grafting of TPSA on SBA-15 samples. TPSA/SBA-15 materials were modified by the 
wetness impregnation with vanadium species and finally calcined. Materials obtained were characterized using following 
techniques: X-ray diffraction (XRD), N2 adsorption/desorption, IPC, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), electron spin 
resonance (ESR), UV-Vis spectroscopy and FTIR spectroscopy followed by pyridine adsorption.  
  
Results and discussion   
Two series of V/SBA-15 catalysts basing on different vanadium precursor (vanadyl sulfate or ammonium metavanadate) 
were obtained. Both XRD and N2 adsorption/desorption techniques confirmed the well preserved mesoporous structure 
of SBA-15 material with surface area in the range 457-687 m2g-1 after modification of the support. The XRD patterns did 
not point on the presence of crystalline vanadium(V) oxide suggesting good dispersion of metal species. These data were 
in-line with UV-Vis measurements results showing mainly isolated or dimeric vanadium species for dehydrated samples. 
Such kind of species was also confirmed by ESR technique. The state of vanadium was also examined by X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy. The difference in oxidation state of vanadium was found to be depended on the 
modification procedure applied for catalysts preparation. Much larger fraction of V5+ was detected when TPSA species 
were incorporated in the second step, i.e. after impregnation of SBA-15 with vanadium species (Fig. 1). This founding 
was independent on the kind of metal precursor. Pyridine adsorption followed by FTIR pointed on the presence of both 
Lewis and Brønsted acid sites on SBA-15 surface modified with vanadium species. The origin of the latter sites for TPSA 
free samples could be explained by the acidic proton of OH groups in the framework of hydroxylated (SiO)2(OH)V=O 
species as described in [1]. The detailed results of material characterization and the impact of TPSA species on vanadium 
containing SBA-15 will be presented and discussed in details. 
  
Acknowledgements: We are grateful to the National Science Center in Poland (Project no. project no. 
2018/29/B/ST5/00137), the National Centre for Research and Development and European Union (Project no 
POWR.03.02.00-00-I020/17) for financial support. 
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Abstract Text: Zeolites are a remarkably versatile class of crystalline, microporous materials, that are well-established in 
the fields of catalysis, ion-exchange and adsorption-separation. The success of these materials in such a wide range of 
industrial sectors is a direct consequence of their structures and chemistry. Discerning synthesis, structure and property 
relationships is, therefore, fundamental in the design and development of zeolite materials. 
The aluminosilicate zeolite ZSM-10 (MOZ) has been synthesised using a low temperature method [1]. The local and 
average structure of this zeolite has been observed using both solid state, magic angle spinning NMR (SS MAS NMR) and 
powder x-ray diffraction (PXRD) as complimentary techniques, alongside field emission scanning electron microscopy 
(FESEM) and infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). The framework structure of MOZ has been determined from Rietveld 
refinement. 
The synthesis conditions are critical to the formation of ZSM-10. Divalent N,N′-dimethyl-1,4 diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane 
(Me2-DABCO) is required as an organic structure directing agent (OSDA). The best result is obtained after stirring for 2 
days at room temperature, then heating for 10 days at 100°C under static conditions. Any small variation in temperature 
or ageing time produces structurally similar LTL and OFF zeolites. Furthermore, 29Si SS-NMR data show that a slight 
decrease in batch SiO2/Al2O3 ratio leads to local structural changes. PXRD data show that further decreasing the 
SiO2/Al2O3 ratio results in mixed phases of MOZ, CHA and MER zeolites and replacement of K+ with Na+ leads to ANA. 
Having a more complete understanding of the relationships that exist between a zeolite structure and its synthesis 
conditions is critical in making advancements towards the rational design of novel functional materials with enhanced 
properties that can be tailored for specific applications. 
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Abstract Text: Introduction 
            Due to its’ 12-member ring cage faujasite type zeolite is one of the best catalysts for fluid catalytic cracking (FCC) 
and is often used as support for platinum or palladium in a hydrocracking process. Depending on the Si/Al ratio synthetic 
FAU is classified as X, if ratio is between 2 and 3, or Y if ratio is 3 or higher. High aluminum content in X type zeolite 
results in large number of Brønsted’s acid sites which often leads to unwanted cyclic byproducts and formation of coke. 
In order to avoid this problem postsynthetic modifications to the zeolite structure are needed. One of the most 
promising methods to do this is wet impregnation with metal cations that increase the number of Lewis’ and reduce the 
number of Brønsted’s acid sites [1] in order to create more controlled catalytic conditions. 
Experimental 
            The zeolite for post synthetic treatment (HF-AS) was isolated from a gel with following composition 
8Na2O:0.7Al2O3:10SiO2:160H2O adopted from Awala and co-workers [2]. Previously prepared HF-AS was added in the 
water solution of nickel(II) chloride (1:50, 0.5 mol dm-3) and stirred. After 45 minutes the crystals were separated from 
solution and the process was repeated once more. The prepared product HF-Ni1 was then washed two times with 40 
cm3 of redistilled water and then calcined at 550°C for 6 hours. Thus prepared product (HF-Ni1iz) was then ion 
exchanged with 0.8 mol dm-3 water solution of ammonium nitrate (1:10) for 3 hours after which it was again calcined at 
450°C for 5 hours. 
            The same procedure as described above was also used for the synthesis of HF-Ni2, HF-Ni3 and HF-Ni4 with the 
exception that before washing the products with redistilled water they were hydrothermally treated at 100°C for 24, 1.5 
and 3 hours respectively. 
Results and discussion 
It was observed that calcination following wet impregnation with nickel(II) ions leads to increase of intensity of (111) 
peak and disappearance of peaks at 10.3° and 11.7° which may indicate the migration of nickel cations from double-6 
rings to supercage. 
  
Fig.1. XRD patterns of HF-Ni3 and HF-Ni4 samples during stages in postsynthetic treatment compared to the parent 
sample (HF-AS). 
The shift in the peak positions from 0.2° to 0.4° varying on sample was also observed (Fig.1.). The diffraction peaks of the 
nickel(II) oxide were not observed in any of the samples (Fig.2.). The samples were also analyzed using atomic 
absorption spectroscopy and vacuum FTIR. 

  
Fig.2. XRD patterns of samples after wet impregnation with nickel(II) chloride and calcination compared to the parent 
sample. 
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Abstract Text:   
The pursuit of a sustainable society and civilization is perhaps the main challenge of our time and of future generations 
[1]. Waste prevention is one of the Twelve Principles of Green Chemistry, according to which it is better to prevent 
waste formation rather than to clean it up after. Hence, in recent years there has been a growing awareness of the 
importance of developing environmentally-friendly chemical processes [2].    
Chemists are becoming increasingly aware of the potential of mechanical grinding or milling for the synthesis of 
materials. Indeed, mechanochemistry was identified by IUPAC as one of the 10 world-changing technologies. 
Mechanochemistry is now considered an excellent Green Chemistry method, offering, e.g., the opportunity of reducing 
considerably or even avoiding the use of solvents [3]. 
Synthetic analogues of layered and microporous titanosilicate minerals have attracted much attention in the last two 
decades or so, because they may have many potential applications in, for instance, catalysis, ion exchange and gas 
adsorption and separation.  These materials are normally prepared under mild hydrothermal conditions using several 
titanium silicon sources, along with a large amount of water [4].   
We seek to prepare layered and microporous titanosilicate via mechnosynthesis, i.e., ball milling without or with only a 
small amount of water (liquid assisted grinding), followed by heating in an autoclave, and here we report some 
preliminary results of this work. Using these conditions, we have prepared small porous sitinakite – Na2Ti2O3SiO4.2H2O 
(no water, 6 h at 230 °C), Ivanyukite-K (GTS-1) – HK3Ti4O4(SiO4)3.4H2O (no water, 24 h at 230 °C). A pure phase of layered 
natisite – Na2TiO(SiO4) and AM-2 – K2TiSi3O9.H2O were also obtained with very little water and in less than 24 h at 230 °C. 
ETS-10 could also be prepared in 24 h at 230 °C. The amount of water used in these experiments is over two orders of 
magnitude lower than in conventional hydrothermal synthesis of this kind of materials. The amount of water, time and 
temperature were some of the conditions studied and will be presented. 
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Abstract Text: Of the nearly 250 know zeolite framework types, only a fraction is produced in organic-free media1. These 
materials are of high practical importance due to their low production costs and high ion exchange capacities. There 
have been many studies investigating zeolite synthesis in purely inorganic systems, the main established parameters 
that govern the properties of the final products like framework type, crystal size and morphology are the synthesis 
composition (Si/Al ratio, alkali cation, alkalinity, water content), crystallization time and temperature and the use of 
crystal seeds. 
  
A novel zeolite synthesis method via hydrated silicate ionic liquids (HSILs) offers a purely inorganic pathway of 
synthesizing numerous zeolite frameworks2,3. By careful control of parameters like aluminate, water and alkali 
concentrations, gel formation is avoided over a wide compositional range and zeolites crystallize from single-phase 
homogeneous precursor solutions. In the studied chemical space, aluminosilicate species are in a predominantly 
oligomeric state and the synthesis solutions are kinetically stable at room temperature. This ensures accurate 
knowledge of local solution stoichiometry and eliminates factors like ingredient source or ageing time. As a result, we 
can investigate the influence of liquid-state solution chemistry onto zeolite phase selection, which is hindered in the 
presence of non-equilibrium phases like gels. 
  
The investigated parameters in the presented study are the cation type (Na, K, Cs), cation hydration level ([H2O]/[MOH]) 
and alkalinity of the precursor mixture ([Si + Al]/[MOH]). Ternary phase diagrams are constructed (Fig. 1) for each cation 
type, excluding the region below the solubility limit of the alkali hydroxide ([H2O]/[MOH] ≈ 3) and the region where gel 
formation is triggered ([Si + Al]/[MOH] > 1). The systematic variation in alkalinity and water content provides novel 
insights on zeolite precursor stability and the cooperative templating effect of cations and hydration water, governing 
the formation of the final zeolite product. 
  
A hydrated silicate ionic liquid (HSIL) is prepared by mixing appropriate amounts of H2O, MOH and tetraethyl 
orthosilicate (TEOS). Complete hydrolysis of TEOS triggers spontaneous liquid-liquid phase separation in a dense bottom 
phase (the HSIL) containing all silica and alkali sources and some residual water, not exceeding the number of the first 
hydration layer of the alkali cations, and a water-ethanol phase which is readily removed by decantation. The HSIL is 
mixed with water, alkali hydroxide and a aluminum source to yield the desired batch compositions. After stirring 
overnight the mixture is transferred to polypropylene tubes and heated at 90°C for one week in a tumbling oven. The 
recovered solids are washed, dried and characterized via powder X-ray diffraction. 
  
Twelve different framework types were observed for constant synthesis time and temperature. Each ternary diagram 
shows distinct but different phase boundaries over the explored parameter space (Fig. 2). We identify the framework 
composition of the formed zeolite products as a critical descriptor and show that the Si-to-Al ratio depends linearly on 
both batch alkalinity and water content for all cations, irrespective of the phases formed. The slope differs for the 
examined cations as larger cations promote framework formation with a wider range of silicon contents (Fig. 2). We 
rationalize these observations in terms of the complex interplay between aluminosilicate species and the charge 
balancing cations, which ultimately define the stability and condensation of building units in solution, and the synthesis 
outcome. The results of this screening provide a firm basis for future research based on zeolite formation in HSILs. 
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Abstract Text: Although the diverse and new classes of porous materials have been extensively studied in recent 
decades, zeolites are almost the only class whose industrial usefulness has been proved: in the $5 billion global market 
for chemical catalysts, the share of zeolites amounts to about 40%. If such is the case, the development of new synthetic 
methods for existing zeolites, as well as for novel zeolite structures, is of technological relevance. The use of more than 
one type of inorganic structure-directing argents (ISDAs; alkali and/or alkaline earth cations) together with a specific 
organic structure-directing agent (OSDA) in zeolite synthesis has long been recognized. For instance, small-pore zeolites 
rho (framework type RHO) and ZK-5 (KFI) can be synthesized using quite expensive 1,4,7,10,13,16-
hexaoxacyclooctadecane as an OSDA with Na+-Cs+ and K+-Sr2+ mixed ISDA system, respectively, although both of them 
were initially obtained under wholly inorganic conditions that are far from reproducible. This led us to focus our 
attention to the cooperative structure direction among the multiple inorganic cations in the presence of much cheaper, 
already known OSDAs. 
  
We have established the reproducible syn-thesis procedures for small-pore zeolites rho and ZK-5 using TEA+ as an OSDA 
via the multiple inorganic cation approach, as well as for the large-pore zeolite offretite. The results presented here 
show that combining the structure-directing ability of already known OSDAs with that of more than one type of ISDAs is 
a viable option for synthesizing zeolites that are not easy to crystallize as the pure form under wholly inorganic 
conditions. We expect that this synthesis strategy will also be useful for finding intermediate-silica (2 < Si/Al ≤ 5) zeolites 
with novel framework structures and/or compositions. 
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Abstract Text: Synthesis of FAU zeolite was examined using a flow type microwave assisted reactor system (Flow-MW 
system)1). LTA and FAU zeolite were synthesized using a mother slurry having a composition of Na:Al:Si:H2O = 
4:1:1:100 (molar ratio), which had been aged in advance at room temperature for various times. The slurry was pumped 
into a reaction tube of 4 mmφ in inner diameter and heated at 140 °C for 50-120 s by running through a magnetic field 
inside the cylindrical cavity of 2.45 GHz MW reactor. The sample was recovered by centrifugation and washed with 
water. TEM images were observed for unheated samplse and the PXRD pattern was measured for samples dried at 25-
40 °C. The N2 adsorption characteristics were measured by using the sample after pretreatment of vacuum heating at 
150 °C, 24 h. 
When synthesis is performed using a slurry aged for short time, the resulting crystal phase is single phase of LTA. FAU 
was obtained as a single phase when the slurry had been aged for more than 5 days. Even using the slurry aged for 2 h2), 
FAU had been easily co-precipitated with LTA in the case that the synthesis was carried out using a batch-type 
conventional method inside an electric oven. So, the difference in the zeolite phase synthesized by the flow MW system 
related to the aging time of the mother slurry, suggests that the FAU was more stable phase in this system and Al 
concentration required for crystallization of LTA had been reduced by the progress of nucleation. 
The PXRD pattern of the obtained FAU sample was that of single phase, however, the peak was quite broad, and the 
calculated crystallite size was about 12 nm. According to a SEM image, the particle was 50-100 nm in a diameter. 
Moreover, by TEM, each particle was an aggregate of crystal-grains having a diameter of 20 nm or less. The small 
crystallite size was not owing to amorphous content, but to the crystal-grains. The specific surface area calculated from 
the N2 adsorption curve was 510 m2/g by BET method. Since the micropore volume (P/Po = ~0.1) is 0.17 cm3/g, it is 
considered that the micropore in the FAU crystal-grain was working. The meso-macropore distribution curves calculated 
by the BJH method had peaks at 10.5 nm and 59.5 nm, and the pore volumes of mesopores (2-50 nm diameters) and 
macropores (50-190 nm diameters) were 0.38 cm3/g and 0.62 cm3/g. These were derived from the agglomeration 
structure which was confirmed by TEM. The mesoporous particles consisting of the crystal-grains are also recognized for 
LTA zeolite synthesized by the Flow-MW method without using organic additives2). It would be considered that zeolite 
nuclide could become the crystal-grain rapidly which were crystallin enough by efficient heating and was not so 
dissolving during the synthesis owing to short residence time. And then, the crystal grains could be remained, and were 
agglomerate or aligned during the growth process to become mesoporous particles2). Since in the case of FAU synthesis, 
the zeolite nuclide had been already grown during longer aging, it could be considered that the crystal grains became 
larger and less aligned during the agglomeration process compared to the case of LTA. 
From the above results, since Flow MW system would have an advantage for controlling size and agglomeration process 
of the crystal-grains, it is possible to design a meso and macro-porous inorganic body, and furthermore, it would be 
expected to arrange some different types of nanomaterials in a same porous body. 
References: (1) M. Nishioka, M. Miyakawa, H. Kataoka, H. Koda, K. Sato and T. M. Suzuki, Nanoscale, 3 (2011), pp. 2621-
2626. DOI: 10.1039/C1NR10199D  
(2) T. Nagase, M. Miyakawa, M. Nishioka, Micropor. Mesopor. Matter., 306 (2020) 110375. 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.micromeso.2020.110375 
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Abstract Text: Zeolites are widely used in industry due to their multidimensional structure and chemical composition. 
They are classified as crystalline, hydrated aluminosilicates, usually alkali elements, rare earths and other mono- or 
multivalent metals [1,2]. These materials exhibit a number of unique properties that have led to their applications, 
including catalysis. Despite their many advantages, zeolites exhibit diffusion limitations for branched molecules, and the 
transport of reactants of a size close to that of micropores is difficult to transport. Therefore, zeolites with a hierarchical 
porous structure have started to be obtained that exhibit secondary porosity, i.e., they show the presence of at least 
one additional pore system, mainly in the mesopore range. This arrangement is intended to facilitate the access of larger 
reactant molecules  to the active centers of the material while maintaining the acidity and crystallinity of the starting 
material [3]. 
Faujasite-based hierarchical zeolites were synthesized based on the method described by Liu et al [4]. During the course 
of the synthesis the type of template used, viz: polyethylene glycol octadecyl ether (Brij S10), poloxamer (Pluronic F127), 
CTABr (hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide), the amount of silicon source (TEOS) added and the aging time of the 
reaction mixture were modified.  
All synthesized materials were characterized by several techniques: UV/Vis spectroscopy, transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), N2 adsorption and X-ray diffraction (XRD). 
Based on the results, the optimal parameters for the synthesis of hierarchical zeolites were developed as follows: 0.5 g 
of FAU-type commercial zeolite was dispersed in a mixture containing water, ethyl alcohol, template, and ammonia 
water and ultrasonicated for 30 min at 65°C. Then, the whole mixture was transferred to a magnetic stirrer and stirred 
for 4h at 65°C. The obtained product was filtered and washed with a mixture containing water and ethyl alcohol (50:50). 
The final material was calcined to remove the template at 550°C for 5h.  
The work was supported by grant no. POWR.03.02.00-00-I020/17 co-financed by the European Union through the 
European Social Fund under the Operational Program Knowledge Education Development. 
References: [1] G.W. Ciciszwili, T. Andronikaszwili, Zeolity naturalne, WNT, Warszawa 1990.  
[2] J. Weitkamp, Solid State Ionics 2000, 131, 175.  
[3] A. Feliczak-Guzik, Micropor. Mesopor. Mat. 2018, 259, 33-45.  
[4] Liu X., Gao F., Xu J., Zhou L., Liu H and Hu J., Micropor. Mesopor. Mat. 2016, 222, 113. 
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Abstract Text:   
Introduction 
Friedel-Crafts-alkylations (FCA) are often homogenously catalyzed by precious metals such as Pd or Au catalysts [1,2]. 
Asymmetric FCA products can be obtained via Brønsted acidic organocatalysts, e.g., binol-based phosphoric acids [3]. In 
homogeneous catalysis, catalyst recycling and separation is difficult and consumes large volumes of solvents. 
Organocatalysts can be applied in heterogeneously catalyzed reactions after immobilization on suitable solid supports. 
This study therefore aims to prepare and investigate phosphoric acids as organocatalysts supported on different 
mesoporous silica spheres. Ordered mesoporous silica materials like MCM-41 and SBA-15 were investigated and 
compared to a non-ordered silica due to their favourable properties such as mechanical and thermal stability as well as 
high specific surface area (ABET) and specific pore volume (VP). The influence of the textural properties as well as the 
density of silanol groups of the obtained materials was studied in the conversion of 2-(hydroxy(4-methoxyphenyl)-
methyl)phenol (o-HBH) with 2-naphthol to triarylmethane as an FCA model reaction in a batch reactor. 
Experimental Part 
Starting from commercial silica spheres (80-90 μm, Chromatorex MB70-75/200, denoted as SiO2), MCM-41 was 
synthesized via pseudomorphic transformation using trimethyloctadecylammonium bromide (C18TABr) as a 
structure-directing agent (SDA) [4]. The transformation was conducted in an autoclave at 393 K for 24 h, after which the 
solid was washed with H2O, dried at 363 K an calcined at 823 K. SBA-15 was prepared via sol-gel synthesis by adapting a 
literature procedure with ethanol, P-123 and tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) under acidic conditions [5]. The surface of the 
obtained materials (SiO2, MCM-41 and SBA-15) was phosphorylated by POCl3 in anhydrous pyridine for 72 h at 298 K. 
The solids were filtered, washed with H2O, MeOH, acetonitrile (ACN) and dichloromethane (DCM), dried at 363 K for 
24 h and calcined at 823 K. The catalytic FCA activity was studied in a mixture of 0.011 M o-HBH and 0.013 M 2-naphthol 
in DCM at 298 K in a batch reactor for 2 h using 3 mg catalyst. 
Results and Discussion 
SiO2 was fully transformed into MCM-41 as confirmed via N2 sorption (Image 1). Type IV hysteresis loops typical of 
ordered mesoporous silica are observed at p/p0 = 0.3 - 0.5. Further, the high specific surface area (550 m2 g-1 to 
>1000 m2 g-1) and pore volume (0.8 cm3 g-1 to 1.0 cm3 g-1) prove the full transformation to MCM-41. The pore width 
distribution can be tuned between 2.3 and 4.7 nm by varying the alkyl chain length (C10-C22 TA+) of the SDA as well as by 
adding a micelle expander (ammonium thiocyanate). In addition, SBA-15 with a pore width of 7.5 nm was synthesized 
(ABET = 965 m2 g-1, VP = 1.7 cm3 g-1). All materials (SiO2, MCM-41 and SBA-15) were spherically shaped. The applied 
phosphorylation did not affect the textural properties of the corresponding supports. TEM images (Image 2) of the SiO2 
(left) and the phosphorylated species (right) shows a comparable non-ordered pore structure before and after the 
phosphorylation. 
In the model FCA reaction, a conversion of o-HBH of 60-70% with a triarylmethane selectivity of 30-40% was reached 
over the organocatalyst immobilized on all three mesoporous supports. The low selectivity is due to the side reaction of 
o-HBH dimerization, which correlates with the density of free silanol groups. During the calcination step, the silanol 
groups condense, increasing the conversion of o-HBH up to 95% with an enhanced selectivity of 60%. Consequently, 
catalytic activity of the immobilized phosphoric acids depends mainly on the density of free silanol groups rather than on 
the pore structure of the mesoporous silica supports. 
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Abstract Text: Zeolite-templated carbons (ZTCs) have been synthesized for the first time in 19971 and are today a well-
established class of microporous carbons. They feature defined textural proprieties that reveal very interesting in a 
number of fields including (electro)catalysis and adsorption,2 due to their unique electronic properties in combination 
with very high porous volume and homogeneous micropore size distribution.3 These ZTCs develop within the 
microporous system of a template zeolite and are hence a negative copy of their structure. In this communication we 
present the first achievement of ZTCs featuring hierarchical porosity. 
For the development of hierarchical ZTCs, two zeolite samples featuring different mesoporous degrees and architectures 
were used: (i) commercial USY and (ii) surfactant templated USY4 (USYST). Two grams of the zeolite were deposited on a 
frit in a cylindrical quartz reactor and activated at 690 °C for 1 hour followed by ethylene CVD for 4 hours. Finally, the 
temperature was gradually risen to 790 °C for two hours under N2 flow. Final ZTCs were obtained after HF leaching 
which allows to dissolve the zeolite structure. 
The texture and morphology of both zeolites and ZTCs have been investigated using transmission and scanning electron 
microscopy. ZTC particles are of comparable size (200-600 nm) to the zeolite template crystals and feature the presence 
of cavities on the surface of the crystal corresponding to steamed mesopores present in USY (figure 1: (a) TEM images of 
USY zeolite and (b) TEM images of the resulting ZTC-USY). A wide size distribution of mesopores are further identifiable 
for the ZTC achieved from USYST. The electron microscopy images moreover reveal the absence of non-templated carbon 
on the external surface, which is one of the major challenges when using hierarchical zeolites as template. This non-
templated carbon would impede the transcription of porosity by blocking pore entrance. The shape of ZTC-USY nitrogen 
physisorption isotherm strongly recalls the one of the parent zeolite (figure 2a: N2 physisorption isotherms at 77 K for 
the USY zeolite template (black) and the ZTC-USY (red)) and the resulting ZTC shows a porous volume twice as high as 
the parent zeolite. Mesoporosity of the resulting ZTC compares well to the one of the zeolite (0.23 and 0.24 cm3 g-1, 
respectively) indicating that all of the mesoporosity present in the template is transcribed to the ZTC. The ZTC further 
presents a high microporous volume (0.29 cm3 g-1 for the zeolite versus 0.73 cm3 g-1 for the ZTC). As far as ZTC-USYST is 
concerned, the shape of the isotherm differs from the one of the template zeolite (figure 2b: N2 physisorption isotherms 
for the USYST template (black) and the ZTC-USYST (red)). The H2 type isotherm of the ZTC-USYST indicates the presence of 
occulted mesopores and a large distribution of mesopore sizes. Hence, the textural properties of the USYST zeolite are 
only partially maintained. Yet, microporous volumes of ZTC-USY and ZTC-USYST interestingly appear to be very similar 
(0.73 and 0.74 cm3 g-1 respectively). 
Hierarchical ZTCs present both tailored microporosity and adjustable mesoporosity. The presence of intraparticular 
mesoporosity allows for reducing diffusion path length essentially, which make these materials extremely promising for 
developing superior gas storage devices and for achieving improved outputs in (electro)catalysis. 
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Abstract Text: Carbon materials are widely used in various applications (including electrochemical, catalytic and 
adsorption processes) due to their extraordinary high and complex specific surface area. Huge advantages of carbon 
based adsorbents are environmental friendliness and low production cost. The capture of different organic pollutants by 
adsorption on activated carbons can be additionally enhanced by combing this process with a subsequent 
(photo)catalytic degradation. In this work, we report the study on design, synthesis and characterization of C@TiO2 core-
shell composites for dual mode organic contamination removal. 
The spherical core-shell structures were produced using an one-pot approach in a water-ethanol mixture by the adopted 
Stöber method. A spherical resorcinol-formaldehyde resin core was covered by a TiO2 precursor – titanium(IV) butoxide 
(TBOT). The obtained materials were subsequently carbonized in inert atmosphere (flowing N2) in a wide temperature 
range (600 – 1000 oC). Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements revealed different graphitization degree of the 
carbon core and anatase-to-rutile ratio in the TiO2 shell strongly depended on the carbonization temperature. A specific 
surface area and porosity of individual components of the C@TiO2 composites were examined. The microporous carbon 
cores showed high specific surface area of 700 m2/g. As expected, the TiO2 shell turned out to be more mesoporous (SBET 
~ 100 m2/g). The C@TiO2 core-shell structure with hierarchical porosity (wider channels in the shell leading to narrow 
pores in the carbon core) had SBET of ca. 400 m2/g. 
Equilibrium adsorption capacities in the elimination of phenol and 4-nitrophenol from water phase were determined for 
both the carbon cores and the C@TiO2 composites. Kinetics of adsorption of phenolic compounds was also investigated. 
It was found that the obtained results were influenced by the carbon core sphericality and aggregation, its size and 
carbonization temperature. The phenol adsorption on the spherical resol based carbon materials proceeded according 
to pseudo-second kinetics model (R2 = 0.96–0.99). Furthermore, the obtained materials exhibited excellent adsorption 
capacities 70–150 mg/g, which exceeded the results achieved for commercial activated carbon WG-12 (Gryfskand). An 
effect of heteroatom addition on the adsorption phenomena was checked after surface modification. The materials 
were treated by oxidation in a HNO3 and H2O2 solution, reduction in a NH3 flow and oxidation-reduction cycles. X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) revealed incorporation of various O- and N-containing functionalities into the resol 
based carbon cores. Nevertheless, the appearance of heteroatoms decreased adsorption capacities of the obtained 
spherical carbon materials and the corresponding composites regardless of the carbonization temperature. The 
collected results suggest that the mechanism of phenol adsorption in strongly related to the micropore volume and 
graphitization of carbon matrix. 
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Abstract Text: Great efforts have been devoted to the preparation of zeolitic materials with hierarchical porosity for 
catalytic applications. A promising strategy, as pioneered by Ryoo and coworkers [1,2], is the direct synthesis of zeolite 
nanosheet-based materials using bifunctional structure-directing agents (SDAs). For this type of materials, a problem 
often encountered is a significant reduction of inter-lamellar porosity after the removal of SDAs. In this contribution, we 
report our recent discovery of a new type of triblock SDAs for rational control of the branching and stacking of zeolite 
nanosheets to result in hierarchical zeolitic materials with varied morphology. The SDAs feature two blocks of 
triquaternary (spaced by the -C6H12- group) ammonium groups (denoted N3) linked by a propylene oxide (POn) segment 
(cf. Figure 1a). We found that the length of the POn linker determined the way the MFI zeolite nanosheets were 
arranged in the resulting materials. The triblock N3-PO3-N3 SDA with short linker directed the formation of hierarchical 
MFI octahedra comprising highly branched, orthogonally-stacked and self-pillared nanoplates, within which parallel and 
equally spaced MFI nanosheets were observed [3]. The morphology of the materials evolved to those with less branched 
nanosheets, and the material synthesized with N3-PO68-N3 was solely composed of multilamellar MFI nanosheets (cf. 
Figure 1b-1d for the SEM images of the materials synthesized with N3-PO6-N3, N3-PO33-N3 or N3-PO68-N3, respectively). 
The correlation between the linker length and the packing, branching and stacking of zeolite nanosheet was rationalized 
by considering possible orientation and the occupied volume of the triblock SDAs during the growth of two-dimensional 
zeolite crystals. The hierarchical MFI zeolites are promising for catalytic applications. Two examples will be introduced. 
Owing to the presence of the silanol nests-like species at nanosheets’ junctions, the hierarchical silicalite-1 materials 
exhibited excellent and stable activity for the vapor-phase Beckmann rearrangement of cyclic oximes with high lactam 
selectivity. We demonstrated the co-deposition [4] of Au and TiO2 into hierarchical silicalite-1 octahedra to form edge-
attached domains of Au nanodisks and TiO2 sandwiched between adjacent zeolite nanosheets. The resulting 
nanocomposite showed efficient plasmonic photocatalytic activity for hydrogen production by selective alcohol 
photoreforming [5]. 
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Abstract Text: Zeolites are microporous ordered solids with a framework formed by tetrahedral units TO4 (T = Si, Al, Ge 
…). They are widely used in various industrial applications such as catalysis, adsorption, molecular sieving, ion exchange 
and energetics.1,2,3 The use of organic structure-directing agents (OSDA) such as quaternary ammonium ions during 
hydrothermal synthesis salts has speed up research and led to the discovery of many new zeolites. Structure-directing 
phenomenon depends on other factors such as chemical composition of the synthesis gels, nature of mineralizing agent, 
concentration (H2O/T ratio), and presence of heteroatoms.4 
In this contribution, we present new syntheses using unusual asymmetric diquaternary ammonium salts as OSDAs where 
several chemical parameters were taken into account. Thus, seven pyrrolidinium and piperidinium derivatives have been 
chosen, with different carbon chain lengths and different terminal groups linked to the second nitrogen atoms. 
Syntheses were performed with different gel composition in pure silica and germanosilicate media with hydroxide 
and/or fluoride mineralizing agent. 
Among the obtained different known topologies (AST, BEC, ITG, IWW, MFI, MEL, *MRE, NON, -SVR, UOV), special effort 
has been devoted to the structural analysis of BEC and -SVR-type structures. Thus, the Rietveld methods allowed us to 
localize the ordered OSDAs inside the pores. Concerning the -SVR topology, a comparison with the original structure of 
SSZ-74 was performed.5,6 In addition, a new phyllosilicate has been synthesized and characterized. This new structure 
reveals its potential use as a precursor for original zeolitic topologies.7 
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Abstract Text: Zeolites are an important class of crystalline microporous materials with molecular-scale pore 
architectures constructed by TO4 tetrahedra (T=Si, Al, B, Ge, P, etc.) and played important roles in industrial applications, 
such as ion-exchange, catalysis, gas adsorption and separation. In general, zeolites are synthesized under hydrothermal–
solvothermal conditions, and the reaction gel contains the source of framework atoms, solvents, organic structure-
directing agents (OSDAs), and mineralizers1. Although the systematic studies of the role of OSDAs in zeolite synthesis 
have allowed the discovery of many attractive structures2, the rational synthesis of new zeolites is still far away due to 
the lack of knowledge on all crystallization parameters on zeolite phase selectivity. Many parameters can influence the 
crystallization kinetics, such as nature of components and chemical ratio of reaction gel, crystallization temperature and 
time, and also the type of reactor3. This makes realization of the ab initio synthesis of a desired new structures difficult4. 
Many works have been devoted to search of OSDA molecules with proper size, shape, rigidity, polarity, and C/N ratio as 
well as to optimization of chemical composition of reaction mixture to synthesize new germanosilicate 
zeolites1. However, the ab initio synthesis depending on the crystallization time is far away from the expected outputs. 
In the present work, the growth and phase isolation of germanosilicates were realized by adjusting crystallization time 
without changing any other parameters. A fixed chemical composition with SiO2: GeO2: OSDA: HF: H2O = 0.5: 0.5: 0.9: 1: 
8 was used for hydrothermal synthesis at 170 °C. The OSDA used was 3-ethyl-1-methyl-3H-imidazol-1-ium, which has 
been utilized to synthesize IM-16 previously5. Ab initio synthesis of germanosilicates with structures depending on the 
crystallization time was applied. Optimization of crystallization time allowed to separate two pure phases (Phase 1, i.e. 
STW and Phase 2) before the crystallization of final phase of IM-16. First, the STW is formed in a short time and 
possesses a hexagonal bipyramid shape of the crystals. The pure STW can be obtained in 4 hours. With the prolonging 
time, a new Phase 2 was generated inside the STW. The pure Phase 2 can be separated in 7 days. It has a spindle-shaped 
crystal formed by aggregation of small rods. The nanosized rod-shape Phase 2 grows to laminar crystals with the 
increasing of time. Finally, a pure IM-16 (UOS) phase was formed in 14 days. The multiple phase transformations were 
revealed by the in-situ synchrotron XRD. And also, other techniques, such as powder XRD, single crystal XRD, RED, SEM, 
EDS et al, were applied to determine the phase purity and structures of obtained materials. 
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Abstract Text: Amide bond formation is one of the most important reactions in organic chemistry. It plays a key role in 
biological systems growth and development, since the amide bond is the main chemical bond connecting amino acids 
together giving peptides and proteins. In the recent years, the demand of improved methods for the synthesis of 
amide/peptide functionality is increasing, due to the expensive and wasteful approach of the current synthesis 
strategies, that are not “atom economical”, since great quantities of waste are generated (Constable et al., 2007). 
The aim of this work is to induce the amino-acid condensation with a new protocol: the molecules polymerization will be 
obtained by applying only pressure, using zeolites pores as scaffold. 
This study, from one side, will open the way to a “green” and solvent-free, peptide synthesis. On the other side, it will 
contribute to shed light on the possible role of zeolites in amino acids polymerization under abiotic conditions, which is a 
still open issue in prebiotic chemistry (Martra et al., 2014; Whitesides, 2015). 
Glycine, alfa-alanine and beta-alanine were selected and adsorbed in a Na-mordenite [Na-MOR: 
Na4Al4.3Si43.9O96·28.2H2O, s.g. Cmc21, a=18.080(1) Å, b = 20.380(1) Å, c = 7.489(3) Å, V = 2759.3 (3) Å3] synthesized at the 
Institut Charles Gerhardt in Montpellier. Na-mordenite was chosen as porous host for this experiment because the Na 
cations located in the side pocket of MOR are expected to trap the water molecules possibly generated by the formation 
of the peptide bond during the condensation reaction. 
The three obtained hybrid materials were characterized by TG analysis, elemental analysis, IR spectroscopy, XRPD and 
then compressed at high pressure (HP) in order to explore the possibility of using pressure to induce amino acids 
condensation in zeolite pores. 
Glycine and beta-alanine were loaded from vapor phase at mild temperature (150-160°C) in a previously dehydrated Na-
MOR powder sample. Alfa-alanine was loaded from aqueous phase and then the hybrid material was dehydrated at 150° 
C. The IR spectra collected on glycine and β-alanine/Na-MOR composites show the presence of a peptide bond moiety 
inside the composite materials already at ambient conditions. This is not observed in the alfa alanine sample, probably 
due to the presence of residual water molecules deriving from the different loading, that modify the amino acid leading 
to zwitterion form and hindering oligomerization. 
XRPD and elemental analyses show that both vapour and aqueous loading lead to a partial filling of the pores, being the 
alanine composites the most filled: 1.4, 2.4 and 3.8 molecules for glycine, alfa-alanine and beta-alanine, respectively. 
The XRPD HP structural data are available only on glycine and alfa-alanine samples. The pressure seems to only slightly 
modify the distribution of the molecules, sited in the 12MR channel. The shortening of the cell parameters, induced by 
compression, is not enough to bring them at bond distance. As a consequence, at least up to 2 GPa, peptide formation is 
not observed. 
Since on the basis of the position of the molecules and of their steric hindrance four molecules would be allowed for 
each unit cell, XRPD results indicate that a further loading of the channel could be a promising perspective for peptide 
formation. 
References: Constable D.J.C., Dunn P.J., Hayler J.D., Humphrey G.R., Leazar J.L., Linderman R.J., Lorenz K., Manley J., 
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4671. 
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Abstract Text:   
  
Influence over the processes of crystallisation and dissolution are crucial in many areas of industry e.g. optimising the 
performance of industrial catalysts by controlling their crystal morphology. The performance of porous material 
catalysts and adsorbents are directly tied to their morphologies through pore diffusion lengths and overall accessible 
surface area. With the improvements in microscopy techniques, particularly atomic force microscopy (AFM), researchers 
have the unprecedented ability to delve into the kinetic processes that underpin the foundations of crystal growth.1 By 
understanding these procedures, eventually we hope that they can be directed with a high degree of control for any 
application where crystalline materials are required. 
  
Recently, our group developed a general Monte Carlo crystal growth tool which allows the simulation of not just porous 
materials, but all materials with a regular crystal structure – CrystalGrower.2 To simulate the growth of a crystal 
structure, it must first be broken down to sensible units of growth which can combine to describe the entire framework. 
These units of growth differ from the growth units of the crystal, as the former are rate-determining steps in the 
formation of the crystal (e.g. cages) and the latter are the exact units that assemble the crystal structure (e.g. monomers 
/ dimers). 
  
To simulate porous materials such as zeolites and zeotypes, CrystalGrower uses natural tiles as units of growth. These 
tiles are the lowest energy cage structures that can assemble an entire framework, composed of many connected Q4, Q3 

and Q2 tetrahedral units. Tiles are separated into site types based on all the combinations of tetrahedral units between 
an isolated tile (highest energy) and a fully-condensated tile within the crystal bulk (lowest energy). By assigning energy 
penalties for each missing degree of condensation at a tile vertex, an energy ranking for each tile combination can be 
constructed. At each cycle of the program, tiles will compete to grow or dissolve, growing a crystal representative of the 
average of these competing processes. The solution from which the crystal is grown is also simulated as a modifiable 
thermodynamic driving force, resulting in a truly kinetic model. Additionally, CrystalGrower can be used in a predictive 
sense to explore which crystal morphologies should be accessible under certain energetic conditions. 
  
CrystalGrower has already been used to model the growth of numerous porous material frameworks, with simulation 
data closely matching experimentally characterised morphology and surface topology data.2,3 Until now, the software 
has been exclusively used by our group, but will be released publicly at FEZA 2020. 
  
  
Figure 1: Top – A schematic showing how natural tiles are incorporated into the crystal structure from solution as rate-
determining steps. Only the complete, correct tile (shown in red) will persist at the crystal surface as it is metastable, all 
other arrangements will eventually dissolve back into solution. Bottom – Examples of simulated zeolite crystals grown 
using CrystalGrower. 
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Abstract Text: The direct synthesis of higher value products from natural gas represents a real challenge for modern 
catalysis and could bring huge energy and environmental advantages.1 Zeolites containing Lewis acid sites have been 
widely studied for applications aimed at the upgrade of feedstock to more useful products, such as the dehydrogenation 
of ethanol to acetaldehyde.2 However, the role that the framework metals play in these reactions remains unclear. 
Replacing AlIII with divalent heteroatoms such as ZnII or MgII in the framework would introduce a divalent negative 
charge and stabilise multi-valent extra-framework cations more effectively. This would also be extremely useful for 
reactions catalysed by Lewis acid sites, as it would avoid the drawbacks related to a high Al:Si ratio3, 4 and support a 
greater number of extra-framework active sites per heteroatom in the framework. We have employed and optimised a 
quick and straightforward synthetic strategy for the preparation of zincosilicates with MFI topology (Zn ZSM-5).5 The 
zincosilicates synthesised were characterised through p-XRD, EDXRF, SEM and solid-state MAS-NMR. Further 
characterisation techniques such as XPS, XAS and DRS UV-Vis were also employed in order to identify the coordination 
environment of Zn species and confirmed that the samples are free of ZnO and that the heteroatoms occupy tetrahedral 
framework positions. Ethanol dehydrogenation performed on Zn ZSM-5 samples showed a high (> 90%) product 

selectivity to acetaldehyde and high (> 70%) and stable conversion. This is due to the absence of strong Br�nsted 
acidity in the catalysts, which prevents (i) the formation of by-products and (ii) a fast deactivation of the materials.  
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Abstract Text:   
Due to the strong tendency of ZrO2 to crystallize, the preparation of mesoporous zirconia powders is challenging. In 
particular, the transition of the tetragonal (t) to the monoclinic (m) phase at elevated temperatures leads to a collapse of 
the mesopore structure [1]. To adress this issue, the stabilization of t-ZrO2 with Si has been established as an effective 
way to prevent the t-m-ZrO2 transition. This strategy results in nanocrystalline t-ZrO2 powders with high specific surface 
area (ABET), but only few, if any, mesopores are formed [2]. Thus, various structure-directing agents have been employed 
in the synthesis of mesoporous ZrO2. Unfortunately, the few reported examples of mesoporous, Si-stabilized ZrO2 exhibit 
two major limitations. Firstly, the mesopore width is small (< 6 nm) [3]. Secondly, the dissolution from glass surfaces (e. 
g. from the preparation vessel) during treatment of hydrous ZrO2 precipitates in alkaline media is the mist commonly 
applied method to incorporate Si into mesoporous ZrO2 [4,5]. This strategy not only offers limited practicality in terms of 
ambiguous Si content, but also prevents distinction between the impacts of Si incorporation and alkaline treatment, 
which has been reported to influence the pore structure [6]. In this study, we present an experimental procedure 
towards synthesis of mesoporous ZrO2, with a precise amount of Si supplied by an external source. This allows to 
independently investigate the effects of Si, the surfactant dodecylamine (DDA), and an alkaline treatment (NH3,aq) of the 
hydrogel, on both the texural properties and thermal stability of the ZrO2 obtained. 
Results and Discussion 
ZrO2 with 15 mol.% Si exhibits much higher ABET (>150 m2 g-1, Image 1) compared to pure ZrO2 (<40 m2 g-1), since 
crystallite growth is restricted to <10 nm and full stabilization of the t-ZrO2 phase is reached. Moreover, the addition of 
DDA during gelation strongly increases the specific pore volume (Vp). For example, Vp increases from 0.17 cm3 g-1 to 
0.38 cm3 g-1, if 20 mol.% DDA are used in a gelation of ZrO2 with 15 mol.% Si (Image 1). As shown in Image 2, the increase 
of Vp due to the generation of large mesopores with a broad distribution of 4-40 nm. The ZrO2 hydrogel treatment with 
NH3,aq increases both ABET and Vp (Image 1), but retains the pore width distribution (Image 2). This may arise from 
unblocking of pores due to dissolution-reprecipitation processes. ABET and Vp of zirconia can be enhanced even further 
by using a higher Si molar fraction up to 44 mol.% Si (Image 1). However, this is accompanied by broadening of the pore 
width distribution (Image 2). Therefore, improving thermal stability must be balanced with control over the pore system.  
Based on the high thermal stability, mesoporous nature and both high ABET and Vp, Si-stabilized zirconia presented in this 
study is a promising catalyst support with potential applications in demanding chemical environments such as catalytic 
conversions at high temperature or in strongly acidic media. 
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Abstract Text: This work combines kinetics and theoretical calculations to show the benefits of going beyond static 
localized and defined active sites on solid catalysts, into a system that globally and dynamically considers the active site 
located in an environment that involves a scaffold structure particularly suited for a target reaction. We demonstrate 
that such a system is able to direct the reaction through a preferred mechanism when two of them are competing. If one 
of the mechanisms is preferred, a catalyst can be designed and synthesized in where, besides the presence of the active 
sites (protons) and pore dimensions large enough to accommodate the transition state, the active site environment is 
optimized by building a most adequate catalyst scaffold.1,2 The ab initio designed and synthesized zeolite catalyst (ITQ-
27) optimizes location, density and environment of acid sites to drive the reaction through the preselected and 
preferred diaryl-mediated mechanism (Figure 1a), instead of the alkyl transfer pathway (Figure 1b) as demonstrated by a 
detailed periodic DFT study of both reaction  mechanisms.  This is achieved by minimizing the activation energy of the 
selected pathway through weak interactions, much in the way as it occurs in enzymatic catalysts. We show that ITQ-27 
outperforms previously reported zeolites for the DEB-Bz transalkylation and, more specifically zeolites industrially 
relevant such as FAU, BEA and MOR (Figure 2).3 
  
Following our initial hypothesis, the fact that IWV zeolite gives higher intrinsic activity and selectivity should be related 
with a better stabilization of the transition states involved in the diaryl-mediated reaction pathway by zeolite 
confinement. To check this, we performed a detailed theoretical study of the two possible mechanistic routes on the 
IWV and MOR zeolite structures by means of periodic DFT calculations. Brønsted acid sites were placed at the two most 
stable locations for Al in the IWV structure, T3 and T6, and at T4 position accessible from the 12-ring channel in MOR. 
The geometry of all minima and transition states involved in the alkyl-transfer and diaryl-mediated pathways of DEB-Bz 
transalkylation and DEB dealkylation were fully optimized without restrictions at the three sites considered, IWV-T3, 
IWV-T6 and MOR-T4 and using the most stable isomer of DEB, para-DEB. The DFT study shows that the IWV structure 
intrinsically favours the diaryl-mediated pathway in the DEB-Bz transalkylation reaction, because the topology of the bi-
dimensional channel system enhances the formation of the I1+ intermediate. The activation barrier for the global 
process ranges from 40 to 70 kJ mol-1, depending on the route followed for the intramolecular proton transfer 
generating the I4+ intermediate. In contrast, the alkyl-transfer route competes with the diaryl-mediated pathway in the 
unidimensional channels of MOR, and the calculated activation barriers are never below 80 kJ mol-1, in agreement with 
the lower activity experimentally determined for MOR. 
  
From the initial reaction rates of EB formation obtained experimentally, activation energies Ea were calculated by means 
of the Arrhenius plots, and Gibbs free energies DG‡, enthalpies DH‡ and entropies DS‡ of activation were obtained by 
means of the Eyring equation. The lowest activation energies are obtained with the two IWV zeolite samples (57 kJ/mol), 
followed by FAU (66 kJ/mol), and MOR (74 kJ/mol). The same trend was found for the enthalpies of activation DH‡, 
indicating  that the energy involved in the rate-determining step of the mechanism is  lower in IWV than in FAU, and the 
highest in MOR. The results obtained experimentally are close to the theoretical ones and follow the same order, 
indicating that the diaryl-mediated pathway is favoured in IWV zeolite due to a larger stabilization by confinement of the 
transition states and intermediates involved in this route, in agreement with the starting hypothesis. 
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Abstract Text:   

【Introduction】Inorganic cage compounds with a double-4-ring (D4R) structure are useful as nano-building blocks for 
porous materials because they are rigid and can be modified with various functional groups at the corners.1) For further 
functionalization, the use of the cavity in the cage structure is of interest. It is known that D4R cage siloxanes2) and 
germanoxanes3) can encapsulate fluoride anions inside the cages. Variation of the counter cations outside the cage is 
expected to be useful in controlling the nanostructures of the porous materials constructed with cage compounds and 
their applications. Here, we report on the cation exchange not only in the discrete cage germanoxane but also in the 
cross-linked porous materials. Furthermore, the difference in the porous structures due to the different cations in the 
porous materials was investigated. 

【Experimental】A dimethylvinylsilylated cage germanoxane (1), containing a fluoride anion inside the cage and a 
tetraethylammonium (TEA) cation outside, was synthesized by the methods reported previously by us.4) 1 and 
tetrabutylammonium (TBA) bromide were stirred in toluene, forming a cage germanoxane with a TBA cation (2). 1 and 2 
were cross-linked with a dimethylsilyl-modified cage siloxane (Q8M8) as a linker by a hydrosilylation reaction (Image 1a). 
The products were added to an ethanol solution of tetramethylammonium (TMA) chloride to exchange the cations (TEA 
or TBA) with TMA cation (Image 1b). 

【Results and discussion】Synthesis of 1 and 2 and the formation of their cross-linked networks with Q8M8 were 
confirmed by FT-IR and NMR analyses. The N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms indicated that the cross-linked materials 
possessed both micropores and mesopores with broad pore size distributions. 13C MAS NMR spectra confirmed that 
these porous solids underwent almost complete cation exchange with TMA cations. The N2 adsorption–desorption 
measurement showed the increase in the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) area and micropore volume upon cation 
exchange with TMA cations. These results suggest that the exchange of the counter cations of the cage germanoxane-
based porous materials is effective to tune the pore characteristics. 
Image 1:  
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Abstract Text: Zeolites are widely used as catalysts in a number of petrochemical and refinery processes due to a high 
surface area and strong acid sites. However, too strong catalyst acidity often leads to side reactions and rapid catalyst 
deactivation by coke deposition on its active sites [1]. A core-shell zeolite composites make it possible to control the 
zeolite external surface acidity and diffusion of substances to active sites [2]. Thus, stability of catalysts can be increased 
in such processes as alkylation of isobutane with olefins, when strong acidity is required to obtain the desired products, 
but the catalyst lifetime is extremely short [3]. In general, a procedure of composite synthesis consists of the following 
steps: synthesis of micron-sized crystals of “core” zeolite with high acidity, synthesis of nano-sized crystals of “shell” 
zeolite with low acidity with the subsequent covering “core” crystals with “shell” crystals using polycationic agent  
followed by growth of the homogeneous shell under hydrothermal conditions [4]. 
In this work, we have been studying the synthesis conditions of core-shell zeolite composite consisting of BEA (“core”) 
and MFI (“shell”) structure types. We have determined  the optimal synthesis conditions to produce both nano-sized 
Silicalite-1 and micron-sized zeolite Beta crystals, and also we have studied the conditions for covering the “core” 
crystals with “shell” particles and subsequent “shell” growth. 
We have carried out a number of syntheses of nano-sized Silicalite-1 crystals and micron-sized zeolite Beta crystals by 
varying temperature and time of hydrothermal synthesis (HTS) and precursor mixture compositions. Silicalite-1 crystals 
of 100 nm in size is synthesized at the following conditions: molar composition is 1 SiO2: 0.244 TPAOH 
(Tetrapropylammonium hydroxide): 0.045 Na2O: 11.4 H2O, HTS was carried out at 95°C for 48 hours. Zeolite Beta crystals 
with a size of about 500 nm are formed at the following conditions: molar composition is 1 SiO2 : 0.017 Al2O3 : 0.22 
TEAOH (Tetraethylammonium hydroxide) : 8.7 H2O, HTS was carried out at 150°C for 168 hours. XRD patterns of 
Silicalite-1 and Beta zeolite are presented in Fig.1. 
Poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (polyDADMAC) was used for zeolite Beta surface modification, HTS of covered 
with Silicalite-1 nanocrystals “core” was carried out under varying conditions (T = 150-170 °C, t = 30-60 min, TPAOH/SiO2 

= 0.06-0.24, NaOH/SiO2 = 0.04-0.09) to obtain a layer of Silicalite-1 on Beta “core”. The XRD pattern of final product of 
core-shell zeolite composites synthesis is shown in Fig.1, its SEM image and textural properties are shown in Fig.2. 
Acknowledgments: The research was funded by RFBR and Novosibirsk region, project number 20-43-543036 
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FEZA21-PO-293 
Silver quasi-nanoparticles: bridging the gap between clusters molecular-like and plasmonic nanoparticles  
D. Fatima*, M. ELROZ, L. mama 
 
 
Abstract Text: we report a new strategy for preparing connected silver sub-nanoparticles with unique optical behavior 
via a selective photo-assisted electrochemical reduction of silver cations in FAU-type zeolite X (FAUX) cages. Bi2+/Bi3+ 
doped zeolite nanoparticles (ZX-Bi) were prepared by one-pot hydrothermal synthesis and stabilized as colloidal water 
suspension. Silver nitrate-containing ZX-Bi suspension was subjected to UV irradiation resulting in the reduction of silver 
cations and generation of Ag&+

n clusters (Ag@ZX-Bi). The physicochemical characterization of the samples, using XRD, 
TG, N2 sorption, NMR, HRTEM-STEM, ICP, EDX and XPS analyses, provided comprehensive information on the textural 
and structural properties, the chemical compositions and the metal oxidation state of the samples. Their optical 
behaviors have been investigated using UV-visible and photoluminescence spectroscopies. The IR-operando analysis 
under visible-light revealed local heating of Ag@ZX-Bi up to 400K. The theoretical calculation of the absorption, 
scattering, and extinction cross-sections sabs, ssca and sext of different silver models performed in this study, was in 
agreement with the experimental data, elucidating the unique optical behavior of the silver particles. The set of analyses 
show that quasi-nanoparticles of Ag are formed from bridged Ag clusters (AgCLs) through zeolite channels closing for the 
first time the gap between clusters and plasmonic nanoparticles. 
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Photoassisted electrochemical preparation of connected Silver clusters in host-zeolite channels for photocatalytic 
application 
D. Fatima*, E. R. Mohamad, L. Mama, D. Fatiha, L. louwanda, V. Valentin, L. Oleg, C. Julien 
 
 
Abstract Text: Silver nanoclusters continue to gain a potential attention due to their arresting features including 
electrical, optical and catalytic properties which strongly depend on their size and shape and differ dramatically from 
those of larger nanosized particle. These subunits constitute a cross-link between the limits of the single atomic level 
and plasmonic nanoparticles. The individual behavior of these subsystems is governed by their discrete electronic 
energy states. A wide variety of synthesis strategies have been developed for generating well-controlled size silver 
clusters.   Hence, it is always challenging to maintain high dispersion of ultra-small metallic clusters, as they are 
susceptible to agglomerate due to their high surface energy. 
Undoubtedly, Zeolite can provide the unique hosting environment for the construction of metallic clusters. Recently, 
subnanometer silver clusters confined in zeolite are developed by El-Roz et al. [[i]]  as a worthwhile system to 
investigate its optical properties and photocatalytic properties. This study presented an innovative synthesis method of 
well controlled preparation of sub-nanometer Silver Clusters trapped into faujasite framework in the presence of 
vanadate species Ag@ZX-V. This method consists in ultrafast and simple synthetic route via the UV photoexcitation of 
zeolitic suspension containing vanadate species in the presence of electron scavenger. Vanadate species serve as 
photoactive species that initiate the formation of silver clusters followed by the expansion of silver clusters by 
autocatalytic process. This new approach ensures a good dispersion, high abundance, uniformity, and increased stability 
of silver clusters into the cages of nanosized zeolite crystals. 
Herein, we applied this method for preparing connected AgCLs in FAUX doped with Bi2+/Bi3+ cations via an auto-
electrochemical reduction of Ag cations, this process was accelerated using photo-assisted reduction. We demonstrate 
that the optical features are strongly related to the nature of the photo-reductive species (Figure 1).[[ii]] Different 
characterizations techniques are employed to reveal the successful encapsulation of silver clusters in the FAUX as well as 
their specific optical behaviors including: UV-visible, photoluminescence spectroscopies and modeling calculations to 
determine the absorption, scattering, and extinction cross-sections sabs, ssca and sext of different silver. The different 
experiment demonstrate that the Ag's unique optical behavior is a consequence of the formation of interconnected 
silver clusters (silver quasi-nanoparticles) through the zeolite channels. The IR operando analysis of the samples in dark 
and under visible light confirmed the surprising plasmonic behavior of the Ag@ZX-Bi samples and registered local 
heating equivalent to 190°C under visible irradiation, a characteristic behavior of plasmonic nanoparticles. Therefore, to 
our knowledge, the gap between clusters and plasmonic nanoparticles with well-controlled and reproducible size of Ag-
QNPs is bridged for the first time. The simplicity of the used method allows an easy scaling-up for different possible 
applications (µ-sensors, electronic, optic, etc.). 
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Open framework sulfur based materials from photocatalytic applications 
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Abstract Text: The consequences of mankind’s strong dependence on fossil fuels has is being felt, now more than ever. 
The production of high value-added compounds, through the photoreduction of CO2, has been seen as a viable option to 
mitigate the greenhouse gas effect and the upcoming energy crisis. 
Metal oxides are the most studied materials as photocatalysts. However, the vast majority show high values for the 
optical band gap and can only absorb radiation in the UV region. Bearing in mind that only 5% of the solar spectrum is 
made up of UV radiation, the synthesis of materials with band gaps more adapted to solar radiation becomes essential 
to meet high yields of conversion. Metal chalcogenides comprise a viable alternative to metal oxides, as they have a 
band gap more suitable for solar radiation [1]. There are several advantages in using crystalline microporous materials as 
active photocatalysts. The open framework architecture is likely to reduce the electron-hole recombination rate since it 
reduces the average carrier path to reach the surface of the catalysts particle where the reaction occurs [2]. Recently, 
porous chalcogenides materials have received special attention, as they combine the presence of an open framework 
with semiconductivity, thus making it possible to use such materials as photocatalysis [3]. 
In this work we report the development of new ordered and structured sulfur-based materials. A hydrothermal 
synthesis under autogenous pressure, a methodology already widely used in the synthesis of microporous oxides, was 
used to obtain the materials under studied. Something that was taken into account when synthesizing these materials 
was the reagents used. Abundant, non-toxic reagents, namely a safe sulfur precursor, have been chosen, something that 
sometimes does not happen in this class materials (see Figure 1). The different materials obtained were characterized 
with various techniques (XRD, TGA-DTA, chemical and elemental analysis, FESEM, HRTEM, IR spectroscopy, DRS) which 
allowed conclusions to be drawn regarding the structures obtained, their thermal stability and to evaluate the 
interaction with UV-Vis radiation. 
The synthesized materials, composed of Sn, Zn and S, can be classified as laminar materials and are stable up to a 
temperature of 300°C. In order to change the electronic properties of the obtained structure, these were doped with Cu. 
After doping it was observed the reduction of the band gap value to 1,9 eV, optimal value to use these materials in CO2 
photoreduction processes. It is therefore believed by the authors that the materials under study are promising 
photocatalysts, particularly in solar-to-fuel route, that would help to develop processes with high yields of conversion. 
Image 1:  
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Abstract Text: Poly(lactic acid), PLA, as a polyester obtained from renewable resources and with biodegradable 
properties, is seen as a promising alternative to conventional commodity plastics. In the field of packaging application it 
would be of great importance to improve some functional properties of PLA, such as antibacterial activity. Within the 
framework of this study, PLA composites with antibacterial activity were obtained by incorporation of silver-enriched 
zeolite (Ag-Z) in polymer matrix. Composites with 1, 3 and 5 wt.% of Ag-Z were obtained by solution casting from 
chloroform. Thermal and thermo-oxidative properties were not altered in grate extent by the introduction of zeolite, 
which could be beneficial for future melt processing. Degrees of crystallinity of the samples were calculated from 
melting enthalpy obtained from DSC analysis. Slight decrease of crystallinity degree of polymer matrix was observed 
with increase in Ag-Z content. Dynamic-mechanical analysis was used to evaluate mechanical properties and transition 
temperatures. Reinforcement effect of Ag-Z is observed, as judged from storage modulus increase with introduction of 
Ag-Z filler in polymer matrix. Glass transition temperature of composites was not affected by the presence of the filler. 
Antibacterial activity of all synthetized composites was investigated toward two bacterial strains, Gram-negative 
Escherichia coli DSM 498 and Gram-positive bacteria Staphylococcus aureus ATCC 25923. Composites showed good 
antibacterial activity toward examined strains which is slightly pronounced toward E.coli. In order to investigate the 
mechanism of antibacterial activity, the leached amount of silver from composites after the investigation of antibacterial 
activity was measured. The results show slow release of silver, indicating that the mechanism of antibacterial effect can 
be connected to the metal itself. According to the present results, PLA/Ag-Z composites are promising materials for 
 food packaging. 
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Abstract Text: Since the discovery of microporous aluminophosphates (AlPOs) by Wilson et al.,1 the synthesis of these 
materials has been widely studied, yielding a diversity of structural types that also include polymorphs without existing a 
zeolite counterpart. Typically, the structure of these AlPO-based molecular sieves can be related to three-dimensional 
networks in which alternating AlO4 and PO4 tetahedra are interconnected via oxygen atoms. The frameworks of 
molecular sieves of chemical formula AlPO4 are electroneutral and the compounds basically have no ion-exchange 
capacity. 
The STA-1 material (SAO framework type) is a very interesting example of three-dimensional large-pore structure 
(12MR) with channels that intersect one to each other, which results in a zeolite having one the lowest framework 
density ever reported in literature. This makes zeolite STA-1 of potential interest in both catalytic and adsorption 
applications involving bulky molecules. 
Nevertheless, the zeolite SAO have been uniquely synthesized as Mg-AlPO2 and Zn-AlPO3, and both materials have 
shown low thermal stability. 
The present study describes the synthesis of the pure aluminophosphate with SAO structure from gels with molar 
composition 1 Al2O3: 1.3 P2O5: 1.6 SDA: 1.1 HF: 180 H2O using a new structure directing agent synthesized as described 
in Fig. 1. 
  

Figure 1. Synthesis route of the structure directing agent SDA. 
  
The X-ray diffraction indicates a well crystalline material, but no readly identificable as a known phase. Upon calcination, 
the powder X-ray diffraction pattern of the as-prepared solid changes, and becomes very similar to that expected from 
the framework structure of STA-1. This indicates the material is thermally stable upon template calcination at 650 ºC and 
so enables the porosity to be measured (Fig 2). 
Textural characterization shows a surface area of 818 m2/g with a micropore volume of 0.36 cm3/g providing to this 
material optimal properties for adsorptive applications. 
 
 

Figure 2. XRD patterns of as made and calcined AlPOs compared to the simulated pattern of SAO structure. 
 

Using a model for the structure that includes OSDA molecules in the pores, and allowing the framework to refine, gives a 
reasonable fit to the PXRD. The observed 27Al (and 31P) SS-NMR, each of which shows 8 rather than 4 resonances, 
indicates that there is disorder due to Fluorine atom bounds to framework Al. Nevertheless, it indicates the structure 
has the same symmetry as the calcined material, and the unit cell shortened along a and b and elongated along c. 
Image 1:  
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Critical hydroxyl concentration at the frontier between hydrophobic and hydrophilic zeolites 
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Abstract Text: Introduction 
The properties of water confined in hydrophobic zeolite cavities remains a topic of fundamental and applied interests.1,2 
The estimation at which pressure water condensation (or evaporation) occurs is not obvious as zeolites often contain 
structural defects which nature and concentration depend on the synthesis process. These defect sites interact with 
water, and once the number of water molecules in the cavities is increased, water clusters are formed through hydrogen 
bonding.3 Many types of defect sites can co-exist in all-silica zeolites, mainly internal and external silanol groups. While 
there is an abundant literature on the nature of defect sites, critical concentrations of these defects which may turn a 
particular zeolite from hydrophobic to hydrophilic has not been systematically determined.1 4 The objective of this study 
was to estimate the critical concentration of defects beyond which all silica-zeolites become hydrophilic. A set of all-
silica zeolites was prepared, characterized by 29Si NMR, IR and methanol (MeOH) and water (H2O) sorption. A correlation 
between water uptake at low pressure and the SiOH concentration has been established and used to estimate a critical 
SiOH concentration beyond which the zeolite becomes hydrophilic. 
Experimental 
All-silica zeolites Silicalite-1(OH), Silicalite-1(F), ITQ-13(F), Beta(OH), Beta(F) and Chabazite(F) were prepared using 
procedures of the literature in alkaline (OH) or fluoride (F) media. They were characterized by 29Si Nuclear Magnetic 
Resonance (NMR), X-ray diffraction (XRD), N2 physisorption, diffuse Reflectance FT-IR spectroscopy (DRIFTS) and 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). Adsorption of probe molecules H2O and MeOH were measured at 293,15 K on a 
BelMax system (BelJapan). 
Results 
All zeolites exhibit BET surface areas and pore volumes typical of highly crystalline solids. All additional characterization 
data by XRD, SEM, IR and 29Si NMR are in line with literature results. Major differences between MeOH and H2O 
adsorption are observed in the low-pressure part of the isotherms: in most cases, water hardly adsorbs on hydrophobic 
zeolites while MeOH uptake is significant even at low pressure. The surface affinity for both adsorbates has been 
quantitatively characterized for all zeolites by the calculation of Henry’s constants for water and methanol vapors at low 
pressure. In order to correlate the hydrophobic character of zeolites with a density of framework defects, the 
concentration of silanol groups per unit cell was estimated from i) 29Si NMR spectra and ii) the intensity of the vibrations 
of free and H-bonded hydroxyls in DRIFTS spectra. Although NMR is sensitive to the environment of Si atoms while DRIFT 
is sensitive to OH vibrations, the two methods provide similar silanol concentrations. Two major trends regardless of the 
probe molecules can be observed by plotting Henry’s constants for water and MeOH as a function of silanol 
concentration (Fig. 1). For concentrations < 2 SiOH/nm2, Henry’s constants are very low (ca. 10-6 mol.g-1.Pa-1) whereas for 
higher concentrations, Henry’s constant markedly increases with the silanol concentration in a linear fashion. We also 
observe that the Henry’s constants of water are systematically inferior to those of methanol when the silanol 
concentration is below 2 SiOH/nm2 whereas the opposite trend is observed at higher concentrations. The clear cut of 
adsorption properties observed for silanol concentration around 2 SiOH/nm2, which seems to delimit a frontier between 
hydrophobic and hydrophilic solids, will be discussed and compared to other experimental and theoretical values of the 
literature. 
  
Figure 1 Henry’s constants for MeOH and H2O as a function of the overall silanol density in zeolites (left) with a zoom on 
the region below 2 SiOH/nm2 (right) 
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Abstract Text: Investigating the behaviour at high pressure of crystalline compounds with a microporous structure, e.g. 
zeolites, has experienced a boosted interest in the last two decades, especially due to the P-induced intrusion of 
molecules and ions into the structural nano-cavities from the P-transmitting fluids [1]. Zeolites have a consolidated 
history of technological and industrial applications, but the understanding of these P-induced phenomena may further 
expand their utilizations, opening the way for new routes for tailoring functional materials. In this study, we have 
investigated the behaviour of the natural zeolite erionite when compressed in non-penetrating and potentially 
penetrating fluids: i.e. those fluids made by molecules having a kinetic diameter that may allow their P-mediated 
adsorption into the zeolite structural cavities. 
Erionite is a zeolite with a wide chemical variability in Nature, expressed as solid solutions among three end-members: 
erionite-Ca, erionite-Na and erionite-K.   
Our sample, classified as erionite-K, has an average chemical formula: 
K2.31Na0.02Ca2.15Mg0.69Ba0.04Sr0.02Al9.00Si27.19O72·18.66(H2O). Erionite crystal structure is characterized by the presence of 
large cages (23-hedron, called “erionite-cage”), superposed along the c axis, hosting most of the extra-framework 
population. 
We have conducted experiments by single-crystal X-ray diffraction under in-situ high-pressure conditions at the Xpress 
beamline of the Elettra Synchrotron, using an ETH-type diamond anvil cell (DAC) and ruby as P-calibrant. We have 
performed two P-ramps using different P-transmitting media: the first one using the non-penetrating silicone oil, up to 
2.60(5) GPa, and the second one with the potentially penetrating methanol:ethanol:H2O = 16:3:1 (hereafter mew) 
mixture, up to 4.97(5) GPa. Using the EoSFit7c software, the P-V data obtained by the silicone oil ramp were fitted by a II 
order Birch-Murnaghan equation of state, yielding the following refined isothermal bulk modulus KV0 = 44(1) GPa (βV0 = 
KV0

-1 = 0.0227(5), where βV0 is the bulk volume compressibility). 
P-V data from the mew ramp (Fig. 1) show a significant decrease in compressibility, which unambiguously suggests the 
(irreversible) P-induced intrusion of H2O (and possibly alcohols) molecules. The adsorption seems to occur in three 
different steps, approximately around 0.2, 1.2 and 2 GPa. This behaviour is somehow surprising if we consider that the 
magnitude of the intrusion process is comparable with that of synthetic SiO2-ferrierite [2] and AlPO4-5 [3] zeolites, but in 
this case has been observed in a natural sample of erionite, with structural cavities filled by extraframework population. 
Further experiments with different classes of potentially penetrating fluids will allow a full understanding and 
constraints of the P-induced adsorption phenomena in erionite. 
Fig. 1: High-pressure evolution of the normalized unit-cell volume of natural erionite-K, compressed in mew (blue 
triangles) and silicone oil (red spheres). Silicone oil data are fitted by II-order Birch-Murnaghan equation of state (black 
line). 
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Abstract Text: The distribution of Al defects in the aluminosilicate zeolite CHA is critical in determining the catalyst’s 
properties where this effects: (i) catalytic effectiveness for the methanol-to-olefin process for H-CHA, both directly1 or 
indirectly via the proton positions,2  and (ii) the metal speciation with respect to Cu-CHA, utilised in NOx abatement in 
vehicle exhausts.3 Conventionally, Lowenstein’s rule, that states that Al-O-Al linkages are forbidden,4 and Dempsey’s 
rule, that the Al defects should maximise their separation,5 are employed when considering Al distributions. However, 
previous computational work has demonstrated that the global energy minimum distribution of Al in aluminosilicate 
zeolites does not follow these laws rigorously and thus the thermodynamically expected distribution is non-trivial to 
determine.6 This work aims to extend the previously reported results by considering the global minimum Al distribution 
as a function of the distance from the external surface as well as the most favourable H arrangement for a given Al 
arrangement through the use of ab initio computational methods in an exhaustive fashion. 
            Current results demonstrate that for the bulk CHA species, having the protons occupy separate 6-membered and 
8-membered rings is the global minimum configuration for non-Lowensteinian Al distributions, suggesting that the H will 
be not only separated by a significant degree but will at a sufficiently high enough Si/Al distribution will have a 
substantial H population in both rings that have non-negligible separations, where this will subsequently have 
consequences for acid catalysis. Moreover, preliminary results demonstrate a preference for Al pairs to segregate the 
external surface and occupy the Q3 positions. Thus, there is an apparent thermodynamic drive for the CHA crystal to be 
Al-rich at the surface and relatively Si-rich in the bulk, as previously seen in other zeolites such as ZSM-5,7 yielding 
possibly greater diversity in Al sites and ergo active sites then usually considered. On-going work, expected to be later 
coupled with experimental data, will hopefully explore the inhomogeneity of the framework composition across 
multiple topologies and the computationally under-explored external surface and the effect of hydration on the 
thermodynamic drive. 
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A. Erlebach 1,*, C. J. Heard 1, P. Nachtigall 1, L. Grajciar 1 
1Department of Physical and Macromolecular Chemistry, Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic 
 
Abstract Text: The thermodynamic stability of zeolites is of fundamental importance for the design of novel zeolite 
frameworks.1 In recent years, the ADOR synthesis protocol has enabled the discovery of novel (unfeasible) high-silica 
zeolites.2 However, the targeted in silico guided optimization of zeolite synthesis is hampered due to the high 
computational costs of ab initio simulations and the limited accuracy of available empirical force fields. 
Therefore, this work focuses on developing linear scaling reactive neural network potentials (NNP)3 for accurate large-
scale simulations of siliceous zeolites. First, we generated an ab initio (DFT) dataset for zeolites, several silica 
polymorphs, and amorphous silica, including low-energy equilibrium structures and high-energy transition states of the 
potential energy surface (PES).4 Next, NNP training used an active learning approach for NNP error estimation, the 
extension of the training set, and iterative refinement of the NNPs allowing highly accurate modeling of the PES.4,5 The 
resulting NNPs enable large-scale simulations of zeolites retaining DFT accuracy (Figure) and providing a computational 
speed-up of at least three orders of magnitude. Structure optimizations at the NNP level are applied to more than 330 
thousand (hypothetical) frameworks6 revealing more than 20 thousand new hypothetical zeolites in the 
thermodynamically accessible range of zeolite synthesis.4 The NNPs accurately reproduce the structure, stability, and 
vibrational properties of various existing silica structures in good agreement with DFT simulations and experiments. 
Additionally, the new NNPs facilitate rapid (free) energy calculations of zeolites under high temperatures and pressures, 
including phase transitions such as zeolite amorphization.7 Together with the generated DFT database, the new NNPs 
form the basis for their future extension to facilitate realistic large-scale simulations of the structure and thermodynamic 
stability of complex zeolites such as water-loaded aluminosilicates under synthesis and operating conditions. 
Image 1:  
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Selection of ZnO Photoluminescence by Distributed Bragg Reflectors Based on Low-ε Porous Silica 
L. Kothe 1,*, S. Amrehn 1, M. Tiemann 1, T. Wagner 1 
1Chemistry, Paderborn University, Paderborn, Germany 
 
Abstract Text: Zinc oxide (ZnO) is a semiconductor that is widely used for optoelectronic applications. It shows 
photoluminescence (PL) in the UV and, based on lattice defects, radiative transitions in the visible range.[1] To minimize 
such defects, complex manufacturing processes are frequently used.[2]  We present a simple and straightforward method 
of suppressing defect emission, by using a so-called distributed Bragg reflector (DBR), that serves as a wavelength-
selective reflector. The DBR consists of alternating layers of high-ε titania (TiO2) and low-ε porous silica (SiO2), prepared 
by a spin-coating process.[3] At the top of the DBR we synthesized a thin layer of ZnO by a sol-gel method (Figure 1) .[4] 

Reflectance and PL spectroscopy reveal that the emission from the ZnO layer is suppressed when the photonic bandgap 
of the DBR matches the luminescence energy and that the PL is enhanced when the luminescence energy is at the 
photonic band edge (Figure 2). By contrast, without the underlying DBR (after mechanically destroying the photonic 
structure by milling), only defect luminescence is observed (Figure 2). These findings suggest that the DBR modulates the 
electron recombination rate of the luminescent ZnO layer and that the ZnO layer is part of the DBR. 
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Theoretical Study of Zeolite Hydrolysis under Alkaline Conditions 
M. Jin 1,*, M. Liu, P. Nachtigall 1, L. Grajciar 1, C. J. Heard 1 
1Department of Physical and Macromolecular Chemistry, Faculty of Science, charles University, Praha 2, Czech Republic 
 
Abstract Text: Treating zeolites under alkaline conditions is an effective way to tune zeolite pore sizes by partial 
hydrolysis[1-3]. Zeolite hydrolysis is essential for understanding zeolite synthesis, i.e. the inverse process to desilication. 
However, the mechanism of alkaline hydrolysis in zeolites is poorly understood at present. The role of micropore 
confinement and the (micro)solvation of ions in the ever-present water are both currently unknown. 
Using density functional theory with a periodic model, we have investigated the hydrolysis mechanisms of silicious 
chabazite (CHA) under basic (NaOH/H2O) conditions with various degrees of water loading. We consider several 
mechanisms, as shown in Fig.1 and confirm NaOH may play a role as both a catalyst and a reactant. We determine that 
collectivity in the mechanism, enhanced by the presence of water, enhances the initial hydrolysis of the pristine 
framework and lowers reaction barriers via a cooperative mechanism. Water and NaOH concentration play an important 
role for the kinetics and energetics of the hydrolysis process. The cooperative desilication mechanism is general and can 
be extended to other zeolites. We are now investigating a related problem (the role of microsolvation for acid 
hydrolysis).  
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Role of silanol nest defects in siliceous zeolite hydrolytic (in)stability 
 
M. Liu 1,*, C. J. Heard 1, L. Grajciar 1, P. Nachtigall 1 
1Department of Physical and Macromolecular Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Charles University, Hlavova 8, 12843 , 
Prague 2, Czech Republic 
 
Abstract Text: Zeolites as solid catalysts have widespread applications in many chemical reactions involving water, such 
as fluid catalytic cracking (FCC) and biomass conversion. Zeolite is fairly easy to hydrolysis under steaming or hot liquid 
water (HLW) conditions so that their crystalline framework can be partly or completely destroyed, thereby preventing 
their use in these processes. However, the zeolite instability in such conditions can be also used for improvement of 
zeolite properties, including the preparation of novel zeolite frameworks, modification of zeolite acidity for use as FCC 
catalysts, or the formation of a secondary mesoporous channel system to remove the diffusion limitations. It has been 
proposed that the most vital factor determining the stability of zeolites in HLW conditions is that silanol defects (Si-OH) 
are more hydrophilic than pristine  Si-zeolites.[1] Furthermore, stability of zeolites in the aqueous solution was shown to 
be improved via selective removal of silica defects.[2] Hence, in order to understand the importance of silanol defects in 
framework lability and uncover its atomistic origins, we explored the partial hydrolysis process of CHA and MFI zeolites, 
under low water loading, using density functional theory. 
The complete desilication is composed of four steps, moving from Q4 to Q0 framework silicon atom, breaking four Si-O 
bonds to finally remove the Si atom from the framework. We considered desilication in both pristine and defected 
frameworks, where defected framework contained a single silanol nest in the unit cell. We found that for pristine 
zeolites, the Q4->Q3 step, proceeding via an equatorial mechanism[3], has the highest apparent activation barriers (above 
150 kJ/mol) representing thus the rate-limiting step of the whole desilication process (Figure 1). The significant height of 
the apparent activation barriers confirm the experimental findings that hydrolysis process of pristine zeolites is 
extremely difficult under low water conditions. However, hydrolysis of silicious zeolites containing silanol nests appears 
to be easier, confirming the silanol nest defect induce instability of the zeolite framework (Fig. 1). This silanol-induced 
instability is partly due to the reduced hydrolysis barriers with respect to the pristine zeolite, and partly due to 
avoidance of the extremely challenging Q4->Q3 step, since Q3 silicon atoms are already present at the silicon vacancy site 
(Fig. 1). Reduced hydrolysis barriers for Q3->Q2 step for silanol nest case appear to originate from stabilization of 
transition state by the existing hydrogen bond network (Fig. 2). Since we observe similar results for both CHA and MFI 
zeolites, these results appear to be generalizable to other silicious zeolites as well. 
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Effect of silanol nest and Brønsted site presence on the diffusion of water in FAU type zeolites 
A. J. Porter 1,*, A. J. O'Malley 1 
1Department of Chemistry, University of Bath, Bath, United Kingdom 
 
Abstract Text: Zeolites are used in a wide range of applications, most of which depend on controlled molecular diffusion 
through the zeolite pores. Water, as a zeolite adsorbate, is of interest due to two zeolite uses: one as a molecular filter 
within the water purification field, and the other within catalysis where water is often a biproduct. These catalytic 
zeolites are often used as acid catalysts and contain Brønsted sites as their source of acidity. On top of this, silanol nest 
defects are relevant as they are the proposed result of the dealumination process which is routinely undertaken to 
increase the Si/Al ratio, and acidity, of many commercial zeolites. Understanding the diffusive properties of water 
confined within the zeolite pores, as a function of composition and defect presence, is pivotal to further optimise these 
materials for their purposes. 
  
The diffusion of water confined within the pores of an FAU type zeolite was investigated using molecular dynamics 
simulation. A range of Si/Al ratios (5, 10, 15, 30, 60, 191 and purely siliceous), indicating different numbers of Brønsted 
sites, were used – alongside cells with and without silanol nests (1 per unit cell). The simulations were also repeated at 
multiple water loadings (5, 10, 20 and 40 wt%). A small difference between the two highest loadings, 20 and 40 wt% was 
observed. The water diffusion was quantified by calculation of the diffusion coefficient, showing a negative correlation 
between the number of Brønsted sites and the diffusion coefficient at all loadings – figure 1. The introduction of silanol 
nests increased the diffusion coefficient of water at both 5 wt% and 10 wt% water loading – also shown in figure 1.  
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Computational Modelling of Zeolite Surfaces to Predict Crystal Morphology 
 
D. Turski 1,*, A. Sartbaeva 1, S. Parker 1 
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Abstract Text:   
Zeolite synthesis is a notoriously challenging field of research with different recipes giving different crystal morphologies 
for identical framework types. Being able to predict or control the shape of the synthesized zeolite product would be 
beneficial from both a research and industrial standpoint.[1-2] Theoretical methods are now being utilized alongside the 
experimental in efforts to provide new insight into this area. One computational approach that has recently been 
explored is to simulate zeolite crystal surfaces and subsequently calculate surface energies.[3]  
  
Our research focuses on simulating LTA crystal surfaces to carry out energy minimization calculations. Previous 
experimental results have lead us to believe that the Si to Al ratio affects the crystal morphology. The Si to Al ratio is 
varied between purely siliceous and 50:50 to observe whether there is any correlation between higher percentages of 
aluminium and increased curvature of the crystals. We use computational methods based on molecular mechanics to 
calculate the surface energies which are then plotted to generate Wulff constructions. These minimize the total surface 
energy of a crystal at equilibrium to predict the thermodynamically favoured morphology, in this case for the zeolite to 
adopt. 
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T-atom defects formation in zeolite with MSE topology 
 
P. Petkov 1,*, I. Koleva 1, S. Kolev 2 
1Faculty of Chemistry and Pharmacy , University of Sofia, University of Sofia, 2 Institute of Electronics, Bulgarian academy 
of sciences, Sofia, Bulgaria 
 
Abstract Text: Following our previous experience in modeling T-atom defects formation in ITQ-44 zeolite framework [1] 
we have performed a computational study on the T-atom defect formation in the zeolite with MSE topology. It has been 
reported that such zeolites with Ti in the framework perform very well in the process of selective phenol oxidation [2]. 
The role of the Si-vacancy and Ti distribution in the framework was not clarified yet. For this reason, we have p[erformed 
computational study on this material. The relative energy for the formation of Si-vacancy and substitution of Si for Ti and 
Al has been studied by means of density functional theory. For all non-equivalent T cites, we have calculated the relative 
energy for Si vacancy formation. We have found that the easiest Si vacancy can be formed in T8 followed by T3 position, 
while the formation of Si vacancy in T1, T2, T4, and T5 is thermodynamically unfavorable. The substitution of Si for Ti or 
Al was also studied. It has been found that Si will be substituted by Ti in T8, T3, and T7 positions in the MSE framework. 
 
Acknowledgments: This work was supported by the program concert-JAPAN, grant number: КП-06-ДО02/2 NSF - 
Bulgaria, (НИС-2850) 
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High pressure intrusion of aqueous chloride salt solutions in silicalite-1 for mechanical energy storage: influence of 
cation nature 
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Alsace - Université de Strasbourg, Mulhouse, France 
 
Abstract Text: Heterogeneous lyophobic systems, which combine a lyophobic porous matrix and a non-wetting liquid, 
are one of the promising technologies to absorb and store the mechanical energy. Since pioneering works of our group, 
the systems based on hydrophobic pure silica zeolites (zeosils) and water have been studying for these applications [1]. 
Depending on the zeolite structure, framework stability and presence of defects, the “zeosil-water” system, when the 
pressure is released (extrusion), is able to restore, dissipate or absorb the supplied mechanical energy during the 
compression step (intrusion) and therefore to display a spring, shock-absorber or bumper behaviour. Later, it was found 
that the use of aqueous salt solutions could considerably improve the energetic performances of such systems by a 
strong increase of intrusion pressure [2] and even change the behavior of the system in the case of highly concentrated 
solutions [3]. Recently, it was discovered that the nature of anion had a drastic influence on the behavior of the systems 
[4]. In this work, the results concerning the influence of cation nature on high pressure intrusion-extrusion of aqueous 
chloride solutions in MFI-type zeosil (silicalite-1) are reported. 
The intrusion-extrusion tests have been performed with the solutions of various chloride salts (LiCl, NaCl, KCl, RbCl, CsCl, 
CaCl2, MgCl2, ZnCl2, CuCl2, NiCl2…). The aqueous solutions have been prepared at saturation concentration and also by 
setting the molar H2O/cation ratio at 12 and 18 in order to better compare cations impact.   
The cation nature does not have a significant influence on the behavior. All the systems demonstrate a fully reversible 
spring behavior except the ones with concentrated ZnCl2 (H2O/cation = 3.5, 6.0) and saturated CsCl (5.0) solutions, 
where the intrusion is slightly irreversible in the first cycle. Moreover, the intrusion of all the solutions leads to a strong 
increase of intrusion pressure in comparison with the one of water. The highest intrusion pressure values are observed 
for the solutions with lowest H2O/cation ratios (highest concentrations). For the saturated ZnCl2 solution, it exceeds 400 
MPa (measurement limit) and the pressure values near 300 MPa are noticed for LiCl (2.8) and ZnCl2 (3.5) ones. At fixed 
H2O/cation ratio of 12 and 18, the pressure varies considerably depending the cation nature with highest values 
obtained for MgCl2 and CaCl2 solutions. This study emphasizes also that the pressure increases as the ion size decreases 
for alkaline and alkali earth metal salts. In addition, the increase of cation charge leads to the intrusion pressure rise as 
well. 
References: [1] V. Eroshenko, R. C. Regis, M. Soulard, J. Patarin, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2001, 123, 8129. 
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Pressure and Hydration Effects in the Yugawaralite-Laumontite-Wairakite system 
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Abstract Text: We will describe a series of computational studies of Yugawaralite and Wairakite and make correlations 
to previous studies on Laumontite. 
We compare results interatomic potential (using GULP) methods with DFT approaches in being able to accurately 
describe structural changes during dehydration of these systems, (Image 1) comparing to the work of Atrioli et al.1 We 
will show how the low-cost interatomic potential methods provide us with a means to focus the more expensive QM 
approach, particularly in studying the pathway to dehydration. The limitations of the potential methods will be discussed 
with respect to their ability to allow large deformations of pores which occur at low water content (Image 2) 
An investigation of the response of both minerals to pressure will also be presented. We will propose full atomistic 
models for the high-pressure structures of Wairakite, experimentally measured, but not solved, by Ori et al.2 We will 
also probe the possibility of overhydration in Wairakite, as postulated by Chipera and Apps.3 We will compare the 
likelihood of the formation of such a pressure-induced overhydrated structure with those already observed and 
modelled in other natural zeolites such as Laumontite and NAT structured materials. 
We will conclude with a discussion of the relative phase stabilities of Yugawaralite, Wairakite and Laumontite. 
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Using 17O solid-state NMR spectroscopy to investigate mixed-metal MIL-53 
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Abstract Text: The metal-organic framework (MOF), MIL-53 can be synthesised using a range of trivalent metals, 
including Al3+, Ga3+ and Sc3+, and the linker benzene-1,4-dicarboxylic acid (BDC).1 MIL-53 exhibits considerable structural 
flexibility during absorption and desorption of guest molecules within its pores, leading to it being termed a “breathing 
MOF”.2 Different breathing behaviour is exhibited depending on the metal present, leading to the possibility of mixing 
metals to try and control this effect.  
  
Solid-state NMR spectroscopy has already been widely used for investigating MOFs. For example, in MIL-53 (Al) the 
position of the carboxylate peak in the 13C Cross Polarisation (CP) Magic Angle Spinning (MAS) NMR spectrum can be 
used to determine the pore-form present. This is due to the influence of the water molecules present in the pores and 
the hydrogen bonding that then occurs.3 By studying the hydration states via 13C CP MAS NMR the pore forms present 
can be observed and this can allow us to investigate the breathing behaviour of the mixed-metal samples.  
  
However, 17O NMR spectroscopy has been less commonly exploited. In principle, this provides a useful approach for 
studying mixed-metal materials with carboxyl and hydroxyl groups bound directly to metal centres. However, the low 
natural abundance of 17O (0.037%), requires isotopic enrichment in order to acquire NMR spectra in a reasonable 
timeframe.4 The high cost of 17O-enriched reagents (1 mL of 90% H2

17O (l) costs ~ £1900) requires the development of 
cost-effective and atom-efficient enrichment techniques.  
  
In this work, a range of post-synthetic 17O enrichment techniques (e.g., hydrothermal, ex situ and in situ enrichment) 
have been explored for end-member and mixed-metal MIL-53 (Al/Sc) materials. This allows the metal cation disorder 
and subsequent effects on the breathing behaviour in the materials to be investigated. The various methods are 
compared to determine the level and selectivity of enrichment. Experimental results are compared to parameters from 
first-principles DFT calculations (using a suite of potential structural models) and to aid spectral assignment and 
interpretation. 
  
During the hydrothermal enrichment process it was seen that both end-member and mixed-metal MIL-53 (Al/Sc) can be 
enriched, as shown in Figure 1. 17O MAS and MQMAS NMR spectra showed good levels of enrichment, approximately 
7.5-10%, of all the possible oxygen sites; Al and Sc carboxylate environments, and three bridging hydroxyls sites. 
However, it is not possible to easily distinguish the different carboxyl sites in the MAS spectra for the sample. Further 
work at a higher field strength could enable this.  
  
We show that post-synthetic hydrothermal enrichment can lead to framework breakdown giving impurities such as ⍺-
alumina and the small pore MOF, Sc2BDC3, and so room temperature in-situ enrichment approaches have also been 
investigated. These have shown good levels of enrichment in the hydroxyl site of the MIL-53 (Sc) framework but no 
enrichment of the MIL-53 (Al) framework. This suggests the scandium form of MIL-53 is more labile than the aluminium 
form. 
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Abstract Text: Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are a class of compounds that belong to the family of microporous 
solids. MOFs are known for their wide range of applications (gas storage, catalysis, drug delivery etc.), arising from their 
characteristic molecular-scale pores and channels.1-3 Owing to the importance of these diverse applications, there is an 
increasing need to understand in greater detail the structures of MOFs which, in general, consist of nodes, i.e., a single 
or a cluster of metal cations, connected by spacers, which are typically polydentate organic ligands, forming a 3D 
structure.4 In particular, the use of carboxylate ligands as spacers results, due to the presence of a strong M-OC bond,4 in 
MOFs with high thermal stability, such as MIL-53. MIL-53 is known as a “breathing MOF”5 because of the significant 
variation in pore size it displays upon interaction with guest molecules or with a variation in experimental conditions, 
such as temperature and pressure. 
  
The bridging nature of the oxygen atoms present in MOFs makes 17O NMR spectroscopy a potentially useful technique 
for investigating small changes in their structures, such as metal cation substitution and pore size. However, 17O NMR is 
not routine, owing to its quadrupolar nature (I = 5/2), extremely low natural abundance (0.037%) and only moderate 
gyromagnetic ratio. For these reasons, to allow a complete and high-resolution spectroscopic investigation of MOFs, 
pathways for cost-effective 17O enrichment have been optimised using either a direct synthetic approach using dry gel 
conversion (DGC) or a post-synthetic exchange (PSE). DGC uses microlitre quantities of solvent, providing a low-cost 
synthetic route to enriched materials. Where the direct synthesis of a MOF is not possible via DGC, PSE has been 
employed via a steaming procedure.6 
  
In this work, the effects of metal cation composition on the breathing behaviour of a mixed-metal Al, Ga-MIL-53 have 
been explored by analysing the structural variations in the calcined, hydrated and dehydrated forms. Additionally, 
investigations have been undertaken to understand any potential effects the synthesis route has on site-specific 17O 
enrichment and the metal cation distribution in these important materials. 
References: 1. J. Della Rocca et al., Acc. Chem. Res., 2011, 44, 957. 
2. L. Hamon et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2009, 131, 17490. 
3. G. Zi et al., Carbohydr. Polym., 2015, 115, 146. 
4. P. Wright, Microporous Framework Solids, RSC Publishing, Cambridge, 2008. 
5. C. Serre et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2002, 124, 13519. 
6. G. Bignami et al., Chem. Sci., 2018, 9, 850. 
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Abstract Text: Water is always present in “as-prepared” metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) and therefore affects the 
properties of the non-activated materials. Detailed knowledge of water adsorption on different MOFs is also important 
for their application in humidity control and adsorption heat pumps as well as for gas separation and purification. 
Concerning the stability of MOFs, the weakest point is the metal-ligand bond, where hydrolysis by H2O can cause a 
structure collapse. 
Being a strong Lewis base, water is preferably adsorbed on acid sites, open metal sites or hydroxyl groups, where it is 
coordinated via its oxygen atom. However, additional stabilization could occur as a result of bonding of one or two H-
atoms with basic sites. 
One of the most suitable techniques for studying gas-solid interaction is IR spectroscopy. Preliminary IR experiments on 
H2O adsorption on nanoporous aluminium terephtalates, MIL-53(Al) and NH2-MIL-53(Al), indicated adsorbed water is 
located on the structural OH groups. The adsorption is weak and the principal part of H2O is removed by evacuation at 
room temperature. The spectra of the water containing samples are complicated because of the superimposition of the 
different bands arising from H-bonded hydroxyl groups, including those of water. To overcome the complications in the 
interpretation of results, we performed a comparative H2O and D2O adsorption study. 
Dehydrated MIL-53(Al) sample contains isolated structural μ2-OH groups monitored by an IR band at 3708 cm-1. 
Successive adsorption of small doses of H2O causes decrease of the intensity of this band and a parallel development of 
bands at 3622, 3547 and 3468 cm-1. 
Separate experiments indicated that H/D exchange of the structural hydroxyls with D2O does not occur at ambient 
temperature. Adsorption of D2O on MIL-53(Al) leads to appearance of an intense and broad band at 3467 cm-1 (observed 
also after H2O adsorption) and a weak band at 3584 cm-1 assigned to OH modes of adsorbed HOD molecules present in 
our adsorbate (Fig. 1). The results unambiguously demonstrate that the band at 3468 cm-1 is due to the perturbed OH 
vibrations of the structural hydroxyls, while the bands at 3622 and 3547 cm-1 characterize the ν3 and ν1 O-H modes, 
respectively, of adsorbed H2O molecules. 
Similar results were obtained with NH2-MIL-53(Al). In this case, however, the hydroxyls H-bonded to amino groups (3683 
cm-1) interacted more weakly with adsorbed water because of the pre-existing H-bond. 
Acknowledgements: This work was supported by the Bulgarian National Research Program EPLUS (approved by DCM # 
577/17.08.2018). 
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Abstract Text: Molecular Simulations of Biocompatible Metal Organic Framework Membranes for Uremic Toxin 
Separation 

  
Abstract 

   Metal organic frameworks (MOFs) have recently gained importance for gas and liquid separation processes due to 
their large surface areas, tunable pore sizes and high chemical stabilities. The accumulation of urea and creatinine which 
are small and water-soluble uremic toxins in the blood causes renal failure in patients. Efficient removal of these uremic 
toxins from the body is important to decrease the risk of mortality. In this study, membrane-based uremic toxin 
separation performances of 60 bio-compatible metal organic frameworks (bio-MOFs) have been investigated using 
atomically-detailed simulations. Maximum adsorption capacity was determined using Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. 
The transport of uremic toxins within the pores of bio-MOFs was then examined using equilibrium molecular dynamics 
(EMD) simulations at infinite dilution and 1 bar, 310 K. Our results show that self-diffusivities of creatinine, urea, and 
water computed at 1 bar are much lower than those of computed at infinite dilution which was attributed to strong 
adsorbate-adsorbate interactions occurred at 1 bar. The top-performing 15 MOFs among 60 bio-MOFs having high 
selectivity towards urea ( >40) and creatinine (>103) in the presence of water were identified and performed molecular 
simulations for binary and ternary mixtures of urea, water, and creatinine at 1 bar, 310 K. We found that diffusion 
selectivity (Sdiff) for urea-water binary mixture is higher than single component at 1 bar whereas membrane selectivity 
(Smem) and adsorption selectivity (Sads) at single component are higher than binary mixture. Bio-MOF-11 exhibited high 
membrane selectivity for urea-water and creatinine-water separation. We also performed flexible molecular dynamics 
simulations to examine the effect of MOF's flexibility on the predicted membrane performance. Our results will be 
highly useful to develop novel MOF membranes for uremic toxin separations. 
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Abstract 

Polymeric membranes are used for the separation of uremic toxins in current treatments of hemodialysis. However, 
they show poor performance (<40 mg/g) for removing uremic toxins. As an alternative to membranes, adsorption-based 
separation methods can be used to remove uremic toxins from the blood. Recently, metal organic frameworks (MOFs) 
have been tested for the separation of uremic toxins and a high amount of uremic toxins from solutions could be 
adsorbed within the pores of MOFs. In this study, we aimed to identify adsorption-based uremic toxin separation 
performances of 1525 bio-compatible MOFs (bio-MOFs) with the help of atomically detailed simulations. We then 
computed the saturated urea, creatinine, and water adsorption in these MOFs by performing grand canonical Monte 
Carlo simulations (GCMC) at 310 K and 1 bar. Adsorption selectivities for urea/water, creatinine/water and 
creatinine/urea separations were calculated at infinite dilution and 1 bar, 310 K. We also performed binary and ternary 
mixture GCMC simulations to examine the co-adsorption of uremic toxins within the pores of MOFs in detail. Results 
showed that 6 bio-MOFs outperform traditional adsorbents such as zeolites, activated carbons and polymers in terms of 
creatinine uptake. Our results will be highly useful for the development of high-performance MOF adsorbents for uremic 
toxin separation. 
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Abstract Text: Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) boast highly regular textural properties, with an abundance of relevant 
inorganic and organic building blocks that give way to numerous well-defined pore geometries1. These pores offer 
suitable environments for the confinement of metal nanoclusters (NC)s, producing materials capable of acting as 
catalysts for a wide variety of reactions2. The anchoring of the NCs in the pores increases the cyclability of the catalyst 
with the added benefit of increased activity due to strong host-guest interactions between the NCs in the pores and the 
framework3. 
In this presentation, our recent work on the embedding of Pd NCs into a series of functionalised UiO-66 MOFs, such as -
Br, -Cl, -NH2, -OH, etc., will be discussed. Previously, some of us have been able to put forward a way to predict the 
success of embedding Pd nanoclusters in the pores of MOFs using a model based on the adsorption enthalpy of Pd single 
atoms and dimers4. The work described here expands on this, by evaluating a new set of Pd-laden UiO-66 analogues to 
enhance the computational model for the success of embedding. We also set out to further probe strong host-guest 
interactions between the NCs and the frameworks and attempted to look at how this can affect the catalytic activity of 
the nanoclusters. 
The new set of frameworks tested were chosen on the basis of different computed descriptors, such as the overall 
adsorption enthalpy and the enthalpy of Pd dimerisation, suggesting various degrees of embedment to occur. We then 
used a range of microscopy and spectroscopy techniques to experimentally verify the veracity of the predictions, which 
were found to be in good agreement. Finally, we compared the composite catalysts’ activity for hydrogen activation 
reaction in a case where identical particle sizes were obtained through successful embedment but different degrees of 
Pd surface oxidation were observed. 
Image 1:  
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Abstract Text: Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are a kind of porous materials constructed of metal oxide clusters and 
organic linkers. Their porosity, high surface area, modularity have a great potential for catalyst materials. In addition, the 
well-defined cavities of MOFs provide an ideal platform for the encapsulation of metal complexes and nanoparticles. 
Ruthenium tris-2,2’-bipyridine complex ([Ru(bpy)3]2+) is a typical molecular photocatalyst but it is difficult to be 
recovered.[1] Amine-functionalized titanium based MOF (MIL-125-NH2) composed of Ti8O8(OH)4 clusters and 2-
aminothrephtalate linkers is known to be also a visible-light responsive photocatalyst, and its cavity is larger than the 
size of the [Ru(bpy)3]2+ complex.[2] However, the incorporation of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ complex into a photoactive MOF, such as 
MIL-125-NH2, has never been examined. 
In this work, we synthesized MIL-125-NH2 incorporating of the [Ru(bpy)3]2+ complex (Ru(bpy)3@MIL-125-NH2) by 
solvothermal method (Fig. 1).[3]  The BET surface area of Ru(bpy)3@MIL-125-NH2 (1020 m2/g) was smaller than that of 
the pristine MIL-125-NH2 (1498 m2/g). The [Ru(bpy)3]2+ complexes were contained while maintaining the complex 
structure as evidenced by Ru K-edge FT-EXAFS spectra.  The phosphorescence emission due to the 3MLCT state of the 
[Ru(bpy)3]2+ complex of Ru(bpy)3@MIL-125-NH2 under visible-light irradiation was blue-shifted from that of the 
[Ru(bpy)3]2+ complex impregnated onto fumed silica. This shift is considered to be the result of the so-called 
rigidchromism, which is due to the distorted conformation of the complex encapsulated inside a small cavity.[4] The 
[Ru(bpy)3]2+ complexes in Ru(bpy)3@MIL-125-NH2 were not leached after stirring in the acetonitrile solution for 7 hours. 
These results indicate the [Ru(bpy)3]2+ complexes were successfully incorporated into the cavities of MIL-125-NH2. 
Ru(bpy)3@MIL-125-NH2 was applied to the photocatalytic aerobic benzyl alcohol oxidation under visible-light (λ > 450 
nm) irradiation. Benzaldehyde was formed as an oxidation product under visible-light irradiation utilizing the pristine 
MIL-125-NH2. The catalytic activity was much enhanced utilizing Ru(bpy)3@MIL-125-NH2. On the other hand, the 
photocatalytic activity of the physical mixture of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ complex and MIL-125-NH2 was slightly increased in the 
photocatalytic activity than the pristine MIL-125-NH2. These results show the incorporation of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ complexes 
into the cavities of MIL-125-NH2 is indispensable to enhance the photocatalytic activity. 
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Abstract Text:   
Since the Chemical Weapons Convention in 1997 there has been a necessity to develop methods that efficiently and 
safely destroy chemical warfare agent (CWA) stockpiles, as well as technologies that would be suitable to protect against 
these chemicals in the rare case of an attack. This has been further intensified due to use of CWAs by terror 
organisations; the 1995 sarin attack on the Tokyo subway left 12 dead and 5,000 injured.1 Current protection devices 
use impregnated activated carbon due to its high porosity and ease of use, however they also exhibit low adsorption 
capacities, short lifetimes, and little adaptability. 
  
Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) have been identified as promising materials for sorption applications due to their 
incredibly high surface area and the ability to tailor chemical and physical properties.2 Attention has therefore turned to 
these materials for the capture and catalytic destruction of CWAs. Among these, Zr-MOFs such as UiO-66, have emerged 
as excellent catalysts for the hydrolysis of nerve agents and simulants due to the Lewis-acidic nature of the Zr nodes.3 
However, there are limitations to these materials, such as small pore size which prevents the nerve agent from entering 
the internal structure, and blocking of the catalytic sites by linkers. 
  
Our investigations focus on developing Zr-MOFs for the catalytic hydrolysis of CWAs through linker design and doping of 
the primary Zr framework with other Lewis acidic metals. A series of mixed metal MOFs have been synthesised. Here we 
present the characterisation of these materials using a variety of techniques; PXRD, SEM, EDS and DLS. The synthesised 
materials are subsequently tested for their suitability as catalysts in the hydrolysis of the nerve agent simulant dimethyl 
4-nitrophenylphosphate (DMNP). 
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Abstract Text: Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are highly crystalline materials with large surface areas and porosities. 
MOFs have been used in the field of catalysis for many years, however their use in photocatalysis has gained 
progressively more interest due to the need to develop new photoactive materials for applications such as water 
splitting and carbon dioxide conversion, of relevance to environmental and energy concerns.1 By partial substitution of 
metals and/or linkers in MOFs, it is possible to tune the band gaps of the materials, extending their activity to the visible 
region in addition to the UV region. Compared to the reference inorganic semiconductor, TiO2, it is possible to obtain 
smaller band gaps with Ti MOFs due to possible ligand functionalisation/metal exchange. Additionally, Ti MOFs can avoid 
the fast electron-hole recombination that can occur in TiO2. 
  
MUV-10 is a highly stable and chemically robust MOF recently reported in the literature.2 It is comprised of Ti and Ca or 
Mn, and utilises trimesate (BTC) as the organic linker (Figure 1). MUV-10(Ca) is shown to absorb UV light whilst MUV-
10(Mn) is able to additionally absorb visible light. Through a combination of metal and linker substitution, we have 
further modified the band gap of this highly stable material, enabling it to harvest an even greater proportion of the 
visible spectrum. 
  
Herein we report the synthesis of a variety of titanium containing MOFs and their suitability for photocatalysis. Partial 
substitution of titanium with tin and the utilisation of alternative linkers such as 2-aminoterephthalic acid and 5-
aminoisophthalic acid in materials are assessed as ways of adjusting the band gap. These MOFs have been tested for CO2 
conversion, yielding products including formic acid and methanol, which are of value to a range of other chemical 
reactions. 
References: [1] Y. Fu, D. Sun, Y. Chen, R. Huang, Z. Ding, X. Fu and Z. Li, Angew. Chemie - Int. Ed., 2012, 51, 3364-3367 
[2] J. Castells-Gil, N. M. Padial, N. Almora-Barrios, J. Albero, A. R. Ruiz-Salvador, J. González-Platas, H. García and C. 
Martí-Gastaldo, Angew. Chemie - Int. Ed., 2018, 57, 8453-8457 
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Abstract Text: Heterogeneous catalysts are desired for the conversion of biomass derived glucose, but the current 
benchmark catalysts require extended, multi-step syntheses using environmentally hazardous solvents. Metal-organic 
frameworks (MOFs) are well known for their high porosity tuneable structures, but they are largely considered to be 
unstable compared to other porous solids such as zeolites, especially under hydrothermal conditions. 
  
Herein, we describe the water based synthesis of a variety of hydrothermally stable MOFs and investigate their stability 
towards oxidising aqueous conditions. Their potential use as heterogeneous redox catalysts in the oxidation of HMF into 
the useful monomer 2,5-furan dicarboxylic (FDCA) acid in water is then evaluated. We use a combination of 1H NMR and 
HPLC to quantify conversion and yields of products as well as to analyse for the formation of side products. 
  
MIL-100 (Fe) is a well-known water stable MOF, synthesised under relatively mild hydrothermal conditions. It contains 
trimers of Fe(III) connected by trimesate forming two distinct cage structures, a small cage (25 Å) and a large cage (29 Å). 
The high density of catalytic sites in MIL-100 (Fe) leads to excellent conversion of HMF and high yields of the desired 
products. 
  
UiO-66 and Yb6 are zirconium and ytterbium based MOFs respectively. Due to their hydrothermal and tuneable 
structures, efforts are made to dope their structures with redox active metals such as iron and vanadium. The MOFs are 
fully characterized by a combination of powder XRD, TGA and SEM, and their activity as redox active catalysts is 
evaluated. 
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Abstract Text: Introduction Petrochemical-based plants produce associated gas that is mostly flared. This gas contains 
valuable methane, limited to oxidation reactions.[1] The goal is to integrate methane directly into crude oil to inhibit the 
formation of greenhouse gases, such as CH4 and COx. Therein, alkylation of methane on benzene is used as a model 
reaction to study the direct methylation of aromatics. 
Materials and methods In this study, H-ZSM-5 (Si/Al=15), H-MCM-22 (Si/Al=11), H-MOR (Si/Al=10), and LaX (Si/Al=2) 
were exchanged with a 0.01 M cobalt acetate solution. ZrO2 and Al2O3 were impregnated with Co-Acetate solutions to 
get comparable Co contents as for the zeolites. AAS (Atomic adsorption spectroscopy) was used to determine the Co 

loadings of the different samples. Pyridine was adsorbed in the Infrared (IR) to quantify the coverage of Br�nsted acid 
sites (BAS) by the Co cation. 
Results and discussions Table 1 shows the different zeolite frameworks and amorphous supports loaded with Cobalt. 
Cobalt was chosen, since previous studies, reported by Nakamura et al.,[2] already show Cobalt to be the most active 
metal for the direct methylation of benzene. The importance of the specific shape-selective environment provided by 
the MFI topology is strongly suggested by the lack of activity for the other supports. This structure provides the highest 
activity for the non-oxidative formation of toluene. The latter is accompanied with the formation of C8 to C14 and even 
larger aromatic molecules. Next, the impact of the Co loading on H-ZSM-5 was tested. Figure 1 shows the BAS coverage 
of the different samples, and their corresponding toluene formation rate as a function of the Co/Al ratio. The coverage 
of BAS increases with increasing Co/Al until a plateau of ~60% is reached at 0.2. Nevertheless, the formation rate of 
toluene significantly enhances with higher Co/Al, even when the BAS coverage levels off. This indicates that a different 
Co species is formed after the specific BAS coverage of ~60%, which is in agreement with Matsubara et al.[3] We suggest 
that the single Co2+ sites present at low metal loadings act as the active species, while inactive CoO clusters were built 
starting from a Co/Al ratio > 0.2. A possible reaction network for the secondary products is illustrated in Figure 2. The 
direct methylation of benzene leads to the formation of toluene. However, secondary reactions with methane result in 
the formation of xylenes, trimethylbenzene or higher alkylated products. In addition, further condensation of toluene 
and benzene into biphenyls, 9-H-fluorene and derivatives are suggested. The detection of such sterically hindered 
products suggests a key role of the external surface in their generation. 
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Abstract Text: Gas sensors are used extensively in indoor, industrial, medical and automotive sectors. Gas sensing 
devices can be broadly classified into two groups, i.e. sensors whose sensing mechanism depends on electrical variation 
or sensors whose sensing mechanism depends on change of a given property (e.g. luminescence or mass change). 
Irrespective of the sensing mechanism, a good sensor should exhibit excellent selectivity, sensitivity, reusability, 
response time and stability. Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) have shown great promise in gas sensing applications 
due to their tunable chemical and structural features. These features could lead to a high selectivity toward a target gas. 
MOFs also perform well at both ambient and elevated pressure and temperature conditions.1 These features might be 
difficult to encounter in commercial polymeric or metal oxide sensors.  
  
Irrespective of their favorable features, a single MOF cannot detect multiple gases in a mixture. Therefore, an electronic 
nose or sensor array, composed of several materials has to be constructed. Subsequently, the composition of the gas 
mixture can be resolved by analyzing the response of all the constituent materials in the array. Screening MOFs that can 
be coated on a sensor array is challenging due to the many candidate materials. Recent studies propose methodologies 
to screen materials and to quantify the performance of a sensor array.2,3 These studies assume sensing at equilibrium, 
based on estimating the gas composition by monitoring the change in mass of the material due to gas sorption. 
However, kinetic characteristics also dictate the gas sorption. More specifically, the amount of gas adsorbed will 
determine the sensitivity and the rate at which the gas is adsorbed will determine the sensor response time.  
  
The overarching goal of this work is three fold. First, to highlight the impact of equilibrium characteristics on array 
performance and to propose a graphical approach to rapidly screen materials for a gravimetric sensor. Second, to 
highlight the need to incorporate the gas sorption kinetic characteristics and engineering variables to realistically gauge 
array performance. Third, to characterize multicomponent equilibrium and kinetics of candidate MOFs for a given gas 
sensing application. To address the first and the second goal, we have developed a computational test bench that 
incorporates a mathematical model of the array to simulate its response when exposed to a gas mixture. Our detailed 
model incorporates both equilibrium and kinetic characteristics of the materials in the array. We also coupled the model 
to an optimization routine that estimates the gas composition of the mixture. For these studies, we used hypothetical 
materials that exhibit adsorption behavior similar to MOFs to have a generic framework. To address the third goal, we 
built an experimental test bench, inspired by the zero length column chromatographic technique,4 to simultaneously 
estimate the equilibrium and kinetics of target gases on MOFs. The studies performed here led to several key learnings: 
(1) one can exploit the shape of the sensor response as a function of gas composition to rapidly screen materials for 
gravimetric sensor arrays; (2) one should incorporate both equilibrium and kinetics to accurately estimate gas 
compositions in a dynamic system; and (3) one should engineer the array by accounting for the gas flow rate, size of the 
device, and kinetics of the materials to be used. 
  
To conclude, this work stresses the importance of utilizing a detailed sensor model, which is often not considered, to 
better reflect reality, both for material screening and for gas composition estimation purposes. 
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Pyrrole/thiophene graphene, graphyne and graphdiyne composites as sensors for toxic chemical warfare agents: A 
density functional theory approach 
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Abstract Text: Pyrrole@graphene or thiophene@graphene composites and their optoelectronic applications are well-
known, however, the behaviour of their graphdiyne and graphyne analogues are less well explored. In this study, sensor 
applications of nanocomposites of graphene (Gp), graphyne (Gy) and graphdiyne (Gd) with monomer and dimer of 
pyrrole (Py) and thiophene (Thy) have been explored by means of density functional theory (DFT) calculations. Six 
models, namely, nPy@Gp, nThy@Gp, nPy@Gy, nThy@Gy, nPy@Gd are nThy@Gd are evaluated against two different 
toxic gaseous analytes. Chemical interactions of the nanocomposites with phosgene and thiophosgene analytes are 
analysed via structural geometries, interaction energies and electronic properties. Global minima for each system were 
determined using a stochastic geometry search employing Grimme’s GFN1-xTB method followed by Density Functional 
Theory calculations using the GGA-PBE functional. The interaction energy results reveal that the graphyne 
nanocomposites are highly sensitive towards phosgene and thiophosgene compared to their graphene and graphdiyne 
equivalents. This result is also supported by the electronic parameters including density of state, band structure, QTAIM 
charge transfer and nonequilibrium Green’s function analysis which show clear improvement in the behaviour of the 
graphyne nanocomposites upon complexation with the chosen analytes. The data presented here suggest that nPy@Gy 
or nThy@Gy composites can effectively be used for the rational design of toxic chemical gas sensors.  
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Abstract Text: Novel Green Synthesis of Polypyrrole and Application in CO2 Capture and Storage 

Zhe Wang1, Liying Liu1,*, Gang Li2,* 
(1 State Environmental Protection Key Laboratory of Eco-Industry, Northeastern 

University, Shenyang, 110819, China; 2 Department of Chemical Engineering, The University of Melbourne, VIC3010, 
Australia) 

Corresponding authors: Liying Liu, liuly@smm.neu.edu.cn; Gang Li, li.g@unimelb.edu.au 
The CO2 generated during fossil fuel combustion is documented as the main cause of global warming. It is of great 
importance to choose a high-quality adsorbent for carbon capture and reduction. Carbon capture and storage (CCS) is 
widely considered to be a meaningful technology even from an industrial viewpoint, where the adsorbent plays an 
important role in CCS technology. When choosing a specific capture method, not only the cost but also its environmental 
impact should be considered. 
Polypyrrole (PPy) is a conductive polymer obtained by polymerization with five-membered heterocyclic of carbon-
nitrogen, which has been widely applied in various fields, such as capacitor, catalysis, adsorption, and biomedicine. The 
extensive research is mainly attributed to its air biocompatibility and high electrical conductivity, more importantly, it 
has an excellent properties of air stability and environmental benign. The polymerization approaches to synthesize PPy 
may be classified into two categories, electrochemical and chemical oxidation. The chemical polymerization of PPy refers 
to the oxidation and polymerization of pyrrole monomer by oxidizing agent in a certain medium, which is easy to 
operate and suitable for mass production. 
In this paper, a novel green synthesis of PPy had been mentioned. HCl and H2O2 reagent have been used to play the role 
in acidic solvent and oxidant, respectively. In addition, iron ions were added as catalysts or dopants to facilitate the 
synthesis efficiency by accelerating the rate of polymerization. The filtrate after the reaction was recovered to provide 
acidic environment and oxidizing agent for the next reaction. This green and sustainable system is appropriate for 
industrial mass production. The synthesized PPy has a homogeneous spherical morphology with an adsorption capacity 
of 1.2 mmol/g at 273 K. 
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Abstract Text: Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) have received significant attention by the research community for CO2 
capture. Yet, today there is no confirmed suitable MOFs for cyclic post combustion and industrial CO2 capture processes. 
This is unsurprising given the large number of MOF structures, their limited production at scale and the absence of 
suitable and accessible assessment of MOFs in an actual adsorption process. 
In this work, we aim to develop screening tools for MOFs for post-combustion and industrial CO2 capture while at the 
same time identifying the MOF properties and process conditions that yield better performance. Our approach could 
better direct research efforts and expedite the development process. To achieve this, we first developed a simplified 
pressure-vacuum swing adsorption (PVSA) model with integrated process economics [1]. The PVSA model is based on a 
one bed, three-step equilibrium cycle which reflects the non-isothermal nature of adsorption while still allowing rapid 
solutions [2]. While temperature swing adsorption (TSA) would traditionally have been disregarded for this style of 
application due to prohibitively long cycle times, rapid TSA technologies are gaining popularity and they may enable the 
deployment of TSA to these very large-scale applications. Therefore, an analogous study was carried out for TSA for 
which we developed a simplified equilibrium temperature-vacuum swing adsorption (TVSA) model. For both the PVSA 
and TSA/TVSA studies, we used the separation performance results to size and cost the process equipment required to 
process flue gas of a given flow rate. In addition to the traditional metrics of purity, recovery, working capacity, and 
specific energy, the cost of capture allows the identification of trade-offs not otherwise seen. 
We focused our study on 22 MOFs for which we could find CO2 and N2 isotherms at, at least, three temperatures. We 
estimated other required inputs such as density, porosity, and heat capacity by their respective methods. While the 
adsorption cycle used may not reflect the greatest attainable performance for each MOF, it does allow for rapid 
evaluation of the adsorbent-process ensemble. We benchmarked the performances against those of common 
adsorbents, i.e. zeolite and activated carbon. 
Our screening tool allowed us to determine the ideal MOF isotherms for a set of post-combustion and industrial flue 
gases. For the PVSA case, we found that improving selectivity by reducing N2 adsorption, and improving CO2 working 
capacity by having moderate enthalpies of adsorption yield the greatest process improvements both technically and 
economically. For TSA, there are a much wider range of isotherms which yield good performance. This is due to the fact 
that adsorbents which perform well for PVSA are those that do not show significant thermal effects, whereas for TSA, 
thermal effects are desired to take advantage of the temperature driving force. MOFs that displayed poor performance 
for PVSA such as Ni- and Mg-MOF-74, and HKUST-1, showed significantly improved separation performance in TSA due 
to their higher enthalpies of adsorption. For PVSA, the capture costs are dominated by process capital costs which are 
primarily comprised of vacuum requirements and adsorbent inventory due to low working capacities. Preliminary work 
on the process economics for the TSA/TVSA case show that higher working capacities can be obtained which would lead 
to lower adsorbent inventories. 
Overall, our work presents a screening tool to evaluate the performance of published MOFs for post-combustion and 
industrial carbon capture applications in PVSA, TSA, and TVSA processes. We propose ideal MOF isotherms for a 
selection of CO2 capture scenarios. Finally, we highlight areas to focus adsorbent development on considering both 
separation performance and process cost. 
References: [1] – D. Danaci et al., Mol. Syst. Des. Eng., 2020, Advance Article 
[2] – B.J. Maring, P.A. Webley, Int. J. Greenh. Gas. Con., 15, 16-31, 2013 
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Abstract Text: The burning of fossil fuels has produced the energy that the nation depends on for over a century and 
remains the biggest contributor to our energy needs. Flue gas streams generated from burning fossil fuels contain ppm 
levels of NOx and SOx and are a significant environmental concern. Porous adsorbents such as metal-organic frameworks 
(MOFs) remain a promising mechanism to selectively adsorb NOx from flue streams. The magnetic properties of MOFs 
such as RE-DOBDC, and their magnetic response with adsorption of acid gases, makes them ideal candidates for use in 
detecting ppm levels of acid gases from harsh environments. 
Here, the magnetic susceptibility of RE-DOBDC (rare earth, Y, Eu, Tb, Yb; DOBDC – 2,5-dihydroxyterephthalic acid) MOFs 
has been investigated pre- and post-NOx loading. RE-DOBDC samples were synthesized, activated and subsequently 
loaded with humid NOx. Humid NOx was generated by acidifying a solution of sodium nitrite in an adsorption chamber 
and maintained at 50 ppm NO2 and 60% RH. Each MOF was characterized by powder X-ray diffraction and the magnetic 
characteristics probed using a VersaLab Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM).  Lanthanide-containing RE-DOBDC (Eu, 
Tb, Yb) are paramagnetic with a reduction in paramagnetism upon adsorption of NOx. Y-DOBDC exhibited a diamagnetic 
moment with a slight reduction upon adsorption of NOx. The magnetic susceptibility of the MOF is determined by the 
framework metal center and electronic population of the orbitals contributes to determining the extent of magnetism 
and change with NOx (electron acceptor) adsorption. Eu-DOBDC results in the largest mass magnetization change upon 
adsorption of NOx due to more available unpaired electrons. The unique change in magnetic susceptibility with NOx 
adsorption allows for the potential use as a magnetic sensor for NOx.  
  
* This work was supported as part of UNCAGE-ME, an Energy Frontier Research Center funded by the U.S. Department 
of Energy, Office of Science, Basic Energy Sciences under Award #DE-SC0012577. SNL is managed and operated by NTESS 
under DOE NNSA contract DE-NA0003525 
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Thin film synthesis of hybrid ultramicroporous materials for gas separation and sensing - A comparative approach 
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Abstract Text:   
A new class of metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), known as hybrid ultramicroporous (HUMs) materials with high CO2 
adsorption capacities [1], have been recently introduced to solve the problems related to water stability, using strong 
interactions based on tight fitting. They have pore apertures, which are often less than 0.5 nm [2] (e.g., ZIF-8= 0.9 nm 
[3]; HKUST-1: 1.0-1.5 nm [4]). 
  
From the existing HUMs, TIFSIX-3-Ni (for simplification; TIFSIX from now on) is one of the most promising candidate that 
has one of the highest CO2 capacities (40 cm³ g-1 at 2 mbar CO2 pressure) [5]. The structure of the silicon derivate SIFSIX-
3-Ni (due to the lack of crystal data for TIFSIX in literature) is shown in Fig 1, a structure whose crystal parameters are 
close to those reported for TIFSIX [6]. In the cubic structure the nickel cation is surrounded by 4 pyrazine groups through 
Ni-N bonds. Since pyrazine is a linear molecule, a cubic cell is formed. The two remaining octahedral positions around 
nickel are occupied with by TiF6

2- anions, separating the layers composed of nickel and pyrazine. The different pyrazine 
motifs are stacked in a coplanar manner and the framework is stabilized by hydrogen bonds between the hydrogen of 
the pyrazine and fluorine anionic pillars (highlighted as pale red bonds in Fig 1). 
  
Powder form of TIFSIX has been investigated for gas separation and purification [7] whilst TIFSIX film synthesis 
procedure has not studied yet. The transfer of powder synthesis to membrane synthesis is often challenging. Powder 
synthesis typically seeks to determine properties such as morphology or particle size. However, additional properties 
such as film thickness and roughness have to be considered in order to create high quality films. Furthermore, the 
formation of films and membranes of MOFs is highly dependent on the specific structure to be studied, the nature of the 
substrate and the interaction between the two [8], [9] [10]. 
 
The thin-film synthesis of the hybrid ultramicroporous material (HUM) TIFSIX-3-Ni on glass substrates are reported by 
employing several methods including dip-coating, seeding and secondary growth, vapour-assisted conversion, rapid 
thermal deposition and in-situ coating. Using the in-situ approach with DMF as solvent, we were able to grow 
homogeneous TIFSIX-3-Ni films at relatively low temperatures and reduced reaction times. 
  
Herein, we present the thin-film formation of TIFSIX by a straightforward in-situ synthesis without a need of surface 
modification on a glass support. In this study, we show the first example of preparation of TIFSIX films on glass 
substrates using various film synthesis strategies including dip-coating, seeding and secondary growth, vapour-assisted 
conversion, rapid thermal deposition and in-situ coating. Amongst employed methods, only seeding and secondary 
growth and in-situ coating methods resulted in the formation of a few micron thick TIFSIX films on glass substrates. We 
then report a fabrication methodology based on seeding and secondary growth for TIFSIX films on ceramic tubular 
substrates for CO2/CH4 separations. The choice of tubular supports allows for the high surface area to volume ratios 
required for industrial separations. 
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Abstract Text: Designing porous materials for chemical separation and sensing that are stable in the harsh acid gas 
environments of industrial flue streams is an ongoing and pressing challenge. A series of synthesized rare earth 2,5-
dihydroxyterephthalic acid (RE-DOBDC; RE=Y,Eu,Tb,Yb) metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) have been previously 
investigated for NOx adsorption and acid gas stability in humid NOx, indicating a unique optical response to NOx and 
material stability. Currently SOx adsorption following exposure to a humid SOxgas stream is being tested and 
characterized. The RE-DOBDC MOF series exhibits consistent crystallinity in humid SOx with no sign of degradation, 
indicating possible application for SOx separation. A humid SOx stream was generated by bubbling air through an 
acidified 4.8 mM solution of sodium sulfite, flowing SO2 over the MOF sample. IR studies confirmed the presence of S-
species in Y- and Yb-DOBDC, whereas Eu-, and Tb-DOBDC remain unchanged.   
  
A series of density functional theory and ab initio molecular dynamic (AIMD) studies have been undertaken to further 
identify the fundamental structure-property relationships that control humid SOx and RE-DOBDC MOF interactions and 
compare with previous NOx calculations. Calculated ground state electronic structure energies provide relative binding 
energies for competing H2O and SO2 gases and competitive binding at metal sites. To investigate the complexity of 
simultaneous gas-gas and gas-framework interactions AIMD trajectories have been calculated for homogeneous (SO2, 
H2O) and mixed gas (SO2 + H2O) environments. The AIMD calculations highlight competitive adsorption mechanisms, the 
possible formation of gas reaction species, and MOF framework modification facilitated by humid SOx. 
  
This work was supported as part of UNCAGE-ME, and Energy Frontier Research Center funded by the U.S. Department of 
Energy, Office of Science, Basic Energy Sciences under Award #DE-SC0012577. SNL is managed and operated by NTESS 
under DOE NNSA contract DE-NA0003525. 
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Puzzled by features of an adsorption isotherm? Try molecular simulations! 
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Abstract Text: Adsorption mechanisms of microporous solids can be complex and challenging to understand. Yet 
complex adsorption phenomena are often key to superior material performance such as higher storage densities and 
better selectivity. Often the location of guest molecules is required to understand adsorption performance. 
  
There are very few experimental techniques able to provide a precise mapping of guest molecules within the pores. For 
example, neutron diffraction or high-pressure crystallography are expensive, time consuming and lack general 
availability. A number of models based solely on experimental isotherms have been developed to alleviate those 
problems. Most of them however rely on simplified assumptions, e.g. specific pore geometry (or pore model) in 
methods for determining pore size distribution such as HK, BJH and DFT or specific isotherm types for textural analysis in 
techniques such as hysteresis scanning. 
  
This kind of insight can also be obtained from molecular simulation, including grand canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) 
simulations, which additionally provides detailed information about host-guest interactions. In contrast to high pressure 
crystallography and neutron diffraction experiments, GCMC calculations can be performed on a normal computer within 
a few hours with freely available tools making them accessible to everybody. Yet the lack of advanced tooling so far has 
hindered the analysis of GCMC data to its full extent, most notably to calculate quantitative guest mapping in pores and 
shed light into puzzling features of measured isotherms. 
  
In this contribution, we will present the freely available tools we developed and will demonstrate their use on a series of 
MOFs and COFs (though they can be applied to any sort of porous materials, even amorphous structures). We will 
visualise how isotherm features are linked to adsorption mechanisms and will show how this advanced analysis and 
quantification allows us to univocally identify the proper BET region in not only simulated but also experimental 
isotherms. 
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Abstract Text: Nowadays, the chemical industry is dependent on processes like separation, purification, and storage of 
gases. One of the techniques employed in this type of processes is adsorption. However, in the industry, the adsorbent 
powders must be converted into hierarchical porous structures in order to guarantee a low-pressure drop and a high 
packing density, thermal conductivity, and mechanical strength [1], increasing, this way, the efficiency of the process. 
Taking this into account, ZIF-8 powder (Basolite® Z1200) was shaped into pellets and monoliths, using extrusion and 
direct ink writing (DIW), respectively. For the pellets, alumina and carboxymethyl cellulose were used as binders. 
Carboxymethyl cellulose was the binder employed in the monolith. Pellets with 5, 10 and 15 %wt of alumina and 5 and 
10 %wt of carboxymethyl cellulose were prepared. Posteriorly, the pellets were thermally treated. Prior to the printing 
of the monoliths, the rheological behavior of the adsorbent inks was evaluated to understand if these ones had the 
rheological properties required, like a pseudoplastic behavior, to be printed. Since both inks displayed the desired 
rheological features, monoliths with 5 and 10 %wt of carboxymethyl cellulose were synthesized. 
These structured materials were morphologically and chemically characterized through SEM/EDS analysis, x-ray 
diffraction, N2 adsorption isotherms at 77 K, CO2 adsorption isotherms at 273 K and mercury porosimetry. These 
characterizations allowed to understand the effect of the type and of the amount of binder in the shaped materials 
when compared to the pristine powder. For all the materials, was observed that neither the thermal treatment nor the 
shaping process has no impact on the crystalline structure of the final structured material. The binder has impact on the 
textural properties of the materials and, surprisingly, the pellets with 10 %wt of alumina had a similar volume of pores 
and Langmuir surface area than the pellets with 5 %wt of alumina. 
Besides the tests mentioned previously, radial crushing strength tests were also performed on the pellets in order to 
study the effect of the shaping and the amount of binder on the mechanical stability of the material. It was proved that 
the mechanical strength of the materials increases with the binder amount. 
Gathering the information from the morphological and chemical characterizations and of the mechanical strength tests, 
it was possible to identify which were the materials with the best set of properties. For those materials, the adsorption 
equilibrium isotherms for CH4 and N2 were measured at 303 K up to 4 bar. The Langmuir adsorption model was used to 
fit the experimental data. The CH4/N2 selectivity values of the shaped materials up to 6 bar were evaluated and 
compared with the ones obtained for the pristine powder with the purpose of comprehending the effect of the shaping. 
Some of the materials demonstrated the potential to be used in large scale applications. 
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Abstract Text:   
Volatile organic compounds (VOC) are a hazardous class of air pollutants which are heavily emitted by industrial 
processes. Hence, VOC must be removed from waste and flue gas streams. Due to their low boiling point and high vapor 
pressure adsorption based processes are highly suitable for VOC separation from flue gas streams. Compared to other 
separation methods adsorption has the advantage of high efficiency, and its nondestructive nature allows to recover 
valuable VOC from waste streams. Activated carbon is widely used as adsorbent for VOC separation due to its high 
specific surface area and adsorption capacity. Nevertheless, in order to use adsorption based separation over a wide 
range of VOC efficiently, the selectivity of the adsorbent material needs to be enhanced and specifically tunable for the 
respective separation problems.[1] 
Hyper cross linked polymers (HCP) exhibit a variety of tunable structures and functional groups while maintaining a high 
specific surface area. They are typically formed by a Friedel-Crafts alkylation where aromatic building blocks are 
connected either by an intramolecular cross-linking reaction or via external linker molecules using stoichiometric 
amounts of FeCl3 as catalyst. To avoid residual traces of metal in the HCP, the metal-free Brønsted acid 
trifluoromethanesulfonic acid was used as an alternative catalyst during the synthesis as recently introduced in 
literature.[2] By varying functional groups of the monomers, the pore size and polarity of the HCP can be specifically 
adjusted to the respective adsorption/separation problem. Besides connecting bis(chloromethyl)-biphenyl (BCMBP) via 
internal cross-linking, benzene (Bz) and fluorobenzene (FBz) building blocks were externally crosslinked using 
dimethoxymethane as linker molecule. To vary the HCP’s polarity, the ratio of Bz and FBz as building blocks was varied. 
The physisorption properties of the HCPs were investigated especially for benzene and cyclohexane (Ch) as model 
substances for the separation of aliphatic and aromatic molecules. Ch and Bz are particularly hard to separate due their 
similarity in physical properties and kinetic ratios which complicates size exclusion adsorption processes.[3] Hence, 
separation must be controlled via the different interactions between the adsorbent and the adsorptives. 
For all HCPs the Bz sorption isotherms show a significantly higher uptake over the entire relative pressure range 
compared to the Ch isotherms (see figure 1). This indicates a pronounced selectivity towards the adsorption of aromatic 
over aliphatic molecules, which is supported by the isosteric heat of adsorption as an indicator for the interaction 
strength of the adsorptives with the HCP. The isosteric heat of adsorption was calculated from Bz and Ch sorption 
isotherms at three different temperatures. Both components show the maximum adsorption enthalpy at low loadings 
which is significantly higher for Bz than for Ch. With increasing loading, the heat of adsorption decreases until the 
condensation enthalpy of the respective fluid is reached (see figure 2).[4] Furthermore, the separation selectivity of the 
externally linked Bz/FBz-HCP decreases with increasing FBz content but always exceeds the BCMBP-HCP’s selectivity. 
Overall, the high potential of nanoporous polymers for the adsorption of aromatic and aliphatic model components is 
proven. The results indicate a specific selectivity towards the adsorption of aromatics which also allows selective 
separation of aliphatic and aromatic molecules with very similar thermophysical properties. 
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Abstract Text: Porous material are useful for applications in areas such as gas storage, separations and catalysis. A class 
of porous material is porous molecular solids where the molecular subunits are held together using weak intermolecular 
interactions1 . These materials have unique advantages over other classes of porous materials such as solution 
processability and characterisation, simple purification and ease of regeneration by recrystallization2 . Crystalline porous 
organic salts (CPOSs) are another less studied class of porous materials utilising intermolecular interactions, in this case 
strong charge assisted hydrogen bonds between an acid and a base3, 4.The charge assisted hydrogen bonded gives 
CPOSs an advantage over other porous molecular solids as most involve the use of hydrogen bonds which have bond 
strengths between 5 kJ to 50 kJ mol-1 while charge assisted hydrogen bonds have strengths in the range of 20-140 KJ 
mol-1 which in principle should make the materials more stable. In addition, there is the scope to use a diverse library of 
CPOSs components and develop reticular chemistry concepts used in the design of MOFs to design and synthesis CPOSs 
with tuneable properties. The use of charged components leads to a number of complications in the formation of these 
materials including: the high probability of forming a solvate over a co-crystal and, when a co-crystal is formed, 
activation can be difficult due to the interaction of the solvent with the framework. To address these challenges, we 
have focused on developing a high throughput method to quickly screen a vast number of solvent conditions for the 
crystallisations along with HT powder diffraction analysis to quickly identify different structures. Using tetrakis(4-
aminophenyl)methane and tetrakis(4-sulfophenyl)methane which are both symmetrical and have tetrahedral struts with 
S4 point groups we have employed high throughput methods to screen crystallisation conditions. Taking this approach, 
we have found that, whilst crystallisation solvent can direct crystallisation outcomes, they can be important for 
stabilizing extended packing in CPOSs structures. We have discovered a CPOSs which was shown by single crystal X-ray 
diffraction to contain 2 dimensional channels (Figure 1). We have further investigated the role of a modulator to control 
the formation of the CPOS. 
Image 1:  
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Abstract Text: Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) have emerged as a promising class of materials with a wide spectrum 
of useful applications in gas absorption, catalysis, biomedical and sensing etc. Their unique properties arising from the 
self-assembly of metal ions/clusters with electron-donating organic linkers, enable ordered frameworks with tunable 
functionalities, uniform pore sizes, post-synthesis modification, rich coordination chemistry and fascinating topologies 
are prompting us to further explore their semiconducting properties. MOFs with advantageous properties of both 
inorganic and organic components, promise to serve as the next generation of the semiconducting materials with the 
potential to be extremely stable, cheap, and mechanically flexible (Fig. 1). I have investigated fundamental dielectric, 
semiconducting and optical properties of various MOFs and summarized the initial theoretical and experimental 
research. A discuss will be presented about current journey from fundamental properties towards device designing using 
MOF as an active component. This study presents a significant and encouraging step towards a new research direction 
focused on potential applications of MOFs in the semiconductor industry.  
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Ion Exchange and Other Applications 
FEZA21-PO-352 
Porous polymer adsorbents for biorefinery downstream applications 
I. Moritz*, M. Rose 
 
 
Abstract Text: Hydrophobic adsorbents for future process innovations are, inter alia, hypercrosslinked polymers (HCP) 
[1] with specific surface areas up to 2000 m² g-1. Liquid phase adsorption offers a promising approach for cost and 
energy efficient downstream purification in bio refineries. Aqueous reaction and fermentation mixtures with low 
thermal stability remain their main challenge for polar product streams. 
HCPs offer high capacities and selectivities for adsorption processes of biogenic platform chemicals [2-4]. Herein, we 
spotlight the separation of carboxylic acids obtained from glucose by fermentation. Batch experiments were performed 
with HCP as well as common reference adsorbents. The uptakes for HCP, resulting from excess adsorption, are in the 
range of 160 mg g-1 for lactic acid, 380 mg g-1 for citric acid and up to 520 mg g-1 for itaconic acid with negligible glucose 
uptake. Polarity changes due to pH variation are used amongst others for selective product desorption. 
Because of the high capacity and selectivity of itaconic acid on HCP, the system was further investigated regarding a 
potential technical application. A continuous fixed-bed column setup was applied to identify ideal parameters for future 
process design. Furthermore, shaping of the powdered adsorbents plays an important role in the continuous adsorption 
process due to the resulting pressure drop, and transport limitations. Moreover, the choice of monomer allows to 
functionalize the accessible surface of the resulting polymer to create specific atomic interactions. They enable a 
selective adsorption of the desired compound. Finally, we end up with an outlook on other separations challenges and 
want to discuss possible limitations in adsorbent design [5]. 
References: [1] a) S. Xu, Y. Luo and B. Tan, Macromol. Rapid Commun. 2013, 34, 471–484 b) Liangxiao Tan and Bien Tan, 
Chem. Soc. Rev., 2017, 46, 3322 
[2] L. Rübenach, J. Lins, E. Koh, M. Rose, ChemSusChem 2019, 12, 3627 
[3] K. Schute, C. Detoni, A. Kann, O. Jung, R. Palkovits, M. Rose, ACS Sustainable Chem. Eng. 2016, 4, 5921–5928. 
[4] C. Detoni, C. H. Gierlich, M. Rose and R. Palkovits, ACS Sustainable Chem. Eng. 2014, 2, 2407–2415. 
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FEZA21-PO-355 
A New Approach to Pest Control: Metal-Organic Frameworks for Alarm Ant Pheromone Delivery 
J. Paul-Taylor 1 2,*, D. Rixson 2, G. Shearer 2, C. Marsh 2, J. Spencer 3, W. Hughes 4, T. Düren 5, A. Burrows 2 
1Centre for Sustainable and Circular Technologies, 2Chemistry, University of Bath, Bath, 3Chemistry, 4School of Life 
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Abstract Text: With a growing population and over 1 billion undernourished people globally the sustainable production 
of food is one of the key challenges facing society. Pest species are a particular problem,1 an example of which is the 
leaf-cutting ant which annually causes $8 billion of damage to Eucalyptus forestry in Brazil alone.2 Pesticides are 
currently used to tackle such problems, but the strategy of widespread spraying directly on target crops requires large 
amounts of pesticide, affects more species than necessary, and results in environmental contamination and health 
concerns from pesticide residues on the resulting produce. 
 
One alternative strategy is to use semiochemicals e.g. pheromones to attract pests towards an insecticide bait trap, thus 
exterminating pests in a targeted manner without direct contact between the pesticide and crop.3 However, 
pheromones are too volatile for practical use in agricultural pest control, thus necessitating a means to reduce the rate 
at which they evaporate. One way this can be done is to adsorb them into porous materials. To this end, metal-organic 
frameworks (MOFs) are particularly attractive due to the relative ease with which their properties (e.g. porosity and 
functionality) can be tuned, thus allowing one to tailor the affinity between the pheromone and framework. The concept 
behind using semiochemical-loaded MOFs for this agricultural pest control application is illustrated in Image 1. 
 
In this contribution, we report our initial findings from a combined experimental and computational investigation on the 
adsorption and release of ant alarm pheromones into and from a selection of MOFs including tests for the biological 
effect on leaf-cutting ants. For this, we began by postulating that the interaction between the pheromones and the MOF 
would be maximised by the presence of a hydrogen bond donor (to interact with the carbonyl group) or an alkyl group 
(to provide a hydrophobic pore environment for the hydrocarbon chain) on the framework and proceeded to prepare a 
series of IRMOFs with organic linkers whose functionality met these criteria. After attempts to adsorb the pheromone 3-
octanone onto the series of samples, quantification via 1H NMR convincingly showed that the functionalised materials 
retained the pheromone far more effectively than the unfunctionalised framework (IRMOF-1). 
 
The results also showed that the samples with alkyl groups retained far more of the pheromone than the material with 
only hydrogen bond donor groups (the amine group in IRMOF-3) despite their lower surface areas. This suggests that a 
hydrophobic pore environment is more important than the interaction between the amine and carbonyl group for the 
interaction between the framework and 3-octanone. Molecular dynamics simulations were conducted to gain more 
insight into the interactions involved, and the results showed that the dispersion interactions are more than five times 
larger than the electrostatic interaction from the amine group, thus explaining the observed behaviour when alkyl chains 
are present. 
 
Release of the pheromone was studied by regularly recording 1H NMR spectra on three pheromone-loaded MOFs left 
open to the air for nine weeks. The results, shown in Image 2, show that both the unfunctionalised materials and amine 
functionalised material released nearly all the guest 3-octanone within the first week. In contrast, the material 
containing alkyl groups (IRMOF-NHPr) released it at a steady rate for over 61 days. This suggests that the alkyl chain is 
key for releasing 3-octanone over a length of time suitable for this application. Finally, to assess whether pheromone-
loaded MOFs have a biological impact, samples were tested in field trials together with control experiments using a 
more conventional bait set up. Crucially, these studies demonstrated that leaf-cutting ants show the normal behavioural 
responses to the released pheromone after inclusion in the MOF, including being attracted to the source. 
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Capture of Phosphate Anions from Waste Water using Metal-Organic Frameworks 
B. Knight 1,*, C. Marsh 1, J. Bagnall 2, T. Düren 3, A. Burrows 1 
1Chemistry, University of Bath, 2Environment and Technology , Wessex Water, 3Chemical Engineering, University of Bath, 
Bath, United Kingdom 
 
Abstract Text:   
Phosphates are used in the agriculture sector, such as in fertilizers and pesticides, home use, including detergents and 
toothpaste, and industrial use, for instance corrosion inhibition and flame retardants.1 Most of the phosphate applied as 
fertilizer is lost to water ways, with only 16% entering human food.2 Water companies are required to reduce the 
amount of phosphate as part of their sewage treatment works, as it causes eutrophication which leads to the death of 
aquatic environments.3 
  
Phosphorus is a finite resource found as minerals, primarily phosphates, in sedimentary rock. High quality deposits are 
only located in a few regions of the world; Morocco and the Western Sahara have an estimated 70 % of the remaining 
world phosphate reserves.1,4 High quality easy to mine reserves are being depleted first – the lower quality reserves 
have a higher percentage of impurities and are harder to mine. Therefore, the cost of the extracting phosphorus is set to 
increase.1 
  
Considering the future availability of phosphorus and the detrimental effect excess phosphorus has on the environment, 
it makes environmental and economic sense to develop ways to capture and reuse phosphate from sewage systems. 
From the potential capture methods, pollutant adsorption presents several benefits including, ease of operation, simple 
design, potential to remove phosphorus at low concentration, little waste production and the reusability of the 
adsorption material.3 MOFs have been shown to be a effective adsorbents in wastewater for the removal of a range of 
water contaminants, such as pharmaceuticals, personal care products and dyes.5 
  
Initial work is focused on understanding how different structural features of known MOFs affect the adsorption and 
release of phosphate. This includes investigating the role of -OH groups on both the ligand, such as in UiO-66 
(Zr6O4(OH)4(bdc-X)6), where bdc = benzenedicarboxylate and X = OH, COOH, and the metal nodes as with the MIL-125 
(Ti8O8(OH)4(bdc)6) series. We are also exploring the role of the metal in isostructural MOFs such as the MFM-300 series 
[M2(OH)2(C16O8H4)], where C16O8H4 = biphenyl-3,3’,5,5’tetracarboxylic acid. The experimental work will be undertaken 
alongside molecular simulation, in order to enhance the understanding of how phosphate interacts with the MOFs and 
what factors affect the amount of phosphate adsorbed. 
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Metal-Organic Framework Composites for Pertechnetate Testing and Remediation 
T. S. Crickmore 1,*, A. B. Cundy 2, P. Warwick 2, D. Bradshaw 1 
1Department of Chemistry, 2GAU Radioanalytical, University of Southampton, Southampton, United Kingdom 
 
Abstract Text:   
Nuclear energy has provided a reliable baseload to the UK national grid for over 50 years. The nuclear fission of 
uranium-235 fuel however produces a variety of high concentration radionuclides, such as technetium-235, which 
require careful disposal and handling. Technetium most commonly exists as the highly soluble, unreactive and hence 
mobile pertechnetate (TcO4

-) anion. When these properties are combined with technetium’s extremely long half-life of 
over 200,000 years, it is clear that any releases into the environment pose a great threat. There is therefore a demand 
for novel materials that can selectively remove pertechnetate from contaminated groundwater.1 Additionally, the 
development of quick and simple analytical methods to confirm the presence of radionuclides, such as TcO4

-, in 
groundwater are also of upmost importance to allow for effective clean-up. Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) have 
been demonstrated as potential materials for the remediation of a vast range of anions, including pertechnetate.2,3 The 
potential porosity, chemical and physical stabilities as well as the structural diversity of these material classes make 
them so attractive to work with. The processing of MOFs into application specific composites is however essential for 
their upscale and use in many industrial applications. Highly sustainable biopolymers such as alginate, gelatin and 
cellulose have been incorporated with MOFs into composite hydrogels, aerogels and even fibres.4 Biopolymer scaffolds 
carry the benefits of being non-toxic, cheap and easily processable. 
  
Our work explores the synthesis and processing of both novel and existing MOFs (including Ca(BDC)(H2O)3 (BDC = 
terephthalic acid) and UiO-66-NH2)5 into various bio composites. We have tailored our composites towards two different 
pertechnetate remediation scenarios: (1) quick spot analytical testing of potentially contaminated water samples, and 
(2) selective remediation of pertechnetate. Each requires a different strategy for optimal effectiveness and hence a 
different composite configuration. For analytical use we have deposited MOFs on non-functionalised cellulose paper to 
explore MOF@cellulose composites for dip stick testing of radionuclide contaminated water samples, and for 
pertechnetate remediation MOF@alginate composite beads have been synthesised to improve material handling and 
recycling.  
  
All composite materials have been fully characterised by scanning electron microscopy, powder X-ray diffraction and 
thermogravimetric analysis. Our presented preliminary uptake data will guide further development and materials 
optimisation. 
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Green Solvents based ZIF-90 Synthesis and its Use in Mixed Metal Framework Synthesis 
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University of Nova Gorica, Nova Gorica, Slovenia 
 
Abstract Text: Zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) have so far shown very promising results as functional materials for 
gas storage, separation, and catalysis applications. From the wide array of known ZIFs, ZIF-8 and ZIF-90, built from Zn-
ions that are connected through 2-methylimidazolate or 2-carboxaldehyde imidazolate linkers into three-dimensional 
framework structures, make up more than half of all articles on ZIFs in the last 10 years. Their potential use in large-scale 
applications as functional materials also poses the question of atom economy in their synthesis, as well as its 
environmental impact. Implementation of greener solvents is one of the first approaches in reducing the environmental 
impact of ZIF synthesis. While some ZIFs have already been synthesised in green solvents like methanol or water, ZIF-90 
nanoparticle synthesis still largely relies on N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) as a solvent. 
Here we present the use of green solvents as an alternative to dimethylformamide (DMF) in the synthesis of ZIF-90. We 
tested two bio-based aprotic dipolar solvents CyreneTM and γ-valerolactone (GVL) to replace DMF in the synthesis. By 
using XRD, SEM, TG, and N2-physisorption analyses, we show that DMF can be successfully replaced by the two green 
solvents in the synthesis at room temperature with a high product yield. When doing the solvent substitution tests all 
other reagent concentrations were kept the same. While the CyreneTM - based product shows reduced porosity after 
activation, the use of GVL in the synthesis resulted in materials with preserved crystallinity and porosity after activation 
(up to 1136 m2/g), without prior solvent exchange and a short treatment at 200 ℃. The primary particles of 30 nm to 60 
nm were detected in all products, which further formed agglomerates of different sizes and interparticle mesoporosity, 
depending on the type and molar ratios of solvents used. 
Possible substitution of DMF with GVL was further checked in the synthesis procedure for mixed metal (MM) ZIF-90 
synthesis. MM ZIFs have so far shown increased catalytic activity and stability, which could as such present an 
interesting field of framework modification. With the starting molar ratio of second metal (Cu, Co and Ni) to Zn in metal 
precursor solution of 0.25, we successfully prepared MM ZIF-90 products with a consistent ratio of approximately 0.14 
second metal to Zn for all three frameworks and BET surface areas of around 950 m2/g. 
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Using Aerosol Assisted Chemical Vapour Deposition for the Synthesis of Metal Organic Framework Thin Films 
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1Chemistry, University of Southampton, Southampton, 2Chemistry, University of Leeds, Leeds, United Kingdom 
 
Abstract Text:   
Metal organic frameworks (MOFs) are highly porous materials, and consist of a metal node bridged by organic linker 
molecules.1 Their high surface area and versatile structures2 makes them highly desirable in a large number of industrial 
processes such as catalysis and gas separation. As MOF applications are becoming more diverse, the need for an 
industry suited synthetic method for MOF thin films is becoming ever more pressing. Currently many methods used for 
the synthesis of MOF thin films are modifications of the solvothermal synthesis, and as such are not well suited for large 
scale synthesis. This project focuses on the use of aerosol assisted chemical vapour deposition (AACVD), a well-
established, scalable technique for the synthesis of MOF thin films.    
AACVD is a variant of CVD, in which the precursors are transported via aerosol droplets. The precursors are dissolved in 
a suitable solvent, one that has a low vapor pressure, low viscosity and an appropriately high surface tension to endure 
the formation of an aerosol. The aerosol is formed using a piezoelectric humidifier, and carried into the reactor using a 
carrier gas. AACVD permits flexible reaction conditions, since it is carried out at low or atmospheric pressure in an open 
environment.3 
In this project it has been demonstrated that AACVD can offer a simple and scalable synthetic route to adherent and 
crystalline MOF thin films. The quality of the films were judged by their crystallinity, purity, adherence and coverage of 
the substrate, which was optimised by changing the reaction conditions. The conditions were designed to limit MOF 
formation before entering the reactor, by modifying the precursor ratio and reactor temperature. Thin film thickness 
could be controlled by altering the quantity of precursors and run time of the reactor. Zinc oxide was deposited onto 
glass substrate prior to the MOF deposition to investigate the effect on the MOFs adherence, and was shown to greatly 
increase the adherence.  
The deposition was carried out on a number of different substrate materials including the coverage of porous 
membranes, demonstrating its potential for the preparation of gas separation systems. A range of MOF thin films have 
been successfully synthesised using this technique demonstrating the versatility of the method. The film's adherence 
and coverage demonstrated makes these films promising for applications such as separation and catalysis. 
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Porous nickel-alumina derived from metal-organic framework : a new approach to achieve active and stable catalysts 
in methane dry reforming and carbon dioxide methanation. 
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1Laboratoire de Réactivité de Surface, Sorbonne University, Paris, France, 2Department of Chemical Engineering, 
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Abstract Text: Because of its lower cost, nickel tends to replace noble metals in the formulation of catalysts for methane 
dry reforming (DRM), a reaction that transforms CO2 and CH4 (two greenhouse gases, environmental issue) into CO and 
H2 (syngas, a key mixture for the further production of sustainable energy). In this contribution, we will present a new 
strategy of synthesizing porous aluminum oxides materials containing 5 wt% Ni and high surface area that allow 
confining the nickel active phase inside the pores or in the oxide matrix. This leads to highly stable catalysts resistant 
both to Ni sintering and to carbon nanotubes formation which are two major drawbacks of existing DRM catalysts.   
The innovative route of preparation, differing from the usual impregnation of preformed metal oxide supports, is using 
an aluminum-based MOF as alumina precursor submitted to a thermal treatment after being impregnated with a nickel 
cations precursor.   
The structure, porous characteristics, morphologies and reducibility of the obtained Ni-alumina material will be 
discussed (XRD, N2 physisorption, electron microscopy and TPR). Its catalytic behaviors will be tested and compared to 
those of a conventional Ni-impregnated catalyst and to a nickel-based ordered mesoporous catalyst recently described 
by our group and whose original "one-pot" synthesis and characteristics will be briefly introduced in this presentation. A 
special attention will be paid to catalytic stability during long term DRM tests carried out at the high temperatures (650-
800°C) imposed by the thermodynamic of the reaction. 
After reduction, the new MOF-derived catalyst contain small nickel nanoparticles homogeneously dispersed in the 
alumina support matrixes that appears as interwoven alumina sheets (Figure 1). This morphology agrees with the N2 
physisorption isotherms of the sample obtained after calcination that reveal porous characteristics of lamellar materials 
with intergranular macroporosity. The high reduction temperature during TPR (800-900°C) analysis of the calcined 
material reveals an intimate mixing between the nickel phase and the oxide support. It leads to an unusual stability of 
the nickel nanoparticles formed after reduction, with the absence of both Ni sintering and of related carbon deposit 
generation after test, in spite of the harsh conditions of the DRM reaction.  
The catalytic performances are excellent, both in terms of conversion and selectivity to DRM, and much higher than 
those of the nickel alumina catalyst prepared by conventional impregnation. The origin of the nickel stability in this new 
catalyst will be discussed, notably by considering the formation of an intermediate nickel aluminate phase that appears 
to be at the origin of the nickel active nanoparticle stability. 
Finally a greener approach of the catalyst synthesis will be also described based on the use of recycled sources of the 
MOF organic linker. 
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Abstract Text:   
In the last years the design of new hybrid organic-inorganic catalysts based on organocatalysts incorporated into 
inorganic supports is becoming an area of growing interest due to their specific physical and chemical properties. The 
use of these hybrid catalysts allows the combination of increased flexibility, functionality and efficiency from 
homogeneous catalysts, with the thermal and mechanic stability advantages of inorganic solids, leading to ‘green 
catalytic processes’, with higher selectivity and conversion and easy catalyst recovery.1-3 
This work has been developed under the proposed objectives from MULTI2HYCAT project, and focuses on the synthesis 
and characterization of a new class of organometallic hybrid materials, besides the catalytic activity of these materials 
has been evaluated in model reactions. 
Specifically, Palladium hybrid catalysts, based on silyl-derivatives of classical and abnormal NHCs have been successfully 
achieved through post synthetic grafting on the surface of pure silica MCM-41. Different characterization techniques 
were implemented to study the properties of the materials, such as solid-state NMR, elemental analysis, X-ray 
diffraction (XRD), N2 physisorption analysis, XPS spectroscopy and ICP-AES analysis. Finally, the catalytic activity and 
recyclability of these compounds was demonstrated for cross-coupling reactions such as Suzuki-Miyaura reaction under 
mild conditions.  
The authors are grateful for financial support from the European Union by the MULTY2HYCAT EUHorizon 2020 funded 
project under grant agreement no. 720783. 
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Abstract Text:   
Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are highly porous, complex 3D structures with flexibility in their chemical nature, 
which have become an immensely prevalent area of materials science over the past few decades.1,2 On reducing the 
particle size of these materials to the nanoscale, MOF nanoparticles (MOF NPs) can also incorporate the inherent 
benefits of nanomaterials, such as their controllable outer surface properties and high external surface-area-to-volume 
ratio.1 This affords the opportunity to tune the architecture of the MOF NPs by selectively utilising properties from both 
the MOF- and nano-fields. In particular, this is useful in controlling the outer surface modification of MOF NPs providing 
access to a range of applications. With the ability to incorporate different chemical entities either directly through the 
diverse chemical building units, or post-synthetically by covalent modification of the linker and/or coordination to the 
metal, MOF NPs have the ability to introduce many functional groups into their structure.2 
  
One such functionalisation is the introduction of ‘gated’ or ‘switchable’ behaviour and involves the controlled 
opening/closing mechanism of MOF pores by some external or chemical stimulus. This enables the ability to control the 
loading and release of cargoes into and out of the pores of the MOF. Previous approaches to this have seen a focus on 
using ‘capping’ units which can be removed by external triggers such as competitive ion binding, temperature or pH 
changes or in using functional groups which switch between molecular states upon application of a stimulus.3,4 One 
scarcely researched area in MOF NPs is the introduction of dynamic covalent chemistry (DCvC), such as those introduced 
onto the surface of monolayer-stabilised gold nanoparticles.5 
  
In this work, we aim to incorporate the concept of DCvC onto the surface of MOF NPs, with the goal of controlling access 
to the internal pore surface of the MOF. We have first synthesised MOF NPs of UiO-66 with reactive capping units, which 
should allow the introduction of DCvC functionality. We then carried out extensive dynamic light scattering studies of 
these materials to investigate their colloidal stability in various solvents. 
  
  
References: 1. P. Hirschle, T. Preiβ. F. Auras, A. Pick, J. Völkner, D. Valdepérez, 
G. Witte, W. J. Parak, J. O. Rädler and S. Wuttke, CrystEngComm, 2016, 18, 4359-4368. 
2. S. Wang, C. M. McGuirk, A. d’Aquino, J. A. Mason and C. A. 
Mirkin, Adv. Mater., 2018, 30, 1800202. 
3. F. Bigdeli, C. T. Lollar, A. Morsali and H.-C. Zhou, Angew. Chem. 
Int. Ed., 2019, 58, 2-20. 
4. L.-L. Tan, N. Song, S. X.-A. Zhang, H. Li, B. Wang and Y. –W. Yang, 
J. Mater. Chem. B., 2016, 4, 135-140.  
5. E. R. Kay, Chem. Eur. J., 2016, 22, 10706-10716. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 

Novel Materials and Structural Methods 
FEZA21-PO-368 
Preparation of Metal-Organic Framework Hybrid Ceramics 
L. N. Mchugh 1,*, M. F. Thorne 1, G. Divitini 1, G. Robertson 1, T. D. Bennett 1 
1Department of Materials Science & Metallurgy, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, United Kingdom 
 
Abstract Text: Metal-organic framework crystal-glass composite (MOF-CGC) materials are composed of a crystalline 
MOF dispersed within a MOF-glass (agMOF) matrix.1 Previous studies have illustrated the incorporation of MOFs of a 
different chemical composition into agZIF-62(Zn),2 though here we demonstrate the synthesis of novel systems, where 
crystalline ZIF-62(Zn) is incorporated within an agZIF-62(Zn) matrix and which we have termed ‘hybrid ceramics’.3 Hybrid 
ceramics are analogous to traditional inorganic ceramics and may be distinguished from conventional MOF-CGCs by the 
interfacial compatibility observed between the glassy and crystalline phases within the materials.  
ZIF-62(Zn) [Zn(Im)1.75(bIm)0.25] was chosen as the source MOF due to its well-documented thermal properties and glass-
forming ability.4 Mechanochemically synthesised crystalline ZIF-62(Zn) and pre-formed agZIF-62(Zn) were combined 
together in the desired ratios, before being pelletised and heated to above the glass transition temperature (Tg) of ZIF-
62(Zn), to form hybrid ceramics of composition: (ZIF-62(Zn))x(agZIF-62(Zn))1-x. 
DSC scans (Image 1) showed that the ceramics displayed both a Tg and a melting point (Tm) on the first upscans, 
indicating that the materials contained both glassy and crystalline components and powder X-ray diffraction 
demonstrated that Bragg scattering from the crystalline phase remained present within the ceramics. SEM suggested 
good interfacial compatibility between the crystalline and glassy phases in the ceramics and this was further investigated 
by SEM/EDX using a mixed-metal (ZIF-62(Co))x(agZIF-62(Zn))1-x ceramic.   
The results provide exciting prospects for future research, where other crystalline ZIF phases may be encapsulated 
within their corresponding glasses. Due to the relative rarity of DSC in MOF literature, many more glass-forming MOFs 
that have not yet been investigated may be available to synthesise further hybrid ceramics. 
Image 1:  

 
References: (1) J. Hou et al., Nat. Commun., 2019, 10, 2580. 
(2) C.W. Ashling et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2019, 141, 15641-15648. 
(3) L.N. McHugh et al., manuscript in preparation, 2021. 
(4) A. Qiao et al., Sci. Adv., 2018, 4, eaao6827. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 

Novel Materials and Structural Methods 
FEZA21-PO-369 
Predicting the packing behaviour of porous organic cages 
E. H. Wolpert 1,*, K. E. Jelfs 1 
1Department of Chemistry, Imperial College London, London, United Kingdom 
 
Abstract Text: Porous organic cages are a subset of porous materials which are made up of covalently bonded organic 
molecules forming cages with intrinsic porosity. Unlike extended framework materials, such as metal organic 
frameworks which are connected through covalent or coordination bonds, the assembly of porous organic cages is 
defined by weak dispersion forces. Therefore, the connectivity between the cages can be easily manipulated by varying 
the chemical functionality or solvent [1]. This leads to a variety of porous organic cage solids which, depending on the 
packing behaviour, may contain only intrinsic cavities or have extrinsic pores between the cages resulting in one, two, 
or, three dimensional pore networks [2]. Consequently, the packing behaviour of the porous organic cages can have a 
vast effect on the properties of the material [3]. It has been suggested that in principle, different cages can be combined 
to produce structures with specific properties [4]. However, the challenge in reliably predicting the packing behaviour of 
molecular crystals, due to the lack of strong bonding networks, results in difficulty in targeted design [4].  
Although crystal structure prediction can accurately determine crystal energy landscapes, it is computationally 
expensive to apply to multiple molecular combinations [5]. Here we aim to determine the packing behaviour of porous 
organic cages through coarse graining. We start by creating a coarse grained Hamiltonian containing the dominant 
intermolecular interactions between the cages, informed by force field models. We then aim to employ Monte Carlo 
simulations using our model in conjunction with hard particle Monte Carlo simulations [6] to determine the 
thermodynamic phase behaviour of the packing of the cages. This work focuses on the well-studied porous organic cage 
CC3 [1] as a proof-of-concept example to determine the extent to which we can use coarse graining to analyse the 
packing behaviour of other, less well-studied porous organic cages. 
References: 1. T. Tozawa, J. Jones, S. Swamy, et al. Nature Mater 8, 973–978 (2009) 
2. Y. Liu, G. Zhu, W. You, et al. J. Phys. Chem. C 123, 3, 1720–1729 (2019) 
3. M. E. Briggs and A. I. Cooper Chem. Mater. 29, 1, 149–157 (2017) 
4. J. Jones, T. Hasell, X. Wu, et al. Nature 474, 367–371 (2011) 
5. T. Hasell, S. Y. Chong, K. E. Jelfs, et al. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 134, 1, 588–598 (2012) 
6. J. A. Anderson, M. E. Irrgang, and S. C. Glotzer. Computer Physics Communications 204, 21-30 (2016) 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 

Novel Materials and Structural Methods 
FEZA21-PO-370 
Developing multivariate metal organic frameworks under non-conventional synthesis 
E. Ezzatpour Ghadim 1,*, R. I. Walton 1, R. Jalali Kashtiban 2 
1Chemistry, 2Physics, university of Warwick, Coventry, United Kingdom 
 
Abstract Text: Multivariate (MTV) metal organic frameworks (MOFs) containing multiple metals and ligands in ordered 
arrangements, allow the controllable one-pot synthesis of hierarchical MOFs, MOF-on-MOF and core-shell structures.1 
This notable synthetic achievement not only develops the impact of tunability to form multicomponent MOFs, but also 
provides a facile route to complex three-dimensional functional systems.2 The UiO-n family is an important candidate to 
be used in MTV MOFs, because of its noted thermal and chemical stability, and the versatile range of ligands and metals 
possible for its construction.3 In this work, one-pot MTV-MOFs with the UiO-66 structure were synthesised using a 
microwave reactor in a short periods of time. Ce-BDC-NDC-Zr-UiO-66 and Ce-BDC-ABDC-Zr-UiO-66 (BDC: 1,4-
benzenedicarboxylate, NDC: 1,4-naphthalenedicarboxylate, ABDC: 2-amino-1,4-benzenedicarboxylate) were synthesised 
in 50% DMF, 25% water, and 25% acetic acid, at 120 °C in merely 15 min 
Multi-length scale characterisation using HR-TEM (high resolution-transmission electron microscopy), SEM (scanning 
electron microscopy), EDX (energy-Dispersive X-ray), PXRD (Powder X-ray diffraction), FT-IR (Fourier- transform 
infrared), and SAXS (small-angle X-ray scattering) show that multiple metals and linkers are homogenously distributed 
through the crystal structure with no phase impurities. In addition, PXRD, TEM and SAXS clearly shows that these MTV 
MOFs are nanocrystalline with crystallite size between 10 and 20 nm, and EDX (elemental analysis and mapping) shows 
that there is an almost equal molar ratio of cerium and zirconium. The hydrothermal stability was studied, and it is 
shown that Ce-BDC-ABDC-Zr-UiO-66 is stable at in 120 °C for 24 hours in water. The XRD and SEM showed that there are 
no changes in crystallinity and morphology of particles after hydrothermal treatment. 
References: 1. Feng, L.;  Wang, K.-Y.;  Day, G. S.; Zhou, H.-C., The chemistry of 
multi-component and hierarchical framework compounds. Chemical Society Reviews 2019, 48 (18), 4823-4853. 
2. Feng, L.;  Yuan, S.;  Li, J.-L.;  Wang, K.-Y.;  Day, G. S.;  Zhang, P.;  
Wang, Y.; Zhou, H.-C., Uncovering Two Principles of Multivariate Hierarchical Metal–Organic Framework Synthesis via 
Retrosynthetic Design. ACS Central Science 2018, 4 (12), 1719-1726. 
3. Winarta, J.;  Shan, B.;  McIntyre, S. M.;  Ye, L.;  Wang, C.;  Liu, J.; 
Mu, B., A Decade of UiO-66 Research: A Historic Review of Dynamic Structure, Synthesis Mechanisms, and 
Characterization Techniques of an Archetypal Metal–Organic Framework. Crystal Growth & Design 2020, 20 (2), 1347-
1362. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 

Novel Materials and Structural Methods 
FEZA21-PO-371 
Structure Exploration of Molecule Docking in Functionalized UiO-66. 
M. Nurhuda*, M. Addicoat 1 
1Chemistry, Nottingham Trent University, Nottingham, United Kingdom 
 
Abstract Text: Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) have been highlighted as ideal candidates for the 3D support of drug 
molecules. The linkers are often functionalized with the rationale being to fine-tune the physical and chemical properties 
of the MOF, allowing control over host-guest interactions necessary for selectivity and providing additional adsorption 
sites.  
The structure of the molecule@MOF composite, arises from a delicate balance of interactions between the molecule 
with the MOF and the conformational isomerism of the MOF itself. We have developed a computational model to 
explore the structure of functionalised UiO-66, X-UiO-66, which can identify ideal environments for drug molecule 
docking. We investigated the binding interaction of the molecules in both the tetrahedral and octahedral pores of X-UiO-
66 by constructing all the possible arrangement of the functional groups followed by DFTB calculations. Preliminary 
results show that drug molecules are likely to bind in the region of the linker functional groups, with especially 
favourable configurations being possible where the spatial arrangement of linker functional groups allows for the 
molecule to bridge between the linkers or/and with the metal oxide node. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 

Novel Materials and Structural Methods 
FEZA21-PO-372 
Synthesis and optimization of porous bioMOF 
T. K. Tajnšek 1,*, M. Mazaj 1, N. Zabukovec Logar 1 2 
1Department of Inorganic Chemistry and Technology, National Institute of Chemistry, Ljubljana, 2University of Nova 
Gorica, Nova Gorica, Slovenia 
 
Abstract Text: Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) with their specific properties and possibility of tuning the structure 
represent excellent candidates for use in biomedical field. Their advantage lies in large pore surfaces and volumes as 
well as the possibility of using bio-friendly or bioactive constituents. So-called bioMOFs are representatives of MOFs 
which are constructed form at least one biomolecule (metal, small bioactive molecule in metal clusters and/or linker) 
and are intended for bio-application (usually in the field of medicine; most commonly drug delivery). When designing a 
bioMOF for biomedical application, we should adhere to some guidelines for an improved a toxicological profile of the 
material. Such as, (i) choosing an endogenous / nontoxic metal, (ii) GRAS (generally recognised as safe) linker and (iii) 
nontoxic solvents. 
Design and synthesis of bioNICS-1 (bioMOF of National Institute of Chemistry Slovenia – 1) considers all this guidelines. 
Zinc (Zn) was chosen as an endogenous metal with an agreeable recommended daily intake (RDI) and LD50 value, and 
ascorbic acid (Vitamin C) was chosen as a GRAS and active linker. With these building blocks, we have synthesised a 
bioNICS-1 material. Synthesis was done in ethanol using solvothermal method. 
Synthesis protocol was further optimized in three separate ways. Optimization of (i) synthesis parameters to improve 
the yield of the synthesis, (ii) input reactant ratio and addition of specific modulators for production of larger crystals 
and (iii) differing of the heating source (conventional, microwave and ultrasound) to produce nano-crystals. With 
optimization strategies, synthesis yield was increased. Larger crystals were prepared for structural analysis with the use 
of a proper species and amount of modulator. Synthesis protocol was adjusted to different heating sources, resulting in 
production of nano-crystals of bioNICS-1 material. 
BioNICS-1 was further activated in ethanol and structurally characterized, resolving the crystal structure of a new 
material.  
References: 1. Cai, H., Huang, Y.-L. & Li, D. Biological metal–organic 
frameworks: Structures, host–guest chemistry and bio-applications. Coord. Chem. Rev. 378, 207–221 (2019). 
2. Simon-Yarza, T., Mielcarek, A., Couvreur, P. & Serre, C. 
Nanoparticles of Metal-Organic Frameworks: On the Road to In Vivo Efficacy in Biomedicine. Advanced Materials vol. 30 
1707365 (2018). 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 

Novel Materials and Structural Methods|MOFs/Organic materials 
FEZA21-PO-373 
Isorecticular Expansion in Phosphonate Metal Organic Frameworks for Multiple Applications 
P. Tholen 1,*, G. Yücesan 1 
1Institut für Lebensmitteltechnologie und Lebensmittelchemie, TU Berlin, Berlin, Germany 
 
Abstract Text: Phosphonate metal organic frameworks (phosphonate-MOFs) constitute a very tiny fraction of the MOFs 
reported in the literature1. Due to the presence of two negative charges on the phosphonate metal binding group and a 
strong phosphorus-carbon bond, phosphonate-MOFs are an exceptionally stable platform to construct MOFs1,2. To date, 
only a few random isoreticular expansions are reported with phosphonate-MOFs3-6. This study focuses on the synthesis 
of longer tethered phosphonate MOFs with tetrahedral linkers, namely tetra(4-phosphonatophenyl)methane and 
tetra(4-phosphonatophenyl)silane and their analogs with expanded tethers, namely tetra(4’-phosphonato-1,1’-
biphenyl)methane and -silane as well as tetra(4''-phosphonato-[1,1':4'-1''-terphenyl])methane and –silane (see image 1). 
The linkers have been synthesized using the combination of Arbuzov and Suzuki Cross Coupling reactions7 and we have 
used hydrothermal reactions at varying temperatures to obtain the corresponding phosphonate-MOFs (schematics see 
image 2). Further analysis of the MOFs have been performed by single crystal X-ray diffraction or powder XRD, TGA, BET 
and UV-Vis. 
We would like to thank the DFG for funding our work with grant number DFG YU 267/2-1. 
Image 1:  

 
Image 2:  

 
References: 1) G. Yücesan, Y. Zorlu, M. Stricker, J. Beckmann, Coordination Chemistry Reviews 2018, 369, 105-122. 
2) S. J. Shearan, N. Stock, F. Emmerling, J. Demel, P. A. Wright, K. D. Demadis, M. Vassaki, F. Costantino, R. Vivani, S. 
Sallard, I. Ruiz Salcedo, A. Cabeza, M. Taddei, Crystals 2019, 9, 5, 270. 
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FEZA21-PO-376 
High-throughput computational design and discovery of conductive materials in the CSD MOF subset 
F. Zanca 1,*, S. Chong 2, B. Monserrat 3, D. Fairen-Jimenez 4, P. Z. Moghadam 
1Chemical and biological engineering, University of Sheffield, Sheffield, United Kingdom, 2Department of Chemical and 
Biomolecular Engineering, Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST), Daejeon, Korea, Republic Of, 
3Cavendish Laboratory, 4Department of Chemical Engineering & Biotechnology, University of Cambridge, Cambridge , 
United Kingdom 
 
Abstract Text: MOFs are innovative porous materials, and have been widely studied for the past 15 years for 
applications in different fields such as gas storage, gas separation and catalysis. Here, we aim to study electrical 
conductivity in MOFs, a less explored property that can be investigated for e.g. energy storage and sensing application. 
Due to their high porosity and surface area, MOFs are poor electrical conductors. In order to characterise and identify 
promising conductive structures, we performed high-throughput screening of the existing ca. 90,000 structures in the 
CSD MOF subset1— characterising the band gap and examining the presence or absence of metallic behavior. The first 
set of selection criteria was developed based on the nature of MOFs’ surface chemistry with a focus on the type of the 
secondary building unit and the ligand. We focused on MOFs containing open shell metals, metal clusters and highly 
conjugated linkers that can facilitate through-linker charge transfer between metals. The second set of criteria involved 
the presence of linkers containing metal-S, -N or -O coordination, redox-active linkers, π-π stacking, and mixed valence 
metals. For the ca. 1000 structures shortlisted, we then performed DFT calculations to derive useful insights into 
structure-conductivity relationships in MOFs, identify top-performing conductive MOFs, and to delineate key chemical 
and physical features in MOFs that influence their conductive properties. The results guide MOF researchers to assess 
and design conductive structures for electronics, energy storage and sensing applications.  
References:  
[1] Peyman Z. Moghadam, Aurelia Li, Seth B. Wiggin, Andi Tao, Andrew G. P. Maloney, Peter A. Wood, Suzanna C. Ward, 
and David Fairen-Jimenez. (2017) Chemistry of Materials, 29 (7), 2618–2625 
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FEZA21-PO-377 
Novel nickel MOF as highly stable heterogeneous catalyst for reductive amination 
G. Orcajo*, H. Montes-Andrés, P. Leo, A. Muñoz, A. Rodríguez-Diéguez, C. Martos, F. Martínez, G. Calleja 
 
 
Abstract Text: Metal-Organic Framework (MOF) materials have attracted much attention in the last two decades due to 
their unique properties such as topological diversity and tunable porosity and composition [1]. Traditionally, MOF 
materials have been extensively studied for gas adsorption; however, at present time they are being also studied for 
catalytic applications due to the observed activity of the metallic clusters and the functionalized organic linkers, 
providing redox, acidic and basic catalytic sites [2]. MOF materials can adsorb H2 through mostly physisorption 
mechanism, so they might be potential catalysts for hydrogenation reactions. The high density of well-distributed active 
sites in the crystalline network and the large surface area of these materials can promote a remarkable catalytic activity 
in hydrogenation reactions for the production of essential intermediates and chemicals in the pharmaceutical, fragrance, 
food, dye, and agrochemical industries [3]. 
In this work, a new 3D MOF material URJC-4 (from Universidad Rey Juan Carlos), based on Ni and a tetracarboxylic acid 
as organic ligand has been synthesized. The material was characterized by PXRD, FT-IR, argon adsorption/desorption 
isotherms at 87 K and TGA analyses for evaluating its crystalline structure, porosity and thermal stability. Finally, URJC-4 
material was tested as a catalyst in the reductive amination of different carbonyl molecules. 
Synthesis of tetracarboxylic acid organic ligand (5,5´-(etine-1,2-diyl)diisophthalic acid, H4EBTC). As H4EBTC is not 
commercially available, it was prepared following a synthetic route in five steps, based on the Sonogashira C-C coupling 
reaction [4]. 
Synthesis of URJC-4 material. A mixture of H4EBTC and nickel(II) nitrate hexahydrate was dissolved in N,N 
dimethylformamide and subjected to solvothermal conditions. 
Catalytic reductive amination tests of carbonyl compounds. Several types of carbonyl substrates were mixed with 
primary amines in toluene under magnetic stirring for 12h. After this time, TLC (silica TLC plates) determined the 
development of the reaction. The crude, absorbed on silica gel, was purified by flash chromatography on silica gel in 
order to obtain the targeted products from the reaction. 
Results and discussion 
Crystal Structure of URJC-4 material. URJC-4 crystallizes in the monoclinic and P21/c space group, showing the following 
unit cell parameters: a = 19,1972(8) Å, b = 38,1664(17) Å, c = 47,308(2) Å, α = γ = 90 °, β = 90,105 °. As shown in Figure 
1a, the experimental PXRD pattern of the novel material matches quite well with the simulated one from 
crystallographic data, indicating a high purity of the crystalline phase in the bulk sample (Figure 1a). The Ar 
adsorption/desorption isotherms at 87 K (Figure 1b) displayed a type I isotherm, characteristic of microporous materials, 
with a BET specific surface area of 829 m2/g and a pore volume of 0.3 cm3/g at P/P0 of 0.998. 

Figure 1 (a) XRD patterns (experimental and simulated from single-crystal data) and (b) Ar adsorption–desorption 
isotherm at 87 K of URJC-4 material. 

Catalytic Activity of URJC-4 material. Preliminary results have shown catalytic activity with different amines at room 
temperature, using toluene as solvent (Table 1). Besides, URJC-4 catalyst could be easily recovered, maintaining its 
crystalline structure after all reaction cycles. These results show the potential of URJC-4 as a catalyst in hydrogenation 
reactions. 
Table 1. Reductive amination reactions between carbonyl substrates and primary amines at room temperature with 
URJC-4 as catalyst. 

  
Image 1:  



 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Image 2:  

 
References: [1] Chem. Soc. Rev. 2016, 45, 2327–2367. [2] Chem. Rev., 2012, 112, 1126–1162. [3] Chinese Journal of 
Catalysis, 2017, 38, 1108–1126. [4] Sci. China Mater. 2017, 60, 1269–1271. 
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FEZA21-PO-378 
Redox-active metal organic frameworks constructed using novel rylene-diimides 
J. O. Ogar 1,*, N. R. Champness 1 
1Chemistry, University of Nottingham, Nottingham, United Kingdom 
 
Abstract Text: Two rylene diimide ligands, – N,N’-bis(2,6-diisopropyl-4-(pyridin-4-yl)phenyl)-1,4,5,8-
naphthalenetetracarboxydiimide (DPPNDI) and N,N’-bis(2,6-diisopropyl-4-(pyridin-4-yl)phenyl)-3,4:9,10-
perylenetetracarboxydiimide (DPPPDI), are used to prepare four metal-organic-framework (MOF) materials. Each of the 
MOFs contains a redox-active functionalised naphthalenediimide (NDI) or perylenediimide (PDI) – which acts as a pillar – 
in combination with a bridging carboxylate linker; all of which are coordinated to either a Co2+ or Ni2+ cation. The MOFs, 
made by solvothermal methods, were characterised using single crystal x-ray diffraction (SCXRD), powder x-ray 
diffraction (PXRD), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and cyclic voltammetry. The frameworks containing DPPNDI are all 
doubly interpenetrated whereas the one obtained from DPPPDI exhibits four-fold interpenetration. In terms of 
dimensionality, all the materials are 3-dimensional (3D) and possess the M2(μ2-O2CR)4 paddle-wheel secondary building 
units (SBUs). These materials, due to the presence of the redox-active ligands, hold great potential for the entrapment of 
electron-rich species and the ability to respond to electronic stimuli through the reduction of the rylene diimide ligand. 
Image 1:  
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FEZA21-PO-379 
How MOF/Polymer Interfacial void shape/size affect the gas permeability of Mixed Matrix Membranes? 
 
 
A. Ozcan 1,*, D. Fan, R. Semino, S. Datta, M. Eddaoudi, G.  Maurin 
1Chemistry, Montpelier University, Montpellier, France 
 
Abstract Text: Mixed matrix membranes (MMMs) incorporating Metal-organic frameworks (MOF) into polymeric 
matrices show promising properties for several industrial applications, such as gas separation, water desalination, and 
pervaporation, among others. Especially in the field of gas separation, MMMs have attracted a great attention owing to 
their potential for merging the processability of polymers and the excellent selectivity of MOF materials. Therefore, 
understanding gas transport through the MMMs is of significant importance in MOF-based materials. Here, we choose 
AlFFIVE-1-Ni, a MOF with a one-dimensional channel, as the filler in the polymer matrix and use our previously 
developed computational methods to construct a series of MOF/Polymer interfaces with the selection of both rigid and 
more flexible polymers.. Subsequently, we performed Grand Canonical Monte Carlo and our recently proposed 
concentration gradient-driven molecular dynamics (CGD-MD) simulations to assess the thermodynamic and dynamic 
adsorption properties of these MMMs. Our simulations showed that the distinct characteristic of polymer backbones 
result in different interfacial void regions. We evidenced that not only the size but also the shape of the interfacial voids 
 region have eminent effects on the gas transport properties of the MMMs with respect to a selected range of 
molecules, e.g. CO2, N2 and CH4. Our results constitute an important step toward the rational design of MMMs with the 
optimal interfacial void size/shape to achieve the highest performance for the separation of industrially relevant gas 
separations. 
References: 1] Ozcan, A., Semino, R., Maurin, G., & Yazaydin, A. O. Chem. Mater., 32(2020), 1288-1296; [2] Semino, R., 
Ramsahye, N. A., Ghoufi, A., & Maurin, G. ACS applied materials & interfaces, 8 (2016), 809-819. 
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FEZA21-PO-380 
Illuminating ZIF-7 Metal-Organic Nanosheets by Guest@MOF dye confinement 
D. A. Sherman 1,*, J.-C. Tan 1 
1Engineering Science, University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom 
 
Abstract Text: Encapsulating dyes in a single open-framework material such as Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs) or 
Zeolitic-Imidazolate Frameworks (ZIFs) has produced many multifunctional luminescent materials that are optimisable 
for noninvasive sensors and optoelectronics [1]. However, effective integration of such materials into optical microscale 
systems or filtering and separation processes requires control of morphology to minimize thickness while maximising in-
plane dimensions. Such control has been developed in select studies that synthesise Metal-Organic Nanosheets (MONs) 
of nanometre thickness and micron-scaled plane dimensions [2].  These, though, typically achieve nanosheet 
morphologies through top-down exfoliation of a bulk layered material. Few successfully utilize bottom-up techniques to 
directly synthesise MONs. 
  
Here, we report the confinement of fluorophores, fluorescein and rhodamine B (RhB), in zinc based ZIF-7-III nanosheet 
materials, producing two novel Guest@MOF luminescent materials: RhB@ZIF-7-NS and Fluorescein@ZIF-7-NS. A 
prototype white-light emitting ZIF-7 nanosheet material is also reported, synthesised via a dual-guest-approach 
employing both fluorescein and RhB. 
  
These materials maintain the luminescence of the guest molecules while enhancing the chemical stability and structural 
robustness of the dye. The nanosheets were synthesised by the first, to our knowledge, application of Guest@MOF to 
ZIF nanosheets along with an adapted bottom-up synthesis utilizing salt template confinement in a single room-
temperature reaction [3]. Encapsulation of the dye guest molecules in the parent sodalite topology ZIF-7-I materials 
(Fluorescein@ZIF-7 and RhB@ZIF-7) provided a bulk comparison to the isolated nanosheets. AFM and nano-FTIR were 
employed to characterise the surface topology and composition of the luminescent materials, while SEM techniques 
imaged morphology. The photophysical properties of the materials were probed under various conditions to test 
structural robustness and long-term material stability. Together, the work ilustrates an improvement in the 
technological viability of MOFs as luminescent materials. 
  
Image 1. Top: ZIF-7-III nanosheet (left) fluorescent guests - rhodamine B (left) and fluorescein (right) (centre) and ZIF-7-I 
(right). Bottom: ZIF-7-III (left), excitation and emission spectra of ZIF-7-III nanosheets (dark) and ZIF-7-I (light) and ZIF-7-I 

(right). 
Image 1:  
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Topological characterisation of MOFs in the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) 
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Abstract Text: Development of metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) created a unique class of crystalline materials based 
upon the assembly of molecular clusters, as opposed to individual single atom constructions. These molecular clusters, 
often termed secondary building units (SBUs) can be assembled using organic linkers to create aesthetic periodic 
structures. The connectivity network, or topology, of these SBUs can be instrumental in the search for new materials. 
The topology is a subjective property which can be best described by simplifying the atomic bonds of these structures to 
map out a simple graph. Graph theory allows for the simplification of these structures into fundamental unit cells which 
enables the comparison of two very different, but identically connected materials. These simplified graphs are collected 
in an open-source online database, the Reticular Chemistry Structure Resource (RCSR). The programme Systre is used in 
conjunction with the RCSR to allocate distinct three-letter network identifiers to a fundamental unit cell. There are 
several deconstruction programmes which allow a researcher to simplify their chosen material, and have a topology 
assigned automatically without any extensive knowledge of the subject, however there are limitations to the use of 
these software and it is easy to return unsuitable results. In some cases, certain representations are actually complex 
representations of other types of nets themselves, additionally there can be information loss due to oversimplification 
of certain branches. Notably, cluster type topologies should be discarded when searching for representations of periodic 
structures, as correct bond assignment is essential when searching for topological networks.  
  
The CSD contains approximately 80,000 MOFs, which importantly have well defined bond assignments. This means that 
the CSD provides the perfect platform for structure simplification, and subsequent topological assignment by enabling a 
researcher to bypass any errors produced by their choice of automatic bond assignment software. Development of new 
tools to return topology of MOF structures has the potential to significantly increase the rate of successful topological 
assignment. 
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Abstract Text: Covalent organic frameworks (COFs) are a versatile platform combining attractive properties such as 
crystallinity, porosity, and chemical and structural modularity which are valuable for various applications. For the 
incorporation of COFs into optoelectronic or charge storage devices, efficient charge carrier transport, intrinsic 
conductivity and redox activity are often essential.[1] Here, we report the synthesis of WTA and WBDT, two imine-linked 
COFs featuring a redox-active Wurster-type motif based on the corrugated N,N,N’,N’-tetraphenyl-1,4-phenylenediamine 
tetragonal node. By condensing this unit with either terephthalaldehyde (TA) or benzodithiophene (BDT), COFs featuring 
a dual-pore structure were obtained as highly crystalline materials with large specific surface areas. In addition, the 
estimated high conduction band energies of both COFs render them suitable candidates for oxidative doping. The 
incorporation of a benzodithiophene linear building block allowed for high intrinsic conductivity. Furthermore, different 
dopants such as F4TCNQ, antimony pentachloride and iodine were studied, and the conductivity of the resulting organic 
salts was evaluated. By using the strong organic acceptor F4TCNQ, long-term stable electrical conductivities as high as 
3.67 S m−1 were achieved. Expanding the design strategies for electrically conducting COFs to highly non-planar systems 
and achieving high and stable electrical conductivities widens the scope of applications for new COFs in optoelectronics 
and can ultimately promote the implementation of COFs in organic electronics. [2] Furthermore, the redox-active 
Wurster-type motif provides a promising basis for pseudocapacitive energy storage.  
References:  
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Abstract Text: Composites formed from Ionic liquids (ILs) incorporated within Metal–Organic Frameworks (MOFs) are 
part of a growing field and have shown promise for applications in gas separation, gas storage, catalysis and ionic 
conductivity with superior performance over the pristine MOF.1 The huge variation in the chemical composition of both 
the IL and MOF components allow an extremely high degree of tuneability of their interaction and thus the overall 
properties of the composite material. 
In particular, we are interested in their application as ionic conductors for solid electrolytes in batteries which can be 
achieved by dissolving an alkali metal ion salt into an IL and then incorporating it into a MOF. The negligible volatility and 
non-flammability of the alkali metal ion containing ILs alleviate many of the safety concerns when compared with 
traditional organic electrolytes whilst maintaining high ionic conductivities required for operation.2,3 As the IL is 
incorporated into the MOF pores, a pseudo solid state material is obtained and the rigidity of the framework may also 
help to prevent dendrite formation during cycling of a battery with a solid metal electrode. 
From the perspective of the MOF, characteristics such as the pore size, pore shape, open metal centres, the identity of 
the metal ions, surface area and structural flexibility all influence the ionic conductivity properties. In particular, the 
pores have shown to be essential to achieve high ionic conductivities. A comparison of activated HKUST-1 infiltrated 
with lithium perchlorate in propylene carbonate and activated HKUST-1 which had first been treated with pyridine to 
bind to the open metal centres before being infiltrated with the lithium perchlorate led to a 100x reduction in the room 
temperature ionic conductivity as well as a significantly higher activation energy for ion conduction.4 In the latter, 
conduction is inhibited through the pores and the lithium can only conduct through interparticle voids. Even subtle 
changes in pore size from UiO-66 (pore diameters of 0.75 and 1.2 nm) to UiO-67 (pore diameters of 1.2 and 2.3 nm) 
show an increase in room temperature ionic conductivity from 0.18 to 0.65 mS cm-1 respectively when infiltrated with 
lithium perchlorate in propylene carbonate.4 
The poster discusses our recent work comparing the structure and ionic conductivity properties of a sodium ion 
containing IL@MOF composite formed from a microcrystalline MOF powder compared to that of a monolithic MOF with 
hierarchical porosity containing both micro- and mesopores.5 
Image 1:  
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Effect of Unwanted Guest Molecules on the Stacking Configuration of Covalent Organic Frameworks: A Periodic 
Energy Decomposition Analysis 
D. A. Wonanke*, M. A. Addicoat 
 
 
Abstract Text:   
A detailed understanding of the precise stacking configuration of covalent organic frameworks, COF, is critical to fully 
understand their various applications. Unfortunately, most COFs form powder crystals whose atomic characterisations 
are possible only through powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) analysis. Consequently, this analysis is often coupled with 
computational simulations, wherein computed PXRD patterns for different stacking configurations are compared with 
experimental patterns to predict the precise stacking configuration. This task is often challenging firstly because, 
computation of these systems mostly relies on the use of semi-empirical methods that need to be adequately 
parametrised for the system being studied and secondly because some of these compounds possess guest molecules, 
which are not often taken into account during computation.  
  
COF-1 is an extreme case in which the presence of a guest molecule plays a critical role in predicting the precise stacking 
configuration.1 Using this as a case study, we mapped out a full PES for the stacking configuration in the guest free and 
guest containing systems using the GFN-xTB semi-empirical method followed by a periodic energy decomposition 
analysis using first-principle density functional theory, DFT, at the PBE-D3/TZ2P level of theory.  
  
Herein, we show that the presence of the guest molecule leads to multiple low energy stacking configurations with 
significantly different lateral offsets, which greatly eludes the precise stacking configuration. Moreover, we show that 
GFN-xTB accurately accounts for dispersion correction but fails to precisely predict DFT low energy configurations. 
Finally, we show that the electrostatic-dispersion model suggested Hunter and Sanders accurately describe stacking in 
2D COFs as oppose to the newly suggested Pauli-dispersion model.2,3 
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Amorphization of metal-organic frameworks under non-hydrostatic pressure 
G. Robertson* 
 
 
Abstract Text: Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) have a range of responses to pressure, including phase changes and 
reversible/irreversible amorphization, which vary widely under different conditions. This work documents the response 
of some prototypical MOFs to non-hydrostatic pressure. It considers what this shows about the framework's structural 
development under different pressure states, and possible amorphization mechanisms. 
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Density functional theory modelling of the acidic behaviour of UiO-66 
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Abstract Text: Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are a growing class of highly porous materials comprising inorganic 
metal clusters connected by organic linker ligands, forming three-dimensional nets. They have garnered much interest 
due to their potential in a range of applications, such as drug delivery, gas storage, and as heterogeneous catalysts.1-6 
UiO-66 (University of Oslo) is a highly stable MOF which has been widely studied due to its exceptional thermal and 
chemical stabilities, as well as its unique defect behaviour.7 It is known that in this framework, linker vacancies may be 
created as a result of the synthetic conditions used,8 leading to increase porosity and metal clusters that are less 
coordinatively saturated. The material has been found to be active as both a Bronsted and a Lewis acid catalyst, though 
in its standard form, performance is poor.9,10 Activity of the Lewis acid type is known to benefit greatly from increased 
defectivity, while little is known about Bronsted acidity in relation to linker disorder. In order to systematically tune the 
acidic behaviour of UiO-66, it is necessary to understand the influence of defects, as found by Liu et al. in a recent 
study.11 
Density functional theory (DFT) can be used to probe the Bronsted and Lewis acidities of the framework. Using ammonia 
as a probe molecule, the probe binding energy can be used as a proxy measure of Bronsted acidity. Calculations were 
run using different defect distributions and termination mechanisms to evaluate the importance of these two factors, 
representing the largest analysis of its type on MOFs. The results reveal the importance of considering dispersion 
interactions in ammonia binding and further yield novel insight into the choice of capping species’ for this purpose. 
Probing Lewis acidity requires the use of ab initio molecular dynamics, because even with defects, Zr atoms remain 8-
fold coordinated, meaning unsaturated sites must first be created. In an unprecedented study, the approach of a 
prototype Lewis base reactant towards a defective metal node was modelled using umbrella sampling. This revealed 
that a defect provides alternative species that decoordinate more easily than the linkers, thereby explaining why 
catalytic activity concordantly increases. Further work is still under-way to establish the importance of the choice of 
capping species and the defect distribution in this regard, using a similar procedure to the one described previously. 
References: 1. Orellana-Tavra, C. ; Baxter, E. F.; Tian, T.; Bennett, T. D.; Slater, N. K. H.; Cheetham, A. K.; and Fairen-
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Electrical regulation of CO2 adsorption in metal-organic framework MIL-53 
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Abstract Text: Active regulation of pore accessibility in microporous material by external stimuli has aroused great 
attention in recent years, including the use of heat, pressure, and light. In this work, we tried to apply an electric field to 
regulate gas adsorption in microporous materials. Through experimental study, we show that the CO2 adsorption 
capacity of MIL-53 (Al) significantly reduced while that of NH2-MIL-53 (Al) was slightly enhanced by a direct current E-
field of 2.86 × 105 V/m. The E-field can instantly regulate the CO2 adsorption in MIL-53 (Al), which was confirmed by the 
instantaneously decreased CO2 uptake when powering on in situ during adsorption measurement. The ab initio density 
functional theory calculation indicated that the decrease of CO2 uptake upon E-field application in MIL-53 (Al) resulted 
from the reduced charge rearrangement between the CO2 molecule and the framework, which weakened the host-guest 
interaction and reduced the binding energy of CO2. This effect was only found in the narrow pore state MIL-53 (Al), 
rather than the large pore configuration. Our results demonstrated the feasibility to regulate the admission of small 
molecules in microporous materials by E-field.   
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Revisiting gate opening mechanism: phonon and adsorption simulations perspective 
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Abstract Text: Subclass of metal-organic framework (MOFs) – flexible MOFs are prone to undergo different structural 
changes when exposed to external stimuli such as pressure, temperature, and adsorption. Despite of variety of 
computational and experimental studies devoted to this class of materials, still there is no generalized model of the 
microscopic mechanism explaining experimentally observed transformations. One of the reasons is a very intricate 
nature of involved phenomena, such as sublattice displacement, linker rotation and buckling or change of the angles 
between the linkers. 
We propose a comprehensive methodology based on phonon formalism, Density Functional Theory (DFT), and Grand 
Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) adsorption calculations to revisit and get more valuable insight into the mechanism of 
the structural transformations in group of flexible ZIF materials with sodalite topology. We performed DFT calculations 
of low-frequency phonons and analyzed their potential contribution to the gate opening mechanism. For the first time, 
analysis of phonon-driven deformations of ZIFs was coupled with calculations of quantities describing adsorption 
process such as pore limiting diameter (PLD) and void fraction (VF) explicit adsorption simulations, and grand 
thermodynamic potential of adsorption. 
References: [1] F. Formalik, M. Fischer, J. Rogacka, L. Firlej, B. Kuchta, Microporous Mesoporous Mater. 304 (2020) 
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Abstract Text: Mesoporous solids, widely used in industrial applications exhibit structural disorder which impacts the 
fluid properties confined within the solids. Hence, understanding fluid phase behaviour in pores is fundamental to their 
optimization for various applications. Gas sorption and thermoporometry employ fluid phase transitions as markers to 
reveal pore morphology. While gas sorption analysis has been advanced in understanding gas-liquid phase equilibria in 
pores, thermoporometry, which utilizes the liquid-solid phase equilibria is yet to be exploited.   
In this work, in an analogy to the advanced gas sorption analysis [1, 2], we present a novel kernel-based approach to 
thermoporometry characterization. This allows us to incorporate a variation of the non-frozen layer thickness with 
curvature and the effects of thermodynamic fluctuations on phase transitions into a recently developed theoretical 
framework [3]. The model considers complexities arising from coupled pore systems and allows for the analysis of pore 
networks beyond the simple collection of independent pores conventionally assumed in the literature [4]. By applying 
this approach to NMR cryoporometry of water in MCM-41 and SBA-15 materials, we validate the approach and reveal 
disorder respectively.  
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Abstract Text:   
   Much attention is focused on flexible MOFs and related porous materials because of stimuli-responsive adsorption 
behaviour.  Although many flexible MOFs showing non-traditional behaviour such as breathing and gate adsorption are 
known nowadays, it is still rare for zeolitic inorganic 3D frameworks showing such nitrogen adsorption behaviours.  We 
reported two polymorphs of microporous aluminium methylphosphonate (AlMepO), AlMepO-α and -β with the 
framework composition Al2(O3PCH3)3 [1,2].  Both polymorphs have ALPO-like 3D inorganic frameworks with methyl-lined 
one-dimensional channels.  AlMepO-α gives a N2 adsorption isotherm with two adsorption steps at low pressure, 
while AlMepO-β gives typical Type-I isotherm [3].  This study aims at elucidation of the adsorption behaviour of AlMepO-
α by using in-situ high-resolution X-ray diffraction. 
   The in-situ XRD measurement was executed at BL02B2, SPring-8, Japan.  After degassing AlMepO-α in a glass 
capillary at 723 K, the sample was cooled to 94 K, which is the lowest temperature attainable by the N2 cryostreams, and 
XRD data were measured by increasing N2 gas pressure up to 100 kPa. 
   After degassing at 723 K, no apparent phase transition is observed down to 94 K under vacuum to retain the trigonal 
form, though temperature-dependent lattice contraction is observed.  Introduction of N2 gas up to P = 13.2 kP at 94 K 
retain the single trigonal phase (denoted as np form), which is indexed with space group P31c while varying the lattice 
constants.  The Rietveld refinement reveals nitrogen molecules in the channels.  Another new phase appeared at P = 
17.8 kP is indexed also with a slightly larger trigonal unit cell with the same space group P31c (denoted 
as lp form).  Increasing the gas pressure results in increase of lp form and decrease of np.  The np to lp transition 
reasonably explains the second adsorption step around P/P0 = 0.02-0.03 observed for N2 isotherm at 77 K.  Although the 
single lp form was not attained in the limited synchrotron beam time, the crystal structure of both the forms (see Image 
1: a) np and b) lp) were obtained in two-phase Rietveld refinement.  Arising from small difference in the lattice constants 
and framework structure, the orientation of the methyl groups lining the channels is imperceptibly different between 
both the forms to slightly expand the micropore size in lp form.  The main difference is occupancy of nitrogen molecules 
(np: 0.322(11), lp: 1) and orientation of the nitrogen molecules.  The N2 molecules are located slantingly to the channels 
in np form, while closely packed along the channels in lp form.  This result basically supports our previous hypothesis to 
explain the 2-step isotherm in Ref. 3. 
   The average cell N2 content, which is calculated from the molar fraction and the cell N2 content of each phase, plotted 
versus P shown in Image 2a should crystallographically simulate a N2 adsorption isotherm.  The corresponding relative 
pressure (P/P0) by conversion using the saturation pressure at 94 K is also shown as the top axis.  Image 2b shows the 
N2 adsorption isotherm volumetrically measured at 77 K with estimated cell N2 content as the right axis, to which the 
adsorbed amount is converted by assuming a pure AlMepO-α phase.  Although many factors should perturb this 
crystallographically estimated adsorption isotherm, it fairly well simulates the two-step isotherm measured at 77 K. 
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Abstract Text: Offering a strong balance between pore size, relatively high specific surface area, and beneficial transport 
properties, mesoporous solids have found immense uses in industrial applications such as catalysis, separations, 
adsorption and drug delivery among others. These materials may exhibit geometric disorder along varying length scales, 
and hence, affect fluid phase behaviour in confined spaces. Accurate characterisation of the pore structure is, therefore, 
a necessary step towards optimization for the above-mentioned applications.  
Current characterization tools assume an independent collection of pores in such random porous solids. This way, 
analysis precludes interconnectivity effects arising from inter-pore coupling. Herein, we elucidate the structure of a 
strongly disordered mesoporous solid via analyses of both solid-liquid and gas-liquid phase equilibria in the material [1]. 
Utilising the serially-connected pore model which incorporates both phase nucleation and growth phenomena [2], we 
show that the model is able to self-consistently reproduce the boundary phase transitions and scanning behaviour in our 
material [3]. The, thus, derived pore size distribution proves to be a more accurate representation of the pore structure 
[4]. 
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Abstract Text: The Energy Dispersive EXAFS branch of the I20 beamline, I20-EDE, is dedicated for X-ray absorption 
spectroscopy (XAS) measurements for material science. The beamline shares the I20 straight section of the Diamond 
ring with the I20-Scanning branch, which is dedicated to XAS and XES experiments. Each branch has its own wiggler 
source, optical elements, experimental hutch and control cabin and can therefore operate independently and 
simultaneously.[1, 2] 
The I20-EDE source is a variable gap, hybrid wiggler, with 1.3T peak field. It delivers a continuous white beam spectrum 
with enough horizontal divergence to fully illuminate a 250mm long polychromator crystal. The polychromator is a long 
thin silicon crystal that is dynamically curved to the required ellipse, to select a bandwidth of energies focused at the 
sample position and diverging to a position-sensitive detector. Si(111) and Si(311) crystals are available to study 
absorption edges of energies between 6keV and 26keV, with dispersive bandpass of ~10% at all energies and photon flux 
of 1012 ph/s at 10keV. The position-energy relation established allows for the whole absorption spectrum to be acquired 
in a single shot. This characteristic of the energy-dispersive configuration, together with the availability of fast detectors, 
gives the beamline the ability to perform time-resolved EXAFS. Processes with timescales ranging from hours all the way 
down to microseconds can be studied, including in operando heterogeneous and homogenous catalysis; electrochemical 
reactions; and material phase changes with temperature, or at high pressure in a Diamond Anvil Cell. Complementary 
techniques available include UV-vis, Raman spectroscopy and mass spectrometry. The beamline is currently accepting 
proposals. 
Image 1:  
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Abstract Text: Industrial adsorption processes are, mainly due to simultaneous heat and mass transfer, characterized by 
a high level of complexity. The conception of such processes often does not take place systematically, instead scale-
up/down respectively number-up/down methods based on existing systems are used. This paper shows how Modelica® 
can be used to develop a transient model enabling a more systematic design of such ad- and desorption components 
and processes. The core of this model is a lumped-element submodel of a single adsorbent grain, where the 
thermodynamic equilibria and the kinetics of the ad- and desorption processes are implemented and solved on the basis 
of mass-, momentum and energy balances. For validation of this submodel a fixed bed adsorber, whose characteristics 
are described in detail in literature, was modeled and simulated. The simulation results are in good agreement with the 
experimental results from literature. Therefore, the model development will be continued and the extended model will 
be applied to further adsorber types like rotor adsorbers and moving bed adsorbers. 
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Abstract Text: The unique physicochemical properties of the zeolites, such as their controlled acidity, adsorption 
capacity, ion exchange properties, and thermal stability, as well as uniform channels and cavities crystallographically 
ordered in size and position, determine their effectiveness in catalytic processes. Mordenite is widely used in catalysis, 
separation and purification because of its uniform, small pore size and high internal surface area. Despite 
the microporous structure, there are limitations that decrease the efficiency of the zeolite as catalysts. Such limitations 
can be avoided by creating mesoporous voids.  
Another important issue in catalysis efficiency is the number of active sites (i.e. Lewis and Brønsted acid sites). Its 
number can be increased with a number of hetero T-atoms within the framework by post-synthesis treatment such as 
ion exchange. 
Parent material was prepared by the hydrothermal synthesis in Teflon-lined autoclaves as  one-pot synthesis and 
resulted in sodium mordenite zeolite. Mono- and bimetallic systems of Ag, Fe, and Ag–Fe were prepared by the ion 
exchange method in H-form mordenite.  
PXRD pattern shows that the structure corresponds to the structure of mordenite. All post-synthesis treatments did not 
have a significant influence on the crystallinity of the samples. 
Preliminary results (FE-SEM with EDS) have shown a certain amount of metals incorporated in mordenite and preserved 
structure after wet impregnation. AAS gives the exact concentration of metals in mordenite structure and was used to 
confirm impregnation of metals, but can't say anything about metal species. UV–Vis spectroscopy was applied to identify 
the silver and iron species. Due to the usually specific behavior of the Ag and Fe cations under the light, photostability 
was confirmed by exposing the samples to the radiation in the wavelength range of 200 to 1000 nm. 
References: P. Sánchez-López, Y. Kotolevich, S. Miridonov, F. Chávez-Rivas, S. Fuentes, V. Petranovskii, Catalysts, 2019, 
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Abstract Text: Zeolites, due to very interesting characteristics such as well-defined porous structure, ion-exchange 
properties, surface acidity with various strength and density of acid sites, have found application in many field of 
industry, everyday life, large variety of reactions. Advantage of zeolitic materials is mechanical, thermal and 
hydrothermal stability. Ferrierite zeolite is characterized by layer structure  based on 5-membered rings (MR) with two 
types of intersecting channels 8- and 10- MR. Although, pore dimensions is one of the main problem in reaction of bulky 
molecules due to internal diffusion limitations.[2] New approaches have been proposed to modified structure of 
microporous zeolites and obtain materials characterized by larger pore volume and accessibility of catalytically active 
sites. 
            Delamination process leads to formation of single zeolitic layers in a “house of cards” structure from layered 
zeolite precursor  Proposed procedure allow to obtain the ITQ-6 material with higher external surface area. ITQ-36 
synthesis is based on incorporation of stable silica pillars into the interlayer space of 2D PREFER precursor. Both 
ferrierite based materials are characterized by presence of meso- and macroporosity.[2] Titanosiliate and aluminum 
silicate ferrierites: FER, ITQ-6 and ITQ-36 materials were synthesized with various Si/Al and Si/Ti ratios and finally 
modified by copper. The obtained materials were characterized with respect to structure, form and aggregation of 
deposited copper species, acidity and reducibility. The obtained samples were found to be active and selective in NH3-
SCR process (Fig. 1, 2) 
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Abstract Text: Mesoporous silicas, the representative of which is the MCM-41, constitute a group of materials 
characterized by intrinsic properties highly desirable from the catalysis point of view. These features include a very large 
specific surface area and total pore volume, as well as a strictly defined porous structure and relatively high thermal, 
hydrothermal and mechanical stability. [1] However, in the case of purely siliceous porous materials, a disadvantage that 
hinders their use in catalysis is the lack of ion-exchange properties ensuring the possibility of introducing the catalytically 
active phase in a highly dispersed form. An alternative, but at the same time effective method of introducing 
catalytically active components is the template ion exchange (TIE) method. It is based on the extraction of organic 
template, applied during the synthesis as a pore template, from silica materials with the use of polar solvent solutions 
containing metal cations. Furthermore, the degree of dispersion of the introduced catalytically active ingredients can be 
controlled by treating the obtained materials with complexing agents. This modified version of the template-ion 
exchange technique is based on the post-synthetic treatment of samples, directly after the TIE procedure, by using 
ammonia complexation (TIE-NH3). [2,3] 
The modification of the MCM-41 material with transition metals (e.g. Cu), leads to effective catalysts for the conversion 
of environmentally dangerous nitrogen oxides (NOx) in the low-temperature selective catalytic reduction with NH3 (NH3-
SCR). [2,3] The design of catalysts for the low-temperature selective catalytic reduction of nitrogen oxide with ammonia 
emitted from stationary sources constitutes one of the most important issues in the field of environmental catalysis. 
The main aim of the presented studies was to develop catalysts for the low-temperature NH3-SCR process basing on the 
modification of spherical MCM-41 with Cu. Mesoporous silica material was modified with methanolic solutions 
containing various copper concentrations by the TIE method and its modified version using the complexation of Cu with 
ammonia. The obtained materials were characterized to determine their structure (P-XRD), chemical composition (ICP-
OES), texture (N2-sorption), morphology and surface composition (SEM-EDS). Moreover, aggregation of active phase 
(UV-vis-DRS), reducibility (H2-TPR) and surface acidity (NH3-TPD) have been also investigated. 
It was shown that such catalytic systems present very interesting properties in the low-temperature selective catalytic 
reduction of NO with ammonia (Figure 1). The enhanced catalytic activity was observed especially in the case of the 
samples obtained as a result of TIE-NH3 modification. For the most active sample in this series, 60Cu-A, the NO 
conversion above 90%, was obtained in the range of 225–300°C (Figure 1B). In the case of the TIE method, copper was 
introduced in the form of highly dispersed copper species as well as CuO nanorods, while for the samples modified by 
using post-synthetic ammonia complexation Cu was introduced in the highly dispersed form deposited inside the porous 
system. The morphology (SEM micrographs) of the most active samples, 60Cu and 60Cu-A, was presented in Figure 2A 
and 2B, respectively. The improved catalytic activity of the samples obtained as a result of the TIE-NH3 method could be 
related presence of a well-dispersed monomeric Cu active phase, which was found to be more active compared to more 
aggregated copper oxide species. 
  
Acknowledgements: The studies were carried out in the frame of project 2018/31/B/ST5/00143 from the National 
Science Centre (Poland). AJ has been partly supported by the EU Project POWR.03.02.00-00-I004/16. 
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Abstract Text: Three new 2D layered metal carboxyphosphonate, [Cu(O3PC2H4COOH)] (1), [Cu(O3PC2H4COOH)·(H2O)2] (2) 
and [Zn3(O3PCH2CH2COO)2] (3) were synthesized and characterized.  Compound 1 crystalizes in monoclinic space group 
(P21/c) with [CuO3] trigonal planes interconnects [CPO3] tetrahedral via corner sharing, forming a 1-Dimensional chain 
along c-axis with two adjacent chains  linking through H-bonding giving rise to a 2D layered structure. Similarly 
compound 2 crystalizes in orthorhombic space group (Pbca) with its [CuO4] square planar pyramidal planes 
interconnecting  [CPO3] tetrahedral to form a 1D chain with phosphonate ligand bridging two adjacent 1D chains to give 
a 2D layered structure. Compound 3 which crystalizes in monoclinic space group (P21/c), comprises of Zn having 3 
different coordination environment with Zn1 exhibiting octahedral geometry, Zn2 featuring distorted octahedral and 
Zn3 being bridged by two phosphonic oxygen.  Although complete deprotonation was achieved in compound 3, however 
the crystal structure appeared as 2D pillared layered structure. 
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Abstract Text:   
Magnetic porous nanomaterials with core–shell structures are highly desired for catalysis, purification of wastewater 
and biomedical uses. Despite the current advances in the synthesis of the magnetic core–shell structure with 
mesoporous shell, the preparation of similar structures with microporous shell, such as zeolites, remains a great 
challenge. 
Herein, we present a strategy for preparation of discrete and uniform Fe3O4@mesoporous silica (mSiO2) and 
Fe3O4@microporous Silicalite-1 (Fe3O4@mSiO2/Silicalite-1) core-shell nanoparticles with overall dimension lower than 
100 nm. Initially, superparamagnetic Fe3O4 nanoparticles and Fe3O4@mSiO2 mesoporous nanostructures were prepared 
by thermal decomposition and reverse microemulsion method, respectively. Then the recrystallization of amorphous 
silica shell (mSiO2) into Silicalite-1 under controlled hydrothermal (HT) synthesis in the presence of a structure-directing 
agent (SDA) was conducted. The kinetics of transformation of the mesoporous into microporous shell was studied. The 
HT treatment was carried out at 90 °C for 3, 6, 12, 24 and 48 h. The as-prepared Fe3O4@mSiO2/Silicalite-1 core-shell 
nanoparticles were purified and calcined at 550 °C. Both the Fe3O4@mesoporous silica and Fe3O4@microporous 
Silicalite-1 core-shell nanoparticles were thoroughly characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), N2 adsorption, 
dynamic light scattering (DLS) and SQUID magnetometer. 
Nanoparticles after 3 h of HT treatment with a narrow size distribution centered at 90 nm were formed. A decrease of 
the particle size to 70 nm was observed in the sample treated for 12 h. The FTIR results revealed the formation of 
secondary building units (SBU) representative for silicalite-1 in the samples treated for 3, 6, and 12 h (a broad band at 
570 cm-1 appeared in the IR spectra). As the time of HT treatment increased, the corresponding band red-shifted 
towards 550 cm-1 and its intensity increased. These results suggest that ultra-small domains containing SBU of silicalite-1 
were initially formed after 3h HT. The gradual crystallization of silicalite-1 in the shell of the samples is confirmed by 
XRD; the results reveal the appearance of the Bragg peaks corresponding to the MFI framework structure. Additionally, 
the surface areas and micropore volume of the samples increased significantly with increasing the crystallization time. 
The specific surface area of the Fe3O4@mSiO2/Silicalite-1 core–shell nanoparticle reached 226 m2 g-1 after 12h, while the 
mesoporous Fe3O4@mSiO2 nanoparticles have a surface area of 122 m2 g-1. Simultaneously, an increase in micropore 
volume was observed. The magnetic properties of the Fe3O4@mSiO2/Silicalite-1 core–shell nanoparticles were fully 
preserved. The Fe3O4@mSiO2/Silicalite-1 core–shell nanoparticles maintained their superparamagnetic behavior after 
calcination and displayed a great potential for magnetic separation process. The new methodology allows the 
preparation of magnetic core-shell nanostructures with defined micro-to-meso-porosity by keeping the nanosized 
particles unchanged. 
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Abstract Text: Latent heat storage systems help to keep the temperature of an environment constant via phase change 
of the active material (phase change material (PCM)) adsorbed through the shape stabilizers.[1] PCMs store and release 
thermal energy as enthalpy of fusion when going liquid from the solid form or vice versa. Thus, the thermal properties 
and the amount of PCM involved to the process are important factors for latent heat storage systems. On the other 
hand, shape stabilizers play a crucial role in the latent heat storage process since they are the hosts to those PCMs.[2] 
The characteristics of a good shape stabilizer are their ability to keep the PCMs stationary after melting (no leak) and a 
suitable thermal conductivity for the corresponding application. Porous materials have been the preferred scaffolds as 
shape stabilizers thanks to their large accessible surface area allowing a high PCM uptake.[3] Given that, the pore-size of 
the porous scaffold is more important than the size of surface area. This is because microporous materials might suffer 
from steric hindrance for bulky PCMs and macroporous materials have higher tendency for leakage due to poor capillary 
forces. Therefore, mesopore rich hierarchical porosity is desired since they provide optimum storage capacity (good 
enough surface areas) and adequate capillary forces (less tendency for PCM leakage). In this work, we employ post-
synthetic modification on a microporous ZSM-5 to yield mesopore rich hierarchical porosity along its structure.[4] 
Moreover, we loaded two different PCMs demonstrating low and high molecular weights (lauric acid (LA) and 
polyethylene glycol 4000 (PEG)) to check the response of the scaffold against small and large PCMs. We observed nearly 
double uptake for both PCMs after the modification, hence better latent heat storage properties. Moreover, the 
produced system showed a constant performance after 500 heating-cooling cycles proving the stability of the final 
PCM/ZSM composite. Furthermore, it is worth noting that we investigated the pore-size phenomena on the same 
framework structure to neglects the side effects from the skeleton of the scaffold such as thermal conductivity, which 
makes this study particularly intriguing for the field.  
References: References 
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Abstract Text: Nitrogen oxides (NOx) emission has become a primary concern among the air pollutants emitted from 
various sources: automotive, energetics and heavy industry. Furthermore, NOx have a negative influence on health and 
human life, and due to the solar radiation react and form the so-called photochemical smog [1]. Current regulations 
require a significant reduction in emissions of these harmful oxides. The most promising and effective method allowing 
the fulfillment of these conditions is the SCR deNOx reaction with the participation of ammonia as a reducing agent. 
Over the literature reports, the metal modified zeolites have revealed the high activity in deNOx reaction [2,3]. 
Ab initio calculations within the density functional theory were used in our recent research in the line to understand 
different path of deNOx reaction on bimetallic nanoparticles inside MFI zeolite. The exchange and correlation functional 
is approximated by a Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) approach. Cluster model of MFI  zeolite structure (Al2Si18O53H26) has 
been used with bimetallic M1-O-M2 (M1,2 = Cu and Zn)  nanoparticles adsorbed above aluminium centers in the zeolite 
frame. The M1-O-M2 dimers have been considered according to previous studies of bimetallic complexes [4]. 

Fig. 1.  Structure used to calculations - MFI zeolite with bimetallic dimer (Al2Si18O53H26_CuOZn). 
Coadsorption of NO and NH3 on Cu-Zn bimetallic nanoparticles bound in MFI cluster was investigated. Several 
configurations, electronic structure (charges, bond orders) were analyzed. Based on these studies, a scheme for the 
mechanism of the deNOx process was proposed. The main objective of this work was to find a more favorable and 
efficient catalyst for the deNOx process. 

This work was supported in part by the PL-Grid Infrastructure (using supercomputer Prometheus at Cyfronet Cracow). 
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Abstract Text: Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has the necessary resolution and flexibility to characterize 
catalysts at magnifications spanning 5 orders of magnitude, from the micrometer level to atomic level via imaging, 
electron diffraction, and spectroscopy. It can provide detailed local structural information about the catalysts, e.g., 
compositions of the surfaces, atomic surface structures, and crystal structures.[1] However, the high-energy electrons 
can cause damage by modulating the structures of the materials. This has become a significant problem for beam-
sensitive materials, including metal–organic frameworks, covalent–organic frameworks, organic–inorganic hybrid 
materials, 2D materials, and zeolites. With the application of spherical aberration (Cs) corrector, high angle annular dark 
field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) has proved to be an excellent approach for obtaining 
high resolution images for these beam sensitive materials.[2] In recent years, integrated differential phase-contrast 
scanning transmission electron microscopy (iDPC-STEM),[3] is widely used to directly probe guest molecules in zeolites, 
owing to its sufficient and interpretable image contrast for both heavy and light elements under low-dose conditions.[4] 
In this work, by using iDPC-STEM, we studied the atomic structures of H-ZSM-22 catalysts.  
Figure 1 shows the DF-STEM images from the four segmented STEM detectors A-D and the Integrated Differential Phase 
Contrast (iDPC) STEM image of the H-ZSM-22 catalyst. From the iDPC-STEM image, we can see two dimensional fringes 
which clearly show the micropores of zeolites. The distance between the smaller fringes is 0.45 nm, which is consistent 
well with the size of the H-ZSM-22 pores (0.45 X 0.55 nm).[5] Because the micropore channels with 10-membered-ring 
(10-MR) openings normally run parallel to the long axis of the crystal, it’s challenging to directly observe the 10-
membered-ring for H-ZSM-22 unless the crystals are cut using ultramicrotomy or cyro-FIB. 
iDPC-STEM is the best technique in TEM to study the atomic structures of zeolite-based catalysts owing to its sufficient 
and interpretable image contrast for both heavy and light elements under low-dose conditions, which may help to make 
a big step forward in the zeolite field. 
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